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ATTENTION:
Many images of collections can be viewed on our website at www.hrharmer.com

LotNo

4001

Worldwide Coin Collections
MIXED ACCUMULATION OF FOREIGN COINS - MUCH SILVER includes India QV 1 Rupee
(12), much Singapore including 1981 Silver Proof set, Canada KGV/KGVI Half Dollars (12), Turks &
Caicos 20 & 50 Crown Proof set (Silver & Gold) and China group of Kwang-Tung, Hu-Peh & Foo-Kien
Provincial minor silver coins (30). Too many more to describe - many coins in issued boxes - viewing
highly recommended - condition mixed due to storage but many in better than average condition.

Start Price

300

UNITED STATES COLLECTIONS
4002

*/(*) 3 U.S.19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION, 1847-1898, attractive specialized collection in 2 binders
and incl some interesting covers, better noted (used unless specified otherwise): 2, 7, 9, small group of 7
and 9 plated with varieties noted, 10, 10A, 11, 11A, similar group of 3c 1851 varieties, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18,
20, 22-23, group of #25 & 26 ( plated) with some varieties include #25 with recut inner lines, #26, pos.
18L28 "quadruple plate flaw" (Scott $2,000), 29, 30 unused, 30A, 32-33, 36, 36b, 37, 47P4, 63, 64, 64b, 65
pair mint, 67, 70b, 71-72, 75, useful grills incl 85, 87, 89 strip of three, 92-94, 97-98, 1869 issue complete
to 90c, various Banknotes, Columbians complete (lower values mint, $3 o.g., $5 regummed), 264-78, 28591, etc., also note attractive GB "penny black", generally mixed condition, VG-VF; many with certificates,
attractive appearing collection (owner's 2014 catalog $46,000+).

4000

4003

*/(*)/** U.S. COLLECTION, 1847-1940, attractive collection in Scott National album, 19th century mostly used,
others mostly o.g. or NH, numerous better as Used 1, 7, 9, 14, 25, 35, 36, 68-71, 75, 76 (2), 77, 78, 1869
3
complete (less 24c, 30c), 148-53, 165-66, 212-17, 219-29, 261, 479, J6-7, J27-28, Mint 189, 238-41, 291, 29499 (10c NH), 300-09, 323-30, 331-41, 343-47, 397-404, 492-97, 498-518 (less 505), 524, 525-34A, 540-41,
546, 547, 551-73 (some NH), 578-79, 581-91, 599A, 630, 634A (NH), complete Kans-Nebr, etc., Airmails
complete to 1991 (less C13-15), E1, E2, E4, E5-8, F1, J35-36, J38-43, J60, J61-68, extensive Officials,
Parcel Post complete, JQ1-5, Shanghai complete, etc., expect some small flaws/faults, some evidence of
regumming on a few, generally F-VF. (owner's Scott $35,000+).

3500

*/(*)/** U.S. COLLECTION, 1847-1988, attractive collection in Scott National album, 19th century mostly used, 20th
century mostly o.g. or NH, many highlights incl Used 1-2, 9, 14, 17 pair, 32, 35, 36, 38, 63, 68-72, 75-78 (78
3
with "ste(am) sh(ip)" cancel), excellent showing of "E" and "F" grills to 30c, 1869 Pictorials complete (90c with
certificate), Banknotes to 90c issues, 208 mint, 212-29, Columbians complete to $2 (4c, 50c used, others o.g.,
higher values unused/regummed), 291, 292, 311, 404, etc., better Mint 294-99, 323-30, 339-41, 343-47, good
showing of Washington-Franklin coil singles/pairs, many appearing good, 380-82, 397-403, 419-20, 425-32, 46275, 480, 498-518 (no 500, 505), 545-46, 551-573, Kans-Nebr complete NH but all with fake overprints (valuable
for research), 692-701, etc., virtually complete thereafter with majority NH, expect some small flaws/faults,
mostly restricted to earlier issues, generally F-VF or better, high catalog value, close evaluation suggested.

3500

4004
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4005

4006

Start Price

U.S. USED COLLECTION, 1847/1940 wonderfully fresh and attractive used collection in older Scott
National album, better noted: 1-2, 7, 9, 12, 13-15, 18, 20, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30A, 31-33, 36, 37, 38, 6772, 83, 85B, 86-91, 92-101 complete, 1869 Pictorials complete, 123, 134-36, 138 (split grill, 1991 APS
certificate), 145-55,156-66 (less 24c), 182-91, 206-18, 219-29, Columbians complete to $2, 261, 262, 26476A, 279-84, Trans-Mississippi complete, 294-99, 300-12, 323-27, 397-404, mostly all Washington-Franklin
issues in complete sets, unusual coil singles (many not counted in catalog value), 523-24, appearing near
complete thereafter, C1-6, C18 NH, excellent "Dues" with only the first three issues catalogued, many
others in need of verification, Special Delivery complete, Q1-12, JQ1-5, Ducks complete to 1952 with
some later not counted, small group of cut squares, nice group of CSA singles, etc., expect some flaws/
faults and usual mixed condition, generally Fine or better, an impressive collection, (Scott $48,000+).

3000

U.S. COLLECTION, 1847-1993 impressive collection on pages with much of interest including some useful
duplication, premium galore with 1-2 used (10c four margins); 1851 issues to 12c used; 1857 issues to 12c
used; 1861 issues to 24c used though note 12c unused; good mix of used 1868 grilled issues in need of
evaluation (85 "D" grill with certificate); 1869 issue complete used; various Banknote issues to 30c values
mostly used with a few unused); 219-29 used, Columbians complete to $2 used; 1894-95 issues both appear
complete used to $1 values (note several unused); Trans-Miss complete to 50c used plus the 4c-10c unused
and $2 regummed; 294-99 unused, 300-12 used with an additional 312 mint, 330 NH; several impressive pages
Wash-Franklin issues in need of close evaluation; Kans-Nebr complete; 630 NH; high value imperf National
Parks plate blocks; Recalled "Legends" sheet NH; C1-3 mint, C4-6 used; C13-15 mint (part o.g.); couple pages
attractive Officials used, 1st issue Revenues, Dues, Cut Squares, group of early Ducks: RW1 (no gum), RW2
mint, other attractive early issues, etc., expect some flaw/faults, close examination suggested, generally F-VF
or better, offered intact by request and with considerable catalog value; well worth a careful inspection.

2500

19th CENTURY, CLASSICS, FANCY CANCELS, few thousand stamps in four loaded stockbooks, mostly neatly
organized by issues, quality appears much better than usually seen, includes one stockbook with many NYFM
cancels or their domestic counterpart, another with lower values in quantities showing stars, grids, Paids, numerals,
letters, etc, another with huge quantity of Officials with some color cancels, numerals, etc., generally F-VF, huge
catalog present, must be examined to understand the scope and breadth of this very important holding.

2000

134//219, 1870-88 1c-90c BANKNOTE ISSUES COLLECTION. neatly organized on stockpages, mostly
by issue, good run of grill issues include 90c (faulty), most in useful quantities, many attractive fancy
and semi-fancy cancels, color cancels, negative cancels, etc., mixed condition on some, majority being
attractive and useful to cancel collector, F-VF. (Scott in excess of $26,000).

1500

331//545, 1908-1921 WASHINGTON - FRANKLIN ISSUES COLLECTION attractive collection on
Lighthouse hingleess pages, mostly o.g. with some better items being NH, most coil pairs not counted,
highlights include: 333-37, 339-40, 342, 343-47, 358, 374-80, 382, 407, 414-19, 422 (2), 423, 424-38, 46876, 478-80 ($2-$5 NH), 492-97 NH coil pairs (494 line pair), excellent offsets and rotary issues, generally
F-VF with some surprises. (Scott $7,300+)

1500

DESIRABLE US MINT COLLECTION 4 volume mint collection with many NH items, high quality
(including some gem copies), several coil pairs and line pairs, plate flaws and double transfers, better
earlier plate blocks; starting with 1879 period to about 1989, almost complete from 1920's on and with many
extra copies collected for shades/ptgs and varieties (no White Plains Sheet and no Washington Franklins)
as the collector was a specialist exhibitor in this area; has NH Scott 221, 230, 231 plt # single, 246, 246 plt #
strip of 3, 264, 286, 295(2-one with massive train shift), 300, 301 93), 303, 304, 307 VF-XF, 314, 320, 328 (2),
330, 571, 579, and MLH highlights of 184, 231 (2-1 broken hat), several better 1 and 2 cent 1894-5, 285(2),
286 92), 287, 308, 319 (4 shades), 323-326, 329 (2), 397 (2), 398 (2), 400, 548-50, 550, 551-569, 571, 578
(2), 581-91 (several MNH, multiple shades, and massive plate flaw on 4 cent), 637 double transfer, most of
the 2c Reds in NH plate blocks plus others, Kansas Nebraska complete, all definitives from Presidentials
complete until the 1960's and with many additional shades, some very scarce, coil and line pairs and most
NH and the rest is mainly MLH up until the 1989 period that will have postage value, but also possible
tagging errors, etc.; a great collection for the dealer or collector looking for more than just the mundane,
with many surprises to be found! Pretty much fault free and very fresh collection!

1500

*/(*)/** U.S.COLLECTION, 1901-2006, attractive specialized collection in 5 binders incl some covers and plating
3 6 varieties, also some envelopes and varieties (mostly identified with certificates), numerous highlights include:
294-99 used, 300-11 used, 397-404 used, 479-80 used, 500 used, 505 o.g., 523-24, an excellent group of
Washington-Franklin coils (mostly o.g. and appearing genuine), 540 o.g., specialized 1954-68 Liberty series
with print varieties, large and small hole coils, etc., recalled "Legends" S/S with folder, group of Transportation
coils, attractive Airmails (includes some foreign Zeppelin issues), Special Delivery and other back-of-book
issues (include Possessions), generally F-VF; view to appreciate (owner's 2014 catalog $8,400+)

1000

U.S. COLLECTION, 1851-2012, attractive collection in four Heirloom albums, mostly used to 1932,
then mostly o.g. and complete thereafter, includes much face value, note numerous mini-sheets, classics in
typical mixed condition, balance mostly VF.

600

U.S. COLLECTION, 1851-1935, attractive collection in Lighthouse hingeless album, scattering of
classics, mostly used, later balance o.g. but mostly NH, better o.g. include: 133 unused, 227, 230-33, 235,
238-39, Trans-Miss. complete to 10c, 300-08, 328-30, 369 NH, 548-50, 616-21 NH, 630 NH (small margin
flaw), 648 NH, 1923-32 coil pairs/ line pairs, C1-6, Airs complete to 1993 (less C13-15), E2-3, E5-7, E8-9,
E11, JQ1-3, JQ5, generally fresh and F-VF; a few accompanied by certificates

500

3

*/(*)
64

4007

4008
4009

4010

4011

4012
4013

3

*/**

*/**

*3

*/** 3
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4014

Start Price

*/**

US "EFO"s ASSORTMENT, 1930s/2000. many 100s hundreds of errors, freaks and oddities sales
cards, stock sheets, in a sheet folder, etc., among the highlights 807 under inked, 807a miscut, 1436
misregistered, 1518c imperf pair, 1597 imperf, 1895 misperf, 2115 miscut imperf pair, 2527 miscut, C80
miscut, J99 misregistered, also sheets of 925 with ink smearing upper third of sheet, 1338 with blind perfs
in right margin, 2169 with dry printing, and much more, some NH, generally F-VF, excellent retail potential

500

4015

*/** 3
6

630//899, US COLLECTION 1924/1951 FEATURING VARIETIES. about 80 items, mostly identified
varieties, some useful duplication, many with PSE or PF certificates, highlights include: 616 "broken
circle" used, 630 mint, 669b used, 768 cross gutter block of four S/S, 832b (one NH, used single and
pair), 832g (7 different includes NH, o.g., used, all with certificates), 834 mint, several better "Prexy"
single use covers, 1945 "Overrun Nations" reverse printing singles and plate number blocks (all with
certificates, several graded 90-98), etc, generally F-VF.

400

4016

*/** 3

AIRMAIL, SPECIAL DELIVERY, PARCEL POST, ETC., COLLECTION, impressive collection on Scott
pages, airmails complete to 2012 (less C1-6, C13-15), all in mounts and appear NH; Special Delivery issues
complete with E4, E5 and E10 used, earlier o.g, later NH; F1 used; smattering of Postage Dues; Parcel Post
complete with Q6, Q8, Q10-12 used and the others o.g. or NH; scattering of Officials include O122 (NH),
PR114-30, etc., expect some small flaws/faults but majority clean, attractive and useful, generally F-VF

300

4017

*/** 3

U.S. COLLECTION, 1860-1985, in Liberty album, mostly used and mixed condition to 1932 then mostly
o.g. with much NH, decent face value present, better sections in three stock books includes useful group
of 1920s-30s precancels, page of Newspaper issues in need of examination, etc., all are neatly organized
and with little work e-bay ready, generally F-VF. (owner's approx. catalog value $7,000+).

250

754//771, 1934 1c-10c, 16c FARLEY ISSUES COLLECTION, wonderful collection of mostly position blocks
of 4 mounted in 3 ring binder, some plate blocks incl 756-65, 771 complete matched set of arrow blocks, 76670 cross gutter blocks, 758 cross gutter block of 4 S/S and block of 6 S/S, 770 cross gutter block of 4 S/S, 771
centerline block, plate blocks (9), all without gum as issued, fresh and Very Fine throughout; Scott $1,665

150

**

U.S. COLLECTION, 1935-75, appears complete for regular and commemorative issues, including key
high values, in Lighthouse hingless album, all appear NH, fresh, F-VF collection.

150

*/** 3

US THREE VOLUME COLLECTION. 20th Century mostly mint collection in three Scott American
albums, incl. souvenir sheets, booklets, booklet panes, strips etc., also a binder w/misc. issues on stock
pages and a group of Gold Replica covers, F-VF

120

4018
4019
4020

*4

4021

**

1938-1995 BOOKLET & BOOKLET PANE COLLECTION, attractive collection in three ring binder,
most booklets identified by Scott "BK" numbers, panes identified by Scott numbers, all appear NH,
unchecked by us for varieties, etc., generally Very Fine, much face value present (approx. $400), ideal
for specialist collector.

100

4022

*3

US COLLECTION TO 1947. in Scott National album, generally used to 1930 and mint thereafter,
smattering of classics incl. some with high catalogue value but very nearly all faulty, Columbians used to
15c, 1st Bureau used to 50c, Trans-Miss used to 50c, small selection of BOB incl. parcel post complete
used, federal ducks 1935-41, some condition issues but a close inspection may prove to be worthwhile

100

4023

*/** 6 COMPUTER VENDED POSTAGE COLLECTION. 1946/2006. from "Mailomat" postcards (3; 1946/47)
through the self-adhesive labels of the 2000s neatly arranged on pages, includes few pages of the 1989 labels
incl labels from each of the 4 machines plus $1.49 labels from Kensington machines 82-83 dated 11/25/89 and
two certified mail covers with $1.10 label from Kensington machine 82-83 dated 11/25 or 11/27/09; assortment
of mint, used and covers with the 1992/96 issues incl some varieties and covers incl certified, insured, airmail
special delivery; personalized postage labels from stamps.com and zazzle.com, etc., fresh and F-VF

100

4024

US SOUVENIR CARD COLLECTION. including BEP cards, USPS cards, new issue announcements, show
cards, joint issues, etc, also some philatelic exhibition cinderellas, generally Very Fine, an interesting group

50

4025

EXTENSIVE U.S. LOCALS FAKES/ FORGERIES/ REPRINTS REFERENCE COLLECTION, one
man's study being an impressive collection put together over many years housed in eight deluxe albums,
broken down by Local companies, many identified on pages, forgers noted: Moens, Scott, Taylor, Wood,
etc, all noted by paper, year, colors, etc., includes some genuine issues to compare, mostly the inexpensive
types, an extremely important offering for the student or researcher.

750

4026

*/(*) 3 1845-1883 LOCALS COLLECTION, about 900 locals in stock book and dealer pages, some duplication,
mostly all identified with fakes or reprints additionally noted, many lower valued issues appear genuine
4
with majority of better issues appearing as forgeries or reprints, usual mixed condition but generally
Fine or better; in need of extremely close evaluation, great reference collection with a chance of locating
"finds" and potential for substantial catalog value

300

4027

(*) 3
6

BLOOD'S LOCAL COLLECTION, attractive collection in deluxe binder, delving into all aspects of this
successful company, starting with good array of local adhesives (about 100), many different types present
(mostly identified fakes), also includes 28 covers/ folded letters, etc., generally Fine or better, excellent
collection, sure to please the specialist collector.

250

Carriers and Locals Collections
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4028

US LOCALS FORGERY COLLECTION, attractive collection in deluxe album, approx. 160 locals, many
identified, includes: Broadway's Despatch, Brady & Co., Brainard's & Co., Briggs Despatch, Broadway
Post Office, Bronson & Forbes City Express, etc., generally F-VF, excellent reference for specialist.

200

U.S. PLATE BLOCK COLLECTIONS
4029

PLATE NUMBER COIL COLLECTION, 1981/98. extensive collection neatly arranged on homemade
pages or in stock sheets, includes used plate no singles plus mint (NH or self-adhesive) plate no coil pairs,
strips of three and strips of five, highlights include Used Single 1891 plate 6, Pairs 1905 plate 5, 1907 plate
1-18, 1908 plate 1-16, Strips of Five 1907 plate 2-18, 2466b plate 5, 2915A plate 99899, 13211A, etc., generally
fresh and F-VF; Scott $4,400+; Face Value $525+ (does not count precancels or non-denominated issues)

450

4030

*/** 4 1920-78 U.S. PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION, 548//1767 collection in four binders, mostly NH, some
earlier o.g., note (NH unless specified): 548-50 o.g., 611 (2), 614-19, 621 o.g., 2c "Reds" fairly complete, 628,
649-50, 704-15 (mostly NH), early 3c, Army-Navy, Prexie's to 50c, 3c Baseball, Famous Americans (mostly NH
including Bell), 5c China, 1053, nearly complete thereafter, C11 o.g., C20-22, C25-31, etc., generally F-VF

500

4031

*/** 4 US 1930s/90s PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION most neatly sorted by Scott number in glassines, commems
mostly complete, definitives (primarily zip and mail early blocks) and incl air mails, special delivery, etc.,
nearly all NH or self-adhesive (some early 3c values o.g.), includes 859-93, 906, 909-21, 1341 (2), C25-31,
C46, etc., few duplicates and some accompanied by add'l zip or mail early block, also includes some postal
cards and envelopes of the period, generally F-VF; Face Value $1,150+ (stationery not figured)

400

4032

** 4

343//409 1908-12 1c-2c WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN PLATE BLOCKS, seven top plate blocks of six (six
different), mostly NH (a few lightly hinged), includes: 343-44, 383-84, 408, 409 (2), F-VF. (owner's retail $805).

200

*/**

U.S. POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTIONS
4033

4034

*

*

POSTAL STATIONERY ENTIRES GROUP. premium selection of 36 mostly different "legal-sized"
envelopes incl U11, U39, U62, U67 with Wells Fargo imprint (2), U70 with Wells Fargo imprint (minor
faults), U86, U93, U94 printed cc, U95 (vert crease at far left), U96a, U97a, U98a, U99 (2), U100-01,
U105, U106 (small stains), U107, U196 (3), U205, U211 (2), U336-37, U342-43, U481b window front,
printed cc, some minor faults, generally F-VF (Scott $7,800+)

1000

US 19th CENTURY MINT POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES COLLECTION. 84 different entires,
few with printed cc or printed Wells, Fargo frank, premium galore including U1 (ex-Barkhausen; faults),
U4 (ex-Barkhausen; faults), U9-10, U19 (3 - UPSS 29, 29a, 30), W20-21, U34 (2 - UPSS 66, 67), U3436 (U36 with insurance co seal on backflap), U40-41, W47, U64 with printed Wells, Fargo frank, U65,
U88, U91, U128, U132 (printed cc), U139 (printed cc), U163 with "Bates & Coates" ad collar, U163
with ornate ABN Co. cc, U183a, U188 (ex-White), U218-19, U221, U270, U307, U338, U339 (2 diff
sizes), U340, U340a, U341a, U345, etc. plus locals 20LU44, 107LU1, generally fresh and F-VF, a premium
assortment of these classic period entires; Scott $9,200+

750

4035

*6

EXTRAORDINARY AIRLETTERS COLLECTION. 100s of mint, used and FDC in five large portfolios
and nicely enhanced with varieties including die cutting reversed, UC53 color missing, UC62b-c with
certificates, etc. plus additional colorships, doctor blade streaks, various miscuts and foldovers with
some showing assorted printers marks usually trimmed away, also an exceptional array of in-period uses
to smorgasbord of nations and many with additional auxiliary markings, FDC incl assorted cachets,
generally Very Fine and an exceptional opportunity - ideal for continuation

750

4036

*6

DEALER POSTAL STATIONERY ACCUMULATION, wonderful accumulation, sure to please the
specialist collector, mostly 19th century unused entires or some cut squares, many 1910-20 entires
included (unchecked for die types), includes some 1922-23 provisional surcharges, some postal cards,
reply cards, also some later face value entires, generally F-VF, close inspection needed.

500

LEAVITT MACHINE CANCELS ON POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION. approx 145 cards (UX5-9; mostly
UX5) with range of different cancels and types from Boston, New York, Albany, Baltimore, Washington
DC (incl on a couple of Census Office penalty cards), San Francisco, Indianapolis, Chicago, Brooklyn,
St Louis, Kansas City, Newark, Buffalo, Rochester, Providence, Dayton, Toledo, Philadelphia, and incl
foreign uses to France, Germany and England, usual mixed condition but a Fine lot for the avid collector

500

POSTAL CARDS PREMIUM ASSORTMENT. includes Mint UX1, UX5 "stitch" watermark, UX12 block
of four, UX13 (2), UXC1a, Used UX5 varieties assortment incl recuts and damaged letters and one with
"STEAMBOAT:" cancel, UX7 with varieties (24) inc; "23 teeth", re-entries, teeth omitted, nail holes, etc.,
Advertising UX10 with revolver ad on back, , Fancy Cancels (19) assorted 19th century plus a Washington
DC Leavitt machine cancel on UX8, etc., generally F-VF, nice assortment for the specialist

300

4037

4038

6

*6

4039

*

MESSAGE/ REPLY CARD COLLECTION to 1967. 23 mint folded cards incl UY1-4, 8, 9 (5 different
city surcharges), UY9 unused (San Francisco surcharge; UPSS MR16-14, $100), UY9a, UY10, etc., F-VF

250

4040

S

1870s/80s "SPECIMEN" ENTIRES GROUP. 70 1c/5c entires with some minor duplication incl different
sizes and various "Specimen" overprints and imprints, some show bit of aging but generally fresh and F-VF

250

331
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4041

*

MINT CUT SQUARES/ FULL CORNERS COLLECTION, 1874/2014, incl air mail and officials in
mounts on Scott pages, includes U150, U198, U207, U260-64, U336-41, U352-61, U426, U508, UC1-9,
UO15, UO28, etc., generally fresh and VF; Scott $1,850+

250

4042

*

POSTAL STATIONERY ENTIRES ASSORTMENT. 51 mostly different and with numerous premium,
includes U9, U19 (20 incl different typies), U34 (3), U36, U41, U65, U128 unused, U207, U218 printed
cc, U221, U426, U436g (3), U458a double surcharge - one inverted (PSE cert), U461 miscut envelope
with indicia at LL and surcharge in normal position (PSE cert), U508, U509B (2), etc., no "legal-sized",
a few minor faults but generally F-VF; Scott $3,600+

250

*

US PAID REPLY POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION to 1985. mint mostly unfolded cards in two albums
though starts with some Brooks essays incl UPSS UY1E-Ia, b (UPSS $1,500 each) and two different trial
color proofs, note (UPSS numbers; unfolded unless otherwise noted) MR1 sep 1, sep 2, sep 5, MR3 sep
1, sep 2, MR5 sep 5b, MR6, MR8 sep 1 (very light fold), sep 2, sep 3, MR12 sep 3, MR15 (very light fold),
MR16-12c (very light fold), MR17 (very light fold), MR25, fresh and F-VF; UPSS $4,100+

250

POSTAL STATIONERY PROOF, ESSAY and SPECIMEN ASSORTMENT. includes Essay UPSS E27Gi,
E36Ga, E83Aa (the "Tiffany" essay), E87Cq, E601aa, E860 var. letter sheet, MR3-Sp3-3 (Type HB-2) message
reply card, Proof UX11TC (2 different), Specimen U86 entire, U223 entire, etc., generally fresh and F-VF

200

4043

4044

PES

4045

*6

MESSAGE/ REPLY CARDS COLLECTION BALANCE. dozens of mostly unused or used and incl UY2
1908 to Chile, UY2m 1897 to Hong Kong, UY3 with machine cancel, UY5 Pan Am Expo machine cancel,
UY5 used, UY6 "return to Sender" pointing finger marking, UY19r 1963 from Germany with added US and
German stamps, UY20 1971 to Japan marked return to sender, etc. plus some with printed ads, assorted
1920 1c Surcharges used, few event or FDC cards, assorted cards with "CANCELLED/ NOT GOOD FOR
POSTAGE" handstamp (diff types), etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF, well worth a closer look

170

4046

*

MESSAGE/ REPLY CARD COLLECTION to 1973. select collection of mint unfolded cards incl UPSS
MR3 sep 1, 2, MR5 sep 1, MR5 sep 5A (steel plate), sep 5B (electro platye), MR6, MR14 sep 1, 2, 3, MR15,
MR19 sep 3-5, 5a, 6-8, etc., fresh and Very Fine (UPSS $890+)

170

1920-25,1½c-2c PROVISIONAL SURCHARGE ASSORTMENT, group of 54 entires, mostly identified
by UPSS numbers, includes several "double surcharges", etc., some duplication, generally VF, close
inspection suggested.

150

MINT WRAPPERS COLLECTION. premium group of mint wrappers and incl W20 folded, W21 folded
(2 incl one with printed cc), W47 folded (2), W57 unfolded (2), W235 unfolded, W376 folded, W405d
folded, W427 unfolded, W434 unfolded, WO31 unfolded with printed "signal Service Weather Report"
imprint, WO50 (PSE cert, corner crease), etc., F-VF; Scott $1,500+

150

U.S. POSTAL STATIONERY ACCUMULATION, 1861-1932. group of 26 entires + additional 12
"albinos", mostly unused, better include: U26, U27, U88, U189, U190, U223, U227, U229, U230, etc.,
generally F-VF.

100

US POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION, 1873/1987. mint cards in a Scott album, includes air mail, official
and reply cards, good deal complete for period incl UX1, UX3, UX5-16, UX18-26, UX29, UX32-33,
UX35 (printed back), UX47 (printed back as always; ETR-1720-2), UY1 folded, UY4 folded, etc., fresh
and F-VF, ideal for expansion (Scott $2,050+)

100

4047
4048
4049
4050

*

*

*6

*

4051

*6

US POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION. useful assortment incl UX7 "ONE CENT" re-entry used, UX7a
used, UX8 with gold coated back, UX11 "Picture Hanger" variety used, UX14 "Dented Frame" variety
used (3), UX14 Trans-Mississippi Expo card unused, UX18 1903 use with a printed message on address
side and hence charged postage due, UX24 with printed ad on address side, UX24 with "1 CENT" favor
surcharge mint, UX27 with "U.S.M. CORPS/ PORT AU PRINCE, HAITI" 1929 cancel, uprated UX27
flown catapult flight, UX39 cacheted FDC (3 different), UY12r from Russia or Germany, few service
mailing cards, APO war ballot, etc., generally F-VF, well worth a close look

100

4052

*6

UY2//UY25, 1893-1973 PAID REPLY POSTAL CARD ACCUMULATION, well over 1,000 cards, includes
severed, unsevered, mint, unused, used, etc, all in quantities, generally F-VF, an interesting and unusual lot

85

4053

*

UY7//UY35, MESSAGE/ REPLY POSTAL CARDS ACCUMULATION, several hundred unfolded, cards,
useful to slightly excessive quantities, includes: UY7 (95), UY13 (6), UY60 (about 60), UY17 (about 25),
UY18 (about 30), UY19 (about 25), balance in similar quantities, ideal for dealer or specialist,

85

4054

*3

U.S. POSTAL CARD COLLECTION, 1873-1989, attractive and fairly complete collection in Scott
Specialty album, early include used and mint examples (some duplication), several interesting machine
cancels, from 1972 onward mint and used with "First Day Cancels" (several in small quantities, highlights
include: UX3 (2 used, 4 unused), UX4 (1 unused, 6 used or uncancelled), UX6 mint, UX8 (1 mint, 2
used or uncanceled, note shades), UX11 (3 mint or uncanceled), UX14 used (Columbian Expo card),
UX16 mint (3), etc., expect some flaws/faults, generally Fine or better

75

4055

6

1873-77, POST OFFICE, WAR DEPT. ENTIRES, group of 20 entires/wrappers, evenly split between
departments, mostly used, one with fancy "star" cancel, War Dept. mostly signal Corp, Post Office with
various printed internal departments, couple small flaws/faults, generally F-VF.

75
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LotNo

4056

Start Price

US POSTAL CARD COLLECTION to 1980s. mostly mint neatly arranged in a Scott album plus some
extras in sleeves, includes regular issues, air mail and message reply cards, note better as (mint unless
otherwise noted) UX1 used, UX7 mint, UX29 mint, UX47 unused (ETR-1053-2), UY1 unfolded mint sep
4, 5, UY4 unfolded mint, UY5 folded unused, UY6 unfolded mint (2 shades), UY8 unfolded mint, UY14d
unfolded mint, UY15 unfolded mint, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,250+)

75

US MESSAGE/ REPLY POSTAL CARDS ASSORTMENT. includes Mint Unfolded UY1, UY2, UY6,
UY14 var - message card no surcharge, reply card double with one on back, UY14b, UY14c, Mint Folded
UY9 Cleveland - double surcharge with one on back, UY9d Cleveland - message card no surcharge, reply
normal, also two volumes of message/ reply card FDC 1951/87 with most cacheted and unaddressed incl
some duplication with different cachets, F-VF

75

4058

* 3 6 POSTAL STATIONERY WRAPPERS AND ENTIRES, beginning with UX3 in a Lindner book, representing
the owner's primary collection. Additionally you will find mint U.S. postal cards starting with UX11 and
running to UX90 plus Airmail issues, reply card sets, and officials in two shoe boxes; two more boxes are
packed with used issues also starting with UX3 and running up to UX534, including FDCs, plus UXC
airmail and UY reply cards; additionally there is a fifth shoe box containing a wide and interesting variety of
older issues (starting around 1875), apparently unsorted, along with pre-cancels, RPOs, officials and more

50

4059

*

US AIRMAIL ENVELOPES/ AIRLETTERS COLLECTION, UC3/UC62. 41 different mint entires or (mostly
folded) airletters, includes UC4, UC9, UC21, UC27 without border, UC28-29, fresh and F-VF; Scott $750+

50

4060

6

U348-U351, 1893 1c-10c COLUMBIAN ENTIRES, SPECIALIZED GROUP, accumulation of several
hundred, mostly grouped by knives and sizes, includes 1c (87), 2c (116), 5c (32), 10s (14), includes
shades, a few lower values used, couple cut squares, etc., expect some with small faults, generally Very
Fine (Scott approx. $906)

40

U.S. POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION. To 1990s issues and incl air mail, message/ reply cards and officials,
mostly mint and incl few better earlier issues as UX7 mint with gold-coated back, UX8-11 mint, UX19-20
mint, UX22-27 mint, UX32-33 mint, UY2 mint (2 incl one unfolded), UY4 mint, UY5 unused, UY8 unused,
etc. plus some Postal Buddy card sheets, usual mixed condition in earlier issues, generally F-VF

40

4057

4061

*6

*6

*

U.S. REVENUE COLLECTIONS
4062

1898 "DR. KILMER & CO", SPECIALIZED COLLECTION, 54 different, includes 11 major numbers
and 43 varieties, all identified and noted on list by Morton Dean Joyce, all without gum and a few in usual
mixed condition, also includes copy of his work, generally Fine, probably impossible to duplicate this
remarkeable collection. (Scott $5,600+).

1400

4063

3

U.S. REVENUE COLLECTION, 1862-1962, attractive collection in two Scott specialty albums and
offered intact as received, highlights include: PR2-4, PR6-8, PR57-62, PR114-25, 1st-3rd issues, note R17c,
R81c-93c, R95c-96c, 2nd issue complete to 50c (less 6c), R123-27, R136, R138 (cut cancel), R144-48,
R159-60 (small faults), R173-76, R178 unused, excellent showing of "Reds", "Greens" and Wine issues,
etc., also includes near complete Ducks, 1935-1999, most early signed, later mostly NH, generally F-VF
throughout. (owner's Scott $11,800+).

1250

4064

*3

U.S. REVENUE COLLECTION, 1862-1962, attractive collection on Scott pages, strength in 1st-3rd issues
but note good "Reds" and scattering of "Greens", better (used unless specified); R1a, R19a, R32a, R33a,
R51a, R54a-59a, R61a-64a, R67a, R72a-73a, R85a, R94a, R98a, some interesting part-perfs (not figured in
est.), R17c, R32c-50c, R51c-65c, R66c-80c, R81c-90c, R100c, Second issue complete to $1, R123-25, Third
issue complete to $5 (less 40c, 60c), etc, expect usual small flaws/faults, generally F-VF

800

4065

*3

STATE REVENUES COLLECTION. hundreds of revenues plus some vignettes and collateral in a
hingeless album, revenues sorted alphabetically by state Alabama to Wisconsin, including California
distilled spirits, fishing license stamps 1958/74, few 1932 Olympics labels, Colorado 1934 liquor tax,
Florida 10c/$500 documentary stamps, Idaho beer tax, Massachusetts 2c/$10 Stock Transfer, Missouri
"Good Roads Fund", Ohio "Vendor's Receipts" plus Wine and Mixed Beverage stamps, Texas "Mature
Fruit Tax Paid" issues of 1930s/40s, Utah 'Military Beer Only', etc. plus assorted hunting licenses, political
convention labels, etc., a wonderful range with much tough-to-find material

750

SUBSTANTIAL REVENUE COLLECTION. 100s neatly arranged on quadrille pages incl better 1st
Issue R61a, R62a, R64a, R80c, R83c, R87c, R95c-96c, 2nd Issue mostly complete to $10, 3rd Issue
2c-$10,continues with assorted documentaries incl selection of mint/ used "dated" generally to $100
value but incl 1949 $500-$1000 used, 1951 $500 used, R724-30 pen cancels, 1871/74 Proprietaries to 10c,
assorted Future Delivery, Stock Transfer, Wines, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate

750

R1a//R101a, 1st ISSUE REVENUE COLLECTION, IMPERFORATED, attractive collection on Scott
specialty pages, better include: R1, R3, R51-2, R64, R68-70, R81-2, R98, R100-101, couple questionable
not counted (R90, R97), generally fresh and attractive, expect some small flaws, F-VF. (Scott $7,200+).

750

MATCH & MEDICINE COLLECTION; BEER STAMP COLLECTION, few hundred stamps neatly
organized in a large stock book with some identified by Scott numbers, the stamps in the collection are
unusually fresh and quite attractive, with very small flaws/faults as typical but much better than usually
seen with the Beer stamps being quite attractive, generally F-VF appearing.

400

4066

4067
4068

*3

3

3
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LotNo

4069
4070
4071
4072

4073

4074

Start Price

STATE "TAX PAID" REVENUE COLLECTION, 1930-90, impressive collection, attractively arranged by state,
tax paids include: agriculture, apples, beverages, cannabis, canned dog food, cigarettes, cocaine, crab, eggs, feed
grains, fishing, grapefruit, playing cards, liquor, malt liquor, marijuana, powdered milk, shrimp, sweet potatoes,
vehicle use, vending machines, etc., well over several hundred different, VF and attractive collection.

400

*3

EXTENSIVE US REVENUES COLLECTION of many 100s in Safe pages in a binder, from 1st issue
through the 1960s and incl some extra Proprietary issues, includes (used unless otherwise noted) R3a (2
margins), R41a, R41c, R51a, R51c, R52b, R80c, R87c, R106, R108, R110, R113-14, R117, R138, R146-48,
R334 perfin cancel, etc., very mixed condition, VG-VF, inspection a must; Scott $5,400+

400

*/**

RW3//RW41, 1936-74 $1-$5 FEDERAL DUCK STAMP COLLECTION, 22 different plate no singles,
mostly NH, includes: RW3 (l.h.), RW5 (disturbed o.g,), RW7 (thin), RW8 (l.h.), balance NH includes:
RW6, RW9-12, RW14-18, RW20-25, RW38 & RW41, all F-VF or better, fresh. (Scott $2,245).

400

*/(*)/** RW1//RW28, 1934-61 $1-$3 U.S. FEDERAL DUCK COLLECTION, 43 mostly different mint on stock
sheets, includes (mint unless otherwise noted) RW5 plate no single, RW6 plate no single NH (2), RW7
3
plate no single NH (2), RW10 plate no single NH (2), RW12 NH (3 incl 2 plate no singles), RW13-17 NH,
RW20-21 NH, RW24-25 NH, the hinged or ungummed stamps mixed condition, generally F-VF. (Scott
$3,300+; hinged stamps catalogued as "no gum").

300

REVENUES ASSORTMENT. stock book loaded with state and federal revenues, seals, tax paids, etc.
good number of early to mid 20th century state revenues incl tax paid for liquor, livestock related,
beverages, documentaries incl stock transfer, Ohio prepaid sales tax, etc. plus Federal Wine and Beer
issues, cigarettes and cigars, Federal and State Duck stamps plus issues for fishing, and more, usual mixed
condition, VG-VF, viewing highly recommended

300

*/(*) 3 U.S. FEDERAL and STATE DUCK STAMP COLLECTION, 1934-2016, attractive collection in two Scott
specialty albums, Fedeal Ducks appear complete: RW1-7 without gum, RW8-9 signed, RW10-13 o.g,
RW15-42 mostly signed, balance mostly o.g., better States include: California 1973-74, Colorado 200512, Minnesota 1977-2000, Montana 1988-98, North Dakota 1985-2001, South Dakota 1989-98, etc., some
earlier federal issues with small flaws/faults, generally F-VF or better.

250

*3

*3

4075

**

1990-93 STATE DUCK COLLECTION, 140 different for Alabama through Wyoming, possibly complete
for years issued, NH, Very Fine; Face Value $719.

250

4076

3

R1b//R148, 1st-3rd ISSUE REVENUE COLLECTION, 1st issue "part-perforated" only, attractive
collection on Scott specialty pages, better 1st issue include: R19, R52, R53, R64, R65, some close cut or
questionable and in need of close evaluation, 2nd issue complete to $5 (less $1.30 & $1.90), 3rd issue
complete to $5 (less $3), some cut cancels, please inspect, attractive and F-VF collection.

150

1976-2002 $5-$15 FEDERAL DUCK STAMPS. complete for the period with some light duplication, most
on individual "102" cards, includes RW65A, RW66A self-adhesive panes, apparently all NH, generally VF,
Face Value $425+

100

4077

**

UNITED STATES PRECANCELS
4078

3

1910s/40s ISSUES BUREAU PRECANCEL COLLECTION. mostly 1920s definitives with a handful of
Wash-Franklins plus few pages of the 1c-3c Defense and Win the War issues, neatly arranged by type and
then by state and city on quadrille pages, 1920s definitives/ coils includes B-3 (275), B-4 (210), B-5 (320),
B-6 (45), B-7 (66), B-9 (19), B-10 (25), B-11 (1,850), B-13 (205), plus another 410 of the 899/908 issues,
etc., nearly all different, F-VF

200

4079

3

PREXY ISSUE BUREAU PRECANCEL COLLECTION. different collections neatly arranged by type
and alphabetically by state (and by city within the state) to 50c value on quadrille pages, 13mm spacing
(650), 12mm (615), 11mm (1,590), some dated, F-VF

200

LIBERTY BUREAU PRECANCEL COLLECTION almost complete collection of 1753 (out of 1757; does
not include 1962-63 Jackson and Washington stamps) BEP printed precancels including Montgomery,
AL 1031-71 and 1033-71, Inglewood, CA 1034-71, Chicago, IL 1054A-81, Sioux City, IA 1031-71 and 103371, Raleigh, NC 1034-71, Tulsa, OK 1055-71 and Spokane, WA 1054-71; also includes a set of Cincinnati,
OH "OIHO" errors in blocks of four (each with two errors), F-VF

700

4080

3

4081

3

LIBERTY/ ISSUES BUREAU PRECANCEL COLLECTION. approx 1675 different on Postlewait pages
(also includes some early 1960s definitives) and incl Sioux City 1031-71, 1033-71, Garrison NY 1054-61,
incl few $1 values, some dated, F-VF

100

4082

3

SPECIALIZED SPECIAL DELIVERY PRECANCELS COLLECTION, group of about 435 precancels
(including some inverted) and some cancels with useful duplication, note: E11(25), E12 (80), E13 (125), E14
(35), E15 (90), E16 (80), usual mixed condition, unchecked for scarcity types, generally F-VF. (Scott $900).

90

4083

3

STOCK BOOK FULL OF PRECANCELS. 100s of mostly different 1960s/70s definitives (also some
Liberties) arranged alphabetically by state, premium issues scattered throughout, generally F-VF, ideal
foundation collection

100
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UNITED STATES GROUPS AND ASSORTMENTS

LotNo

Start Price

4084

*/(*)/** 10A//R65b, U.S. ASSORTMENT to EARLY 20th CENTURY. 80 mostly different 19th to early 20th
century issues on sales pages, highlights include: 75 (sweated o.g.), 90 unused, 115 block mint (lightly
3
hinged, Scott $16,500), 118 used, 244-45 used, C13-15 used, J19 mint, PR16, etc., a few with light
duplication, expect some flaws/faults and usual mixed condition and a few mis-identified (mostly gum
related), generally Fine, close evaluation suggested, owners catalog $84,000+

5750

4085

*

E1//E12 SPECIAL DELIVERY ASSORTMENT. on stockpages, mosty o.g with scattering of NH, includes:
E1 (5), E2, E3, E4 (2), E5 (4 + plate no 880 single), E6 (6 + plate no. 5244 single), E7 (9), E8 (3), E9 (2),
E11 (12), E12 (4), mixed condition but generally F-VF. (Scott about $11,500).

750

4086

* 3 6 US MISCELLANY. includes 92 on thin paper used, 116 used, 285 plate no and imprint block of ten
mint, 294 plate block of ten NH, 324 plate no and imprint strips of three (2; stamps NH), 324 plate block
NH (perf seps), 373 block NH, 373 plate block NH (gum glazing), 399 plate block mint (VG-F), 647 block
on uncacheted FDC, O5 unused, LOX5 unused, RF2 plate no and imprint strips of three mint (2), RG124
NH, etc. plus 12 Columbian Expo cards (3 used), USS Langley Pearl Harbor 1937 cancel on postcard,
assortment of locals on cover incl 15L13, 15L14 with cameo cc, 15L16, some 1920s/40s diplomatic mail
into the US from US or foreign diplomats, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate

750

4087

19th CENTURY USED ASSORTMENT. several hundreds, somewhat organized in large stockbook, nearly
all classics to 1900, useful duplication, note 1851-57 issues to 24c, 1861 to 90c, assorted Grills sporadically
mixed in and in need of close evaluation, 1869 issues to 24c, excellent Banknote issues to 90c, note mint
C1-6, C18 (2), several 3c-5c sheets, etc, also includes early revenues, some Possessions, scattering of British
Commonwealth, very mixed condition, huge catalog value, at our estimate should be closely evaluated.

750

4088

*/(*) 3 85B//292, 19th CENTURY SELECTION. 8 different (used unless specified) 85B, 90, 118, 122 (2), 238
mint, 244 unused, 261, 292, most with small flaws/faults, VG-Fine. (owner's 2018 Scott $8,050+).

600

4089

3

ASSORTMENT OF PREMIUM 19th CENTURY USED SINGLES. includes 30A, 37 (small crease, PF
cert), 68 blue star cancel, 1857/66 24c issue shades (7 different), 72, 78a (light crease, PSE cert), 85, 85E
reperf, 89, 90 (light corner crease), 100, 101 (faults), 135 "split grill", 136 "quadruple split grill", also
includes 83 with fake grill, VG-VF; Scott $10,900+

500

4090

*/(*)/** ASSORTMENT OF MINT PREMIUM 19th/20th CENTURY singles and blocks incl 26 NH, 38 unused,
112 "double grill", 116, 397 plate no single NH, 570-72 plate no singles NH, C1-3 centerline blocks of four
4
(24c NH), C4 block NH, C6 (1 stamp small thin), C7-9 bottom plate blocks NH, C10-12 plate blocks NH,
C10a (2 panes in complete booklet), C18 plate block NH (few light tone spots), O5 (reperf), O61, O64,
generally fresh and F-VF, bonus of an assortment of 1930s 3c/5c commem plate blocks; Scott $8,200+

500

4091

3

19th CENTURY PREMIUM USED ASSORTMENT(1//E10), 96 small stock cards with better stamps,
overall a quality holding with the owner being selective for freshness and centering (some have potential
for higher grades), better include: 1, 9, 12, 25, 26A, 35, 36, 37, 60 (wide margins), 69, 72, 73 (2), 75
(thinned), 76, 77, 112, 115, 135, 152, 153, 163, 187 (large margins), 188, 189, 190, 209, 214, 215, 217,
238, 239, 240, 275, 291, 311, etc., very few flaws/faults seen and generally Very Fine; well worth some
quality viewing time; Owner catalogued at $7,450+.

500

US PREMIUM USED SELECTION. comprised of 17, 95, 112, 116-17, 149, 151-52, 160, 162, 163 (2 incl
one with NYFM cancel), 217 (2), 240, 276, 291, 311 (particularly well centered), C1-3, a few minor flaws
but generally fresh and F-VF or better (Scott $2,793)

500

TEMPTING ERRORS, FREAKS AND ODDITIES COLLECTION, few hundred unusual and interesting
singles and multiples organized on black stock pages, includes imperf errors, misperfs to 50%, misregistration of colors, over-inking, under-inking, plate smears, etc, some highlights include imperf strips
of 6 of Scott 1299a, 1617b, 1625a, 2130b, also 2523b pair, 2201b in complete booklet, etc., generally Very
Fine, ideal foundation collection

500

4092
4093

*3

3

**

4094

*/** 3

US COLLECTIONS and MISCELLANY. 3 National albums, a Harris Plate Block album (1964/81 with
zip and plate blocks) and three stock books with mostly mint (much NH), 19th century through 1920
sparse and mostly used, better 20th century includes (mint unless otherwise noted) , 231 NH, 236, 287,
458 pair NH, 600 line pair NH, singles mostly complete mint after 1930, useful imperf Farleys with
position multiples, 859-93 NH, C1-12, C17-31, K8 NH, RW16 NH, etc., mostly F-VF; face value of the post
1940 issues about $575

500

4095

*/(*) 3 19th CENTURY SELECTION. 30 singles or blocks on stock cards, includes: 26 mint blocks (5 in various
shades) 68P4, 69 red cancel, 92-93 unused, 115-16 unused, 124 unused, 145 unused, 155 used, 156E on
experimental paper mint, 182 unused, 214 mint, small Banknotes to 10c mint including 219D, etc, usual
mixed condition, generally Fine or better

400

4096

*/**

19th-20th CENTURY COLLECTOR/ DEALER GROUP (230//737; C9//C22, E1//E17), 95 small stock
cards plus four black stock cards housing a wonderfully fresh assortment of mint stamps, most o.g.,
scattering of NH on later issues, includes 230-37, 230 plate strip of four, 247 plate strip of three, 270
plate strip of three, 279 plate strip of three, 285-88, 286 plate pair, 294-99, 300-307, 309, excellent run
of 1920's-30's commemoratives (mostly NH), C9, C18, E1-E3, E5-E9, etc., also includes CSA 8, 11 (block
of four), very few flaws/faults noted, generally Very Fine, a quality offering; Owner catalog over $5,000

400
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4097

*/(*)/** US PREMIUM MINT SELECTION. comprised of 214 NH, 237 (2; both somewhat dist gum), 238, 239
regum, 252, 260 regum, 296 NH, 297, 325 NH (2), 517 NH, 570 NH (excellent centering), 611 plate
block NH, 834, Q4 NH, F-VF or better (Scott $1,700; regums not figured)

400

4098

EPHEMERA & COLLECTOR ECCLECTIC BALNCE, about 100 various items, better noted: several autographs,
free franks, some later auto pen but still desirable, early embossed revenue documents, some foreign documents,
several large sepia Albertype picture post cards (unused), collection of earlier U.S. "US Army" labels (by Major
Kenson, circe 1898), several Civil War letters, one with Patriotic cover to Canada, Hawaii 12c (36) mint strip of 5
(Scott $375), couple mint private vending coils, also includes additional 63 FDC's of Computer Vended Postage
Stamps, many different rates, with receipts, generally F-VF, unusual balance.

300

U.S. PREMIUM SELECTION 17 singles with 2019 PSE graded certificates, comprised of (mint unless
otherwise noted) 307 used (grade 85), 378 NH (85), 506 used (90J), 554 (95), 555 used (90), 630 NH (2,
each 95), 642 NH (90), 649 NH (95), 650 NH (95), 655 NH (95), 682 NH (90), 913 NH (95), C4
NH (90), C22 NH (95), C34 NH (98), C38 NH (98); SMQ $780

300

U.S. COLLECTION and STOCKBOOK, the collection from 1968-89 in Lighthouse hingless album,
fairly complete including some sheets, all used, also includes better stockbook, circa 1861 to recent
issues, some in quantities, better or notable include: 68, 76, 78, better Banknotes to 90c values on several
older pages, Columbians to 15c, Omaha to 50c, 294-99, Washington-Franklin issues in need of close
evaluation, etc, typiocal mixed condition, generally Fine or better; clean and useful for bourse or ebay
dealer, close inspection suggested.

200

4099
4100

*/** 3

3

4101

3

E1//E11 SPECIAL DELIVERY USED SELECTION. neatly sorted on stockpages, includes: E1 (7), E2
(15), E4 (6), E5 (11), E6 (3), E7 (12), E8 (8), E9 (9), E11 (77), note several interesting cancels including
E5 Hawaii usage, some mixed condition, generally Fine. (Scott $2,700).

200

4102

*/** 3

ECLECTIC CONSIGNOR BALANCE mostly earlier 20th century issues on 7 stock pages, highlights
include: collection of 100 various issues of the 1c large banknote (some semi-fancy cancels), 232 mint
block, 239 mint, 240 used, 285 mint (three pairs, some NH), 618 plate block of 6 NH, CSA 11c mint block
of 6, etc., expect some small flaws/faults but generally F-VF or better, ideal for bourse or ebay dealer.

150

*/(*)/** 20th CENTURY ASSORTMENT. eclectic mix of issues with several highlights including: 298 NH, 300
block of six with plate no (4 stamps NH), 301 plate no and imprint strip of three NH, 326 mint, 372 NH
3
block of six, 397-98 mint, 518 mint, 537 block (2 stamps NH), 578 NH (pencil notation), 650 plate block
NH (perf seps), 723 NH pair, C10a mint, C18 mint, E14-19 NH blocks of 4, nice group of early o.g. booklet
panes of 6 (note 319Fg), typical mixed condition, generally Fine or better, close examination suggested.

150

*/(*) 3 US ASSORTMENT. group of 19th-20th century issues on dealer pages or stockcards, highlights include
Used 11, 30, 70, 75, 87 (2), 113, 118, 218, 232, 287-88 (2 ea.), 289-90, 326-27, etc., Mint 159 regum, 249
regum, 397-98, several mid value Washington-Franklin issues, 713-15, etc., also includes some postal
history and few FDC, expect typical mixed condition but overall attractive with many useful.

100

4103

4104
4105

*3

US PREMIUM SELECTION, comprised of 90 used, 155 used (small corner crease; PF cert), 252 mint
(PSE graded 80 cert), 400 mint, K18 NH (fingerprints), O38 mint, generally F-VF or better (Scott $1,305)

100

4106

3

117//276 19th CENTURY USED BALANCE, six different, 117, 119, 163, 261, 275-76, expect some small
flaws/faults, generally Fine appearing. (Scott $955).

75

4107

EP

US PROOFS and ESSAYS SELECTION. includes 67E9d, 76P3 block, 162P4, 222P3, RS106E (2), assorted
revenue trial colors (most with small faults or cut very close), etc., mostly F-VF

75

4108

*/**

US MINT ASSORTMENT. includes 298 NH, 398 NH, 498 plate block NH (2), 543 plate block NH, 558
NH, 560 NH, 567 NH, 571, etc., F-VF

60

4109

** 3 4 BK129//BK190 BOOKLET PANE AND BOOKLET GROUP, group of panes and complete booklets on
7 black stockpages, all neatly identified, some duplication, Very Fine, decent face value present.

50

4110

*3

US BALANCE with BONUS. misc mostly 20th century mint and used on assortment of pages, stock
sheets, etc. plus a starter album, incl some recent postal stationery, usual mixed condition, VG-VF; bonus
of a Whitman folder of 1941/70 Lincoln Head pennies

50

RARE U.S. STAMP INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO neat book loaded with stamps from "1st FNI Investment
Incorporated" firm from the 1980's, 19th/20th century issues incl airmails, NH, generally F-VF

40

4111

**

FACE VALUE LOTS
4112

*/**

U.S. MINT COLLECTIONS GROUP. 31 albums including Scott Nationals and some hingeless albums
with wide range of mostly post-1940s NH sets, singles, blocks and plate blocks incl some premium, some
of the albums with earlier (incl 19th century) used singles, generally fresh and F-VF; Face Value $2,700+

1100

4113

**

US MINT COLLECTION, 1987-2014. essentially complete for period incl commems, definitives with the
various perf and printer varieties (incl coils as singles and pairs), booklet panes, S/S, etc. in mounts on
pages in two Scott albums, includes Legends error sheet, imperf "Bugs", etc., NH or self-adhesive, mostly
VF; Face Value $1,850 (non-denominated issues not figured; "Forever" stamps figured at $0.55 each)

650
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4114

** 4

29c/"FOREVER" ISSUES ACCUMULATION. singles, blocks, large multiples, booklets and panes, full
sheets, etc of 29c/44c plus "Forever" issues, duplication, NH or self-adhesive; F-VF; Face Value $1,700+
("Forever" stamps figured at $0.55 each)

600

4115

** 4

2011/2106 "FOREVER" STAMPS with BONUS sheets and booklet panes in 6 binders, not complete for period
but with good number of commem and definitive issues plus $4.95 New River Gorge Bridge, $2 Inverted Jenny,
etc., self-adhesive, some duplicates, VF; bonus of an official USPO FDC and day of issue program for many of the
stamps plus the same for many issues not represented by a full sheet; Face Value $1,025+ (calculated at $0.55 each)

400

US MINT COLLECTION, 1976-2000. highly complete in three Lighthouse hingeless albums and incl
commems, definitives incl perf and tagging varieties, booklets and booklet panes, coil singles and pairs,
S/S, mini-sheets and a few Duck stamps, includes "Legend" error sheet, NH or self-adhesive, few duplicates,
generally fresh and VF; Face Value $950+; Ducks $50 (non-denominated and precancels not figured)

350

SHEETS, BLOCKS, AND COILS IN USPS PACKAGING. large assortment of definitive stamps in sealed USPS
packaging, in complete sheets, blocks, coils, etc., mostly 32c/Forever but some higher and lower denoms mixed
in, plus a small selection of modern US souvenir sheets also in packaging, Very Fine, Face Value $1,000+

300

4116
4117

**

**

4118

** 4

1950s/70s MINT SHEETS GROUP with BONUS. mostly different in sheet folders with most of the
duplication in 10c, 13c issues, NH, F-VF; bonus a couple sheets folders of 1950s UN sheets and multiples;
Face Value (US only) $1,200+

300

4119

**

2007/2010 ISSUES SHEETS and BOOKLET PANES with BONUS. sheets and booklet panes in 4
binders, not complete for period but with good number of 28c/64c commem and definitive issues plus
$4.90 Mackinac Island, self-adhesive, VF; bonus of an official USPO FDC and day of issue program each
of the stamps; Face Value $725+

250

1960s/2010s BALANCE. 6c/"Forever" period singles, blocks, booklets and part booklets, etc. mostly
32c/44c period, some duplication, few minor faults, NH or self-adhesive, F-VF; Face Value $725+
("Forever" stamps figured at $0.55 each)

250

4120

**

4121

** 4

USPS COMMEMORATIVE PANELS 2005/17. appears fairly complete for the years listed, in official USPS
binders, all mint blocks of 4 or complete panes, Very Fine, Face Value $800+ (Forever stamps counted at 55c)

250

4122

** 4

1960s/90s SHEETS ASSORTMENT. sheet album with 5c/32c commems plus some definitive sheets, some minor
duplication incl 20c Birds and Flowers (8), 22c Wildlife (4), 29c Wildflowers (4), etc., NH, F-VF; Face Value $675+

250

4123

** 4

29c/32c COMMEM SHEETS GROUP. mostly 32c sheets in a sheet album, minor duplication and incl
the "Legends of the West" error sheet, NH or self-adhesive, VF; Face Value $425+

150

4124

*/** 4 US ACCUMULATION IN 9 ALBUMS. 9 White Ace albums w/ plate blocks, sparsely filled at times and
mainly ranging from 3c/25c, some more modern panes, face value adds up very quickly when flipping
through these albums and is certainly worth our conservative estimate

100

2008/2016 SHEETS and USPO YEAR SETS. six different 2008/2009 full sheets in USPS presentation
folder issued to a member of USPS Board of Governors plus the 2001 Diabetes issue presentation folder
presented to Sen Harry Reid (face $68); USPS Yearbooks (containing commem issues only) in slipcase
for 2008-11, 2015-16 (face $180, "Forever" stamps figured at $0.55),

100

*/** 4 3c/22c PLATE BLOCKS AND BLOCKS OF 20. housed in four binders, mostly blocks of 20 but some
other sized blocks as well, apparently all NH, generally F-VF, Face Value $500+

100

4125
4126

**

UNITED STATES ACCUMULATIONS
4127

*/(*)/** U.S. DEALER ACCUMULATION MOSTLY 19th CENTURY, fantastic old time horde (one not seen in
decades) on stock cards, in glassines, etc. and offered intact as received - includes a wealth of classics both
3
used and unused, $1-$5 Columbians (o.g. or regummed, $1 NH but with straight-edge), 50c-$2 TransMississippi (o.g. or regummed), mint 1902 issue to $1, 1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (dist. gum), etc.,
very mixed condition, VG-VF; enormous catalog value and patient careful viewing will be well rewarded

2000

4128

*/** 3
6

SMALL ECLECTIC CONSIGNOR BALANCE small box loaded with interesting and unusual, mostly 19th
century U.S, but includes some Foreign with British Commonwealth, quick look reveals: 3c Columbian
NH block of six, 10c Columbian (appears NH), $2 Columbian (used, small faults, attractive appearing),
5c, 8c Trans-Mississippi (both o.g.), C1-3 (o,g,), QE4 plate block (NH), group on pages US Officials, 3c
Agriculture (o.g., soft paper), group of Revenues on pages, RW1 (no gum), G.B. Victoria with #7 Maltese
cross, etc, mixed condition, generally Fine or better, please inspect, ideal for ebay or bourse dealer.

400

4129

*/** 3
64

US ACCUMULATION W/ DEALER STOCK, AIRMAILS, SPECIAL DELIVERY. several discrete
collections, including Special Delivery complete E1-23 mint, fresh and attractive with some earlier stamps
regum/no gum, many NH, few small faults (Scott about $3,375); US dealer stock 14//1896 mostly on
#102 cards, plus BOB incl. revenues and cut squares, typical faults throughout, all identified, priced and
ready for retail; lastly two albums with parallel mint/used/plate block/FDCs collections (one volume
definitives/commemoratives 1935/39, one volume airmail 1926/67), some gaps in the early airmails
but better items incl. matched set of Prexie FDCs complete to $5, an interesting collection; overall some
condition issues but typically F-VF, perfect for a dealer looking to replenish their stocks

300
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LotNo

4130

Start Price

*/** 3

US BALANCE. assortment of collection balances in albums, stock books, dealer pages, etc., note
1930s plate blocks and S/S, 1920s/60s mint in various albums incl "back of the book" issues and postal
stationery, assorted 19th century mint and used with some premium, etc, usual mixed condition, VG-VF;
owner's total catalog value just into 5 figures - viewing a must

300

4131

*/** 3
64

UNITED STATES MELANGE. a little bit of everything for the dealer or collector, including loads of midto-late 20th century FDCs, several US albums, 3c/5c mint sheets, a bit of UN, we even noticed a White Plains
S/S hiding in a Scott National album, mixed condition but close inspection could pay off, view to appreciate

250

4132

* 3 6 U.S. ACCUMULATION of stamps, covers, FDC and postcards (many early 19th century and incl foreign
views) in albums, stock books, on pages, also 1980s/90s souvenir pages, stamps on/off paper, 1968/80
mint in a hingeless album, VG-VF; much more to be revealed during close inspection,

200

4133

*3

COLLECTORS DUPLICATE MATERIAL box crammed full of stuff, all meticulously cataloged by the
owner starting with a selection of used 19th century and ranging into rather recent stamps; to start two
stock books - the first of these contains exclusively used Washington-Franklins while the second holds a
collection of Famous Americans in both mint and used blocks; next is a stack of old "bid board" lots that
include some 19th century used items plus more recent items saved for the cancels; followed by several
loose album pages of recent used Plate Number coil singles, all identified and priced; also note several old
APS circuit books and finally a group of Philatelic Education Cards depicting classic United States stamps
that the "average" collector will seldom see in real life, usual VG-VF; Owner's catalog value about $1,700.

120

4134

**

C7//61, AIRMAILS ASSORTMENT on dealer pages, much useful duplication, mostly complete sets, all
extremely fresh and attractive, NH, VF. Owner retail $2,015.

100

4135

*3

US BALANCE. 15 or so starter collections in variety of Scott, Harris, Mystic and other albums plus a
collection of souvenir cards in a White Ace album and some Naval covers in a binder, mostly used and
the odd premium stamp encountered, VG-VF

100

4136

MODERN POSTAL CARD AND MISC. ACCUMULATION. incl. many recent mint postal cards, also misc.
postal stationery and various postage issues, also souvenir items, plate blocks and more, decent face value

100

4137

* 3 6 ECLECTIC ACCUMULATION an unusual accumulation housed in two albums, a stock book and a
mint sheet file; the most unusual section consists of an extensive collection of "Mr Zip" used singles and
on cover uses, in most cases there are four or five used singles accompanied by an on cover example
whenever the collector could find them - obviously, it took a lot of effort over a period of time to acquire
this collection so it would be difficult to duplicate this effort; the second album holds a collection of Plate
Number Singles, either mint or used beginning with #304 on cover to Germany, quite sparse until the
late 1930s with strength in the 3c issues of the 1950s - again, another collection that would be difficult to
assemble; also a simple collection of mostly inexpensive used stamps that includes a smattering of classics
and strength in the 1940s to 1960s; finally a mint sheet file holds a collection of mint postal stationery
incl airletters (note a few varieties) plus a used example of U652 ($3.85 Priority mail issue), usual mixed
condition, VG-VF

100

4138

* 3 6 US ACCUMULATION. 2 boxes filled with miscellany incl mint sheets (incl 718-19 and some 2c Reds),
stationery and "postage", few PO year sets, philatelic covers and FDC, some 19th century carte-de visite
with revenue stamps, Richard Nixon signature on 3c Wisconsin Centennial block, various collection
balances (even some misc worldwide), usual mixed condition, VG-VF

75

PACKET MAKERS PURGATORY tens of thousands of used stamps, mostly on cut 2x4's, filling many
cartons, the owner actually collected cancels rather than stamps, so much of this accumulation is
organized by state with emphasis on the northeastern area including Pennsylvania, New York and New
England. There are certainly thousands of off-paper stamps but the majority are tied to small pieces
which adds interest to this large holding. Consider shipping fees before bidding. 15 cartons.

75

US ALBUM ACCUMULATION W/ BLOCKS, FDCs. nine miscellaneous US albums, some w/ plate
blocks, singles, a few FDCs, etc, primarily 1920s/60s, mix of used and mint w/ many NH, generally F-VF,
signficant face value, received last-minute so worth a close look as there could be a hidden gem

Offer

4139

4140

3

*/** 3
64

UNITED STATES FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTIONS
4141

6

UX56//UY34, POSTAL CARDS FDC STOCK. 847 cards with First Day cancels, all appear unaddressed,
quantities from 3 to 36 ea., includes: UX56//99, UXC3//20, UY23//34, all VF. (dealer retail $936),

50

4142

6

US AND WORLDWIDE FDCs, COMMERCIAL COVERS & MORE several large cartons filled to capacity
with thousands of commercial covers and personal correspondence plus albums of FDCs and cartons of
"Made for Collectors" collections of "Birds & Flowers", "American Revolution Bicentennial" (3 volumes),
"American Bicentennial", World Wildlife Fund (5 volumes), British 1981 Royal Wedding, plus much more; the
correspondence dates from about the late 1940s to about 1970 and fills three cartons. A very eclectic assortment.

Offer

FDC ASSORTMENT. approx 400 covers; predominantly 1920s/80s mostly Artcraft addressed FDC (note
C10 Gorham, 734 Ioor) incl some postal stationery and some 1960s Inaugurals, space covers, flights, etc.,
few duplicates,

Offer

4143

6
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UNITED STATES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS

LotNo

Start Price

4144

6

SPRAWLING "PREXIES" COVERS COLLECTION of 100s of covers in 7 cover albums and with and
extensive array of frankings (including single) and uses, mixed issue frankings, late uses, precancels/
perfins, auxiliary markings, foreign destinations, some FDC, $ values on bank/ parcel tags, etc., better
single frankings incl 16c to Switzerland, 18c domestic registered, 20c registered censored to Switzerland,
25c to Ceylon, 50c Censored to Barbados, $1 1956 to Germany, etc., also some non-Prexy (though no
less interesting) covers of the period, usual mixed condition but an overall Fine and desirable collection
worthy of close and careful examination

2500

4145

6

U.S.FORWARDING AGENTS HANDSTAMPS COLLECTION, 98 covers, manyy circa 1840's-60's, mostly different,
includes: Boston (8), Charleston (2), New York (66), New orleans (Wm. Bryant, Texas Govt.), San Francisco (3),
Aspinwall (3), etc., mostly Rowe rarity 3 with the "4" scarcity, some interesting forwarding combinations, generally
F-VF, a very worthwhile collection, sure to please the specialist, close examination suggested.

1500

4146

6

1908/22 WASHINGTON - FRANKLIN ISSUES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION. wondrous collection
of approx 265 covers covering almost every use imaginable and incl single frankings, mixed issue (incl
with parcel post), precancels, perfins, blocks, coils incl pairs, uprated postal stationery, vending machine
perfs, etc., note personal and commercial mail, foreign destinations, registry incl NY exchange labels,
special delivery, machine cancels, parcel tags, censored, postage due, etc., some typical postal wear, a
Fine collection and ideal for the specialist

1500

4147

6

1920s DEFINITIVES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION. approx 450 covers of the 1920s/30s (some
later) in 3 cover albums, incredible assortment of frankings (up to the $1 value), uses, markings, etc.
including coils, mixed issue, airmails with assortment of destinations incl some flight covers and a few
Zeppelins, precancels/ perfins, registered, special delivery, parcel tags, uprated stationery, etc., usual
mixed condition but a Fine collection of this popular group of definitives on cover - viewing a pleasure

1500

4148

6

1900s/1920s COVERS COLLECTION. approx 165 covers/cards in an album with desirable frankings
of 1902 issue (to 15c value) plus commems of the period incl Pan Americans, Louisiana Purchase (to 5c),
Jamestown incl set on cover to Switzerland, 1909 commems, Pan Pacific to 10c incl 5c solo use to South
Africa, Pilgrims, Huguenot-Walloon, Lexington-Concord, 1920s issues, etc. includes registered uses with
NY Exchange registry labels, foreign destinations, parcel tags, uprated stationery, postcards and private
mailing cards, and more, usual mixed condition but a Fine collection demanding inspection

1250

4149

6

WESTERN EXPRESS COLLECTION BALANCE, well over 90 entires with printed franks, majority are
unused, also includes some ephemera (Bills of Lading, receipts, etc.), many identified by Haller numbers,
several unlisted or unpriced and in need of further research, better companies noted: Grant I. Taggert,
Shasta & Weaverville Express; Southern Express and Texas Express Co.; Silver bell Stage Line (unlisted);
Loon Creek Express; Thomas & Skadelans Express; Tinnen & Owens Weaverville & Shasta Express; Tracy
and Co. Oregon Express; Welch & Ryan's Dutch Flat Express; Whitney & Co. Express; Panamint Pony
Express; N.O. Pauly's Express; Peoples Express; Raum's Ruby Hill, Schellburn & Rubyville Express; River
Express Stockton & San Francisco; Harden's Express (illustrated receipt); Indian Creek Express; Colby's
Nevada and Dutch Flat; Wells Fargo & Co. Express "Kingdom of Hawaii"; also includes several Eastern
manuscript "Express" covers, etc, generally F-VF, meaty balance.

1000

4150

6

1910s/20s COVERS WITH WASHINGTON - FRANKLIN ISSUE FRANKINGS. approx 125 covers/
cards with vast majority franked with Perf 11 issues to $1 value but also note some offset and coil waste
frankings, all manner of uses incl registry, foreign destinations, special delivery, uprated stationery,
precancels/ perfins, censored, parcel tags, Zepp flight, etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine lot of these
and a treasure-trove for the rate analyzer

750

4151

6

SHIP, STEAMSHIP, TRANS-ATLANTIC, PACKET, DEPRECIATED CURRENCY, COLLECTION,
72 folded letter sheets or covers, circa 1840-70, wealth of attractive markings, destinations, etc., some
Lanman & Kemp covers, neat "typhoid" cover, etc., generally F-VF covers, a treasure trove for specialist.

500

US 1944/45 "APO" COVERS COLLECTION. approx 160 franked/ unfranked covers in sleeves in 2
binders with most accompanied by add'l info regarding the APO number and where located, etc., wide
variety of markings, usual mixed condition, mostly Fine or better, worth a close look

500

4152

6

4153

6

SMALL 19th CENTURY COVER BALANCE, 94 covers/cards, majority being 19th century, much of
interest, highlights include: 1798 Boston SL; 1848 Towle & Co. Letter Delivery red oval; US Mail Packet
Natchez (ties 3c #11 on piece); steamer ovals: "M. Relf.", "Quitman", 10c (35), "Jamaica Ship Letter",
on fls, Cuba to France, with PF certificate; 2c (73) on printed prices current; couple soldiers covers
(examined, front only); OX4 label; US Sanitary cc; couple Patriotics; several College cancels (circa 185060's); several colorful Columbian and Trans-Miss postal cards; 15c 1868 grill to Germany, etc., generally
Fine or better, very useful cover balance

400

4154

6

US COVERS & CARDS. accumulation of hundreds of early to mid-20th Century covers and some earlier,
incl. Akron/Macon Zepps, some Canal Zone and Philippines and a nice assortment of vintage postcards,
also attractive Army & Navy YMCA Honolulu cover w/surfer cachet and other better items throughout

350

FUN BUNCH OF U.S. POSTAL HISTORY, over 500 cards, covers and stationey items from stampless
to 1920's; nice markings and usages, very mixed condition but mostly Fine.

250

4155

6
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LotNo

4156

Start Price

ANTARCTIC & POLAR, MASSIVE POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION in two albums with over 220
pages, over 400 covers or cards, starts with 1928 Admiral Byrd signed cover and includes mail from numerous
locations, some flights, many USS Naval cancels (mostly different) includes souvenirs of the lecture tours
by Admiral Byrd and Eagle Scout Paul Siple in the 1930s, continues up to modern days, and impressive

250

PREXY COVER COLLECTION. approx 110 (19 legal size or larger) covers in three cover albums,
incl single frankings (handful), multiples, mixed issue, etc. with uses incl censored, registered, uses
from Hawaii, Canal Zone and 2 covers from Pago Pago Samoa to USA, foreign destinations incl India,
Bulgaria, Uruguay, Argentina, Jamaica, South Africa, Neth Indies, etc. plus many to Germany/ American
or Allied Zone, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

250

6

STEAM, STEAMER, StTEAMBOAT, SHIP, COVER COLLECTION, 26 covers or folded letter sheets
c.1840/65, all with various waterway markings, good mix of types, generally F-VF.

250

4159

6

BLOODS PENNY POST; BOYD"S CITY DELIVERY POST, BROOKLYN CITY EXPRESS POST
ASSORTMENT. 18 covers/fls's, Bloods (10) include: 15L8, 15L10, 15L13 (3), 15L14, 15L18 (2), 15LU5;
Boyd's (5) include: 20L7, 20L8 (2), 20L14 20LU44; Brooklyn 28L5; Swarts 136L4 on cover front only,
(2008 PF certificate), also includes single 1c (24) with octagonal "US MAIL Delivery" handstamp; couple
others with PF certificates, generally Fine.

250

4160

6

US REGISTERED COVERS ASSORTMENT, 1878/1909, 20 covers with variety of registry markings and
labels - oval, 3-line, labels (7 NY Exchange - Scott NY FX-NY1a(iii)) , date stamp, etc., nice assortment
of Banknote, Bureau, 1902 issue, etc. frankings, few foreign destinations incl England, Switzerland,
Germany, Canada, Holland, also note 1884 Utah Territory to England, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

250

4157

4158

6

6

4161

6

SIGNIFICANT HOLDING OF 20TH CENTURY POSTAL HISTORY the owner of this material was primarily
interested in cancellations, so the stamp or the usage was of little interest to him - he only saw the cancel and
collected by state; mostly 1920s/90s with just a smattering of 19th century, we did find some FDCs and a few
First Flight covers (incl few pioneer flight cards in less than optimal condition) though the emphasis is on
commercial mail and personal correspondence, covers from many different states but the preponderance
seem to be from the northeastern area of Pennsylvania, New York, and New England, VG-VF. Seven cartons.

200

4162

56

EXPRESS COMPANY ASSORTMENT. mostly Western Express related covers and mint envelopes/ forms
incl Used Greenhood & Newbauer, Eastern Express Co Money package, Wells Fargo frank on Columbian
entire (2), Mint Pacific Express Co, Haggard, Dennee & Co.'s Express, Pacific Stage & Express Co., Wells
Fargo frank on Columbian entire (2), Forms United States Express Co, Pacific Express Co., etc., very
mixed condition but Fine overall

200

4163

6

19th CENTURY COVERS BALANCE, 9 covers, includes four Bloods Penny Post (different company
cancels); 3c (65) on legal sized cover with "Provost Marshal General's Bureau" c.c., for Kentucky (dated
1863), 2c (210), Adams Express Co. ornate c.c., 1897 2c with advertising for "Coon Songs of the Day",
2c on 1898 Patriotic with contents, etc., also includes printed Postage Due receipt (form 3582a) with 20
(J101) + additional similar form filled with various issues, generally F-VF.

100

20th CENTURY ECLECTIC BALANCE, group of 10 unusual covers, ideal for 20th century specialist,
includes: two WW II covers with multi-colored "Free" labels (tied), two legal sized 80c (C46) covers;
one to Indonesia, other to England , both paying unusual rates, couple crash covers (11/21/33, G.B.
Prestwick 25-12-54); campaign card for Preston Bush with family potrait (1950), couple unusual Zepp
covers, etc., generally F-VF covers, please inspect.

100

6

UNITED STATES POST OFFICES ABROAD - CARIBBEAN 72 covers with postmarks from U.S. Post
Offices in foreign countries in the Caribbean and surounding area, includes three 1920s Dominican
Republic, Aruba, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, eleven Haiti (1919-1939), Jamaica, Trinidad and thirty+
from U.S. Virgin Islands, includes Navy and military markings, F-VF; an interesting selection

100

6

MILITARY & CENSOR MAIL BALANCE, couple hundred beginning with 12 Spanish American War
Patriotics; 16 WW I soldier and censored mail; about 60 WW II including APO's, NPO's, couple Patriotics,
much censored, balance through Desert Storm, much interesting, expect stamp/cover flaws/faults, etc.
Generally Fine, close examination suggested.

100

4164

4165
4166

6

4167

6

US 20th CENTURY COVERS ASSORTMENT. wide-ranging group incl Prexies (20) incl foreign mail,
RPO (incl 3c with Grand Trunk Western perfin), Official Mail Postal Stationery (7) 22c/29c period,
Penalty Envelopes (19) 1886/1944 from variety of offices and incl few with content, Consular Mail into
the US (19) mostly from Latin American senders (incl embassies) or Pan American Union, US Used in
Guam incl 43 1975/76 cancels on unmailed envelopes or postal cards plus 1934/60 uses (3) and few
picture pcds, etc., generally Fine or better

100

4168

6

771, CE1-2, 16c AIR MAIL SPECIAL DELIVERY COLLECTION, group of 18 covers, many interesting
and unusual, better noted: 771 huge corner margin single; CE1 on 1936 Hewitt, NJ 'rocket mail" cover
with printed cachet and green label; 1936 hand painted cachet, etc., generally F-VF, of special interest to
specialist. (owner retail in excess of $400).

90

19th CENTURY AUXILLIARY MARKINGS, 8 covers, mostly manuscript notations, includes CSA cover
with 10c (12) "In care of capt (?) of Alabama Reserves"; "Express" on embossed Telegraph cover; 1860 Sherrif's
note; "immediate" on 1888 Executive Mansion Official cover; 1860 "Soldier's letter, Please Forward Double
Quick", etc, some stamp/cover flaws/faults, Fine group.

90

4169

6
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4170

6

UNITED STATES POST OFFICES ABROAD - AMERICAS 80 covers with postmarks from U.S. Post
Offices in foreign countries in North or South America, includes Canada, Newfoundland, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Mexico, Panma, Honduras, Brazil etc, there are some military and some US Navy stirkes, also
16 with foreign adhesives mailed on the 'Richardson Pan-American Highway Expedition', an interesting
selection

75

4171

6

UNITED STATES POST OFFICES ABROAD - EUROPE & AFRICA 91 covers with postmarks from
U.S. Post Offices in foreign countries in Europe and the African continent, includes Liberia, Morocco,
Azores, Spain, Germany, Great Britain, Iceland, Italy, France etc, several with US Naval ships in foreign
ports, F-VF, an interesting selection

75

4172

6

PENALTY COVER ACCUMULATION, 1873-1951, group of 23 covers or labels, various types incl scarcer,
mostly different, interesting accumulation, F-VF, close examination suggested.

75

4173

*6

US COVERS and POSTAL STATIONERY ASSORTMENT. includes used postal cards plus some 20th
century covers and FDC, some better as 645 Adam Bert FDC, various 1929/33 issues uncacheted FDC incl
722 pair, 723 LA, C17, 725 Planty 38 var. cachet, E2 on 1891 cover, UX1 used (3 incl one with manuscript
cancel), UX12 mint, UX14 mint, UX22 mint, etc., also unused Civil War (1) or Span American War (3)
patriotic envelopes, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

75

4174

6

UNITED STATES MILITARY POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION. several hundred covers ranging
from about WWI to the 1980s (but primarily WWII), many APO cancels, free franks, etc., some condition
issues but overall F-VF, ripe for further investigation

50

4175

6

EARLY "FLAG" CANCEL COLLECTION, 1898-1934, 106 covers/cards, neatly mounted in 3-ring
binder, mostly all different towns, a few on the unusual side including advertising private mailing card
(1909), generaly Fine or better, nice expandable collection.

Offer

UNITED STATES EPHEMERA
4176

A LARGE PHONE CARD ACCUMULATION, over 3,000 domestic and international phone cards, used
and unused, generic and topical (Marilyn Monroe, Coca Cola, sports, animas, etc.); many different with
duplication in some areas, an interesting assemblage.

Offer

UNITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES
4177

* 3 6 US and WORLDWIDE STAMPS and COVERS. wide ranging assortment of nearly all 20th century
issues, not too well organized and in leafing through the boxes we note some NH Rotary Int'l and
Malaria topicals, Latin America mint starter collection in Scott albums with some useful 1940s/50s
sets, US 1950s/60s FDC and assorted singles, plate blocks, sheets, booklet panes and booklets, starter
collection of US mint incl airmails and 1940s/50s commem plate blocks 2 White Ace albums and incl
231-32 NH, 285 NH, 614-19 mint, 1920s/50s commems mint incl S/S (many NH), C7-12,C19-31 (some
NH), etc. plus mostly off-paper mixtures in cigar boxes, 100s of US 1970s/80s Fleetwood cacheted FDC
still in original "new issue" packaging, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, a must-view

200

4178

*/**

UNITED STATES AND UNITED NATIONS ACCUMULATION of mostly face filling a couple of
cartons; the US portion includes some mint sheets, booklets and plate blocks in glassines while the
United Nations section is actually the much larger section since it includes several nearly complete 19511972 mint collections on Lighthouse hingeless pages including #38 S/S; much UN face is found in
glassines stuffed with hundreds of inscription blocks and includes quite a few United Nations Flag sheets;
there is some moisture damage in the glassines but generallly F-VF

200

4179

53

US and WORLDWIDE MIXTURE ON/OFF PAPER. dozens of zip-loc bags plus some envelopes
containing 1000s of mostly recent US and foreign stamps on paper and incl some US high values, also
note some US mint and used incl plate blocks and stationery, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

75

4180

*/**
FDC

UNITED STATES AND UNITED NATIONS ACCUMULATION accumulation with five old albums plus
several stockbooks of mint and used duplicates; US in two Scott National albums with the first being
a very sparse US collection while the second contains mint and used postal stationery, the US section
is completed by an old Minkus All American and a Scott Minuteman albums plus two stockbooks; the
United Nations is in two Scott albums, one of which contains the #38 S/S, rounding out the UN are two
other stock books of duplicates, mostly F-VF

75

4181

3

PACKET MAKERS PARADISE. Thousands upon thousands of used commemoratives and definitives
both on and off paper. Alghough the vast majority of these stamps were issued over the past twenty years,
there are some older stamps as well as some foreign material, especially Belgium which consists of old off
paper mixture primarily before WWII.

Offer
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CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA

LotNo

4182
4183

4184

Start Price

*/(*) 3 1//14, CONFEDERATE STATES ASSORTMENT. small collection in clear album pages, includes: 1, 5,
6/7 (22), 8 (4 + 2 used, one questionable), 11/12 (31), includes plate strips, gutter strip, many shades,
13 (10 incl one used with dubious cancel), 14 (3), expect usual amount of small flaws/faults, couple with
certificates, etc., generally F-VF (Scott about $3.000+).

400

*/(*) 3 CONFEDERATE STATES COLLECTION, 62X5//14, mostly mint on pages, stock cards, etc., includes
color varieties and some attractive cancels, shade varieties, etc, note: 62X5 unused, 6/7 (13 o.g. or
4
unused), 8 (4 mint or unused, one used), 11 (28 mint or unused, 8 used). 12 (10 mint or unused, one
used), 13 (4 mint singles and mint block of 6), 14 (2 unused), expect some usual small flaws/faults,
generally F-VF, much of interest. (Scott $2,350+).

200

CONFEDERATE STATES COVER ASSORTMENT. group of ten mostly franked with common 5c (6/7)
or 10c (11/12) issues, better include 10c with "Jackson, Miss." straight-line; pair 5c tied by manuscript
Louisville Va. town cancel on folded letter; two 5c singles tied on immaculate cover with blue Dublin,
Va cds; single 5c tied by indistinct cds on 3c demonetized 3c entire; pair 5c on patriotic with certificate
(unused and not passing through the mails); seven star flag overall design (certificate "genuine out of
mail usage") with fake St. Louis "bear" provisional, etc., Fine group.

150

6

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS
4185

*3

US POSSESSIONS COLLECTION. Canal Zone, Cuba, Puerto Rico and Philippines in a stock book,
includes Philippines US 2c, 5c Trans-Mississippi issues with light Military Station cancels, assorted
1899/1904 overprints (to 50c value) used or tied on piece (incl portions of penalty envelopes), 290e
pos E NH, array of privately applied "O.B." overprints, page of revenues, group of Filipino Revolutionary
period issues, Puerto Rico 1899/1900 1c/10c Overprints assortment use, Canal Zone 1900s/20s
used overprints selection incl 6 mint, 6-7 used, 47-48 used, 52-65 used, assorted "Flat" or "Pointed" A
overprints, useful airmails and postage dues, Cuba 1899 Overprints used assortment incl E1, etc., usual
mixed condition with most F-VF

400

4186

*3

US POSSESSIONS BALANCE. includes Danish West Indies 2 used, 11 used, 25 used (2), 40-42 favor
cancels, 43-50 used, Guam 5 NH, 6 mint, 7 used, E1 mint, usual mixed condition but generally f-VF

200

4187

*3

US POSSESSIONS BALANCE. includes Danish West Indies U1 entire mint, UX16 mint, stock card of
1908/16 Christmas seals, Hawaii 11S-A block (PF cert, creases), U4 mint with printed Wells Fargo frank, UX2
mint, ux9 1898 use Kekaha to Germany, UX9a 1900 use to Germany, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

150

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - CANAL ZONE
4188

*/** 3
4

CANAL ZONE COLLECTION, 1904-1976, few hundred on various album pages, better include: 4-8
mint, good showing of 1906-21 issues in small quantities, mostly used and in need of proper identification,
42-45 mint, 49-51 mint, 85-93 mint, 120-35 NH, C6-14 NH, C15-20 (2 incl one NH), J1-3 used, etc., some
typical gum issues in early period, generally F-VF.

250

4189

*3

CANAL ZONE COLLECTION, 1904/78. on pages and stock sheets in a worn binder and incl some
postal stationery, numerous premium incl Used 6, 94, C6-20, J2-3, J12-14, Mint 8 unused, 21-26, 120-35,
C15-20, CO1-7, etc. some minor duplication incl numerous mint/ used each, multiples, usual mixed
condition incl typical tropicalized gum on some earlier issues but generally F-VF

150

4190

*3

CANAL ZONE COLLECTION, 1904/75. mostly mint in mounts on pages (no airs or dues), includes
Used 27-30, Mint 4-8, 21-26, 27-30, 50-51, 74-80, 95, 97-98, 100-04, 134-35 NH, etc., usual mixed condition
incl some early mint issues with typical tropicalized/ dry gum, VG-VF

150

4191

6

CANAL ZONE POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT, 1906-1959, group of 39 covers/cards, mostly
c.1906/38, includes several colorful picture post cards (c.1906/08), couple destinations, auxilary
markings, etc., expect some small flaws, generally Fine or better.

75

CANAL ZONE COVERS and POSTAL STATIONERY GROUP. approx 225 mostly mint postal stationery
incl U9 mint (5, different sizes, light aging), U12 mint entire (couple vertical creases), UX1 mint (3 incl
one with toning), UX2 mint (central vertical bend), etc. plus some penalty envelopes (11; 1930/78),
mint postal stationery envelopes and cards with some duplication, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF

75

4192

*6

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - CUBA
4193

*/** 3

CUBA COLLECTION, 1899/1976. mostly mint in two albums, mixed mint and used through 1950s with
few premium incl C33 NH, C50a-b NH, C61a-b NH, C62a-b NH, C126a NH, 1958 Poey complete NH,
the unissued/ unauthorized 1960 Olympics set and S/S, C211 NH, 1960 Christmas NH, mostly complete
NH after 1961, generally F-VF

342
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Collections

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - GUAM

LotNo

Start Price

4194

6

GUAM POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION. 12 covers and 1 postal card (incoming from Germany)
c.1899/1902, mostly all franked with 1899 overprints, includes registry combinations, double rates,
various cancels including straightlines (several different Agana, San Luis de Apra,), etc, also includes
couple German colonies (Caroline Isl 10pf single use), etc., usual mixed condition with some faults,
generally F-VF, sure to please the specialist.

120

4195

6

GUAM POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION, 1919-80, 33 covers on pages, much of interest including,
clipper flight covers, various ship cancels, 1970's Guard Mail, etc, generally F-VF.

90

4196

6

UNITED STATES POST OFFICES ABROAD - GUAM 75 covers with postmarks from U.S. Post Offices
in GUAM, most interesting is a cacheted USS Penguin Apra Harbor Guam, nearly all are modern with
no apparent duplicates, though modern these are seldom seen markings, F-VF, an interesting selection

75

*/(*)/** 1899-1930 GUAM COLLECTION BALANCE, about 35 singles or blocks, better include: 1c-2c plus 5c
tied to piece, 2c Red imprint strip of three o.g., 10c Type I o.g. (PF certificate), 15c used and o.g.,
3
assorted "Guard Mail" singles and blocks, few fakes (ideal for reference), usual mixed condition with
some faulty, VG-VF

75

4197

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - HAWAII
4198

4199

*6

*3

HAWAII POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION. extensive assortment of mint (40), unused (2) and used
(40) cards with some duplication incl used cards with selection of town cancels, numerous premium incl
UX1 used (6) incl one with excellent strike of MANA/ KAUAI 1896 duplex (tone spots), UX2 mint (3),
1888 to England (crease), UX2a mint (5), 1890 to Germany, UX3 mint (2), used (4) incl Germany (2)
and 1183 to Hong Kong (small faults), UX4 used incl 1893 uprated to Holland, 1896 with nice strike of
MANA KAUAI 1896 duplex, UX6 mint (4), 1894 to Germany, UX7 mint (2), UX8/8a used (13) incl three
with KEKAHA, KAUAI 1898/99 cds, another with HONOLULU/ ADVERTISED 1897 cds, UX9/9a used
(6) incl 1896 to England, 1894/98 to Germany (9; one with MAKAWELI KAUAI cds), 1895 to Japan, 1897
to Denmark, UY1 mint folded (4; minor faults), UY2 mint folded (3; minor faults), UY3 mint folded (2;
minor faults); UY3m to Germany, UY4 mint folded, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

1250

HAWAII SELECTION, 1864/99, approx 700 mostly used neatly sorted by Scott number in stock sheets
duplication to 75 each (#81), variety of postmarks, usual mixed condition, VG-VF; useful assortment;
Scott about $4,000

500

4200

*/**

10//R16, HAWAII COLLECTION, 28 singles plus a block of four on album page, mostly different, o.g.
include: 10, 10Sa, 10RS, 24 unused, 38, 52C, 55, 69, 71-27; NH includes: 41, 53, 55, 60-63, 65-67, 76 block
of four, 76-79, R1, R11-12, R15-16, generally F-VF with several VF. (owbner's 2018 Scott $2,600+).

400

4201

*6

HAWAII POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES COLLECTION. mint (40) and used (25) entires
featuring everything but the "Blue Inside" issues, includes shade varieties, assortment of cancels and
destinations, etc., notables include U1 1893 to Holland with an unusual circular "Received N.Y. Without
Contents" marking inside backflap, U2 1890 to Honolulu with nice KAHUKU OAHU cds, U3 mint (3),
U3 1893 uprated to Germany, U4 1893 to Holland, U5 mint (2), U5 used to Holland (2) or Germany (1),
U10 used, U12 1894 to Japan, U13 mint with offset of the stamp inside the envelope, U13 used (3) incl
1893 to Germany, 1894 to England, etc., usual mixed condition but Fine overall

400

4202

*

29//U13, HAWAII MINT COLLECTION, attractive collection on Scott specialty pages, includes: 29-46,
50S-68 (less 66c), 70-72, 74-82, O1-6, U1-5, U10-13 (all cut squares). generally Fine or better (owner's
2018 Scott $2,275+).

300

4203

*

9//R1, HAWAII DEALER STOCK, 135 neatly sorted singles, most with useful duplication, includes: 9
(pen cancelled), all others o.g. with 30b (2), 31 (3), 32, 34 (2), 58 93), 70 (2), 71 (2), 79 (4), O1-2 (2 ea.),
etc., some small flaws/faults, generally Fine or better. (owner's 2018 Scott $2,500+).

250

4204

*/(*) 3 HAWAII SELECTION on stock sheets or a card and incl 5c/13c Kamehameha assortment incl
"SPECIMEN" overprints, few Numerals plus some reference singles, bulk of the selection 1870s/90s
issues mint and used with some minor duplication, Provisional Govt verprints issues with useful mint o.g.
examples with fresh color, closes with group of mostly used 1894 Definitives and a stock card with 1896
2c-25c Officials mint (10c creased) and used plus a few revenues, usual mixed condition but better than
typically seen, mostly F-VF

250

4205

3

HAWAII DEALER STOCK, few hundred used neatly sorted on five stockpages, all with useful duplication,
includes group of town cancels (some on piece) towns include: Kealia, Kilauea, Kekaha, Koloa, Lihue,
Makaweli, better stamps include: 32 (4), 34 (2), 36 (2), 38 (3), 41 (5), 44 (6), 46-47, 58, 60 (2), 68 (2),
etc, expect some small flaws/faults, generally Fine or better, ideal for specialist collector. (owner's 2018
Scott $2,250+).

200

4206

*

U2b//UE1, HAWAII POSTAL STATIONERY ASSORTMENT. 12 different mint or unused, includes:
U2b, U3, U5, U13, UE1, UX2, UX4-6, UX7, UX7 var. ("The Stamp Man" printed advertisment), UX8a,
UE1 with age "speckling", otherwise VF collection. (2018 owner's 2018 Scott $740+).

100
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Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4207

6

HAWAII POSTAL HISTORY GROUP. 19 covers/cards, c.1862/1970 with majority from turn of 20th
century, note: 5c (#9) tied on part cover front, attractive red "Honolulu Postage Paid" cds; 5c (#39) on
1893 cover to New York; several colorful turn of century postcards with smaller towns; 5c (#76 singles on
three different covers, one with "Paquebot" straight line); few entires or postals (mostly used), some US
Navy covers, etc., expect some flaws/faults, generally Fine or better.

100

4208

*6

HAWAII POSTAL STATIONERY ASSORTMENT. 12 mostly mint postal cards and envelopes including (mint
unless otherwise noted) US UX14 with Waipahu and Honolulu cancels plus an Ewa Plantation handstamp,
Hawaii UX2 (2), UX3, UX8 Hilo cancel, UX8a Hilo cancel, UX8, UX9 (2), some minor faults, Fine group

50

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - PHILIPPINES
4209

4210

4211

PHILIPPINES REVENUES COLLECTION. 100s and 100s in singles, blocks and multiples/ sheets all
sorted by Warren numbers and mostly between W573/ 771 and incl W581 (Warren $100), W584-96
incl some varieties, W602-13, W614/27, 659 (about 100 incl partly reconstructed sheets; Warren about
$1,000), W659a (16 incl some with flaws, Warren $1,600), W660 (approx 60 sound - Warren $1,200 plus
another 25 with flaws), W746-51 and W753 multiple strips of 3/5, W2006 (approx 30 incl one with plate
number; Warren $900), W2022-25 (several complete or partial sheets of most), also note W724 and
W743a with perfin, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate

500

PHILIPPINES 1906/26 DEFINITIVES COLLECTION of mint and used in mounts on pages with
some duplication incl shades plus most values mint and used with numerous NH, quite complete for
period incl the high values, some booklet panes and multiples, some "must mentions" include 242b with
tropicalized gum and small portion of tab missing, 253 mint and used, 254 mint (2) and used, 274 mint
and used, 273 mint (2 incl one regummed) and used, 284 mint (3), 289C NH, 289D mint (2 incl one
NH), etc., usual mixed condition incl some mint with tropicalized o.g., mostly F-VF

500

*/(*)/** PHILIPPINES 1899/1904 OVERPINTED ISSUES COLLECTION of mint and used in mounts on pages
with some duplication incl shades, different cancels plus majority present both mint and used, highly
3
complete for the period missing only the 1899 $1 type II and $5 and the 1902-03 $2-$5, note 212 mint
and used, 223 mint and used, 224 mint and used, 237 mint and used, 240a without tab,etc., usual mixed
condition with some regum or dist. o.g., VG-VF viewing a must

500

*3

*/** 3

4212

*/**

E2-10, EO1 SPECIALIZED SPECIAL DELIVERY COLLECTION, quality collection on pages, o.g., many
NH, better include: E2 block of four + 2 singles, shades; E3, block of four, pair + three singles, shades;
E4, three singles; E5, E5b shades, plate block of six, two blocks, three singles + "Specimen" overprint;
E7 shades, two plate blocks + arrow block; E10-10a, three plate blocks, various combinations; EO1, four
blocks, various shades, also includes page of "Bandholtz "OB" overprints: E2 single, E3 block of four +
five singles, all unusual varieties, overall VF, an impressive collection.Ex Markovits.

300

4213

*/** 3

PHILIPPINES "BACK OF THE BOOK" COLLECTION of airmails, special delivery, postage dues, officials, etc
in mounts on pages with majority of issues mint (numerous NH) and used each plus some minor duplication
highly complete (less C1-17) and incl C23-28 NH, C36-45 NH, E1 mint and used, E1a mint, E2 pair NH, E3 NH,
E4 mint and used (4), E6 block mint incl NH pair, J5 mint, J6 NH, O1-4 NH, extensive "O.B." overprints incl some
handstamped and Bandholtz, etc., usual mixed condition incl some mint with light gum toning as often, VG-VF

300

4214

*3

PHILIPPINES GROUP of mint and used singles in stock sheets and on assorted album pages, premium
scattered throughout incl 214-17 blocks mint, 214b mint, 223A used (signed Thier; small faults), 225
used (well centered but with thins), 289D mint, 319-25 mint (2), 411-24 mint, assorted mint and used
"VICTORY" handstamped overprints mint and used (mostly dubious), 444 plate no block NH, C1-6 mint,
C9-12 mint, C17 used, J2 plate no and imprint strip of 3 NH, usual mixed condition with most F-VF

250

4215

*3

PHILIPPINES COLLECTION BALANCE. primarily from one of the George Brett sales and leafing
through note some faulty copies of 214b and 240a booklet panes (some stuck down and w/o tab), US
overprints plate no strips, massive quantity of used "O.B." overprinted issues on pieces (incl some higher
value multiples) and 1000s of mint and used regular issues in glassines, stock books, album pages, etc.,
typical very mixed condition, VG-VF, viewing a must

250

PHILIPPINES COLLECTION, 1899/1981. in a 1899-1946 K-Line Philippines album plus a stock book
of mint NH 1961/81 issues, incl 213/22 used with shades, 226-37 used, 241-304 used with some shades,
326 pair NH, 340-53 mint, C1-6 used (each with s.e.), C11-12 used (each with s.e.), E1 mint, E6 NH (2),
N7 used, etc., generally F-VF, excellent foundation collection

200

4216

*/** 3

4217

*/** 3

PHILIPPINES - JAPANESE OCCUPATION ISSUES COLLECTION. mint and used (most issues present
both ways) in mounts on specialty pages plus some extra pages and a sheet of NO1 in a folder; better issues
include N7 mint (some tropicalized gum), N12-25 NH and used with duplicates, NB4 mint (2), NJ1 mint
and used, NO2 NH (2) and used (3), etc., some light toning as expected but generally fresh and F-VF

150

4218

56

U.S. PHILIPPINES POSTMARK AND POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION U.S. Philippines postmarks
and postal history on 30+ pages, covers or cards include flights with1923 Madrid to Manila Raid, Camp
Jossman, Camp Keithly, Parang, Hindnangan, several Naval cancels, there are well over 300 cut out
postmarks with some scarce Military stations including Jolo P.I. MOB, Registered Jolo, a fantastic group
for study of the postmarks of the Philippine Islands.

150

344

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4219

*3

PHILIPPINES CUT SQUARES ASSORTMENT. approx 125-150 items in glassines or stock sheets, between
U1/U42 inc wrappers, note U25 used (5), U23 used (7), U30-39 full corners mint (2), generally F-VF

150

4220

*/** 3

PHILIPPINES 192645 ISSUES COLLECTION of mint and used in mounts on pages with majority of
issues present both mint (many NH) and used, quite comprehensive (less the "Victory" handstamped
overprints) and includes 319-25 NH, 1931 imperfs to 10P with some multiples and many NH, 354-60 NH,
383-96 NH, 411-24 NH, 433-46 NH, 485-96 NH, etc., mostly F-VF

150

PHILIPPINES REVENUES SELECTION of 20 items incl complete documents (7) aor large fragments
(13), includes Warren 740 strip of three on piece (cat $150 as singles), etc., mostly F-VF, the revenues still
on documents quite elusive; some ex-Brett

75

4221

53

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - PUERTO RICO
4222

6

PUERTO RICO POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION, 30 covers/cards, mostly 1899 issues (including
parallel US issues used in Puerto Rico), highlights include different Military Station cancels, Patriotics,
2c Trans-Mississippi (Mil. Sta. 6), mixed issues (Guam & Porto Rico overprints), Registered (2) with 10c
overprint issue, etc., usual mixed condition, generally Fine or better

4223

56

COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO LARGE POSTMARK COLLECTION on over 65 pages,
mostly modern items, about a hundred covers or cards with numerous cut out postmarks, all or nearly all
different as these were part of a massive collection put together for the markings.

75

4224

*/(*) 3 PUERTO RICO COLLECTION, 1899/1942. attractive collection on Safe "dual" pages, highlights
include 210 o.g. plate strip of 3 mint, 211-16 used, 212 plate strip of 3 mint, J2 block of 12 on piece,
4
small group of used Wines and Spirit issues, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

75

300

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS - RYUKYU ISLANDS
4225

4226
4227

*3

RYUKYU ISLANDS COLLECTION collection of several hundred stamps in a Scott specialty album and incl
nice range of the provisionals (some signed) noting Miyako district including 2s Crimson corner margin single
(3X2), 4s Green (3X4), 8s Purple, 10s Red (3X7-8), 17s Gray violet (3X13), 25s Brown (3X17), 40s Violet, 50s
Olive (3X20-21), Miyako district revenues (3XR1-7). followed by Yaeyama district with 40s Violet, 50s Olive
(5X7-8), then the Ryukyus general issues beginning with the 1948/49 first series with the first and second
printings complete (1/7 mnh, 1a/7a some gum disturbance as usual), then continuing highly complete
(majority NH) to the 1970s including the airposts as well as scarce 1951 paid reply postal cards (UY4a, UY5a),
etc., There is some rice paper adherence on the provisional issues, as is often the case, generally F-VF

750

*

RYUKYU ISLANDS 1958 NEW CURRENCY SPECIALIZED COLLECTION mostly on Bush specialized pages
with dome additional in glassines, full range of perf and paper varieties, multiples, etc., incl 10c-$1 imprint
blocks of six, 2c right margin single imperf at right, etc., without gum as issued, F-VF, ideal for continuation

200

RYUKYU ISLANDS MISCELLANY. mint and used plus a few covers on stock sheets, Bush pages, etc.,
includes group of 1950 50s incl different printings, multiples, shades, 1961 3c Merger shade and perf
varieties, 1969 ½c on 3c incl different printings, shades, fluorescence, multiples, etc., generally F-VF

50

*3

UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS
4228

** 3 6 UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLAGE. purchases from 2001/2017 of mint NH blocks, S/S, mini-sheets,
FDC, souvenir cards, white, green and blue cards, year sets and almost anything else the UNPA had to
offer still in the original agency envelopes plus the value of the used stamps on scores of large envelopes,
generally PO fresh and VF; an ideal way to catch up on the UN 21st century stamp program at a fraction
of the original cost which, when adding up the invoices over the period, comes to a total outlay by the
collector of well over $12,000. Three heavy cartons.

500

4229

*/** 6 UN HOLDING. a huge amount of mint singles, blocks, sheets, etc along with highly specialized items
specially produced with great artwork on panels and covers, year sets in official folders, special event
cards, varieties, etc.; a great lot of this area and very cheap at estimate.

200

4230

*/** 3

UNITED NATIONS COLLECTION. in three volumes plus a small stack of 1994/2004 Agency envelopes
with "new issues", albums with strong collections of nearly all NH NY, Geneva and Vienna issues to the
mid-1990s and incl S/S (#38 an FDC), mini-sheets incl Flags and Human Rights, some postal stationery,
etc., generally fresh and F-VF

100

4231

*/** 3
64

UNITED NATIONS ACCUMULATION 1960s/90s. amassment of UN sheets, FDCs, postal stationery,
souvenir cards, year sets, and other philatelically-inspired items, many hundreds of items that certainly
cost a great deal as new issues, generally Very Fine

50

4232

*/**

UN SIX VOLUME COLLECTION. general U.N collection mounted in four White Ace albums and two
others, incl. Scott #38 souvenir sheet, generally F-VF, clean and worthwhile

50
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4233

**

UN COLLECTION, 1951/96. NY, Geneva and Vienna offices essentially complety (incl #38 S/S) NH in
two Lighthouse hingeless album, generally fresh and F-VF

50

4234

**
FDC

MASSIVE HOARD MINT STAMPS & FDCs. one man's lifetime accumulation of many hundreds
of stamps, FDC, souvenir cards, year sets, etc.; the FDCs fill 17 volumes of Artcraft cachets, mostly
unaddressed; there are three Scott Specialty albums for UN (one is brand new and completely empty),
plus another empty Lindner hingeless album; the stamps themselves are mostly still in the original new
issue shipment envelopes from the UNPA (lots of useful frankings); a quick peek inside these envelopes
reveals a massive hoard of mint stamps, sometimes in a stack of sheets plus Year Sets from all three offices,
as well as some souvenir sheets and souvenir cards; most envelopes have a combination of stamps and
FDCs from the 1980s to about the early 2000s; altogether, there are many thousands of dollars "face
value" in New York issues, thousands of Swiss francs and thousands of Austrian schillings face value; with
some work this hoard becomes an instant UN retail stoc. Seven cartons.

Offer

1995 50th ANNIVERSARY YEAR ACCUMULATION Small group of sheets, booklets and FDCs
celebrating the 50th Anniversary of the United Nations. We found one booklet from each of the offices:
New York, Geneva and Vienna plus four sheets from each office and a set of two FDCs from each office
(a complete sheet on two FDCs). In addition there is a mint sheet file containing about ten or twelve
complete sheets of stamps issued during the 1960s and 1970s.

Offer

4235

**
FDC

PHILATELIC LITERATURE
4236

LITERATURE BALANCE with BONUS. an assortment of 1980s/90s auction and direct sale catalogs
from primarily Italian auctioneers and postal history dealers or from European firms offering early
Italian postal history, includes Italphil, Macerata, Santachiara, Spink, Harmers of London, Christie's/
Robson Lowe, Phillips, Soluphil, Bernard Behr, Filatelia Lllach, Lowe's "Postal History Auctions" of the
1970s, etc., usual mixed condition with some collector use incl some with assorted notations, Fine group
for the specialist; bonus of US and foreign philatelic mail from dealers, auction houses, fellow collectors,
etc. with many franked by attractive commems, high values, etc., office viewing only

75

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND AREAS
ANTIGUA

4237

*3

ANTIGUA CLASSICS COLLECTION. 19 stamps on a quadrille page comprised of 1860s/80s Corbould
design Q V carefully selected over the years for excellent quality as well as some unusual varieties including
1863/67 6d Green on pelure paper, two examples of the 6d Yellow green shade (one having watermark
of vertical lines from the side of the sheet), the 1872 1d Lake mint, 1884 6d Deep green used, 1d Rose
showing worn plate, etc, a very attractive and interesting array, please inspect.

750

AUSTRALIAN STATES
4238

3

AUSTRALIAN STATES AMASSMENT. a stock book crammed with over 3000 stamps of the 19th and
early 20th century with some add'l New Zealand; plenty of postmark interest with Victoria numeral
cancels, Western Australia alphabet cancels systematically sorted, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF
Ideal for the Australasia postmark specialist

500

AUSTRALIA
4239

*3

AUSTRALIA ASSORTMENT in stock pages crammed with Kangaroos to the 2/-, KGV heads to the
1/4p, Postage Dues, 1st issue to the 10d and later up to 5/-, an assortment of KGVI with values to the £1;
also includes a group of 'Roos and Heads on piecel with ship or Late Fee cancels and a few QEII, along
with some stock cards and pages with some varieties, cancels, and unchecked for varities. A good lot that
has some finds to be made!

600

4240

6

AUSTRALIA COVERS AND CANCELS COLLECTION. few 1000 mostly post 1970s philatelic covers and
stamped envelopes (1st days, events, etc.) neatly arranged by state plus the Capital District on homemade
pages in 18 binders, interspersed amongst the modern era covers are pages and pages of cancels cutout from envelopes (note some of these cut-outs with 19th century cancels - note page of Queensland
numerals and couple pages of Tasmania town cancels on "View" issues), also includes QV / KG V period
cover plus some KG VI and early QE II (incl some FDC) covers scattered throughout, 37 WW II Forces
covers, etc., usual mixed condition, generally Fine or better; collected solely for cancel interest and it's
hard to imagine an Australian town whose cancel is not represented somewhere in this collection. Three
cartons.

350

346
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4241
4242

Start Price

*/** 3

*/**

AUSTRALIA COLLECTION 1949/71. collection on black stock pages, generally used and mint parallel
(with many NH), as well as coil stips, cross gutter blocks, booklets, etc.; a large variety of watermark and
paper varieties, most neatly identified, a very clean and useful collection, huge catalogue value (well into
four-figures), generally F-VF

250

VALUABLE STOCKCARD SELECTION Selection of a couple of dozen better mint sets and singles
displayed on eleven black stockcards. The best item is #130-32, though much of the value is found in
the First Issue Kangaroos that include #6-9, and 11, followed by #42 and 95a S/S (hr in selvedge), and
concluding with #218-21 (#219 NH, others LH), generally, a clean and fresh group that deserves a good
perusal, owners catalog value $2,500+

200

4243

**

AUSTRALIA PRESTIGE BOOKLET SELECTION about 50 different Prestige Booklets still in original
glassines, NH, VF; owner's Scott $1,225+

150

4244

*3

AUSTRALIA COLLECTION to 1970s. pedominantly used collection of hundreds of different stamps incl
various different watermarks, in a specialised printed album, including 1913 'Roos to 2/-, 1915 9d and 2/-,
KG V defins to 1/4d Turquoise, useful commemorative sets from the 1930s onwards, etc, mostly F-VF

150

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION many, many hundreds of
covers with some FDCs and event covers but the majority seem to be commercial mail and personal
correspondence primarily from the 1950s/90s with some earlier 20th century and almost nothing from
the 19th century, the owner was most interested in the cancel rather than the stamp or the usage, so he
especially appreciated smaller towns and villages which adds interest to this group, VG-VF

100

4245

6

BERMUDA
4246

6

BERMUDA WW II PERIOD COVERS. 1940-43 group of 13 WW II Censored covers that originated (3) or
transited (9) Bermuda and were opened and examined, including three Reg. covers. Besides Bermuda, covers
originated from Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Italy (CL2 tape), Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and Switzerland. F-VF

200

BURMA
4247

56

BURMA POSTAL HISTORY and CANCELS COLLECTION. approx 190 covers incl postal stationery
primarily of the KG V and KG VI period and noting India used in Burma all arranged on homemade
pages, also includes some cut-to shape cancels scattered throughout, good number of different town
cancels, some auxiliary markings, registered mail, etc., usual mixed condition with the typical aging/
toning issues, VG-VF, perfect for the collector in this area

500

CANADIAN PROVINCES - NEWFOUNDLAND
4248

* 3 6 NEWFOUNDLAND COLLECTION on mix of pages and stock sheets/ cards, better include 5 unused
(PF cert), 8 unused, 19 mint (PF cert), 26 used (2), 47 used (Greene Foundation cert), 49 right margin
block with part imprint (bottom stamps NH, small thin UR, Sismondo cert), 108 block (3 stamps NH),
111-13 mint, 145-59 mint, 212-25 mint, etc., generally F-VF with many VF

700

CANADA AND PROVINCES
4249

4250

*/(*) 3 CANADA and PROVINCES COLLECTION to 1930s. mostly mint on Scott pages, includes (mint unless
otherwise noted) Br Columbia & Vancouver Isl 5 used, 7 used, New Brunswick 1 used (thins), 6-11 unused,
6
Newfoundland 30, 37, 61-74, 111-14, 145-59, C6-8, C13-17, Nova Scotia 2 used, Canada 1 used, 4 single
franking cover Perth to Brockville, 7 used, 15 pair on cover to USA, 16 used (faulty but proper shade),
17 on cover to USA, useful assortment of mostly used Large and Small Queens, 24 unused, 28 unused, 47
mint and used, 57, 58, 60, 60 roller cancel, 68-73 used, 81, 92-94, 101, 110 NH, 112 NH, 122 NH, assorted
Admiral coils mint or used incl pairs, 158 used (2), 159 used, 1930s mostly complete mint or used, F1-3
used, (some NH), etc., usal mixed condition in 19th century issues, mostly F-VF; Scott over $25,000

2000

*/(*)/** CANADA & PROVINCES COLLECTORS STOCKBOOK ACCUMULATION. small binder containing
about a dozen or so manila stock pages filled with many hundreds of mint and used stamps; we note
3
that the majority are used, however, the value is concentrated in the mint which starts with two pages of
provinces that is primarily Newfoundland which includes 87-97 (less the 5c) as well as a smattering of
mostly mint Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island while the second page is generally used Newfoundland;
next a page of unused Canada from the reign of Queen Victoria (all unused) that includes #72 followed
by several pages of mostly used Canada from the early 20th century (although we did not spot any
outstanding items, the catalog value of these used stamps mounts up quickly), the next few pages are
mostly mint George V issues that include quite a few worthwhile Admiral issues such as 107b (2), 116,
120, 120a, 122 and 129 (3 pairs), finally, the last couple of pages include some very recent postage
including some dollar values, usual mixed condition most F-VF; well worth a close examination

150

347

Collections
LotNo

4251

Start Price

*/**

CANADA MINT SELECTION. including better as 219-227 NH; also a sets and some singles from
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia; most NH, F-VF; Scott over $1,000.

120

CANADA
4252

4253

4254

4255

CONSIDERABLE CANADA COLLECTION to 1950s. neatly arranged in a stock book, mixed used,
unused and mint to Scott #45 and then mint to the end, better issues in abundance incl 4 used, 9 used
(thinned), 14 unused, 18 used, 21-22 used, 24-30 used, 37 mint, 40 dist gum, 42-44 mint, 46-47 mint, from
the Jubilees (½c-$3) through KG VI period essentially complete mint incl coils, C1-9 mint, E1-11 mint,
F1-2 mint, F3 unused, J1-14 mint, MR1-7 mint, O1-44 mint, etc., usual mixed condition particularly in
Victorian period, generally F-VF, excellent foundation collection; Scott $28,500+

2500

CANADA MAMMOTH POSTAL HISTORY and CANCELS COLLECTION in 26 VOLUMES. many 1000s
of mostly post 1960s philatelic covers (1st days, events, etc.), postal stationery and personal/ commercial
mails (incl postcards, meters, registry esp to a "Quebec Lisirs Inc" in Quebec with 100s of 1980s/90s
registered covers with $ values frankings) neatly arranged by province and incl Yukon Terr, Nunavut Terr,
Canadian Govt mail, 1940s/80s Armed Forces covers on 130 pages (some philatelic) on homemade pages,
interspersed amongst the modern era covers are pages and pages of cancels cut-out from envelopes (note
some of these cut-outs with 19th century cancels), also includes array of Victoria (note few Small Queens),
KE VII, Admirals, etc plus KG VI and early QE II eras scattered throughout, etc., excellent array of frankings
incl $-value definitives, auxiliary markings, RPOs, postal forms, couple of "Nascopie" wreck covers, etc.,
usual mixed condition, generally Fine or better; collected solely for cancel interest and it would be difficult
to find a 20th century Canadian town not represented; a treasure-trove for the QE II period postal historian

1000

*/(*)/** CANADA COLLECTION, 1852-1983, extensive unpicked collection in older hingeless album, mostly
o.g. with evidence of regumming present in earlier issues, scattering of used, later NH, includes (mint
34
unless otherwise noted) 14 unused, 17-19 used, 23-29 used, 34-37 unused, 38-40 used, 66-73 o.g. or
unused, 50-60, 61 used, 74-82, 87-94, 96-103, Admirals appear complete including most coils, 141-48,
149-59, 162-77, 203, 195-201, 217-27, 211-16, 241-45, most coils in singles or pairs, 249-62, 268-73, mostly
complete thereafter, complete Airs, all early dues, Special Delivery complete, good officials etc., note
typical mixed condition but generally Fine or better, huge catalog and face value.

750

*/(*)/** CANADA COLLECTION, 1852/1980. mostly mint in a Scott Specialty album, useful "back of the book"
issues and nearly complete and overwhelmingly NH after 1946, better issues throughout highlighted by 4d
3
used, 12 used (reperf), 17 unused (small tear), nice section of Large and Small Queens, 46-47 roller cancels,
57, 70-71, 73 used, 75-84 used, 91-95 used (50c precancel), 99, 100, 103, 105-15, 124 pair used, 157-59, 21727, 241-45 NH, 249-62 blocks NH, 278-81 pairs NH, C1-9, E1-11, F1-3 unused, etc., usual mixed condition in
earlier issues but better than usually seen, many pre-1910 issues regummed or without gum, mostly F-VF

500

*3

6

4256

*/** 3

CANADA ACCUMULATION, 1868-1940 impressive balance on stock cards or glassines, mostly o.g.,
small group of used, expect some regumming unused include: 14, 18, 19 (all unused), good showing of
large and small Queens (mostly unused or o.g.), Victoria Leaf and Numerals appear complete, Jubilee
complete to $1, Edward to 50c, Quebec complete, Admirals appear complete (less $1), fair group of
coils, all the early pictorial issues present and appear complete, note $1 Parliament (2), 8c Registration
unused, etc, some mixed condition but many fresh and attractive, F-VF balance with high catalog value.

500

4257

(*) 3

CANADA VICTORIAN PERIOD REVENUES. wonderful range of the large Q V issues, virtually all different
unused starting with early 'boxes' issues in black and orange, Canada Customs issues for overprinted in red
for snuff and chewing tobacco, 1883 10lbs and 70lbs black, 35lbs green and the blue 60lbs, 70lbs and 100lbs
all with quantity labels, 1897 5lbs and 20lbs blue, red issues to 70lbs inc. 5lbs again with quantity label, 1lb
issues in green red and blue, etc., very colorful and scarce large revenues resonant of the Empire!

500

4258

*/** 3
6

CANADA MINT COLLECTIONS + STOCK. two Scott Specialty albums, the first to 1989 with many attractive
and useful, better 19th century used include:14, 17, 19, 22, 25, 27, 28, 39, 40, 46, 47, 58, 70, 72, 82, 83, 9194, better mint include: 50-54, 56, 59, 66-69, 71, 74-78, 83-84, 101, 102, Admirals complete, 129, 130, 131-34,
138, 149-57, 178-83, 162-75, 195-201, 203, 217-26, 242-45, 249-62, fairly solid thereafter including Centennial
varieties, etc, E2-11, MR1-4, scattering of Provinces including couple imperf classics; second album used to
1990 many with light and attractive cancels, includes: 14, 15, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 35-40, 41-44, 46, 47, 50 (mint,
VF), 54, 66-72, 74-83 (less 6c), 89-94, 96-99, 102, 104-22, 125-30, 155-59, 174-77, 203, 211-16, 217-27, 241-45,
249-62, 268-73, etc., Airmail complete, Special Delivery complete, F1-2, nice Dues and Officials; lastly a dealer
stock with used entires/postal cards, small box of singles on #102 cards, some revenues and postal history;
some minor faults throughout all three properties but generally F-VF, close inspection necessary

400

4259

*/** 3

CANADA COLLECTION 1859/1959. beginner collection on Minkus pages, most of the value in the
20th century (smattering of large and small queens), Jubilee 6c-10c, 50c mint, 5c and 20c used, Admirals
complete mint (10c blue used), somewhat spotty from the 1920s/40s (missing most key stamps), some
BOB, mixed condition with some noticeable faults, still a Fine collection

100

4260

*/** 3

CANADA COLLECTION. mostly post-1950s NH and incl mostly "Bileski" retail products of the
1950s/80s incl revenues, officials, tagging and paper varieties, precancels, print varieties, booklets and
booklet panes with numerous Centennial and Caricature issues, etc., note CO1-2 singles and blocks NH,
EO1-2 singles and blocks NH, generally fresh and F-VF

100

348

Collections
LotNo

4261

4262

Start Price

CANADA POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION a substantial holding of several thousand covers with
strength in the 1920s/90s with a smattering of 19th century items and a few newer covers, however,
the vast majority are from the years noted; we found a wide variety of material including FDCs, some
First Flight covers, but hardly limited to those, the owner was primarily interested in cancels and thus,
he cared more about the cancel than the usage so there is plenty of commercial mail, some picture
postcards, a few Registered covers, and so much more; VG-VF; well worth a quick review. Three cartons.

100

*/(*)/** CANADA PREMIUM ASSORTMENT. mostly 19th century and incl Mint 55, 57, 61, 64, 101, 141-45,
Regummed 35, 36, 55, 56, 58, 59, 70, 71, 80, 82, 91, , 93, Mint NH 54, 72, 87-88, 198-99, 205-07, E2, etc.,
generally F-VF

100

6

4263

*/**

CANADA MINT COLLECTION, 1897/1974. in mounts on Minkus pages and incl 50, 51 NH, 53 NH,
60, 79, 83, 92, 104-22 (less 4c; the 8c, 10c Blue NH), 139-40 NH, 159, 160-61 pairs NH, 175-77 NH, 228-30
pairs NH, 241-45, 268-73 NH, C1-4 NH, E3 NH, E4-5, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, ideal for continuation

100

4264

*

CANADA COLLECTION, 1873/1969. few hundred stamps in a Lighthouse hingeless album with better
as 117-18, 120, 141-48, 162-83, 195-216, 249-62, C1-4, E2-3, etc., F-VF; Scott to 1946 about $2,200

100

4265

**

CANADA PO YEAR SETS SELECTION, 2001-2008. in the hard-bound yearbooks, one each except 2004
(2), stamps NH and mostly VF; Face Value C$320+ (non-denominated issues not figured)

75

4266

6

CANADA 1920s/30s FLIGHT COVERS ASSORTMENT. 58 first flight covers with rubber stamp cachet
and mostly franked with C1 or C3 but do note C2 and C4-5 frankings, additionally 1931 Wilkins-Ellsworth
Trans-Arctic Submarine Expedition cover, CL40 (1) and CL42 (2) frankings, some light aging, generally
F-VF

60

CANADA LUNAR NEW YEAR PRESS SHEETS 1997/2002. clean group of nine press sheets 1997-2002,
two each for 1997-99, one each for 2000-02, NH, rolled in mailing tube, Very Fine

40

4267

**

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
4268

*/(*)

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE ASSORTMENT. collection of dozens of mostly "Triangles" on quadrille album
leaves, with 44 triangles almost all full margins including a few margin singles, highlights are the 1853 1d
brick red used with watermark sideways (SG#1b), 1857 1d brick red (#5) used with partial sheet margin,
as well as a beautiful mint example with full original gum cataloging £5,000, all in excellent condition.
Then the scarce 1862 6d slate-lilac mint and used (#7c), followed by 1859 1/- deep dark green x2 used,
the 1864 6d bright mauve x2 (#20/#20a?) and 1/- bright emerald green x2 (#21) used, 2d deep blue
unused showing most unusual plate flaw strike through "S" of "POSTAGE", then 2d blues from worn
plates, etc., additionally later issues includes 1876 1d on 1/- unused pair with shifted o/p (#33), 1893 1d
surcharge variety without stop after 'penny' mint (#57b), etc., typical mixed condition but an overall Fine
lot of these classics; owner's SG £25,000+; a neat collection of selected examples and varieties as collected
in the good old days

4000

4269

*3

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE COLLECTION. neat collection of 90 mostly used neatly arranged and
identified on stock sheets, highlights include (used unless otherwise noted) nice array of "Triangles"
with shades incl 1 (2), 2 (2), 4 (6 incl pair), 5 (3 shades), 6 (2), 12 (2), 13 (4), also 25, 32 mint, 50 mint,
71, etc., generally F-VF, excellent basis for continuation

300

4270

*/(*) 3 CAPE OF GOOD HOPE 1870s/90s "HOPE" ISSUES ACCUMULATION. many 100s somewhat
arranged by Scott no on large stock sheets and incl some shade varieties, variety of cancels, etc., usual
mixed condition, VG-VF; owner's Scott about $1,500

150

GREAT BRITAIN
4271

4272

*3

*3

GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTION, 1840/1979, extensive collection in Scott Specialty binder, mostly
used to about 1920 then mixed mint/used with majority being mint, many early Victoria with light and
attractive cancels, early used include: 1. 5-7. 8-20, 22-26, 49-56 (56 clipped perfs into design at left), 65,
66-71, 74, 96, 98, 107, 108-10, 111-24, 127-42, 176, virtually complete thereafter (no 209), generally F-VF,
close examination needed to appreciate this extremely attractive collection. (Scott $38,000+).

2000

GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTION/ ACCUMULATION. thousands of mint and used stamps from
extensive early period to extensive QEII, on album pages, stock pages, stock cards, glassines etc.; this lot
was put aside by a very knowledgeable collector that was always seeking shades/printings and varieties and
so this lot needs to be checked thoroughly, as it will have listed and unlisted flaws, watermark varieties,
booklets, cancels, etc.; QV has penny blacks and blues, a few hundred early plate numbers, including
many early values collected by plate number on the better middle to higher values with some complete
and others nearing completion (used), literally hundred of used QV and KEVII used with many shades
cataloging high dollars in SG, similar KGV, including many Seahorses with values up to 10/- VF used (not
the usual faulty copies), KGVI well represented and especially strong Machins mint and used with high
degree of specialization; also, postage dues, some very nice departments, QV and even earlier embossed
revenues on documents, etc.; a fantastic holding that will reward the treasure hunter!

1500

349

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4273

*3

GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTION, 1840/1965. in well filled set of Lighthouse hingeless pages from a
used "Penny Black" to phosphor sets of the 1960s plus some regionals, postage dues, officials, etc., 19th
century mostly used, KE VII / KG VI mixed mint and used, QE II mostly mint with some NH, better incl
5 used, 7 used pair, 70 mint, 111-22 mint, 140-41 used, etc., typical mixed condition, VG-VF; owner's 2018
Scott $18,900+

1000

4274

3

GREAT BRITAIN OFFICIALS COLLECTION, 1882/1903, sixty different used on Scott Specialty pages,
many with attractive cancels, better include: O2-O6, O14, O17, O23 (questionable), O27-30, O31-43,
O47 (questionable), O51, O54-62, O69, O72-79, although we feel the majority are genuine, a close
examination is needed.

400

GREAT BRITAIN SPRAWLING POSTAL HISTORY and CANCELS COLLECTION in 32 VOLUMES.
several 1000s with the vast majority being post 1970s philatelic covers (1st days, events, exhibitions, etc.),
add'l postal stationery and postcards all neatly arranged on homemade pages, interspersed amongst the
modern era covers are scores of cancels cut-out from envelopes (note some of these cut-outs with 19th
century cancels), ranges from 1837 stampless cover to Canada to recent slogan cancels, includes QV /
KG V period cover plus some KG VI and early QE II (incl some FDC) covers scattered throughout, British
Forces covers (nearly all philatelic), ships and paquebot, few foreign offices, handful of 19th century
auxiliary markings (on fragments), etc., usual mixed condition, generally Fine or better; collected
exclusively for cancel interest and we dare you to find an English town not represented in some form.
Seven cartons.

400

GREAT BRITAIN BALANCE. of mostly used arranged in a stock book, starts with a battered "Penny
Black" and continues through KG VI period with a smattering of QE II definitives, range of used lineengraved and surface printed issues with some minor duplication and some premium as (used unless
otherwise noted) 1854 6d embossed, 1878 £1 (faults), 1883 2/6 (6 incl one with perfin), 1884 5sh-10sh,
1902 £1 (London "Official Paid" cds), assorted "Seahorses", etc., typical mixed condition, VG-VF

220

SMALL BOOKLET ACCUMULATION of perhaps one hundred different complete booklets plus a few
partial booklets, note a 2/- and 3/- 1935 Silver Jubilee booklet (the 3/- is only a partial booklet) plus a
scarce May 1953 2/6 mixed reigns booklet (pencil note on cover) and the first Wedgwood booklet with
1/2p intact perfs; also includes a thick stack of Sterling booklets and Machin booklets. Well worth a quick
review.

100

4275

4276

4277

56

*3

**

4278

3

GREAT BRITAIN USED STOCK from the 1860s line engraved through 2010s issues arranged by Scott
number om manila stock pages in 12 binders plus 2 additional binders with Channel Islands, commems,
definitives incl Machins and regionals, page of postage dues, etc., usual VG-VF; substantial catalog value

75

4279

**

GREAT BRITAIN AND CHANNEL ISLANDS ACCUMULATION pile of a couple of hundred
presentation folders from Great Britain, Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man containing mostly issues from
the l970s/80s; a quick review indicates some definitives and even some postage due sets, though, the vast
majority are commemorative sets with a modest amount of duplication in a few instances, generally F-VF

75

GRENADA
4280

*3

GRENADA CLASSICS COLLECTION of 17 Chalon head issues assembled for quality and postmarks,
including 1863/64 1d Green shades mint, 1860s 6d examples including on unusually thick paper used,
through to surcharges incl. 1875 1/- almost completely missing first "I", 2½d with ideal "on the nose" cds
in blue, the ½d "OSTAGE" error used, etc, A Fine classical range for the specialist to explore.
Start Price: $500

500

HONG KONG incl. OFFICES IN CHINA
4281
4282

*3

** 4

HONG KONG ASSORTMENT. mostly used singles to early 1949 in "102" cards, better include (SG nos.,
used unless otherwise noted) 17a, 19a, 24-25, 27-29, 32 (8), 61 mint, 84 mint, 114, 132, 157 (3), 159 (3),
etc., some minor duplication, note some shade varieties and Treaty Port cancels, usual mixed condition
incl some color changelings, over a Fine selection; SG £3,500+

350

HONG KONG ACCUMULATION. 1970s/90s sheets, blocks, etc. with duplication, includes 299-301
sheets of 50, 338-41 sheets of 50 (2), 380-83 sheets of 50 (3), 411-14 sheets of 50, 465-69 sheets of 50, 51922 blocks of 25, 615-18 sheets of 50 (2), 657-60 sheets of 50, 669-72 sheets of 50 (2), 716-19 sheets of 50
(2), 743 (80), etc. NH, some toning spots as often, generally fresh and F-VF, ideal for retail or approval
dealer; Scott $15,000+

250

4283

*/**

HONG KONG GEORGE VI PERIOD COLLECTION. mostly NH collection in mounts on pages, incl
1938/52 definitive issue complete incl coarse paper issue mostly NH incl the $1-$10 value, 1948 Wedding
NH, 1949 UPU NH, etc., some of the early KG VI definitives typical brownish gum, F-VF

200

4284

**

HONG KONG S/S ACCUMULATION. 1990s issues in large quantitie, note 628e (160), 677 (100), 678
(100), 711a (125), 738 (200), 776a (100), 792 (1500), NH, VF; Scott $7,400+

200

350

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4285

*/** 3

HONG KONG "STACK OF STOCK CARDS". mostly 1930s/80s mint sets, singles, short sets, multiples,
etc in few dozen 6x4" cards, earlier issues beset with toning or dist gum issues with most of the post1970s stamps generally PO fresh, better include mixed condition Victorian/ KG V period mint/ unused,
1938/52 KG VI issue mint selection incl high values, several sets/part sets and extra high values of
1954/60 and 1962 QE II (Annigoni) issues, 1960s omnibus issues, etc., VG-VF, inspection a must

150

4286

** 6

HONG KONG ASSORTMENT. mostly 1990s/ early 2000s sets, multiples, S/S, etc. in a stock book,
duplication generally to about 10 each, includes 838 (20), 889a-b (10), 940 sheets (10), 1133-36 blocks,
1164-68 sheets of 25, etc. with bonus of some 1987/2001 FDC incl 885, NH, F-VF; Scott $1,700+

90

INDIA AND STATES
4287

56

INDIA COVERS and CANCELS COLLECTION on over 200 homemade pages in two binders,
predominantly pre WW II period incl postal stationery, collected for cancel interest and replete with
different town and transit cancels, mingled in with the covers are multitudes of cut-to-shape cancels
representing another lode of different town and slogan cancels, also includes some later commercial/
philatelic covers, note a postcard from 1924 Mt Everest Expedition franked with the blue expedition
label (tied), etc., typical mixed condition with some toning affecting earlier items, VG-VF, well worth a
careful review

250

INDIA - FEUDATORY STATES
4288

4289

4290

*3

*3

*3

INDIAN FEUDATORY STATES COLLECTION. old-time highly specialized collection of several
hundred stamps on quadrille pages, inlcudes Alwar printing stones plus papers, shades, watermarks,
unused and used multiples, etc, as well as postmark studies; similar depth on Bhor, Jammu/Kashmir
crammed on the page with great possibilities, Jasdan shades and perf varieties, Jhalawar with shades
galore and incl scarce horizontally laid examples which themselves include a watermarked ¼a, Jhind,
Nandgaon, Poonch also extensive and highly challenging with varieties meticulously identified, through
to Wadhwan; good Bahawalpur, Bijawar, back of the book not listed in SG incl. Banganapally, Baroda,
Bikaner, Nabha, Mysore, etc, typical mixed condition with some "sliders" as often, mostly F-VF; a desirable
collection assembled many decades ago, viewing highly recommended

1500

INDIAN STATES - DHAR SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. old-time collection on quadrille pages, a lovely
showing of the first issues with over 100 stamps including scarce sheet reconstructions and even scarcer
full sheets, showing the character transposition errors, incl. SG.1c (3), missing frame lines, missing stops,
etc, through to the 1898/1900 Raja Udaji issues with shades, etc., usual mixed condition, generally F-VF;
a most exciting collection for the specialist to explore

750

INDIAN STATES - FARIDKOT SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. old-time collection written-up on
quadrille pages, including the 1p blue on native laid paper used (SG.N2, cat. £300), as well as lots of
material not listed in the catalogues, usual mixed condition with a few dubious as usual, mostly F-VF; an
exciting array of these complicated imperfs, ideal for the specialist to investigate

300

4291

*

INDIAN STATES - IDAR SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. old-time collection on quadrille pages, with
a good showing of first issues 1932/43 including booklet panes of four for virtually all the SG-listed
shade and paper varieties, followed by 1944 Maharaja Himmat Singh types with further attractive unused
multiples, generally F-VF; please inspect.

300

4292

*

INDIAN STATES - MORVI SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. old-time collection on quadrille pages, an
attractive range with most issues represented including the 3p blue error of color (SG.4a), as well as
a couple of pages of half-sheet blocks of four with the 1932/33 set all with plate numbers, 1934 set in
blocks, etc., generally F-VF

300

4293

*3

INDIAN STATES - NAWANAGAR SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. old-time collection on quadrille
pages, starting with an excellent range of varieties on the 1877 1 docra blue dagger types including
both gauges on the perforated type (SG.2, 2a), followed by dozens of the type-set issues including used
examples, 1doc complete sheet of 15 showing the settings, then the 2doc yellow errors of color (SG.8b,
cat. £650), etc, through to the coats of arms issues 1893 with used examples; usual mixed condition with
most F-VF; very unusual to see these issues in such depth, a great opportunity for the specialist.

750

4294

*

INDIAN STATES - RAJASTHAN SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. old-time collection on quadrille pages
with a desirable showing of multiples of the 1948/49 handstamp and printed overprints for Rajasthan
on stamps of Bundi, the black handstamps include part sheets of 11 on the ¼a and ½a, through to
blocks of four on the 2a and 8a, followed by violet handstamps on ¼a and ½a corner blocks of 6, then
the machine-printed ovpts inc. blocks of four on the 2a and 4a, the latter with plate number, generally
F-VF; SG £740+ for singles almost irrelevant given the different settings and scarcity of the multiples, well
worth a close look

300

351
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Start Price

4295

*3

INDIAN STATES - RAJPIPLA and SIRMOOR SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. old-time collection on
quadrille album pages with hundreds of mint and used starting with Rajpipla complete incl. shades
and paper varieties, then the Sirmoor from first issues including shades on the 1p green #1 with several
examples, through to extensive Maharaja and Elephant issues painstakingly identified by type and
perforation, the elephants to 2x perf types on the 1r mint, as well as lots of official ovpts with many
varieties incl. no stop after lower "S" (SG.63d), double "on" examples, inverted "S" at right (SG.67d),
1899/1900 1a slate blue used showing unlisted no stop after "S" at right (SG.76b var), etc, usual mixed
condition, majority F-VF; a fascinating collection for the specialist

750

4296

*3

INDIAN STATES - SORUTH SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. old-time collection on quadrille album
pages comprised of about 200 hundred mint and used stamps, starts with 1864 1a black on azure on
laid paper used (SG.1), 1868 typeset range incl. 1870 1a black on blue (SG.11) on cover tied by pen
cancel, 1875 1a red on white on vertical and scarce horizontal laid papers (SG.13 vars), 4a black on white
unused (SG.15, cat. £350), etc. There are also in-depth sections on the 1878/1914 1a green and 4a red
issues plus the surcharges, Mahabat Khan III portraits, through to the pictorials incl. postmark interest,
better overprints with varieties raised "a" in "anna", small "v" in "revenue", 1950 1a on 3p used (SG.61),
"SARKARI" 1a showing shifted center and value, serifed "SARKARI" 3a, 4a and 1r mint, etc.usual mixed
condition and a few dubious as often but generally F-VF; an important collection of this State, please
inspect.

750

4297

*3

INDIAN STATES - TRAVANCORE SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. old-time collection on well filled
quadrille pages with nearly 400 stamps (mint and used) including a nice array of shades, perf varieties,
multiples, etc, from the first issues through to the officials, usual mixed condition with most F-VF; SG
listings have been added to considerably since this was last studied and there will be a good chance of
making new discoveries here so allow plenty of time when viewing.

750

IRELAND
4298

4299
4300

*/** 3

*/** 3
6

**

IRELAND HOLDING. an impressive range of thousands of mint and used stamps in a large overstuffed
stock book incl issues of Q V and KE VII used in Ireland as well as an excellent range of the 1922
overprints on KG V through modern period, highlights include the 1922 Dollard ovpt type on 2/6d,
5/- and 10/- Seahorses mint, Thom overprints to 1/- bister mint and used, "Saorstat" ovpts incl. 1925
5/- Rose red NH, the 1920s continuing in depth with the Maps/ Arms series incl. 1d with inverted
watermark, 1d Map coil NH, 5d Deep violet with watermark inverted NH, the key 1937 10/- St. Patrick
NH, the later St. Patrick high values NH as well as many more better mint sets through to the 1950s, with
the overwhelming majority NH, mostly F-VF, viewing a must

1500

IRELAND COLLECTION TO 1992. parallel mint and used collections in Scott green album; begins
with a useful selection of mint overprints, picks up around 1940 and is nearly complete mint thereafter
(with many NH); used section less extensive than mint, a decent number of FDCs and other covers
tucked into the album (many with significant catalogue value), overall F-VF, an attractive collection

350

IRELAND ASSORTMENT. includes 65 (34), 66 (26), 67 (18), 111a, 226a (2), 326a (50), 555-56 (12),
J10-11 (6), J28-36 blocks, J37-47 (3), Year sets incl 1976 (10), 1986-87, 1996 (2), "Birds of Ireland" (2),
F-VF; Scott $1,750+

250

MALAYA AND MALAYAN STATES
4301

3

COLLECTORS STOCK USED DUPLICATES MALAYA & STRAITS SETTLEMENTS Shoebox filled
with a substantial quantity of mostly used George V period stamps sorted into glassines and hinged on
small cards. We did note a smattering of Victoria issues and a mere handfull of George VI items. Nearly
everything is George V in large quantities. For example from Straits Settlements we found #200 (70),
201 (75) and 202 (2) while Federated Malay States has similar material including #73 (70), 74 (14) and
75 (2). Nearly all oif these dollar value stamps from both colonies are probably revenue cancels. Still,
that leaves many hundreds of lower value stamps that catalog up to about $15 or $20 in large quantities.
Spend a few minutes to review this material to verify our results.

250

4302

6

MALAYA and STRAITS SETTLEMENTS POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT. collection of 33 vintage
Singapore (20), Penang (12) & Hong Kong (1) picture postcards incl some attractive real photo
postcards, also 2 picture postcards (used) and 2 postal cards (1 used from FMS, the other mint-fault
from Kelantan), some usual toning, otherwise Fine (total of 37 cards)

100

4303

56

MALAYA, MALAYAN STATES and MALAYSIA COVERS and CANCELS COLLECTION of 100s of
primarily post 1960s covers with most being philatelic in nature (incl FDC) from most of the states plus
bits of Straits Settlements and Singapore, neatly arranged on homemade pages in 4 binders, some postal
stationery and co-mingled among the covers are cut-to-shape cancels from a variety of different towns,
includes registered mail (some on stationery - especially Malaysia), colorful topicals, many with "Printed
Matter" handstamp, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, collected for cancel interest and a useful
collection for the specialist

75

352

Collections

MALDIVE ISLANDS

LotNo

4304

*

MALDIVE ISLANDS MINT COLLECTION. on album pages from KE VII complete to 25c plus different
settings on ovpts through to modern, incl limited number low printing imperf sets, etc, worth a look

Start Price

100

MALTA
4305
4306

6

*/** 3

MALTA POSTAL HISTORY one man's collection of over 50 illustrated/ photo postcards of Maltese
scenes on album pages, roughly half are colour and virtually all early, including costumes, lace working,
Valetta gondolas, Maltese culture, etc. Ideal for the specialist, very evocative of times past.

200

SOVEREIGN ORDER of the KNIGHTS of MALTA ISSUES COLLECTION, 1975/88. several hundred
mint and used virtually all in complete sets as well as multiples and very probably complete, as well as
some "collateral" material, mostly VF; owners cost about $1000.

100

NEW HEBRIDES (Br.)
4307

*/** 3

BRITISH and FRENCH NEW HEBRIDES COLLECTION. comprehensive mostly mint collection with
much NH in a pristine Yvert album; numerous highlights as 1908/09 KeVII 1/- wmk crown CA mint
signed, the 2d surcharge on 40c red on yellow NH margin single, 1938 Beach scene sets for British and
French complete mint, etc, through to the 1970s, as well as all the France Libre ovpts mint and good
postage dues, generally fresh and F-VF

500

NEW ZEALAND
4308

4309

*/** 3

6

SUBSTANTIAL NEW ZEALAND COLLECTION to 1997. extensive collection in two Scott albums
and being highly complete mint after 1906 (predominantly NH after mid-1970s) incl regular issues,
commems, health and charity (incl Health sheets), postal fiscals, dues, officials, etc. plus Ross Dependency
issues, the pre-1905 stamps are mixed mint and used and there are numerous premium imperf and
perf Chalon issues incl high values, "Sideface" issues incl 1878 2sh-5sh used, 1898 Unwatermarked mint
set, 1899 2sh-5sh mint, 1903 2sh Unwmkd mint (APS cert), 1906 Christchurch mint, Postage Dues incl
1899 6d-2sh mint, Officials with 1907 2sh-5sh mint (5sh thinned), 1911 £1 used, 1933 5sh mint (APS
cert), Life Insurance 1891 ½d-1sh used, Postal Fiscals 1940/58 issue mostly complete mint, etc., usual
mixed condition but better than usually seen, generally F-VF, well worth careful viewing

1500

NEW ZEALAND COVERS AND CANCELS COLLECTION. 100s of mostly post 1970s philatelic covers
and postal stationery (1st days, events, etc.) neatly arranged on homemade pages in 6 binders, interspersed
amongst the modern era covers are scores of cancels cut-out from envelopes, note some KG V period
covers incl 1935 ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d, 4d cacheted FDC, 1935 Jubilee uncacheted FDC, KG VI period incl
1936 Conference cacheted FDC, C4 on flight cover, 1938 Pitcairn Isl Radio cover, also some KG VI and
early QE II FDC, usual mixed condition, generally Fine or better; collected solely for cancel interest and
ideal for continuation into the earlier periods by a dedicated collector

150

ORANGE FREE STATE
4310

*3

FASCINATING ORANGE FREE STATE ASSORTMENT of old-time collections and studies on quadrille
album pages, often written-up, as well as excellent work-in-progress assemblies on loaded manila
stockpages featuring mint multiples; there are well over 1250 mostly mint stamps here, focusing mainly
on the British Occupation V.R.I. overprints with varieties and errors both listed and unlisted in SG; for
example, the 1878 5/- unlisted blue green shade used, a diverse range of the 1880s/90s surcharges incl.
1881 1d on 5/- surcharges with type a mint and two types scarce se-tenant pair used, 1890/91 1d on 4d
Ultra types mint, etc, through 1896 ½d on 3d with surcharge types se-tenant incl. double surcharges;
extensive V.R.I. surcharges with many missing stops, thick and thin "V" combos, raised and level stops
mixed, rectangular stops, etc. as well as the first printing level stops type incl. small "½" examples mint,
1s on 1s with raised "s" mint, several examples of the 6d on 6d Carmine mint, etc, followed by the
subsequent printings with raised stops incl. 1d on 1d mint pair showing space between "V" and "R",
commercially used block of 12 with one missing stop after "R", 1s on 1s Brown mixed stops mint pair with
broken "S" and mixed stops block of four mint, etc, further thick "V" issues include 5/- mint, inverted
"1" for "I" varieties incl. on 3d on 3d Ultra upper left corner of margin block of four mint, etc., later
issues include the 1902 4d on 6d on 6d with complete pane of 60 showing the positions of the thick "V"
and inverted "1" varieties, Orange River Colony, TF ovpt fiscals used for postage, postal stationery with
and without overprints and much more, a wonderful range of these challenging issues with enormous
potential to make discoveries - viewing highly recommended

353

4000

Collections

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

LotNo

4311

6

PAPUA NEW GUINEA POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION assortment of over 200 covers generally
from the 1970s to about 1990 though there may be a few earlier items, the owner was especially interested
in cancels, so we noted many smaller towns and villages represented in this group, Fine accumulation so
take a few minutes to review these to appreciate that these are somewhat out of the ordinary.

Start Price

75

ST. VINCENT
4312

*3

ST VINCENT VICTORIAN PERIOD COLLECTION. approx. 100 mint and used stamps on quadrille
pages - an impressive collection for these difficult issues; highlights include 1861 6d Deep yellow green
used (2), 1866 4d Deep blue mint with very attractive color and freshness, 1869 issues incl. 4d Yellow with
red A10 cancel, 1/- Indigo used (2), 1875 1/- Claret examples used incl. a well-struck red cds, 1877 6d
Pale green with "GB 40c" postmark, 1883/84 1sh Orange vermilion mint with ideal centering and color,
1888 6d Violet mint and used, range of surcharges, etc, the stamps here have clearly been assembled for
quality, as well as unusual and clear postmarks. Please inspect, a joy to view.

1000

SIERRA LEONE
4313

*3

SIERRA LEONE CLASSICS mint and used collection of 17 QV issues (incl few multiples) with a range
of 6d Lilac types including 1872 Reddish violet perf 12½ used and later type strip of three used, then
1876 4d margin strip of four used, etc, through to a showing of errors and varieties on the 1893 ½d
surcharge incl. "IENNY" errors, inverted ovpt mint, slanted and dramatically misplaced examples, etc a
Fine and interesting collection for the specialist with the quality far above the norm.

400

SOUTH AFRICA
4314

*/** 3

SOUTH AFRICA COLLECTION to 1970s a specialist's collection neatly arranged and identified by Scott
number in stock sheets and accompanied by some envelopes of mint later issues, better throughout incl (mint
unless otherwise noted) 13-14, 15 used (8), 25 (4 incl one NH), 26-32 with some extras incl 30 (2 mint, 1
used), 32; 1930-45 and 1933-54 issues with better values and shade varieties, 68-71, 90-97 several NH sets, 25466 NH, 408-23 blocks NH, 475-91 blocks NH, B1-4, B5-11 (2), C1-4 (5 incl one set NHstrong officials, etc., ),
etc., collector was conscientious in looking for quality and the collection is nicely enhanced with some shade
varieties, different cancels, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, a stellar offering of this popular country

1500

4315

* 3 6 SOUTH AFRICAN STATES ASSORTMENT including NATAL, TRANSVAAL, BOER WAR. well over 1000
mint and used arranged in three stock books and incl assortment of Q V and KE VII period postal history, we
note Transvaal earlies imperf coats of arms, later wagon issues of 1890s, 1d stationery envelope and 1d lilac
cover with Boer War field post cancels, followed by a good range of shades on KE VII heads mint and used
with values to £1, postage dues mint and used, etc., then the Orange Free State with ½d (6) and 1d (5) making
8d rate tied by Army PO cancels on front, Orange River Colony with Q V stationery through to postmarks
on KE VII to 5/-, etc, Natal with Q V to 5/- through to Edward high values 1902 to £1 used, etc, usual mixed
condition with most F-VF; a very useful collection with considerable postmark interest, please inspect.

750

*/(*) 3 NATAL, ORANGE RIVER COLONY and TRANSVAAL COLLECTION. enticing collection of mint and
used singles neatly arranged and identified by Scott number on stock sheets, premium include (mint
unless otherwise noted) Natal 9 used, 11-12 used, 46 unused, 97 used, Orange River Colony 50c, 69 used,
Transvaal 25 used, 27 used, 97-98, 160-61 (2), 185-86, 251 used, 261, 263-65, etc., some typical minor
faults but better condition than usually seen, mostly F-VF

200

4316

SOUTH WEST AFRICA
4317

*/** 3

SOUTH WEST AFRICA ASSORTMENT neatly arranged and identified on stock cards, includes (mint
unless otherwise noted) 104-05, 110 NH, 133-34 "Block" (one pair l.h., one NH), C5, C6 (2), J13, etc.,
generally fresh and F-VF; Scott $725+

100

TRINIDAD
4318

*3

TRINIDAD CLASSICS COLLECTION. several dozen Britannia stamps on old quadrille album pages
displaying excellent postmark interest, including 1855 1d Brick red used, potential scarce types on
the 6d Deep green pin-perf unused and 4d Dull purple with compound perf used, 1872 4d Gray with
unusual outlined "L" watermark, 1862/63 thick paper issues to 1/- Bluish slate, also a study of the "Too
Late" postmarks incl. double on 6d Green and examples in red including on 1/- Mauve, 5/- 1869 used
examples, etc, Fine collection whos quality here is invariably far above that normally seen.

354

750

Collections

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS

LotNo

Start Price

4319

*3

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ACCUMULATION. bountiful group of collections, collection balances,
stock books, remainders etc.from a dealer stock and incl Q V (note 8 used "Penny Blacks" and two
used 1840 2d Blue) / 1990s GB with useful recent "postage" incl Machins and some varieties, a nice
Ceylon collection incl classics, 19th/ early 20th century Canada in a stock book, Victorian era Hong
Kong used, Br Africa mostly used incl assortment of Cape "Triangles", meaty stock book of used Canada
from 1850s/1930s issues, India and States, British Pacific incl Australia and States plus New Zealand,
some 1930s/70s omnibus issues mint/ used assortment, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, enormous
catalog value making inspection a must.

2500

4320

*/(*)/** BRITISH COMMONWEALTH STOCK. mostly mint KG VI / QE II period sets, singles, short sets, etc. in
100s of stock cards, strength in Malaya and States incl Japanese Occupation, Pacific region incl New Zealand,
3
Samoa, Papua New Guinea, Norfolk and Niue, Caribbean region with Turks & Caicos, Virgin Isl, Belize, St
Vincent, also Channel Isl, India, omnibus sets incl extensive 1935 Silver Jubilee and 1948 Silver Weddng,
1953 Coronation incl blocks (each mostly toned or dist gum), 1930s/60s sets incl collections in mounts on
pages (lvirtually all NH; light to moderate even gum toning), and add'l 1960s sets in glassines, etc., very mixed
condition with improper storage causing gum toning or disturbances incl stamps stuck in card/ glassine, etc.
though much is fresh and F-VF, substantial catalog value, viewing required for proper evaluation

1500

4321

*3

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH HOLDING of thousands of stamps from all periods with specialized
holdings of Barbados, primarily from QV to KGV period (with some KGVI) with a lot collected for cancels
and with a lot NH, a random collection with strength in Leeward Islands, KUT, and others from the KGVI
period, along with extensive Transvaal from the earliest period to the Boer War, KEVII to strong QEII
period St Helena with KGVI complete and QEII having a lot of gutter pairs and FDCs, hundreds, if not
thousands of glassines with stamps of all periods, although mainly KGVI to QEII period, but with several
better values throughout and some specialization, stock book with better values, multiples and booklet
panes, sales sheets with a lot of mint values etc.; a great lot for the collector or dealer with interesting
finds to be found by those diligent enough to look!

1500

4322

*/(*)/** BRITISH COMMONWEALTH CONGLOMERATION. mostly mint post 1950s sets, short sets and
singles in 17 stock books, note some strength in Brit Africa, Brit Pacific, Malayan States, etc. leafing
3
through revealed Australia 177-79 NH (light gum toning), Bermuda 49-52 mint, Brunei 1950s/80s issues
incl numerous NH sets, Egypt 121-24 mint (toned gum), New Guinea C28-43 NH (less 1/-; gum toning),
New Hebrides (Br) 50-61 mint, New Hebrides (Fr) 98-108 NH, 236-48 NH, 247a-248a NH, Samoa 219
NH (toned gum), Singapore 1-20 mint, 1a-20a mint, 101-06 NH, 142-43 NH, Solomon Isl 8-18 mint, etc.,
some light toning and/or minor gum disturbances throughout but much (mostly later issues) fresh and
F-VF, plenty of retail potential

750

4323

S

4324

4325

4326

*3

*/** 3

*6

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH "SPECIMEN" OVERPRINT or PERFIN COLLECTION. numerous
premium sets incl Iraq 1932 30f-1d Official Ovpts, 1934 1f-1d Official Ovpts (complete set as issued),
Jamaica 1921 6d "Abolition of Slavery" unissued varieties (both watermarks), 1923 Child Welfare, MalayaTrengganu 1921 $25-$100 (regummed), No Rhodesia 1929 Postage Dues, Palestine 1924 Dues, 1928
Dues, St Kitts-Nevis 1923 Tercentenary, Sarawak 1934 1c-$10 Brooke (1934 complete as issued), Sierra
Leone 1933 Wilberforce (less 10/-), South Africa 1927 2d-10sh (3d perf seps, 4d pair split), SW Africa
1927 2d-10sh (SG 49/54), 1927 ½d/10sh (SG 58-67; 4d pair split), Tanganyika 1922 5c-£1, 1925 5c-30c,
etc., all toned and/or disturbed gum, few minor faults, generally F-VF centering; SG just for the complete
sets £8,900+

750

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH PREMIUM ASSORTMENT. mostly pre-1950s sets and singles on stock
cards incl Bermuda KG VI 2sh-£1 mint Keyplates selection, Cayman Isl 11a mint, 85-96 mint, Malta
141-47 "SPECIMEN" perfin, Mauritius 200 "SPECIMEN" overprint, Nauru 1924 ½d-10sh Freighter favor
cancelled, New Guinea 1-13 favor cancelled (less 1½d), 18-45 mint, O12-35 mint, Palestine "SPECIMEN"
overprints assortment, Papua 94-109 mint, etc., nearly every stamp with moderate to heavy gum toning
and/or disturbance from improper storage, few small faults, generally F-VF centering, considerable
catalog value

500

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ASSORTMENT. mostly 1970s/80s mint sets, short sets and singles in
stock sheets in three binders, notables include (mint unless otherwise noted) Brit Honduras 58-61+J1-3
"SPECIMEN" overprint, Canada 61 roller cancel, 62 smear cancel, 65 smear cancel, 135 block of four
used (2), 135 block of 16 used, 723-27 matched set plate blocks NH, useful revenues incl Van Dam FSC2122 blocks NH, FSC24-25 NH and used, FEG1-11 blocks NH, FWM60-71 blocks NH, Fiji 106, GB 70, 124
(some dist. gum), India O100-03 NH, New Zealand 101 block of six NH, Solomon Isl J1-8, SW Africa
B5-11, Trinidad 11 used (signed Thier), 41 unused, etc., some minor duplication, plenty of NH, classics
usual mixed condition but overall generally F-VF, excellent retail potential

400

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH POSTAL STATIONERY GROUP. includes a cover album with 100+
mint and used postal cards, letter cards, etc., group of approx. 130+ mint and 225 commercially used
Airletters / Aerogrammes (all with messages inside) from KG VI and QE II reigns, all neatly folded and
very clean, some with added franking, with many varieties (watermarks, etc.); some duplication especially
from UK (32 1st issue KG VI types), and early issues of Gold Coast and South Africa, VF, an exceptionally
clean and useful group assembled by a meticulous collector

400

355

Collections
LotNo

4327

4328

4329

4330
4331

4332

4333

Start Price

STOCKBOOK ACCUMULATION 20TH CENTURY ISSUES carton containing ten binders filled with manila
stock pages with strength in Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand and British Caribbean; all ten volumes share
one characteristic; the material is arranged in no particular order whatsoever, although most volumes have a very
generous assortment of mint sets in glassines interspersed with the thousands of used singles though we did note
a few better items scattered throughout; starting with the largest volume of Great Britain, we find that the owner
has meticulously identified every stamp and set by Scott number written beneath the item on the stockpage
which are packed with thousands of used stamps and dozens upon dozens of recent mint sets, on the very last
page, we spotted three better mint stamps - 140, 141, and 180 (each with a small flaw), this binder concludes
with a section of recent booklets and S/S, a second volume of Great Britain holds a selection of mostly used
material, however, there is one pleasant surprise consisting of three Royal Silver Wedding registered covers from
Grenada, Leeward Islands and Montserrat, next is the Australia stock book - quite similar to the Great Britain in
that there are thousands of used stamps along with an assortment of recent mint sets, there are some used 'Roos
and early George V items, the stock is mostly Elizabeth issues, though we did spot a variety of mint high values
of the second Explorers issues as well as a used set of #166-79 and lots of recent mint sets; the British Caribbean
includes several binders of mostly used stamps, though there are some mint sets and even a couple of complete
definitive sets such as Barbados #235-47 NH, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF; we recommend at least a few
minutes of viewing to fully appreciate this lot and who knows, you may find more exciting material.

300

AMASSMENT OF BRITISH COMMONWEALTH consisting of many 100s in 14 small stock books, vast
majority S/S and mini-sheets of the 1960s/90s with add'l sets, multiples, gutter blocks and pairs, etc.
some duplication, numerous Brit Caribbean, So Atlantic, Pacific and Africa issues with some premium,
plenty of Princess Diana Wedding and other 1970s/80s omnibus issues, topicals, NZ Health sheets, etc.,
there will be some minor toning and/or slightly dist gum and numerous issues, generally F-VF

250

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH SELECTION. various mostly mint sets and singles in "102" cards incl (mint
unless otherwise noted) Ascension 62-74, 75-88 NH, Australia 375 used, 378-79 used, 378 NH, 394-417 NH,
1132-35 NH, Antigua 107-18 NH, Belize 345-60 used, BIOT 63-77 NH, Brit Honduras 115-23 NH, Falkland
Isl 122-27 NH, GB useful "Machin" issues plus Channel Isl and Foreign Offices, Jamaica 159-74, Malta 20822, Pitcairn 20-30 NH, Solomon Isl 128-42 NH, So Georgia 1-156 (£1 NH), 78-88 NH, F-VF (Scott $2,500+)

250

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ASSORTMENT of mint and used Victorian period through the 1960s in stock
sheets, includes useful groups of South African area incl Natal and Trans\vaal, Brit Pacific incl NW Pacific Isl, Samoa,
Solomon Isl, Brit Caribbean with St Lucia, Virgin Isl, some Australian States, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF

250

SUBSTANTIAL ACCUMULATION OF BRITISH COMMONWEALTH one collector's accumulation of
mostly S/S from the 1970s/90s, includes good number of S/S loose or in glassines with high percentage
of these being British Africa and Pacific along with some Caribbean; also a couple of battered old
stockbooks containing mostly used Malaya, Malaysia and Brunei, mostly mint British Pacific, used Africa,
especially South Africa, mint Australia and New Zealand; some condition issues but generally F-VF; it
could take days just to sort through and identify all of this material.

200

*/(*)/** GREAT BRITAIN AND COMMONWEALTH ALBUM ASSORTMENT an assortment of many albums
and binders containing Great Britain, Australia and British Caribbean material, includes two Lighthouse
hingeless albums - one for Australia which is nearly empty while the second holds a small, mostly used Great
Britain collection; the more valuable collection of Great Britain is in a Scott Specialty album that starts with
a smattering of mint low value Victoria issues from 1892 and continues in a rather sparse fashion up to the
Elizabeth II period, then in late 1950s coverage begins to increase with most spaces filled from the late 1960s
to mid 1970s, this same album with mint Channel Islands plus some scattered Caribbean material where we
spotted a few better sets such as Antigua 84-95, 107-21 and Ascension 75-88; next a small used collection of
Australia in a Seven Seas album that includes 177-79 used (both thin and normal paper varieties), 394-417
mint and L8-18 mint (2); the binders hold a smattering of mint Great Britain and an accumulation of British
Caribbean material extending to Falkland Islands, mostly F-VF; well worth a quick review.

200

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 1970s/80s "NEW ISSUES" ACCUMULATION. assorted mostly 1980s multiples,
S/S, gutter blocks, etc. of Ascension, Falklands, Lesotho incl 302-12 blocks of ten, 313 (30), Maldive Isl, Nauru,
New Zealand incl 404A-D blocks, Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn, St Helena, Samoa, Sierra Leone, Solomon Isl incl
489-92 (32), Trinidad & Tobago incl 392-407 (5), Tristan da Cunha, Vanuatu incl 346-48 (32), Virgin Isl incl 349a
(50), etc., includes some 1981 Wedding, 1982 Diana, etc., duplication to 120 each, also contains some uncut sheets
of four S/S from the 1978 25th Coronation Anniversary, generally PO fresh, NH and VF; Scott $4,100+

150

*3

*/**

*/** 3

*3

*/** 3

**

4334

**

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH "NEW ISSUES" 1960s/90s, stock of new issues in glassines, each
identified by Scott number and catalog value, generally values up to about $10 with slight duplication,
virtually all NH and ready to incorporate into an existing stock; owner's Scott $600+

100

4335

*/** 3

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH assortment of 100s in a thick stock book, generally more modestly valued
stamps noting some Offices in Morocco, British Guiana incl late 19th century issues, 1960s Bechuanaland,
1950s Ireland, 1960s/70s Rhodesia, etc., generally F-VF

100

GREAT BRITAIN AND CANADA MINT ACCUMULATION horde of mint issues from the 1980s/90s consisting
of an accumulation of Canada singles in glassines plus a group of Year sets from 1989/93; the Great Britain
section is exclusively souvenir sheets in quantity issued between 1980 to 1990. Altogether, significant face value.

75

MINT ACCUMULATION 1980s. small box stuffed full of mostly 1981 Royal Wedding and Princess
Diana sets and souvenir sheets plus a smattering of other material; all is NH except for the handful of
booklets and a couple of odd covers, mostly F-VF

Offer

4336
4337

**
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OMNIBUS ISSUE COLLECTIONS

LotNo

Start Price

4338

*/** 3

1935 SILVER JUBILEE ASSORTMENT. includes Mint NH Falkland Isl, Mint Ascension, Used Ascension,
Bermuda, etc., F-VF; Scott $990+

100

4339

** 3

1948/49 SILVER WEDDING ASSORTMENT. includes Mint NH Ascension, Basutoland, Cyprus,
Gibraltar, Sarawak $5, Singapore, Used Ascension, Basutoland, Bermuda £1, Brit Honduras $5, Cyprus
£1, Sarawak, etc., few duplicates, F-VF; Scott $2,150+

300

BRITISH AFRICA
4340

56

BRITISH AFRICA COVERS COLLECTION. of 1000s of primarily post 1960s covers with healthy
percentage being philatelic in nature (FDC, events, etc.) from most of the countries of the continent
incl post-independence issues and neatly arranged on homemade pages in 16 binders, some postal
stationery and co-mingled among the covers (and sometimes full pages) are 100s and 100s of cut-toshape cancels incl some 19th century and from a representing a substantial number of different towns,
highlights include Kenya early 1960s postal frank handstamps and scores of town cancels, Lesotho,
Malawi, Mauritius, Nigeria on over 400 pages with strong group of 1960s/70s registered covers incl postal
stationery, "The Rhodesias", Sierra Leone, South Africa and the homelands incl Cape of Good Hope,
Transvaal, etc., loaded with attractive topicals as well, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, collected for
cancel interest and a gold mine for the specialist in this area. Four cartons.

400

BRITISH ATLANTIC
4341

56

BRITISH SOUTH ATLANTIC COVERS COLLECTION of 100s and 100s primarily post 1960s covers with
nearly all being philatelic in nature (many FDC) from Ascension, British Antarctic, Falkland Islands, St Helena,
South Georgia and Tristan Da Cunha neatly arranged on homemade pages in 4 binders, also note some
1960s/80s expedition and survey covers, generally F-VF, nice collection for collectors of these colorful covers

75

BRITISH EUROPE
4342
4343

*/**

GREAT BRITAIN AND CHANNEL ISLANDS. 20th Century mostly NH collection in two clean Scott
Specialty albums, one for Great Britain and the other for Channel Islands, also a box with thousands of
dollars in retail new issues, worthwhile group with much value

350

*/** 3

GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND STOCK. 1000s of stamps from classics to the 1970s chronologically
organized in glassines, mostly NH with numerous sets, we note Q V 1d red imperfs and perf plates,
early QV line-engraved to 6d, KEVII 1/- (20), useful mint KG V incl multiples, through 1960s sets with
and without phosphor bands, postage dues, a section on se-tenant defins and labels, as well as Channel
Islands, etc., Ireland with useful booklets and postage dues, mostly F-VF, great potential here

200

BRITISH PACIFIC
4344

6

BRITISH PACIFIC COVERS COLLECTION. many 100s of mostly post-1960s philatelic covers and some
postal stationery (FDC, events, etc) neatly arranged on homemade pages in 5 binders, collected for
cancel interest and the collection features a wide array of different town cancels and frankings, includes
Australian Antarctic Terr, Cook Isl incl related areas, Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice and related areas, extensive
Papua New Guinea incl "Relief" postmarks, Samoa, Solomon Isl, etc., generally F-VF

100

BRITISH WEST INDIES
4345

56

BRITISH WEST INDIES COVERS and CANCELS COLLECTION. of 1000s of primarily post 1960s covers
with healthy percentage being philatelic in nature (FDC, events, etc.) from most of the countries of the region
and incl Bermuda, Brit Guiana and Brit Honduras, neatly arranged on homemade pages in 10 binders, some
postal stationery and co-mingled among the covers (and sometimes full pages) are 100s and 100s of cut-toshape cancels incl some 19th century and from a wide array of different towns, highlights include Belize
1970s/80s topicals and stationery, Bahamas exceptional array of town cancels, assortment of OHMS covers,
Jamaica wonderful selection of covers and cancels from scores of different towns on covers and stationery
filling most of three binders, "The Saints", Trinidad and Tobago, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF,
collected for cancel interest and a treasure-trove for the specialist in this area

250

4346

*/**

BRITISH WEST INDIES SELECTION in a well filled stock book, primarily QE II period mint sets
(many NH) of Cayman Isl, Dominica and Grenada incl Grenadines, some better sets and many attractive
topicals, some earlier issues with light toning or light gum disturbance, geenrally F-VF

150

357

Collections

FOREIGN COLLECTIONS BY COUNTRY
ALBANIA

LotNo

4347

*3

ALBANIA COLLECTION to 1960s. several 100s in a Scott specialty album with particular strength in
the earlier issues; we note 1913 Typwritten values (#21/26), Double-headed eagle handstamp issues
mint and used (#27/33), 1914 "7.Mars" ovpts used with five of the six values signed, dozens of the
"Korce" double eagles, 1919 surcharges used (#106/112), 1920 "Skodra" surcharges NH, 1924 Assembly
mint, 1928 Zog I Proclamation ovpts used (#218/226), 1929 Zog Birthday ovpts mint (#241/248), 1934
Constitution most NH (#261/270), etc, on to the 1960s; also semi-postals and air mails incl 1928 ValonaBrindisi mint (#C15/C21), 1931 Tirana-Rome mint (#C36/C42), etc., some dubious ovpts/ surcharges
as iften, mostly F-VF; excellent foundation collection

Start Price

500

AUSTRIA
4348

4349

4350

4351
4352

DESIRABLE AUSTRIA COLLECTION to 1937. mint (mostly NH) collection in a set of Lindner hingeless
pages, light to moderately filled to the 1910s and then good deal complete for the 1920s/1937 with numerous
premium as 303-24 NH, 326-39 NH, 354-73 NH, 378-79 NH, 380 NH, B50-70 NH, B77-86 NH, B87-98, B100-05
NH, B106-09, B110 NH, B110a NH (signed Buhler), B111 mint with folder, B118-21 NH, B122-27, B128-37
NH, B138-41, C12-31, C32-46 NH, etc., fresh and F-VF, a lovely collection and a pleasure to view

2500

AUSTRIA COLLECTION, 1883/1985. mostly NH in three Schaubek albums, note 1850 issues marked
as reprints (as are a couple later items), the serious part of the collection begins around 1883 and is good
deal complete to the end though Imperial issues often a short set, includes popular setrs of the 1930s,
numerous post WW II NH sets, useful "back of the book" incl occupation issues, Bosnia & Herzegovina,
et., generally fresh and F-VF; Scott $13,500+

1500

AUSTRIA GROUP, 1945/66. useful stock of mint and used neatly arranged in a stock book, note mint
singles from the 1946 Renner S/S, assorted "Oesterreich" overprints on German issues, incl premium
issues for Styria, Allied Zone issues, then an excellent array of the popular 1948/55 issues incl Costumes
issues, early 1950s semi-postals, Bird airmails, etc. with good number present in both NH and used
condition, generally F-VF; Scott $4,000+

600

AUSTRIA COLLECTION to 1952. on homemade or hingeless pages, 19th century mostly used and 20th
a mix of mint and used (many issues - notably in the 1920/50s, mint and used each), note some premium
as 110-27 used, 320-24 NH, B50-80 mint, B132-37 used, C29 used, C30-31 NH, C44-46 NH, etc., mostly F-VF

400

* 3 6 AUSTRIA COLLECTION to 1930s. mostly used and incl occupations, foreign offices and some Bosnia
and Herzegovina, good section of used 19th century with some premium issues, some multiples and an
assortment of cancels, note 1936 Ski Federation mint, volume of mostly early 20th century covers and
cards, Bosnia and Herzegovina 1906 1h-5k used, 1916 3h-10k mint, also includes mini-collections of
Austro-Hungary revenues, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF

300

*/**

*/** 3

*3

*/** 3

4353

**

AUSTRIA EUROPA ISSUES STOCK. 100s of NH 1959/91 period (complete) singles sorted by issue
and denomination in glassine envelopes with duplication running from about 100 sets (1970) to 1400
(1985) with most around 500 or so, generally PO fresh and VF; Face Value equivalent over $4,000

300

4354

*/** 3

AUSTRIA COLLECTION to 1991. mostly mint in two Scott albums with good number of better sets and
singles incl (mint unless otherwise noted) 12-16 used, 123-26, 326-39, 354-73, 378-79, post WW II period
highly complete and predominantly NH from the mid-1950s, B1-105, B110, B118-37, B245-356, C1-45,
J1-44, J47-131, M22-68, etc. plus nice sections of Offices in Crete and Turkish Empire plus various foreign
occupations (of and by Austria) incl Romania and Serbia, finally a strong section of Bosnia & Herzegovina
incl 1901/10 Pictorials nearly complete, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, excellent foundation collection

250

AUSTRIA COLLECTION to 1965. in a Lighthouse hingeless album with premium incl 27-33 used, B5770 mint, B100-05 mint, etc., mostly F-VF

50

4355

*/** 3

AUSTRIA - LOMBARDY VENETIA
4356

LOMBARDY-VENETIA NEWSPAPER ISSUE REFERENCE COLLECTION. useful collection of
forgeries on the Mercury newspaper issues with around 100 displayed and identified on homemade
pages with productions by Cohn, Fournier, Grossman, Raucher, Spiro etc. as well as official reprints in
various colors with dangerous forged postmarks, VG-VF, ideal for specialists

750

BELGIAN CONGO
4357

*3

BELGIAN CONGO ASSORTMENT. useful in-depth collection of a few hundred mint and used on
stock book pages, highlights include 1887 5fr Lilac with "on the nose" Banana" cds accompanied by
various 1894/1901 then 1898 10fr used, followed by Congo Belge ovpts to 10fr used followed by lots of
further o/ps and mostly comprehensive thereafter. with some charity issues and air mails, generally F-VF

358

200

Collections

BELGIUM

LotNo

Start Price

4358

6

GERMAN OCCUPATION OF BELGIUM DURING WW I COVERS GROUP. approx. 1,250 covers
consisting of commercial covers and postcards sent during the 1914-18 occupation period and franked
with overprinted "Germania" stamps, array of uses incl printed matter, postal cards, mourning covers,
registered, special delivery, parcel post, C.O.D., etc., nice assortment of postmarks and censor markings,
generally Fine or better

1000

4359

*

BELGIUM SEMI-POSTALS MINT COLLECTION, 1910/67. mostly complete on Scott pages incl the
popular 1930s Cardinal Mercier, Orval Abbey (less the 1933 set) and Anti-TB sets plus the S/S, nearly all
of the post WW II sets (missing few 1946/48 issues), F-VF; Scott about $7,000

750

BELGIUM POSTAL HISTORY. highly specialised and important postal history collection of about
two dozen stampless covers extensively written-up on quadrille pages, housing a fascinating range of
material from the late 18th to early 19th century with many particularly interesting French revolutionary
occupation of Belgium including rare 1799 Bruges to Paris with red military cachet and Phrygian cap
type "P.P." handstamp, other scarce revolutionary/occupation official mail, through to the early years of
independent Belgium with colorful postmarks. A quality collection with many $100+ retail value items

500

4360

6

4361

6

BELGIUM WW I OCCUPATION COVERS GROUP. approx. 500 covers sent during the 1914-18
occupation period, overprinted "Germania" issue frankings and a wide variety of uses, cancels, markings,
etc., generally Fine or better

400

4362

*/** 3

BELGIUM COLLECTION to 1970s. mint and used collection of approx. 2000+ stamps housed in a
substantial European album, starting off with a range of Leopolds to 40c imperf and perf, dozens of
these showing many different types, then 1860s through to early 20th century with very few empty spaces,
lots of Sunday labels incl. the scarce NH 1912 5fr (Scott 102), also, the first semi-postals sets, Red Cross,
further useful sets of the 1920s/30s, as well as many NH sets from the late 1930s onwards, 1946 surcharges
virtually complete, through to the 1970s, etc. Please inspect.

400

4363

*/** 3

BELGIUM COLLECTION, 1849/1954. mostly mint in a Lighthouse hingeless album highlighted by
(mint unless otherwise noted) 1-4 used, 8-12 used, 23, 92-102, 212-15, 221a, B1-24, B93-105, B107-13,
B125-31, B169 NH, B437-41 NH, B482a NH, B521-22 NH, B555-57 NH, B573-85 NH, C1-7 NH, etc.,
much better condition than typically seen, generally fresh and F-VF; Scott about $4,900

300

4364

*/** 3

ATTRACTIVE BELGIUM SELECTION with STRONG SEMIPOSTALS. singles and sets identified and
priced on stock cards, note better incl. 221a, B78-83, B250-55 NH; 172-84, 212-15, B99-105, B107-13,
B144-50 mint; B34-47 no gum; and 136, B99-105, B107-13, B125-31, B144-50, B156-62 used; useful sets
throughout, generally F-VF, high catalogue value

100

BELGIUM COLLECTION AND ACCUMULATION consisting of a Davo album plus loose album pages,
stockcards, glassines, and even a few loose stamps, the main collection iin the album which begins with
a section of mostly used stamps up to about 1925, then rather sparsely filled with mint stamps to about
1955, followed by a generally never hinged section after 1960, we noted a few better items in the album
including 3-4 used, 85-91 mint, plus five trial color proofs of #46 overprinted "Specimen", mint B52122 mint, the stock cards hold a wide variety of material that the owner never got around to mounting
and include 90 mint, B107-13 mint, B521-22 mint plus an unusual selection of imperforate mint singles
and sets from the 1970s, the large pile of loose album pages and glassines hold a useful group of new
issues from the 1980s/90s, generally F-VF, with a little bit of attention and a lot of sorting, this could be
a worthwhile group.

100

4365

*/** 3

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
4366

*/** 3

SPECIALIZED BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA COLLECTION. Several hundred mint and used neatly
presented and extensively written-up (in Dutch) in one volume, goes into great detail on the first Eagle
issues with an array of varieties on the early 20th century issues; begins with a range of Turkey 19th
century used in Bosnia incl postage due pair and issues on piece, then the Eagles with well over 150
virtually all different including the 1879 lithographed issues mint with the 10n Blue NH as well as over
a dozen different perforation combinations with many represented by all values of the 1879s; the 1890s
Eagles in equal depth, starting with the ½n Black perf 10½ mint and used, perf 11 mint and used and
perf 11½ mint and used, 1894/98 typographed set mint, 1900 low numerals issue imperf set, comparative
study of the originals and reprints incl genuine 40c Orange mint plus several probable postal forgeries
(unusual and rare); later highlights include 1906 Views perf 9¼ and imperfs both used, scarce 5k perf
6½ used and 2k perf 6½ x 9¼ x 12½ used, a mint set with punched holes, followed by the 1910 Birthday
set NH and used, 1912/14 Kaisers both mint and used plus imperfs to 5k, "1914", "1915" and "1916"
surcharges highly complete types both mint and used incl inverted errors, 1917 Assassination imperf
pairs, Karl I heads incl scarce 10h perf 11½ NH and imperfs, good postage dues, 1899 revenues, etc.,
generally F-VF; highly recommended.

359

1500

Collections

BRAZIL

LotNo

4367

4368

Start Price

*/(*) 3 BRAZIL 1844/61 ISSUES COLLECTION. old-time study of the Inclinados issues 1840s to 1860 with
hundreds of stamps neatly arranged on quadrille pages, shows a plethora of fancy and cds postmarks
and assorted varieties; the collection begins with the 1844 10r black including shades, paper varieties,
re-cut frames, the 30r incl. unused examples, additional frame lines, etc, the 60r with mint examples, 90r
unused, etc, followed by the 1850 imperfs with 20r mint pair, postmarks incl. blue octagonal cancel on
30r pair, 90r mint, through an extensive showing of worn plates and retouches, as well as a lovely page
of colored cancels with red, blue, green, yellow, purple, etc. on values to 600r, plus 1854 and 1866 issues,
usual mixed condirtion but a Fine collection of these popular issues that should be viewed to appreciate

2000

BRAZIL DOM PEDRO ISSUE POSTMARKS COLLECTION. a quality vintage collection of hundreds
of postmarks and fancy cancels on the Dom Pedro issues neatly arranged on quadrille pages, highlights
include studies of the Bahia in lined oval types, D.P. types incl. oval, octagonal and violet circular on 1878
20r, many different segment types incl. red, blue, violet and purple, sunbursts with numeral centers incl.
blue 3 on 1866 500r orange, shield and wreath postmarks incl. on 1878 700r red brown, etc., Fine overall,
a spectacular collection formed in the good old days with some extremely scarce cancels present

1000

3

BULGARIA
4369

*3

SOUTH BULGARIA and EASTERN RUMELIA COLLECTION. dozens of mint and used on album
pages with South Bulgaria Lion overprints of 1885 on Turkey issues, incl rare 5pi rose and blue and black
ovpts mint, 20pa carmine and pale rose with blue ovpt mint, useful range of used, octagonal ovpt 5pa
black and olive used, perf 11½ 5pa lilac used, etc, as well as 1881 issues; many of these stamps are very
hard to find today, collection offered intact as received.

500

CAMBODIA
4370

** 3

CAMBODIA COLLECTION with BONUS. pleasing collection on quadrille pages in an Yvert album,
highly complete NH accompanied by parallel used, includes some (but not al) of the S/S, generally fresh
and F-VF; bonus of a useful Bhutan mint collection.

200

CHILE
4371

4372
4373

CHILE - OCCUPATION OF PERU SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. very specialised study of the postmarks
of the 1879/1883 Chile-Bolivia-Peru conflict with well over 300 stamps beautifully arranged and annotated on
pages accompanied by diagrams and illustrations, the postmarks are predominantly on the rouletted Colon
issues to 50c, including used in Antofagasta (originally part of Bolivia), as well as many parts of Peru from far
North to South incl. Arica, Callao, Chimbote, oval types of Paita, extensive Iquique single-ring and doublering cds types, the latter with many blue examples, followed by Lima, Mollendo boxed straight-line cancels,
Tacna, etc., F-VF; an excellent collection representing occupation postmarks collected over a lifetime.

2500

*/(*)/** CHILE COLLECTION, 1853/1987. mostly mint in a Scott album, 19th century issues mostly used and
in better condition than usually seen, useful group of mostly used 1850s/90s Columbus issues, nice
3
section of mostly used 1900s/40s issues incl airmails, 254-55 NH (no toning), post 1960s mostly complete
mint with majority NH, generally fresh and F-VF, ideal for continuation

350

3

*3 P

CHILE EXHIBIT COLLECTION BALANCE. includes specialized group of 1867 1c/20c American
Bank Note issue mint incl multiples, shade varieties; 1877 1c-20c Rouletted issue imperf plate proofs in
issued colors; 1878 50c Lilac imperf plate proof block in issued color, 1900 Waterlow Letter Sheet and
Registry envelope with "Valparaiso/ Rezagos (Rebuts)" 1890 cancels, 1894 1c-2c Redrawn type (Scott
37-38) blocks with "Specimen" overprints (different styles), generally F-VF, nice group for the specialist

250

CHINA
4374

*

CHINA COLLECTION, 1946/50. starts with range of 1946 surcharges on Sun Yat-sen, the Chungking
Dah Tung and Dah Yeh surcharges (Scott #768/774), Hong Kong, London and Dah Tung printing
Taiwan overprints to $3000, Northeastern Provinces including the scarce unissued $22 black, $65 olive
and $109 green, as well as the military field-post ovpts (#M1/M3), 1947 Sun Yat-sen set complete to
$500,000 (#1/11), etc, then the 1949 revenues surcharged for postage incl unissued $5000 on $100
(#936), the Hankow types with inverted key pattern to $100,000, Kwangtung ovpts incl on the key $30
violet, etc., followed by Kiangsi Province ovpts complete, the key surcharges of Yunnan the 4c on $20
brown and 12c on $200 brown (#70/71), Kwangsi complete set of 12, Foochow, postage due conversion
ovpts, Szechwan air post surcharges complete (#C1/C6), Tsingtau complete (#1/4), Fukien #19/23 set,
through to an impressive showing of all the parcel posts including 1945 first series complete (#Q1/Q5),
1946 complete (#Q7/Q10), 1947 complete (#Q11/Q27), the 1949 surcharges complete (#Q32/Q38),
early military stamps also complete (#M1/M12), etc., generally fresh and F-VF; ideal for continuation

360

3000

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4375

*/**

CHINA MINT COLLECTION, 1888/1945. attractive collection in mounts on Chinese PO Dept pages
in one substantial album, highlights includes 13-15, 25-27, 78-79, 269, 276-83, 290-306, 331-38, 349-60
blocks, 370-401, 471, B9a, Manchuria 1-24, Sinkiang 39-46, 70-73, 78-81, 82-88, 98-101, 115-26, 180-88,
196-98, Szechwan 12-23, Yunnan 21-24, 45-48, 49-60, Occupation issues incl North China 8N17-53, 8N6067, 8N113-18, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, ideal foundation collection

2500

4376

*/** 3

CHINA, PRC and ASIA BALANCE. old-time stock of 1000s of stamps, housed in manila envelopes,
sales sheets, glassines, etc., much 1950s and some earlier with hundreds of packets to open, we noticed
at early PRC reprints as Mao high values, sports se-tenant blocks, Stalin meeting, etc., plus earlier junks
and martyrs inc. Kwangtung ovpts series to 50c blues mint, more martyrs in large multiples, stockpages
of Formosa, etc., also seen Laos with hundreds of complete sets, color trials, lots of souvenir sheets
including in special booklets, especially 1951 complete booklet of over two dozen, as well as Japan,
Thailand inc. 'atts', Persia, album pages with further useful Siam 19th century, Korea from first issues,
Tibet, etc, etc. An intriguing accumulation with enormous potential, please view thoroughly.

1000

4377

*3

CHINA 1940s/80s COLLECTION. many hundreds of mint and used in a Scott album and incl some
PRC issues, note well over 400 Sun Yat-sen/ Martyrs issues incl Provinces, 1949 surcharges on train/liner
issues, Taiwan 1958 Butterflies mint, PRC 1960 Goldfish mint, etc., through to back of the book incl
assorted provinces complete sets, etc., usual mixed condition, generally F-VF, worth a careful viewing

750

CHINA STOCK BOOK being a mint and used accumulation from 19th century classics to mid-20th
century with approx 1500 stamps somewhat chaotically arranged on a mix of album pages and manila
stockpages, the latter crammed with stamps 19th and early 20th century, with hundreds of issues of the
period from the Imperial Chinese Post dragons to Junks incl. lots of overprints and dozens of Reaping
Rice issues through $1 Hall of Classics, 1909 Temple of Heaven mint, etc, then many hundreds of
1920s/40s Martyrs, Sun Yat-sen and surcharges on ocean liner issues, as well as various provinces, etc.; we
also note classic Imperial dragons reference examples, interesting back of the book with a nice range of
early long revenues, Foochow, Formosa, etc, a close inspection is recommended as there will be much
to discover here.

500

* 3 6 CHINA COVER GROUP. cover collection on homemade pages featuring approx. 100 covers and cards
from early Republic to modern, incl. junks, PRC, a few Hong Kong, and some stamps incl. Ichang 6 mint
pair and 7 mint block of four, review recommended

300

4378

4379

*3

4380

*/** 3

CHINA COLLECTION mint and used collection on various pages in a binder, incl. late Imperial and
early Republic issues, Taiwan and PRC, best is PRC incl. mint sets and souvenir sheets, also some Japan,
useful group

250

4381

**

CHINA (TAIWAN) 1990/2000 MINT NH COLLECTION. sets, singles, S/S, booklets, etc in mounts on
pages, mostly complete for period, incl 2915 with gold ovpt for WAPEX '93 show, 2935-39 sheets of 20,
3131-32, 3369-70, VF; Face Value NT$10,500+ (about $350)

75

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND TAIWAN POSTAL STATIONERY HORDE thousands of
mostly mint PRC postal stationery postal cards, many still in their original post office packaging of
50/100 each; the majority seem to be issues of the 1980s/90s, there is still a good variety and hundreds
of different cards; some Taiwan postal stationery envelopes issued in the 1970s, generally F-VF; a great lot
for a wholesale dealer. Two heavy cartons.

75

4382

6

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
4383

*/**

PRC COLLECTION 1949/80. several hundred NH or without gum as issued sets, singles and couple of
S/S in a stock book, numerous premium as 234, 271-72, 321-25, 344, 357a, 364-66, 402-04, 426-37, 441-44,
456, 467-82, 523-24, 536-37, 711-12, 828-32, 1143-54, 1215-21, 1281-98, 1632-35, etc., generally fresh and
F-VF; a very clean and attractive collection

1600

4384

**

PRC 1983/91 ISSUES in glassines, highly complete for period in blocks of four and incl S/S, NH, fresh
and F-VF

280

4385

**

PRC 1997/2005 S/S ACCUMULATION. comprised of 2537 (100), 3102 (100), 3282 (100), 3352 (100),
3374 (100), 3424a (100), NH, VF; Scott $3,200

100

4386

*/**

MODERN CHINA GROUP. small group of mostly PRC Year Sets in small Chinese stockbooks and other
souvenir items, better sets throughout, F-VF

80

4387

*3

PRC STOCK. 100s of mostly mint sets and singles in stock sheets or sales pages with better as 1143-54
mint, 1290-92 mint, some early reprints as usual, etc., generally F-VF

60

361

Collections

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

LotNo

4388

Start Price

* 3 6 CZECHOSLOVAKIA LOCALS, FORERUNNERS and HRADCANY ISSUES COLLECTION. first part
of a specialized collection of the 1919/23 issues with several hundred mint and used accompanied by
excellent postal history throughout all neatly written up (in German) and organized on homemade
pages, begins with the methodically organized Hradcany castles with dozens of proofs followed by the
regular issues denomination by denomination with major constant plate flaws noted and includes the
scarce unissued imperf 25 ultra on piece (signed Gilbert), the 10h Green and 20h Rose imperf errors
signed, interesting perf types not listed in Scott (for example 5h blue green perf 11½x10¾ - two pairs on
document front), the perf 15h Red with a range of shades, a study of the private perforations, etc, leading
on to postage dues with forerunner types used on cover, "Posta Ceskoslovenksa" ovpts, "Cesko-Slovensky
Stat" forerunners series used, Hradcany postal stationery, etc., generally F-VF, a pleasure to view

1000

4389

*/** 3

CZECHOSLOVAKIA COLLECTION to 1995 incl later Czech Republic issues, all in two large Scott
albums with majority mint and high percentage of NH, includes assortment of the 1919 overprints (some
good; some not), 1920-22 Airmails mint, 1926 Sokol mint, post WW II highly complete mostly used to
1970s and then generally complete NH to the end and incl S/S, mini-sheets, topicals and better as 1952
Bratislava S/S used, 1955 Prague S/S perf and imperf NH, etc., also "back of the book" issues incl postage
dues, some 1919/20 Legion Post, generally fresh and F-VF, ideal foundation collection; Scott over $5,000

750

4390

*/** 3

CZECHOSLOVAKIA COLLECTION TO 1960s. mostly mint collection from 1918/60s in mounts on
Minkus pages, also group of souvenir sheets on stock pages, some duplication, generally F-VF, worth
inspection

150

DANZIG
4391

*/** 3

DANZIG COLLECTION, 1920/39. 2700+ stamps neatly sorted by Michel number in a stock book, note
overprints, surcharges, Trading Ship, Arms, airmasils, charity sets, postage dues, officials, etc., light to
moderate duplication, generally F-VF; Scott value about $12,000

2000

4392

5

DANZIG USED COLLECTION, 1920/39. approx 235 stamps each tied on individuial piece and incl a
few German issues, nice assortment of definitives, surcharges, "Trading Ship" issues, airmails, officials,
etc., generally F-VF

750

4393

*3

DANZIG COLLECTION with PORT GDANSK. mostly mint in well filled set of Lighthouse hingeless
pages, notables include (mint unless otherwise noted) 1920 Grey and Violet "Burleage" mint and used
assortment, 31-32 (each signed Kniep), 43 (signed Oechsner), 47 (signed Bloch; Kniep certificate; some
minor faults), extensive mostly mint 1922/23 period issues, 1924/37 Arms mostly used, 200-10 used
(50pf mint), B21a used (favor cancel), B23-27 NH, C31-40, J40-47, Port Gdansk 1K11A-1K13 used (5pf,
15pf signed Kniep), 1K24, etc., generally F-VF

500

4394

3

DANZIG USED COLLECTION, 1920/39. in Lighthouse hingeless pages incl nice section of the early
overprints and surcharges, 1920s definitives, some charity issues incl 1937 Magdeburg S/S, add'l postage
dues and officials, etc., mostly F-VF

250

*/**

DANZIG MINT COLLECTION, 1920/39. in mounts on well filled set of Schwaneberger pages with just
a handful of empty spaces, some NH, generally fresh and F-VF

200

4395

DENMARK
4396

*/** 3

DENMARK COLLECTION to 1990s. mint and used collection of well over 1000 stamps from classics
onwards in a European album; the strength is in the 20th century, however we note some interesting
inverted frames on the early numerals, 1882 small corner numerals 20o blue used, 1904/05 Christian IX
set used, 1913/28 Christian X heads complete used, 1918 surcharges incl. 27o on 38o used, etc, through
to lots of mint new issues of the 1990s including booklet and presentation pack formats with much face
value. Please inspect.

300

4397

**

DENMARK 1970s/2000s ISSUES GROUP. includes PO Year Sets (1973-2007), assorted singles, S/S and
booklets (incl 2005/06 prestige booklets) with some minor duplication, NH, fresh and VF; Face Value
DKK 6,850+ (about $1,025, surcharges not figured)

75

DUBAI
4398

** 6

DUBAI 1960s ISSUES COLLECTION. NH sets and singles plus some FDC with topicals as Red Cross
incl S/S and imperfs, paintings, space imperfs, NY World's Fair, malaria, Boy Scouts, etc., generally F-VF,
substantial retail value

362

500

Collections

EGYPT

LotNo

4399

*3

Start Price

EGYPT 1933/52 ISSUES FROM THE KING FAROUK COLLECTION. over 200 mint stamps on
Minkus pages with nearly all stamps backstamped with the King's cartouche handstamp, Includes the
1933 Aviation Congress mint, 1934 UPU to 50p mint plus £1 used, 1939/46 definitives set to £1 mint,
assorted "Palestine" overprints, etc., some minor toning issues but generally F-VF

600

4400

*/**

EGYPT MINT SELECTION. ten mint sets, a single, and five S/S, mostly NH, highlighted by 331-40 NH,
343-60, 999-1002 NH, N13-14, N39-56 incl extra N53-56, NC1-12, etc., F-VF; Scott $1,200

120

4401

*3

EGYPT STARTER STOCK. 1000s of mostly used arranged by Scott number in a stock book, begins with
quantity of Sphinx and pyramid types, 20th century is also well represented including Graf Zeppelin
ovpts used, bonus section of worldwide topicals showing Egyptian subjects (pyramids, mummies, etc.),
usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate

100

4402

*3

EGYPT MOSTLY USED CLASSICS ON STOCKCARDS Selection of several dozen small stockcards
stuffed with mostly used stamps issed between 1865 to 1930. Many of these small cards hold up to about
twenty stamps, We note that the first issued is sparsely represented and then beginning with the 1867 to
1906 Sphinx & Pyramed issues, the quantities increase only to diminish rapidly into the late 1920s. In
addition, we spotted a few mint stamps interspersed with the mostly used stamps. Careful viewing might
be rewarded with some interesting cancels.

75

ETHIOPIA
4403

*3

ETHIOPIA COLLECTION, 1894/1957. dozens of mint and used on large Yvert album pages, lightly
filled through 1910s then 1919 definitives complete, useful assortment of the 1920s issues incl overprints,
some back of the book incl postage dues, mostly F-VF

150

FAROE ISLANDS
4404

**

FAROE ISLANDS 1977/2004 ISSUES GROUP. comprised of PO Year Sets (1977-82, 1984-2002,
2004) plus an assortment of mostly 1990s/ early 2000s booklets, S/S and mini-sheets with some minor
duplication (generally 2 each), NH, fresh and mostly VF; Face Value DKK 5,950+ (about $900)

75

4405

** 3

FAROE ISLANDS BOOKLETS ACCUMULATION. 64 used (cto) and 64 mint complete booklets, good
variety of 1970s/2000s issues with some duplication to 5-6 each, generally VF; owner's Scott $2,000+

75

FINLAND
4406

3

FINLAND USED COLLECTION to 1980s. several hundred used from the first issues onwards in a
well-filled Schaubek album noting some 19th century varieties, highlights include two each of the 1856
imperf 5k Blue and 10k Rose (faults as usual yet all cut-square), assorted roulettes including better issues
(usual "perf" issues), the first "Penni" issues with shade and perf varieties to 1m Violet, 1889/92 to 10mk,
Russian types incl 1901 10mk Black and grey (Scott 69; Schwenson certificate), 1910s/20s Lions issues
to 25mk, etc, through to the 1980s, as well as WW II fieldpost stamps, Aunus, Karelia virtually complete,
North Ingermanland, etc., usual mixed condition in early issues, generally F-VF

750

FRANCE AND FRENCH AREA
4407

*/(*) 3 FRANCE COLLECTION to 1910s. a desirable vintage collection on gilt-edged pages and incl some
foreign offices and general issues for the colonies, France proper essentially complete mostly used
from first issues through 1910 incl the various high values, note 1849/50 10c unused, 1fr used (3), the
Napoleons also to 1fr used incl 1852 10c sound used, 25c pair on piece, etc,, perf Napoleons incl. 5fr
used (3) with shades and incl two with Paris "Star" cancel, Bordeaux imperf and perf issues, "Sage" with
types to 5fr, 1900/02 Rights of Man mint, Mersons incl 1fr NH (mounted on selvage), 2fr violet and
yellow mint, also excellent back of the book with useful postage dues from J1 onwards incl 1882/92 2fr
mint and used, 5fr used, 1884 Brown high values used, 1896 1fr Rose on straw mint, etc,, the Colonies
classic general issues, POs especially Turkish Empire, incl. Cavalle, Dedeagh, Port Lagos, Vathy, etc.,
usual mixed condition but better than typically seen, generally Fine or better; well worth a careful review;
Yvert approx €30,000.

363

2500

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4408

*/** 3

EXTENSIVE CLASSIC FRANCE STOCKBOOK ACCUMULATION an accumulation of mostly used
France from the classic period through the early 1960s arranged in manila stock pages in absolutely no
order plus one old battered Ceres album and finally a small stock book of French Colonies on manila
pages, a quick review determines that there are many thousands of mostly used classic issues in depth
(often five to ten each) of many stamps up to the late 1930s with continuation into the 1970s to a lesser
degree, we did spot a single used #37 (faults - as always) plus much more, the owner has meticulously
noted the Scott number beneath each stamp in pencil on the manila stockpage and indicated the catalog
value for each page at the top, the old Ceres album holds a modest collection of mint and used stamps
with value in semi-postal issues of the 1940s while the colonies are found in a small binder of manila
stock pages - the most valuable item in this binder is actually a group of mint sheets of 25 each of French
Polynesia 315-18 (175 sets in total), typical VG-VF; owner's catalog value exceeds $25,000.

250

4409

*/** 3

FRANCE and COLONIES ASSORTMENT. France 127//J34 assortment of 33 Mint (22 are NH), four used
sets and six singles, the majority of which are semi-postals; also includes mint sets from Algeria, French India,
Fr Morocco, New Caledonia, St Pierre & Miq., Senegal, Somali Coast and Wallis & Futuna, F-VF; Scott $1,990 +

200

FRANCE
4410

*/** 3

EXTENSIVE FRANCE COLLECTION to 2000 in four Lighthouse hingeless albums with very few empty
spaces, the 19th century mixed mint and used and 20th mostly mint being highly complete and vast
majority NH after 1955, premium galore incl but certainly not limited to (mint unless otherwise noted)
197 (signed Bloch), 226, 241 (stamps NH), 319, 1930s commems and charity issues with majority NH, C814, C29-36 NH, J8-9, J23-24 used, etc. plus useful section of precancels, usual mixed condition in classic
period but far better than usually seen, generally F-VF; Scott value well into five-figures

1000

4411

*3

FRANCE COLLECTION to 1939 mostly used on nicely filled set of Scott pages with strong 19th century
used incl Bordeaux and "Sage" issues, 1930s commems and charity issues incl B11 mint, B15-18 used,
B17-19 mint, B20-41 mint, B66-67 used, etc., usual mixed condition especially in the classic period,
mostly F-VF; Scott $7,000+

750

4412

*/**

FRANCE MINT COLLECTION, 1939/96. sets, singles, S/S, booklet panes, etc. in mounts in six
impressive Ceres "Presidence" albums (1969-74 overlaps in two of the albums), essentially complete for
the period with virtually every space filled and overwhelmingly NH (do note a few premium issues lh),
overall fresh and F-VF, perfect foundation collection

400

FRANCE MINT COLLECTION, 1939/96. sets, singles, S/S, booklet panes, etc. in mounts in six
impressive Ceres "Presidence" albums (1969-74 overlaps in two of the albums), essentially complete for
the period with virtually every space filled and overwhelmingly NH (do note a few premium issues lh),
overall fresh and F-VF, perfect foundation collection

300

4413

*/**

4414

6

FRANCE FIRST DAY COVER ASSORTMENT, 1945/59. approx 450 FDC and 90 maximum cards/ cards
with some minor duplication but a good variety of issues incl Europa, Red Cross, the various portrait sets incl
charity issues (as singles), commems, etc., most with printed cachets with balance various types of rubber
stamp cachets, handful with some light wrinkling or aging but generally fresh and F-VF; Yvert €6,000+

200

4415

*/** 3

FRANCE ASSORTMENT. includes 1950s/90s Red Cross booklets (note 1954, 1956-59), stock book of
mint 1940s/70s mostly mint incl some precancels (note a 1952 Red Cross booklet), parcel posts, "fictifs",
revenues, foreign offices, etc., another stock book with assorted WW II period incl French Legion issues
noting "Polar Bear" S/S mint and group of "R.F." overprints plus some "ANNULE" overprints, fiscal and
telegraph issues, some album pages with 1900s/30s issues incl 198-225 mint, B11 mint, short stack of
dealer sales pages with assorted mid-20th century mint sets and singles, etc., usual mixed condition with
most F-VF

200

4416

*/** 3

FRANCE PREMIUM SELECTION. includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 37 used (couple pinholes),
122-23, 126 used, 129-30, B27, B28-30 NH, B31-33, B34 used, B38, B39-41 used, assorted Red Cross
booklets incl 1952, 1953 mint and ones on cacheted FDC, 1954, 1955, C17 used (lightly toned), etc.,
mostly F-VF; Scott $3,050+

200

4417

P

FRANCE MODERN PROOFS ASSORTMENT. approx 225 definitives, commems, charity issues,
airmails, etc. in a stock book, some multiples, setenants, etc., fresh and Very Fine

75

4418

3

FRANCE USED CLASSICS, 43 used stamps, including 64-76 with nice cancels and margins, usual mixed
condition, VG-VF; great starter collection; Scott $1,500

70

FRENCH COLONIES
4419

6

FRENCH OVERSEAS DEPENDENCIES COLLECTION of 100s of primarily post 1960s covers with
nearly all being philatelic in nature (FDC, etc.) neatly arranged on homemade pages in 2 binders,
includes covers from French Polynesia with many colorful frankings, French Antarctic incl expedition,
ship and survey markings, New Caledonia mostly 1990s topicals, Reunion incl some 19th century cancel
cutouts, St Pierre & Miquelon incl couple WW II censored covers, generally F-VF, view to appreciate

364

100

Collections
LotNo

4420

Start Price

*3

FRENCH COLONIES COLLECTION. mostly mint on large-format Yvert pages with best from Reunion,
Saar, Madagascar, Indo-china, Guadeloupe, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, excellent for continuation

100

FRENCH AFRICA
4421

*/**

MINT ACCUMULATION OF IMPERFORATES AND PROOFS holding of imperforates and proofs
from former French Colonies of Gabon, Central Africa, Congo Republic and Upper Volta that includes
lots of sets with topical interest such as Space, Fish, Animals, Birds, Flowers, Sports, Trains and much
more; we noted a small group that had been stored in a damp place and are now stuck together, but this
applies to only a small portion, mostly VF; the original owner paid a king's ransom for this material which
are now housed on the original dealer pages.

100

FRENCH INDEPENDENT AFRICA
4422

4423
4424

**

**

*/** 3

INDEPENDENT FRENCH AFRICA HOLDING. a grand holding of thousands of primarily 1960s/80s
imperforate sets in singles, pairs and blocks with little duplication in folders, envelopes and stock cards, a
somewhat disorganized accumulation that needs a little work to appreciate what is here from the countries
of Mali, Congo, Chad, Malagasy, Central African Republic, Mauritania, Central Africa, Cameroons, Togo,
Gabon, Niger, Upper Volta, etc., also note a few matching perf sets and a handful of deluxe proofs, NH,
generally fresh and VF, topicals galore and considerable retail especially from the better years of the 1960s/70s

750

FRENCH COLONIES MINT NH HOLDING. large holding of NH sets and S/S from the 1960s onwards
on stock cards, well over 1000 virtually all different, including Comoros, Dahomey, Gabon, Chad, Mali,
Mauritania, Niger, Upper Volta, etc., pristine quality throughout, huge new issue cost running to many
$1,000s, probably into 5 figures. Please inspect

750

FRENCH AFRICA ACCUMULATION. mostly mint NH independent period of numerous countries in
7 stock books, loaded with topicals, sets, some S/S and deluxe proofs, gold and silver foil issues, imperf
varieties, etc., some a bit of light toning and/or slight gum disturbance but mostly F-VF, view to appreciate

250

FRENCH COLONIES - French Morocco
4425

*/**

FRENCH MOROCCO MINT COLLECTION. several 100 on old-time album pages with numerous
better including 26-37, 85 NH, B13-20 NH, mostly complete and much NH 1950s/70s incl definitive sets,
etc., generally fresh and F-VF

300

FRENCH COLONIES - French Southern and Antarctic Territory
4426

*/**

FRENCH ANTARCTIC COLLECTION, 1955/98. duplicated mint collection housed in an album,
including 1955 15f, 1956-60 8f, 25f, 85f, Air set (3), 1957 Geophysical Year, 1960 Kerguelen 25f, 1961
Charcot, 1962 Air Satellite 59f, (3), 1962-72 Air 50f (2), 1963 5f, 1963 Quiet Sun postage and Air, 1965
Air Adelie Land 50f (2), 1965 Air I.T.U. 30f, 1968-69 Air 200f, 1969 Concorde 85f, 1969-71 Air 50f to 500f,
1971 Fish, 1972 Insects, 1972 Air Crozet Island, etc., fresh and F-VF

750

4427

**

FRENCH ANTARCTIC IMPERFS SELECTION. approx 75 mostly different and incl few trial color
ptoofs, includes some airmail tryptichs, nice topicals, etc., generally fresh and VF

100

FRENCH COLONIES - Lebanon
4428

*3

LEBANON COLLECTION. 100s of mint and used on large Yvert album pages starting with the 1924
Olympics mint, 1936 Tourist airmails mint, 1948 UNESCO airmails NH, etc., generally F-VF

150

FRENCH COLONIES - Syria
4429

*3

SYRIA COLLECTION. scores of mint and used on large Yvert album pages highlighted by 1919 "T.E.O." overprints,
"O.M.F." issues, "Pesetas" ovpts on high values, 1920s/late 1950s with numerous better, etc., generally F-VF

150

GERMAN STATES
4430

*/(*) 3 GERMAN STATES COLLECTION. tidy collection of mostly sound used singles on pages with strong
sections of Baden, Bavaria, Hannover, Lubeck, Saxony, Hamburg incl Mi 3-4 used (fault-free) with
Lange "Kurzbefund", Schleswig-Holstein and Wurttemberg, generally F-VF, close inspection will prove
rewarding; Scott $19,000+

365

4000

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4431

*/(*)

COLOSSAL GERMAN STATES STOCK - BADEN to WURTTEMBERG. a huge holding with very
approximately 5000+ stamps organised chronologically by Michel, mint to one side, used on the other,
with many premium condition classics and lots of scarce used 20th century with signatures abounding;
highlights are Baden 1862 9kr used (Mi.#15b), wonderful Bavaria incl 1862 18kr shades used (#13), 1867
18kr used (#19), 1911 Luitpold type I high values mint NH (#86I/90I), 1914 top values also mint NH
(#107I/109I), 1919 Volkstaat ovpts comprehensive inc. imperfs complete used all signed (#116IIB/133IIB),
Germanias inc. key 3m good perf type mint NH (#150A), Freistaat imperfs complete with top two values
signed, 1916/1919 good 1m lilac official types used (#29y signed twice, #43y), 1920 officials with 2½m
x3, 3m x2 and 5m x3 all signed, perfin freeposts NH, se-tenants, revenues etc.; then useful Brunswick,
Hamburg, Heligoland 1876 3pf mint NH (mounted on selvage, #17b), Northern Federation 1870 7kr
postage due mint NH and used, the latter signed (#9), interesting range of Alsace-Lorraine with dozens
of mint and used, Oldenburg 1862 3gr brown with blue box Lohne postmark, Prussia with a plethora of
postmarks, Saxony Johann heads to 5ngr shade signed, as well as later arms types with mint NH shades and
lots of signatures on the used, Thurn and Taxis with lots of better used incl 15kr purples and 30kr orange
signed, 1866 3sgr brown used signed, through to excellent Wurttemberg from #1a used signed, incl. 1861
9kr both shades, the #19ya Kuppenheim cds and #19yb Heilbronn cds both signed, then the 1862 3kr
orange giving a good idea of the strength of the postmarks here, with superb "on the nose" cds cancels of
Ulm and Abtsgmund (signed) on piece, Konigsbronn (signed), Wasseralfingen (signed), Kirchheim unter
Teck, etc, followed by the 9kr red lilac with Cannstatt cds signed (#24), 1863 3kr shades #26c pair signed
and the wine red #26d signed twice with Esslingen cds, 9kr dark shade signed, as well as better early 20th
century with 1906 set complete used all signed, 1923 4 billion marks on 50pf used signed (#182), scarce 50
on 25pf orange used on piece signed twice (#188), 1920 city views officials complete used signed, etc.;usual
mixed condition but better than most, soem dubious and reprints mixed in, VG-VF; this is a turn-key stock,
yet there is still much to discover here since it was assembled decades ago and has not provided for many
good Michel varieties, paper types etc, or any of the constant plate varieties; enormous potential with no
doubt a catalogue easily running into 6 figures, very probably in the order of 150,000 euro or more.

4000

4432

6

GERMAN STATES FAMILY CORRESPONDENCE. one family's correspondence of the 1850s/70s
(Louis Wohmann of Rennerod) with over 140 letters of which 75 are from Prussia, 7 from Thurn and
Taxis, 6 from Baden and then Wurttemberg, Bavaria and the German Empire. By far the most important
part is the Prussia where there some outstanding covers with stamps sporting "boardwalk" margins
and rich colors, having not seen the light of day for over 100 years, also note a diverse range of town
postmarks, completely unchecked for any varieties, generally fresh and F-VF; Ideal for the German States
specialist looking for the unusual, do not miss viewing this lot.

2500

4433

*/(*) 3 GERMAN STATES COLLECTION. advanced collection arranged on quadrille pages; excellent
representation from nearly all the States and nicely enhanced with shade varieties, assorted cancels,
reference forgeries, print varieties, etc., many signed or with an APS certificate, listing all the premium
would make, basically, an unreadable description full of numbers thus we heartily encourage viewing of
the online scans or settling down in the viewing room for a careful perusal, typical mixed condition but
overall an F-VF lifetime's effort; owner's Michel over €180,000

2500

4434

*/(*) 3 GERMAN STATES BALANCE. includes a starter collection of mint and used in a Lighthouse hingeless
album (mostly Bavaria and Wurttemberg), couple of stock books of mostly used (some cancel appeal)
miscellany but with useful Baden, Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, Wurttemberg, etc. a small box of covers and
postal stationery (some mint) noting Thurn and Taxis, No German Confederation, Prussia, Wurttemberg,
etc., usual very mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate; Michel value well into five-figures

500

4435

*/(*) 3 GERMAN STATES COLLECTION. enticing collection of mostly used in nicely filled set of Lighthouse
hingeless pages, note Baden imperf and perf Numerals used, useful used Coats of Arms, Bremen 3-5
unused, 9 unused, 10 used, Brunswick selection of used "Leaping Stags", Hamburg used Numerals,
Hannover used Coats of Arms and King George issues, Oldenburg useful used assortment with some
shades, Prussia almost complete incl 21-22 used, Saxony mostly complete used 1851/67 with shades,
Schleswig-Holstein Numerals used or unused, Thurn and Taxis mostly used with some reprints, etc.
with some additional Bergedorf, Heligoland (primarily reprints), Lubeck, "The Mecklenburgs", also
North German Confederation incl some 1870 occupation issues, typical very mixed condition, VG-VF,
substantial catalog value and ideal for continuation

500

4436

*/(*) 3 GERMAN STATES COLLECTION. basic collection on Scott pages with majority from Bavaria (as often)
plus some Prussia, North German Confederation and Wurttemberg, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

100

4437

*/(*) 3 GERMAN STATES COLLECTION on Scott pages with useful sections of mostly used Baden, mostly mint
or unused Bavaria, Thurn and Taxis incl reprints, mostly mint or unused Wurttemberg plus some North
German Confederation and starter sections of most of the other states, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

75

GERMAN STATES - BAVARIA
4438

*/(*) 3 BAVARIA COLLECTION, 1849/1920. several 100s of mostly used in a nicely filled set of Lighthouse
hingeless pages, note early Numerals with cogwheel cancels, imperf and perf Coats of Arms mostly used
incl high values, range of Prince Luitpold and King Ludwig issues, officials, etc., usual mixed condition
and incl some reprints and dubious cancels as usual, mostly F-VF, well worth a close inspection

366

200

Collections
LotNo

4439

Start Price

*3

COLLECTORS ACCUMULATION IN GLASSINES Perhaps a hundred or so glassines stuffed full of
mostly used stamps, including some early imperforate classics. Considering the quantities of mostly
inexpensive used stamps, perhaps this group could be approached as a good source for interesting town
cancels. A careful viewer, will see that there are some useful items mixed in among the more common
items. As usual for stamps of this period, condition will be a little mixed.

60

GERMAN STATES - BRUNSWICK
4440

*/(*) 3 BRUNSWICK COLLECTION. 56 items incl two covers on pages some of the used with desirable numeral
cancels, includes (Michel numbers) 3 used (sound), 4 used (sound), 5 "8" cancel, 6c "37" cancel, 10Ax
"46" cancel (sound), 12Aa "21" cancel, "37" cancel, 12Ab "19" cancel, "37" cancel, 15A blue cancel
(sound), etc., usual mixed condition though some sound, VG-VF; accompanied by 10 certificates or
"kurzbefund) and copy of "333 Jahre Braunschweigische Post" (Henri Bade, 1960); Owner's Michel €5,000+

200

GERMAN STATES - HELIGOLAND
4441

*/** 3

HELIGOLAND COLLECTION. useful mix of mint, used and reprints on pages or in a stock card, some
better items incl. Mi 2 used, 4 used (APS cert, thinned), 18a mint, 18b mint, 18c used (2), small selection
of postal stationery, some reprints mixed in but many genuine items, typical very mixed condition, VGVF; viewing a must; Michel for genuine over €4,000

75

GERMAN STATES - LUBECK
4442

*/(*) 3 LUBECK COLLECTION. 45 items incl one cover plus 3 "retourmarken" on pages, includes (Michel
numbers) 1 used (2), 2-4 used, 5a used, 11A used, etc., usual mixed condition but better than usually
seen, VG-VF; accompanied by 8 certificates or "kurzbefund", Owner's Michel €13,000+

300

GERMAN STATES - HELIGOLAND
4443

*/(*) 3 WURTTEMBERG COLLECTION, 1851/1923 desirable collection of nearly 300 mostly used in Lighthouse
hingeless pages and incl shade varieties, useful perf and imperf Arms, 1869/1900 Numerals, nice range of
officials incl O179a used with Meyer certificate, typical very mixed condition, VG-VF, nice foundation collection

200

GERMANY AND GERMAN AREA
4444

*/**

POST WW II ZONES, SAAR and FEDERAL REPUBLIC COLLECTION. strong mint collection in a
well filled Lighthouse album with 100s of stamps and hardly any empty spaces; highlights include all the
French Zone Red Cross S/S, Baden Engineering Congress Type II, the 3rd definitive set for each of the
French Zones, Saar with both Flood Relief S/S NH, 1950 Stamp Day NH, Council of Europe NH, various
Welfare sets NH, etc., American/ British Zone band and network overprints, Buildings NH, West Germany
complete with Posthorns (2 sets, one NH, one l.h.), Heuss NH (2), etc., generally fresh and F-VF

1200

4445

*/**

POST WW II GERMAN AREA COLLECTION of mostly mint Allied and French Zones, Berlin and Saar
in mounts on pages, numerous premium incl Germany 655a NH, 657a NH, B310-15 NH, B320-30 NH,
mostly complete NH 1954-76 incl some Heuss booklet panes, Berlin complete (no S/S) 1948/61 with
many NH, French Zone mostly complete incl Red Cross S/S for Baden and Rheinland-Pfalz, Saar highly
complete 1947/ incl charity issues, air mails and many NH, generally fresh and F-VF

1000

4446

*3

GERMAN AREA COLLECTION of well over 1000 mint and used stamps in two well-filled Borek albums,
assembled many decades ago and offered intact as received; the first book with the Empire issues from
1880/90s through to useful inflation period including officials, Third Reich, etc.; in the second album
we note Bavaria highly complete 20th century with imperfs to 20m with and without ovpt, Post Offices
in China, Morocco and Turkey, the Colonies with Yachts mint to high values, Plebiscites with Allenstein,
Upper Silesia, Memel with surcharges on French issues, Lithuanian occupation surcharges, Saar from
"Saargebiet" Germanias onwards, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF

600

GERMANY ACCUMULATION 1000s of mint and used in binders, stockbooks, on pages and loose, with
lots of opportunities for finds using the Michel catalog; noted German Colonies, German States, DDR
and back of the book. Includes booklets, some covers and postal stationary, ppcs, and some better mixed
in throughout and with many mulitples; a great holding for the specialist collector or dealer.

600

USEFUL GERMAN AREA HOLDING well over 3000 stamps of Germany proper plus DDR officials, French
Occupation, Saar, etc neatly organized in two stock books with mint (virtually all mint NH) to the left and used
to the right; other interesting areas include Berlin bears, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Saxony numerals and
shields with rising and falling watermarks, Thuringen bridges, bezirks, posthorn ovpts loaded on the pages,
Allied numerals incl. se-tenants, etc, French Zones with and without "pf", Third Reich Hindenburg to 100pf
NH, etc, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, substantial catalog value and worth a close look

500

4447
4448

*3

*/** 3

367

Collections
LotNo

4449

Start Price

*/** 3

SUBSTANTIAL ACCUMULATION OF GERMANY AND EAST GERMANY a significant accumulation in
several cartons with eleven albums, six stock books and a pile of loose album pages; East Germany section in
four Lighthouse albums that house a mostly mint collection that is virtually complete including several better
mint sets such as 58-67, 82-84, B21a, a closer inspection reveals that the collection is generally hinged up to
about 1960 (including the better items noted above) and then generally NH 1960/89, in addition to the
albums are three fat Lighthouse stock books overflowing with just mint DDR, often in quantities up to about
five each set followed by a huge binder containing thousands upon thousands of mint and used from both
Germany and East Germany (the owner has meticulously noted the Scott number on the manila pages just
below each stamp), another stock book holds an accumulation of Soviet Zone followed by a thick pile of loose
album pages containing a wide variety of material including some German Colonies and offices abroad as well
as Saar and German States collections; the West Germany 1872/1973 collection in four volumes of Lighthouse
hingeless albums and is rather sparse in pre-WW II issues which are mainly used, the WW II period stamps are
mostly mint and include some German Occupation material including Bohemia & Moravia; finally, there is
one more West Germany used collection (recent issues being cto) in three Lindner hingeless albums, mostly
F-VF; altogether, a massive holding that should appeal to a wide audience.

500

4450

*3

GERMAN AREA COLLECTION. 1000s of mint and used in two thick well-filled albums with issues from
the 1870s on, including German States, Danzig and Saar, plenty of "zusammendrucke" including advertising
se-tenants, through to various better sets of the early 1950s NH, etc., a bit chaotic but generally F-VF

400

4451

*3

GERMAN AREA COLLECTION. most in a group of Safe Dual hingeless albums and incl Germany
1930s/40s "zusammendrucke", 1949/53 premium sets and singles, Allied and French Zone incl Saar,
Berlin 1949/76 with better early issues, some Soviet Zone, useful mint DDR incl S/S , etc., many issues
parallel mint and used,etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF

350

GERMAN AREA ACCUMULATION, 1920s/2010s. 1000s and 1000s of mostly used neatly arranged in
Scott order on manila stock pages in two binders with one solely Germany post WW II used with duplication,
note some better as Germany 670-85 used (5), 693 used (2), 695 used (3), some additional Saar (pre- and
post- war), occupations, plebiscites, etc. usual mixed condition, most F-VF; Scott over $10,000

250

POST WW II GERMANY, BERLIN AND DDR. Germany 667//8NB4 incl 669 NH, B310-13 mint, B314
-15 mint (2 incl one NH), B320-23 used, B327-30 used, B334-37 used, 5N28-40, 5NB1-14 NH, Berlin 9N39
mint, 9N84-93 mint, 9NB10 used, also DDR 82-84 mint, etc., mostly F-VF; Scott $1,700+

200

GERMANY and GERMAN AREA LITERATURE. catalogs, pamphlets, handbooks, etc. covering fakes
and forgeries (includes 15 volumes GPS Reference Manual of Forgeries), military and censored mail,
various volumes of Michel specialized catalogs, airmail incl set of old AAMC catalogs plus some Zeppelin
and catapult works; 3rd Reich period incl Nuremburg Rally books, Reich postcards, etc., inflation
period guides to postmarks, rates and forgeries, Erler Revenue catalogs Vol I/XIV (not complete),
useful assortment of items related to German Colonies incl some cigarette card albums, Die Deutsche
Kolonien" (1925), etc., typical collector use (OFFICE VIEWING ONLY)

50

4452
4453

*/** 3

*/** 3

4454

GERMANY
4455
4456

**

GERMANY COMPREHENSIVE 3rd REICH PERIOD COLLECTION. complete for the period
including commems, definitives, all the S/S, charty issues, airmails, franchise issues, etc. all in a single
hingeless album, fresh and F-VF; the brass ring of 3rd Reich collections

6000

*/** 3

DESIRABLE GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1945. mostly used in a set of Kabe hingeless pages with
few empty spaces to be found, some duplication incl shade and type varieties especially in the 1872
issues, 1900/19 "Germania" and 1M-5M values with good number signed, Inflation period incl officials,
1920s incl some watermark varieties plus 1926 Airmails used, 1925-29 Coats of Arms NH (incl watermark
varieties) and used, 1930 IPOST S/S NH, 1932 essays based on unaccepted design for the 1924 Eagle
issue, strong 3rd Reich incl 1933 Wagner used (incl all perf varieties), 1933 Chicago Flight used, assorted
1936/37 S/S mint or used, etc., generally F-VF, a real opportunity for the avid German collector; Michel
€27,000+

4500

4457

*/**

GERMANY MINT COLLECTION, 1923/45. highly complete (missing the IPOSTA, Anniv and
OSTROPA S/S, Zeppelin ovpt sets) in Lighthouse hingeless pages with majority NH, includes officials
and franchise issues plus an assortment of Michel listed varieties, a few regums here and there but
generally fresh and F-VF, substantial catalog value

3500

4458

*3

GERMANY CLASSIC PERIOD COLLECTION. mostly used "Eagle and Shield" issues on two album
pages plus some extras in stock sheet, includes 1872 2kr Large Shield with Castel bei Mainz cds (APS
cert), 1872 18kr Large Shield used (signed Pfenninger), etc., far better quality than usually seen, mostly
F-VF, nice collection with considerable catalog value, well worth a close look

2800

GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1945. mostly used on Borek hingeless pages, numerous better sets,
singles and S/S incl (used unless otherwise noted) 1900 5M type II, strong Inflation period, 1930 So
America Flight, 1930 IPOSTA S/S mint, 1930-32 Welfare, 1931 1M-2M Polar Flight, 1933 Chicago Flight,
1933 Wagner, 1935 OSTROPA S/S without gum, 1936/37 S/S, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, nice
collection with substantial catalog value

2500

4459

*3

368

Collections
LotNo

4460

Start Price

* 3 6 GERMANY COLLECTION to 1920s. appealing collection of mostly used on homemade pages with a
nice mix of covers included, starts with some used North German Confederation, followed by the 1872
issue nearly complete used with some shade varieties, "Pfennige" and "Pfennig" issues assortment with
shades and some covers, Crown and Eagle with shades, extensive "Germania" and the 1M-5M issues with
shades, printing and type varieties, 1912 10pf-30pf Rhein-Main Flight mint plus 20pf on flown card,
Inflation period with many of the used singles signed "Infla-Berlin" and replete with shade varieties, ends
with nice section of officials, mostly F-VF, a first-rate collection for the specialist in this period

2500

4461

*3

GERMANY LIFETIME COLLECTION. one man's collection offered intact and housed in over 20
volumes - about 70% in stock books and the rest in albums; the stock books are for the many permutations
that the collector found in Michel that he couldn't put in the albums, virtually every stamp has been
identified and there are many expert signatures, from German States onwards; of particular note is
the inflation material extensively researched with many scarce items, mostly used, similarly there is
a great deal of Third Reich, much of which is in pleasant duplication of better material.; two of the
most interesting volumes contain assorted errors and varieties not necessarily listed in Michel, yet often
accompanied by certificates; mostly F-VF; a "must sell"; excellent holding well worth careful viewing

2500

4462

*3

GERMANY PREMIUM SELECTION, 1920s/40s. mostly mint sets and singles on stock sheets and incl
(mint unless otherwise noted) 323-43, 363-65, B19-32, B34-41, B44-57, B59-67 used, B68 without gum,
B141-43, C35-37, C38-45 used, C46-56, etc., generally fresh and F-VF

2000

4463

*/** 3

ENTICING GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1945. extensive collection of mostly mint in KABE
hingeless pages with couple extra blank pages added to accommodate assorted duplicates and a handful
of varieties, useful selection of mostly used 19th century incl some premium issues, 1900 "Reichspost"
to 5M used, strong inflation period mostly mint (many NH), 1923/33 period with many premium sets
incl 1926/27 Airmails used, 1926/27 Portraits NH, 1928/31 1M-4M Zeppelin used, 1930 IPOSTA S/S
mint (stamps NH), 1931 Polar Flight mint, 3rd Reich period highly complete mint incl the S/S (1936
Olympics used) and with many NH incl 1934 Lost Colonies, 1935 Railroads, etc., few regums noted,
generally fresh and F-VF; Scott $15,000+

2000

4464

3

GERMANY SPECIALIZED USED COLLECTION, 1900/1918. in hingeless pages or in stock sheets and
including numerous shade and type varieties of the "Germania" and 1M-5M high values, includes the
1900 issue complete with the 2M Michel types I and II, the 5M types II (Jaschke Lantelme cert) and
IV, the 1905/11 set with 5M type AIa (signed), 1914/17 war printing set complete with most signed,
following the collection on pages are several stock sheets with several 100s of singles with wide range of
shades and town cancels, a few faults as expected but generally fresh and F-VF, perfect collection for the
devotee of the issue, considerable Michel catalog value

2000

4465

*/** 3

GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1945 plus WW II OCCUPATIONS. 100s in a well filled Lighthouse
album, overwhelmingly mint in the 20th century and used in the 19th century, starts with a good
range of shields, followed by complete pfenniges and pfennig etc., the 20th century highlights include
Zeppelins through to Third Reich, latter very strong incl Wagner, Professions, Costumes, 1936/37 S/S
plus 1935 OSTROPA used (right hand corner fault), also good occupations incl the seldom seen General
Gouvernement 1945 set of 6, 24 and 40pf (cat €1,200 euro), other occupations inc Kurland, Baltics, etc.,
generally F-VF; highly recommended for viewing.

1500

4466

*/** 3

GERMANY STOCK BOOKS. two large stockbooks housing an excellent run of issues from the Empire
Eagles through Third Reich, with thousands of mint and used and no unpleasant duplication. There is
much pristine never hinged from the early 20th century onwards; the holding starts off with some useful
Bavaria from imperfs onwards, followed by more than a dozen large and small shields used, Germanias
with mint never hinged incl. the 1905/13 peace printings set to 80pf (cat. €1,800) with the key 60pf
signed twice, the war printings set mint NH, good Weimar with useful NH sets, 1928 Ebert/Hindenburg
complete mint (2), 1928 Zeppelins mint and used, lots of se-tenants from the Nothilfe buildings onwards,
1931 Zeppelin NH, 1932 Nothilfe NH, leading on to the Third Reich with 1933 Wagner used, 1934 Graf
Zeppelin NH (3M very lightly hinged), Professions set, Costumes set used, etc, S/S incl. Olympics used,
Brown Band NH and used plus Munich ovpt sheet, many Hitler sheets, as well as 1938 Brown Band NH
signed, Automobiles sets normal and overprinted NH, 1939 Surcharges on Danzig NH and used, etc.
also interesting back of the book with Hitler head obliterator ovpts, officials incl. single usage covers,
fieldpost, etc, the description is an outline only, please view this outstanding range of quality.

1500

4467

*/**

GERMANY - INFLATION PERIOD SURCHARGED ISSUES COLLECTION, specialized collection of
mint singles and multiples on pages with errors and varieties, along with premium issues, throughout and
oftentimes identified by Michel number, examples of errors and varieties include imperfs, inverted or
double surcharge, surcharge offset on gum, shifted surcharges, shade varieties, misperfs "OPD" markings
with numerous premium, etc incl (Michel numbers) 226 U corner margin block (3 stamps NH), 277 III
NH strip of three, 278 Y bottom margin strip of 5 NH with "H 4916.23", 278 Y block (3 stamps NH), 278 I
NH, 286 U pair NH, 290 U, 293 K, signed by several, 294 K signed Richter, 315 A Wb NH (APS cert), 316
A Pf NH (APS cert), 321 U pair NH, VII-VIII mint (3), etc., generally fresh and F-VF, substantial catalog
value, phenomenal collection of these popular issues and ideal for continuation

1000

369
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LotNo

4468

Start Price

*/** 3

GERMANY - "GERMANIA" ISSUE SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. 100s of mint and used neatly
arranged on stock sheets and incl some of the 1m-5m high values, starts with the 1900 "Reichspost"
issue (complete mint set with shades of the 2pf/20pf) and continuing through to the 1920 issues and
well represented with virtually everything in between, includes shade and paper varieties, peace and war
prints, some multiples, wide range of cancels, some print varieties (e.g. "DFUTSCHES REICH"), etc.
and even the 1912 10pf-20pf Rhein-Main flight issues mint, etc., mostly F-VF with good number signed,
wonderful collection with considerable catalog value for the devoted collector of these issues

750

4469

*3

GERMANY COLELCTION, 1872/1945. highly complete and mostly used on Scott pages, includes
numerous better sets, singles and S/S highlighted by 1872 Large and Small Shields nearly complete
used, 62-65A used (65 with paint retouch), strong inflation period, 1925-29 Coats of Arms used, 3rd
Reich highly complete mostly used and incl S/S as 1930 IPOSTA NH, 1933 10-Year Anniversary mint
(small faults), 1935 OSTROPA used (small faults as usual), airmails incl 1924 Eagles used, 1926-27 Eagles
used, 1931 Polar Flight used, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF; Scott catalog well over $7,500

750

4470

3

GERMANY 1900/19 ISSUES COLLECTION. 108 used "Germania" issues plus the various 1M-5M
pictorials arranged on Safe stock pages and with premium issues sprinkled throughout with shade, type
and perf varieties and incl many with proper signatures, includes (Michel numbers) 64 II signed, 66 II,
66 III, 66 IV, 72 b signed, 78 A a signed, 81 A a signed, 97 A I a signed, etc., generally F-VF

700

GERMANY "OPD" PRINTINGS COLLECTION. highly desirable collection of 100s mostly NH blocks neatly
arranged and identified by Michel numbers and by office on album pages, includes issues of each of the 11 issuing
districts noting good number of premium Mi 289a/293 of Munster, generally fresh and F-VF, inspection a must

500

GERMANY PRE-1930 ISSUES ACCUMULATION of approximately 1000 used stamps concentrating on
the Germania issues and the inflation period (the latter with many signed), the Germanias are sorted by
war and peacetime printings with many Michel-listed varieties noted and the better signed, for example
Mi 86Ic, #86IId, etc., mostly F-VF; there is far more here than first meets the eye

500

GERMANY - 3rd REICH COLLECTION. mint and used collection of hundreds of stamps as well as a
good range of postal history in a well-filled Schaubek hingeless album; highlights include 1933 Hindenburg
mint, 1933 Polar Flight used, 1933 Wagner mint, 1934 Professions mint, 1935 Costumes mint, postal history
includes useful single frankings from 1934 onwards as well as much propaganda material, special cancels, etc,
incl. 1938 Brown Ribbon, scarce 1938 Breslau sports festival set FDC, etc., Mostly F-VF

500

4471
4472
4473

*/**

3

*/** 3
6

4474

*3

GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1945. substantial holding of thousands of mint and used in a wellfilled stock book, we note several dozen used 1872 large and small shields, 1872 10gr with pen cancel,
"Pfennige" incl shades, assorted airmails and Zeppelins incl Chicago 4M mint, Wagner with 20pf-40pf
mint NH, etc., usual mixed condition and some regums as often, VG-VF substantial catalog value

500

4475

36

GERMANY SPECIALIZED COLLECTION, 1872 "BRUSTSCHILD" ISSUE. scores of mostly used
plus some covers and cards on specialty pages and nicely enhanced with an array of varieties - shades,
variety of cancels, some print flaws, etc., many premium incl (Michel numbers) 2a mint (Krug cert), 4 IV
"broken framework" variety tied on piece (Krug cert), 8 used (signed Pfenninger), 17a pair NH (Krug
"befund"), 20 II used (Krug "befund"), 25 tied on piece by railway cancel, 25 II used, 27b used (Sommer
cert), etc., typical very mixed condition, VG-VF, excellent foundation collection with significant catalog
value, accompanied by numerous (mostly APS) certificates

400

GERMANY - 3rd REICH ERA COLLECTION. hundreds in a Schaubek album, including assorted Wagner
issues incl 40pf, 1934 Airposts complete to 3rm, 1935 Costumes, Olympics set on commemorative sheet,
"Brown Band" and Hitler S/S, etc. plus some WW II occupations incl General Gouvernement, mostly F-VF

400

4476

3

4477

*3

GERMANY COLLECTION to 1940s. around 1500 different mint and used in a generally well-filled KaBe
album, starting in 1880 with "Pfennig" complete, Reichspost Germanias to 2mk used, later Germanias
to 5mk, useful range of inflation issues, the 1930s well-represented, through to 1942 officials mint with
top value NH, Soviet occupations with well-filled pages incl Saxonies East, West and Province with paper
and watermark varieties, French zones with a range of without "pf", WW II occupations incl. Bohemia
Moravia, General Gouvernement, etc., mostly F-VF, view to appreciate

400

4478

6

GERMANY - WW I FELDPOST CARDS COLLECTION. 500 cards in sleeves and with wide variety of
different cancels and unit markings, many picture postcards, better condition than typically seen, overall
F-VF and a delight for the specialist

400

GERMANY COLLECTION to 1940s. 3 Schaubek album collection of approx. 2000 mint and used
stamps with frequently three or more stamps to a space (even on the S/S) and including much NH as
well as lots of commemorative postmarks; highlights include 19th century eagles with 9kr on 9kr used
through useful inflation period incl some used, Third Reich incl 1935 Costumes NH, 1936 Olympics S/S
used, 1939 Brown Ribbon NH, etc.. also WW II occupations, Allied Occupations incl without "pf" to 90pf
for Baden and Rheinland-Pfalz, also useful Saar with 1947/48 Workers, generally fresh and F-VF

400

GERMANY - WW I and WW II POW and INTERNMENT CAMP COVERS. approx 95 mostly WW II
period covers, cards, parcel cards, POW stationery, etc. from internees to Red Cross or POW agencies in
Switzerland, France, USA, etc., family members, etc. includes 23 parcel cards addressed to internees at
concentration camps, outgoing mail from Auschwitz, Lodz Ghetto, nice range of markings, censor tapes,
etc. usual mixed condition, VG-VF

350

4479

4480

*/** 3

6
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4481

6

GERMANY COVERS, CARDS, AND STATIONERY. accumulation of approx. a couple hundred
mostly 20th Century WWII era covers and cards, also some earlier States and Empire, careful inspection
recommended, generally F-VF

350

4482

*/**

GERMANY COLLECTION, 1949/2005. mostly mint (majority NH) sets and singles in two very well filled
Scott albums with no empy spaces noted, 1949/53 issues mostly hinged and some with bits of disturbed
gum, post 1955 mostly NH or self-adhesive in later issues, mostly F-VF, face value of € denominated issues
€180+ (surcharges not included)

300

*/** 4 GERMANY - TOP MARGINAL MARKINGS COLLECTION, 1910s/20s. 100s of mostly NH blocks with
some additional singles, pairs and strips neatly arranged and identified by Mi number on quadrille pages,
particularly strong in Inflation period incl numerous top margin blocks of 20, premium in the 1915 war
printing, generally fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate, considerable catalog value

300

GERMANY COLLECTION to 1978 in a Schaubek album and incl post WW II zones and post-war Saar,
bit sparse to the mid-1930s but then good coverage to the end with most of the mint being NH and
some premium as 1935 Costumes used, 1935 Winter Olympics NH, 1936 Summer Olympics NH, 1949
Hannover S/S NH, French Zone Baden 1949 Monuments NH, Wurttemberg 1948/49 Definitives used,
Saar 1948 Airmails NH, 1949 Welfare NH, 1950 Stamp Day NH, 1949 Officials NH, etc., some of the mint
not in mounts slightly stuck down but much salvageable, mostly F-VF

250

*/(*) 3 GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1945. mostly mint in a nicely filled set of Scott pages, 1872 Eagle and
Shield complete mixed mint/ unused/ used, 1900 2pf-80pf Reichspost mint, strong 1910s/ Inflation issues
mostly mint, good deal complete mint from 1924/45 highlighted by 1926 Eagles mint, 1927 IAA Ovpts
NH, 1928 2M, 4M Zeppelin used, 1933 Wagner mint, 1934 Occupations mint, 1935 OSTROPA S/S unused
(small stains), 1935/37 S/S mint or used, etc., usual mixed condition in the early issues, mostly F-VF

250

4483
4484

4485

*3

4486

**

WEST GERMANY MINT NH COLLECTION, 1949/89. virtually complete collection in a Schaubek
hingeless album, missing only a few stamps (high values from the posthorn set and for some reason the
1972 Heuss set, however the 1954 being present), PO fresh, F-VF

200

4487

*3

GERMANY - 3rd REICH COLLECTION. 100s on Borek pages in a binder enhanced with some
contemporary collateral, the collector was quality conscious and strove for mint NH and legible town
cancels for used, includes Wagner used to 20pf, 1934 Eagle air mails used, 1934 Professions and 1935
Costumes used, 19365 Olympics S/S used, 1937 Brown Band S/S used, the surcharges on Danzig set NH,
etc., generally fresh and F-VF

200

4488

56

GERMANY WW I FELDPOST COVERS COLLECTION. approx 185 unfranked covers and cards
(incl some fronts) neatly arranged on quadrille pages, includes some postcards and real-photo cards of
military scenes and/or soldiers, splendid array of cancels and markings, usual mixed condition with most
F-VF, includes 2000 edition of "Die deutsche Feldpost in Ersten Weltkrieg 1914-1918 Handbuch und Katalog";
well worth a close and careful viewing

150

4489

3

GERMANY 1946-2012 USED COLLECTION. highly complete in a Scott album with just a few mint
stamps noted and the only missing spaces in the 1948 "Band" and "Network" overprints, includes (used
unless otherwise indicated) 634-736, B298-359, etc., generally F-VF; Scott to 1957 $1,625+

150

4490

6

GERMANY - WW I SHIP MAIL and SHIP POSTCARDS, 65 covers or cards with KDP Marine Schiffspost
No. 14 (35), 29 (19), 69 (10) or 172 (1) cancels plus one indistinguishable, all but two unfranked,
accompanied by an album of 143 primarily WW I period battleships, cruisers, etc. postcards being mixed
mint and used, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, nice collection for the specialist

120

4491

6

GERMANY - WW I POW CAMP COVERS. approx 60 covers neatly arranged on pages showing
correspondence between various POW camps in Germany, Red Cross offices in Berlin, Geneva and
Bordeaux from both prisoners and camp officials, many with unusual green registration vignettes of
Red Cross International Agency for Prisoners of War and yellow civilian vignettes, some add'l treasury
vignettes, Fine and most unusual

120

4492

*/(*)/** GERMANY COLLECTION to 1945. 100s in nicely filled set of Lighthouse hingeless pages especially for
post-1920 issues, better incl 28, 57-62, 65A (thin spot), 366-84, B12-32 (1925 Arms NH), B34-48, B49-57
(20pf the "a" variety), B58a-d NH, B69-89, B104 NH, B145 NH, C27-34, etc., many of the mint with a
paper h.r., mostly F-VF

120

GERMANY - OFFICIALS (DIENSTMARKEN) ISSUES COLLECTION. mostly mint on pages and incl
some multiples and varieties, 1920/23 issue margin blocks with counting and row numbers, inflation
period mint and used, "OPD" multiples, 1923 overprints, local officials for Baden and Prussia, note (Michel
numbers) D65 used (APS cert), D121 Y pair NH, D123 Y top right corner margin block mint, D177 NH,
etc., usual mixed condition with some dubious cancels in the used section as often, mostly F-VF

100

4493

*/** 3

4494

6

GERMANY - WW II U-BOAT COVERS. 60 unfranked covers with poor/ crisply struck assorted Feldpost
markings and 1942/44 Feldpost cancels, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

100

4495

*3

GERMANY - 3rd REICH COLLECTION, 1933/45. mostly mint in a Lighthouse album and with
numerous premium as (mint unless otherwise noted) 398-14 used, B55 used, B59-67 used, B68 without
gum (as usual, some minor paper erosion), B91-92, B104, B105 used, B106, C46-56 used, etc., usual
mixed condition, mostly F-VF

100
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4496

3

CLEAN GERMANY USED STOCK. several hundred 102 cards in red long box, the vast majority postWWII up until about 2010, most under $1 but some high catalogue values in the pre-war period, very neatly
organized by Scott number so immediately useful to a dealer, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended

50

4497

6

GERMANY - FELDPOST COVERS GROUP. 62 covers, letter sheets and cards of WW I and (mostly)
WW II with variety of cancels and markings, unit handstamps, note POW, 1914 from Budapest, etc., usual
mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate

50

GERMANY MINT POSTAL CARDS GROUP, 1975-91. 100s of mint postal cards still in the original post
office packaging, comprised of various complete sets of the view cards of the period, generally fresh and
VF; Face Value DM1,700

50

4498

*

GERMANY - WW I OCCUPATIONS
4499

4500

*3

*3

GERMANY - WW I and WW II OCCUPATION ISSUES COLLECTION. mostly mint on nicely filled set
of Scott pages highlighted by (mint unless otherwise noted) Belgium N1-25, Channel Islands complete
for Jersey and Guernsey, Czechoslovakia issues for Bohemia and Moravia complete, Slovakia mostly
complete, Estonia N1-5, Germany 1N14-17, 1N39-41, 1N42-58, Montenegro 3NB3-10, 3NCB1-6, Poland
"General Gouvernement" issues complete, Serbia 2N1-46, 2NB1-37 (2NB27-28 NH), 2NC1-20, 2NJ1-22,
Yugoslavia issues for Ljubjana complete, etc., generally F-VF

250

GERMANY - WW I and WW II OCCUPATIONS, PLEBISCITES COLLECTION. on Schwaneberger
pages with better WW I Occupations Belgium, Plebiscites Allenstein mint, Eupen & Malmedy, Memel,
Schleswig (incl Mi 1P-10P pairs), Upper Silesia, plus Danzig and Saar, WW II Occupations Albania,
Bohemia and Moravia, Poland, Serbia, etc., mostly F-VF

200

GERMANY - WW II OCCUPATIONS
4501

* 3 6 GERMANY WW II OCCUPATIONS COLLECTION. I albums and also noting some WW I period issues,
strong sections of Poland-General Gouvernement, Bohemia and Moravia incl 1939 Ovpts NH, mint
view postal cards, assorted covers and cards incl commercial uses, Theresienstadt parcel label forgeries,
Slovakia, Estonia, Channel Islands, Romania incl (1917) Mi 1-3 with MViR ovpt omitted NH (signed
Mikulski), Ukraine, Baltic area incl; Estonia (Pernau) Mi 1 II - 10 II NH (signed Krischke), Balkan areas
incl Ljubjana, Montenegro, Serbia incl Mi 1-15 pairs NH, Zara Mi 1-3 I, 1-3 II NH (all signed Dr Oertel;
also some forgeries as usual), also France-St Nazaire Mi 1-2 mint, French Legion incl Polar Bear S/S, etc.,
generally F-VF, ideal foundation collection

750

4502

*3

GERMANY - WW II OCCUPATIONS COLLECTION plus some post WW I occupations and plebiscites
in a Scott album, useful sections of Allenstein, Bohemia and Moravia, Slovakia, Danzig incl 193-99 used
(couple low values parcel cancel), 200-10 used, 225-33 used, 241-54 used, B9-32 used, C26-40 used, C4245 used, J1-39 used, O42-52 used, Marienwerder, Memel incl 88 gutter block of four used, Lithuanian
occupation issues, Poland incl Port Gdansk, Serbia, Yugolslavia (Ljubjana), etc., usual mixed condition
with most F-VF, view to appreciate

300

GERMANY - OCCUPIED ZONES
4503

* 3 6 ALLIED ZONES COLLECTION. issues of American/ British Zone, French Zone, AMG, etc. incl
postal cards plus some wartime propaganda issues, better include (Michel numbers) Propaganda
Forgeries 2 mint, 3-8 mint, Allied Occupation 1946 issues with multiples (including marginal markings)
and numerous varieties, Block 12A-B NH (2 each), American and British Zone "Band" and "Network"
overprints section incl errors and varieties, 1948 Buildings issues with errors and varieties, Block 1a NH
(2), Block 1c mint, 108-10 NH and used, French Zone Baden 38A-45A NH, Block 1A-B NH, Block 2 mint,
Rheinland-Pfalz 42A-45A NH, Block 1 mint, etc., usual mixed condition and incl some forgeries as often,
generally F-VF, view to appreciate

500

4504

*

GERMANY - POST WW II OCCUPIED ZONES COLLECTION, Scott pages with issues for Allied,
French and Russian Zones and with numerous better as 5N1-46, 5NB1-14, 6N1-42, 6NB1-9, 8N1-41,
8NB1-11 plus imperf singles cut from the Red Cross S/S, 10NB11 NH, 12NB1-3, 14NB16c, 16NB4a,
Germany 585A-93, 593A-599, 634-61, B294-95 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF

150

OCCUPIED ZONES COLLECTION incl BERLIN. on Schwaneberger pages and incl Allied Zone 1946
Currency S/S perf and imperf NH, French Zone Baden 1949 Monuments incl S/S mint, 1949 Red Cross
incl S/S mint, Anglo-American Zone 1948 Buildings perf 11 NH, perf 14 mint, Berlin 1949 UPU used,
1949 Goethe used, 1951/'52 "right" Bells used, 1952 Olympics used, etc., mostly F-VF

75

4505

*/** 3
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GERMANY - ALLIED ZONES

LotNo

4506

4507

4508

Start Price

* 3 6 GERMANY AMERICAN and BRITISH ZONE SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. hundreds of stamps plus
postal history in hingeless pages with many scarce issues incl numerous signed, also includes array of
errors and varieties, etc., begins with 'AM Post' incl. 1m dark green 'PEICHSMARK' and broken 'E'
constant varieties NH or mint (Mi.35I/II), 12pf single usage cover registered from Kiel signed twice
and 5pf/8pf combo on commercial cover registered from Hamburg, then the posthorn overprints 1pf
to 80pf band and network types and 2pf to 84pf band and network, all four sets complete used and all
signed, followed by two pages with dozens of posthorn errors and varieties again mostly signed incl.
several ovpt printed on reverse, inverted ovpts incl. on 40pf network NH, workers issues with many
inverts incl. inverted/normal se-tenant pairs, etc., other highlights are buildings perforation errors incl.
scarce 90pf cathedral imperf double print, 1946 general allied numerals se-tenants and varieties, etc,,
mostly F-VF; a highly recommended viewing of an important collection

2000

GERMANY - POST WW II ALLIED OCCUPATION SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. an extensive
holding of the posthorn overprints with 100s of stamps featuring array of shades and varieties (many
signed) in a stock book, starts with the "Band" overprint with misplaced and inverted bands, 12pf, 24pf
and 30pf examples with offset of ovpt on reverse NH, excellent shades including 6pf Mi#37Id NH (4),
#47Ie NH (2) and used, 8pf #38Iaa NH and used (5), etc. through to the 60pf with shades used, also
variety of overprint flaws, the "Network" overprints numerous shades 12pf Gray double ovpt (many
signatures), about fifty of the 60pf with the range of shades, etc, some dubious as usual, mostly F-VF;
please inspect carefully.

1000

GERMANY - ALLIED ZONES SPECIALIZED HOLDING. of 1500+ mint and used stamps in a large
stock book, starting strongly with the posthorn overprints on workers issues, including band and network
sets NH, assorted inverted ovpts and other varieties, then studies of the band and network posthorns on
numeral issues, buildings incl perf varieties and 24pf Red imperforate NH, NH sets for 1949 Hannover
Fair, Cycling, Goethe, etc, mostly F-VF; a very useful holding that will benefit from a careful viewing

400

*/** 3

*/** 3

GERMANY - FRENCH ZONE
4509

*3

GERMANY - SAAR plus POST WW II FRENCH ZONE COLLECTION. nicely filled set of Scott pages
with numerous premium incl Saar 1-17 used (less 80pf), 35 used, 86-87 used, 83 used, 99-116 used, 12035 used, 139-54 mint, B61-74 mint, B75 used, B76-81 mint, C1-11 used, C12 mint, French Zone 5N1-40
used, 5N41-46 NH, 5NB1-4 mint, 5NB5-14 NH, 6N30-38 used, 6NB1-2 used, 8N28-37 used, 8NB1-4 mint,
etc., some dubious cancels as usual, generally F-VF; Scott $2,900+

300

GERMANY - SOVIET ZONE
4510

4511

4512

4513

SOVIET ZONE COLLECTION. an attractive primarily mint collection in a well filled Lighthouse
album and with better S/S incl Thuringia 1945 Christmas on both grey and white carton (NH) papers,
Thuringia Bridge S/S, Theater S/S on both papers, also noticed good range of Bezirks to high values,
Goethe S/S (2), Saxony West and East incl watermark varieties and the latter with 1945 12pf in cyrillic
signed twice and extensive studies of the subsequent different papers on the numerals and watermarks,
etc, additional Brandenburg and Mecklenburg -Vorpommen incl both Leipzig S/S, etc., mostly F-VF; a
far better collection of this most popular area than usually seen

1500

* 3 6 RUSSIAN ZONE COLLECTION, extensive collection of 100s of mint, used, covers, postal stationery,
multiples, etc. plus a specialized group of approx 975 "HOP" overprints neatly arranged on pages and
incl numerous reference forgeries, nicely enhanced with some varieties, better include (Michel numbers)
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 20-22 NH, 23-25 tied on presentation card, East Saxony 41 single, pair and
block "mint" forgeries (each single in the block with "Richter" handstamp), West Saxony Block 5Xa mint
(2), Block 5Ya mint (2), General Occupation 198 VII NH, 199 I NH, 220 U pair NH signed Weigelt BPP,
234-38 set on philatelic cover, 240 I NH, 241 III NH, Block 6 NH (2), etc., usual mixed condition and with
some forgeries and reprints as usual, mostly F-VF, excellent foundation collection

500

RUSSIAN ZONE COLLECTION, mostly "HOP" issues on pages with majority signed by GPSY or BPP
expert, notables include (Michel numbers) General Issues A 195 DD I NH in pair with normal (Weigelt
cert), Block 6 mint and used, better HOP of districts 3, 16, 20, 29, 36, 37, 38, etc., also includes a starter
collection of mostly mint sets and singles, postal cards, etc. for Saxny, East Saxony, Berlin-Brandenburg,
West Saxony, Thuringen, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF, substantial catalog value

400

GERMANY - SOVIET ZONE and DDR COLLECTION. substantial stock book with 1500-2000+ stamps
and S/S featuring much parallel mint and used and virtually all different, including useful Saxony/
East/ West Saxony Numerals and Shields, Besetzungs ovpts on workers series mint (some NH) and used,
1949 Goethe S/S NH, NH, 1951 DEBRIA S/S mint and used, Mao used, Karl Marx Year S/S perf and
imperf S/S NH, etc. and continuing virtually complete mint as well as used through to the 1964 DDR
15th Anniversary miniature sheet mint and used, generally F-VF; attractive quality throughout

250

*/** 3

*3

*3
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LotNo

4514

Start Price

*3

SOVIET ZONE and EAST GERMANY COLLECTION. well-filled collection of approx. 1000 mint
and used in a Ka-Be album, including Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, a range of Bezirk handstamps, East
Germany better 1950s sets, incl 1951 Mao complete used on piece, etc, generally F-VF

150

GERMANY - BERLIN
4515

3

BERLIN USED COLLECTION. highly complete in mounts on quadrille or Scott pages, most postally
used though some later period cto noted, the only item appearing to be missing is thee 1949 Currency
Reform S/S, most appear genuine but, as usual, some dubious cancels/ overprints may be found,
generally F-VF; Scott to 1956 $4,450+

500

4516

*/**

BERLIN MINT COLLECTION to 1978. comprehensive mint collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album
and virtually all NH, black Berlins with signatures, red Berlins with sheet marginal high values, UPU NH,
the 1949 Definitives, Currency Reform set plus S/S, etc., also an occasional used tucked behind the mint
example, generally F-VF

500

BERLIN USED COLLECTION. extensive used collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album sporting no
empty spaces thru 1990 (no S/S), including 1948 Black ovpts complete all signed Becker, the Red ovpts
again all signed Becker including two of the 2M top value, 1949 UPU, 1949 Goethe complete, Currency
Reform complete, all the "Bells", 1953 Church Rebuilding, as well as better later material including setenants, coils and tete-beche pairs, etc., F-VF

400

BERLIN ASSORTMENT of 100s and 100s in a stock book, including Berlin black overprints with the
1M bright brownish olive shade (Mi 17a) mint and mint NH each signed Schlegel, some duplication in
later issues, majority NH, F-VF

200

BERLIN COLLECTION, 1948/90. mostly mint in a Set of Scott pages with the only item missing being
the 1949 Currency Reform S/S, mixed mint and used through the 1949 Landmarks issue and mint
thereafter with majority NH from the 1960s on, earlier NH include 1952 Olympics, 1953 Workers, 1954
7pf-70pf Buildings, etc., generally F-VF

150

4517

4518
4519

3

*/**

*/** 3

4520

6

BERLIN 1950/55 ISSUES OFFICIAL FDC ASSORTMENT WITH BONUS. 34 mostly different official
cacheted unaddressed FDC, includes 9N17 (2; one is addressed), 9N61-63, 9N68+Germany B314 combo,
9N69 (addressed), 9N71+73, 9N80, 9N81-83, 9N84-83, 9N99-100, 9NB4-5, 9NB6-7, 9NB8, 9NB9, etc.,
bonus of 60 1956/61 "Erstaggsblatt", F-VF; Michel for FDC alone €4,500+ (see online scans)

75

4521

**

BERLIN MINT NH ACCUMULATION, 1957/90. sets, singles, multiples, etc., near complete for the
period incl charity issues all neatly arranged in pages from a stock book, NH, PO fresh and F-VF

50

EAST GERMANY
4522

** 3 6 EXCEPTIONAL DDR OFFICIALS COLLECTION several hundred stamps including dozens of covers
in a Schaubek album assembled by a very knowledgeable specialist; an in-depth study of the hammer and
compasses types, with varieties galore identified by Michel, the mint sets being pristine never hinged,
as well as similar detail on the "zentraler kurier dienst" parcel officials, both long types and the larger
ZKD issues appearing very comprehensive; the excellent postal history shows many commercial single
uses and combinations of both the regular officials and the parcel officials; generally fresh and F-VF; this
collection will be extremely rewarding for anyone putting in the time to study

750

*3

DDR and SOVIET ZONE HOLDING thousands of mint and used in a large stockbook and loaded
with interesting material incl Bezirks, SBZs incl. Falkensee, Glauchau, Gorlitz, Grossraschen, etc,
"Deutschlands Verderber" ovpt multiples, lots of SBZ overprints with flaws and varieties, useful early DDR
mint and used sets, through officials and parcel post officials, etc., generally F-VF with great potential.

500

4524

*/**

EAST GERMANY COLLECTION to 1959. well filled Lighthouse album often with duplication of the better
sets from the early 1950s, overwhelmingly NH or used often with NH and used single each, generally F-VF

300

4525

*/**

EAST GERMANY MINT COLLECTION. several hundred mint stamps, most if not all NH, in an Abria
album missing only a few sets and incl premium early issues, generally fresh and F-VF

150

4526

*/** 3

EAST GERMANY COLLECTION to 1991. mix of mint, used and cto in 2 Scott albums, better early
issues include 58-67 mint, 71-81 used, B21a mint, etc., generally F-VF

75

4527

*/** 3

EAST GERMANY BALANCES. pages from five different collections plus some stock sheets, sparse
for the 1950s and with good deal of NH for the 1960s/80s incl some S/S, some overlap between the
collections (mostly 1970s), mostly F-VF

50

4523

GERMANY - FOREIGN OFFICES
4528

*3

GERMANY - FOREIGN OFFICES COLLECTION. on Scott pages with handful of better as Offices in
China 52-56 mint, Morocco 46-57 mint, Turkey 8-12 used, 47-52 used, etc., also includes a handful of
German Colonies issues, generally F-VF; Scott $750+

374

75

Collections
LotNo

4529
4530

Start Price

*3

*3

GERMAN FOREIGN OFFICES and COLONIES COLLECTION. many 100s in a set of Lighthouse pages and
replete with better as (mint unless otherwise noted) Offices in China 36b (thinned), Morocco 11-18, 33-42, Turkey
1, 52 used, Cameroun 18 used, Caroline Isl 5, German East Africa 5-5a used, 19-21, 31-34, Kiauchau 22, Mariana Isl
29, Marshall Isl 13-25, Togo 6 used, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, nice basis for continuation

1000

GERMANY - FOREIGN OFFICES and COLONIES COLLECTION. mostly mint on Scott pages and incl
some of the post-German British or French occupation issues, includes (mint unless otherwise noted)
Offices in China 1-6, 2a-4a, 24-34, 47-56, Morocco 1-6, 45-57, Turkey 1-3 used, 8-22, 47-54, Cameroun
1-6,20-25, 130-46, German East Africa 6-10, 20-21, 31-41, German SW Africa 26-34, Kiauchau 10-18, 20,
Samoa 51-56, Togo 176-92, etc., generally F-VF

200

GERMAN OFFICES IN TURKEY
4531

*5 3

GERMANY - OFFICES IN TURKEY SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. mostly used in mounts on pages and
incl nice array of forerunners with a couple North German Confederation issues incl Mi NV 17-18 (latter with
Jaschke-Lantelme cert), Germany used Turkey incl 1872 issue, "Pfennig" and "Pfennige" issues, 1884 issue
reprints, 1889 2½pi on 50pf brownish red (Mi 10a, Hollmann kurzbefund), 1900 10pa-25pi Surcharges used,
1900 5pi, 10pi (cert) Type II overprints used, 1905 10pa-25pi Surcharges (less 1¼pi), 1908 25c-100c mint,
following this main collection is an additional 13 pages of used singles, some covers, etc. with variety of cancels
from Constantinopel, Jaffa, Smyrna, Jerusalem, Beirut, etc., generally F-VF, ideal for the specialist

2000

4532

6

GERMAN MILITARY MISSION IN TURKEY IN WW I - AVIATION RELATED UNITS POSTAL
HISTORY. 20 covers/ cards neatly arranged and annotated (in French) on exhibit pages and incl 13
additional "waiting to be mounted" covers and cards, wide range of cancels (incl bilinguial), frankings
(some unfranked), markings, cachets, etc from various units as meteorologica, observation, balloon
units, seaplane division, etc., generally Fine or better, a rare assemblage with many covers just a few
examples known from that unit

1000

GERMAN MILITARY MISSION IN TURKEY IN WW I POSTAL HISTORY. 30 (most unfranked)
covers or cards with variety of different unit cachets, cancels, markings, etc., note Feldpost, Seepost and
bilingual cancels, various censor marks, etc., generally Fine, quite scarce and ideal for the specialist

750

GERMAN OFFICES IN TURKEY MINT COLLECTION. 34 stamps in Lighthouse hingeless pages incl
12, 13-20 NH, 21 NH (2 shades), 22, 23 regum, 24B NH, 25-27 NH, 32-38 NH, 39, 40 NH, 46 NH, 49 NH,
58-59 NH, F-VF

250

4533
4534

6

*/**

GERMAN COLONIES
4535

3

ADVANCED GERMAN COLONIES USED COLLECTION. condition-conscious "collector's collection"
of quality used 1st issue Kaiser's Yacht issues including plenty of the high values with some on cover,
many are signed and showing a wide array of well-struck cancels, some of the highlights include German
New Guinea 1900 set complete, German East Africa 1901 complete with 2r "on the nose" Lindi on
piece signed, 3r used at Bagamoyo signed, German South-West Africa 1901 complete incl. Okahandja
postmarks, Cameroun 1900 complete incl. Plantation cds on 25pf and 50pf, the 5mk used at Duala
signed, Caroline Islands 1900 complete with all the high values signed, Kiauchau to $2½, Mariana Islands
1901 complete with Saipan cancels, the 5m on piece signed three times, Marshall Islands 1901 complete
with high values all signed, the 3m tied on piece by Nauru cds signed twice, plus an extra 1m example
on registered cover, Samoa 1900 complete incl 5m corner margin tied on piece by scarce Mulifanua
cds, Togo with all the high values on piece tied by Agome Palime postmarks signed multiple times, etc.,
generally F=VF or better; a very pleasing collection with Michel value about €10,000

2000

4536

6

GERMAN COLONIES PICTURE POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT. 50 mint/ used (one with a Lagos franking)
show range of views - town scenes, people, military, countryside, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

250

GERMAN COLONIES - Kiauchau
4537

53

KIAUCHAU USED COLLECTION, 1900/19. the "Yacht" issues in mounts on pages and good deal
complete for period, includes (Michel numbers) 1-17 (1M-5M minor faults), 18-25, 27A (pinhole), 2837, etc., also a couple of pages with additional duplicates showing some shades and different cancels,
usual mixed condition, most F-VF

200

GERMANY - PLEBISCITES
4538

*3

GERMANY - PLEBISCITE REGIONS plus DANZIG and SAAR. mostly mint on Scott pages with (mint
unless otherwise noted) Allenstein complete, Danzig incl 1-30, 193-99, 241-54, B1-32 incl B21a, C1-30, J1-42,
Marienwerder 32-53, Memel incl Lithuanian occupation issues, Saar 1-18, 39, 85-154, B1-14, B16-60, post
WW II complete (less the Flood Relief S/S), etc., some minor faults/ few regums, etc. but generally F-VF

375

400

Collections

GUATEMALA

LotNo

4539

4540

*3

3

Start Price

SPECIALIZED GUATEMALA COLLECTION. about 200 mint and used early issues on exhibition pages
starting with the 1871 coat of arms issue including imperforate examples of all four values almost all
with gum, corner sheet blocks of four and six of the #1, plate varieties including on 5c tete-beche pair
unused with small faults, the thin and thick numerals types on the 10c, as well as imperf proofs incl
block of four printed both sides, the 1875 third issue with both mint and genuine used examples, 1879
"Indian Woman" issues incl watermarked examples, useful Quetzals with multiples and plate studies,
1881 provisional surcharges incl 20c on 2r rose used, etc.; accompanied by interesting collateral and
reference material including the 1867 bogus 5c Ship "first issue" and forgeries, generally F-VF; excellent
for the Guatemala specialist

1000

GUATEMALA USED ACCUMULATION. well over 1500 stamps, the majority from the 19th century,
especially the 1886 National Emblem issues; there is excellent postmark variety on this earlier material,
usual mixed condition, VG-VF; viewing highly recommended

300

HUNGARY
4541

*3

HUNGARY HOLDING. a two-volume holding of thousands of stamps from first issues to 1930s, with particular
strength in the 19th century postmarks as well as the WW I occupation overprints (some dubious as alwways);
much of this collector's material remains in glassine envelopes with watermarks identified plus some still
unsorted, however even on the postmark studies you will find that the vast majority of the stamps have been
identified by perforation with pencil on the reverse; we note Austrian classics used in Hungary, Franz Josef
1871 issues incl. lithographed 3k light green used (short perf) nevertheless unusually well-centered and very
attractive for this scarce stamp, followed by an exceptional range of postmarks on the envelope issues with page
after page of well-struck cancels, including sections for Slovakia, Croatia, Serbia, Ruthenia, etc. as well as lettered
Budapest postmarks A through Z, likewise the numeral types 1 to 90, etc. This clearly originated as a native oldtime specialised collection before being stashed wholesale into the glassine envelopes, then partially re-displayed
in more recent times. Better perf/ wmk combos are highly likely among the several hundred examples on the
envelope issues. The same goes for the Turul issues, though most of these remain in glassines. In the second
volume there is much back of the book including hundreds of organised WWI occupation issues with plenty of
signatures, incl. Debrecen 25f blue Charles with black ovpt x3 all signed, 1st Transylvania (Kolozsvar) 1L on 25f
ultra and 1L on 1k semi-postals, comprehensive Serbian occupations, etc, etc. Enormous potential here for the
Hungary specialist, with finds a certainty! Please inspect carefully. Ex-Rothschild.

1500

4542

*3

HUNGARY CORNUCOPIA thousands of mint and used stamps covering most periods, with heavy
specialization throughout with a few thousand revenues, BOB, ephemera, and a plethora of stamps with
most of the used collected for cancels (many better and on better stamps here) and with the earlies
showing a lot of better perf varieties, covers and ppcs, and with much of a specialist nature that must be
viewed to be really appreciated.

800

4543

*3

HUNGARY COLLECTION to 1930s. charming old-time collection of several hundred stamps on wellfilled homemade pages, starting with an excellent showing of lithographed and engraved first issue
types complete plus extra shades, further pages of Franz Josef head varieties incl shades and postmarks;
followed by the first newspaper issues in similar depth, the 1870/80s Crown of St. Stephen issues with
extensive varieties of perf and watermark, especially the latter with page after page of series sorted by
wmk reading up and down, "r" of "Kr" inverted etc. as well as other varieties incl "1" printed separately
perf 11½ used (#22ij), etc., the early issues of the 20th century, the Turul and Franz Josef issues in
detail incl 1904/05 types with mint and/or used high values, the 1908/13 types complete mostly mint
including the top values (#82/83), as well as varieties incl offsets, proofs, 1918 1k.50f inverted surcharge
airpost mint (signed), etc. usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF

750

HUNGARY "OLD-TIME" COLLECTION. hundreds of 1919 issues, virtually all different mint written up
the old fashioned way in ink in an album, including excellent Romanian Occupations; highlights include
complete Szeged issues with key stamps signed incl 5k and 10k Parliament (#11N12/13), 20f Dark brown
and 20f Gray brown Koztarsasag ovpts (#11N27/28), 20f Brown 'Magyar Posta' (#11N34), etc. as well as
the newspaper stamp with inverted ovpt.; then Transylvania with first and second type ovpts on the long
Turul semi-postals complete, again signed (5NB1/5NB13, 6NB1/6NB11), as well as better postage dues
including the scarce first Transylvania 1b Green and red signed (#5NJ2), etc, a few dubious as usual but
much more here to investigate, a most attractive collection, assembled many decades ago, a joy to view.

750

HUNGARY "BACK OF THE BOOK" NON-SCOTT-LISTED ASSORTMENT exciting array of non-Scottlisted material in a circuit book, well over 700 mint and used stamps showing an impressive variety of
the semi-official, provisional and private 'P' and 'T' handstamps for postage due purposes, applied to the
Harvester and Charles/ Zita issues; includes scarce used examples of many of these types as well as lots of
"sets" in mint blocks of four (usually mounted on selvage only) with dozens of different overprint series
in this format; for example diagonal blue 'Porto', diagonal 'Porto' in boxes and lozenges, surcharges
including large numerals and 'filler' values in circled 'Porto', as well as 'P' in seven-bar oval, 'T' in several
different sizes both plain and in circles, triangles and lozenges, etc. F-VF; these items rarely encountered
in such a huge opportunity for the Hungarian specialist.

500

4544

4545

*

*3
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4546

*

HUNGARY MINT COLLECTION. extensive collection with hundreds of sets and S/S in a hingeless
album (just two empty spaces) for issues from 1943 thru 1960s; includes the 1945 surcharges, Roosevelt
Memorial S/S and other S/S of the 1940s. generally fresh and F-VF

300

4547

6

HUNGARY 1938/44 COVERS ASSORTMENT. over 80 covers, stationery and cards with variety of censor
markings, registry uses and featuring a wide array of different town cancels, usual mixed condition but
an overall Fine and useful selection

250

4548

6

1938/43 HUNGARY LIBERATION PERIOD COVERS ASSORTMENT. approx 115 covers postmarked
in towns liberated from Czechoslovakia, Romania and Yugoslavia (though given back post-WW II),
includes variety of frankings incl S/S, uses, postal stationery, etc., good number philatelic, usual mixed
condition, F-VF (see online scans)

200

4549

** 3

HUNGARY IMPERFORATES COLLECTION, 1950s/60s. desirable range of S/S, mini-sheets, blocks,
etc. in pages form a stock book with numerous colorful topicals and some premium issues, some cto or
on FDC, generally fresh and VF; Scott $1,500+

100

ICELAND
4550

*3

ICELAND COLLECTION. attractive old-time quality mint and used collection on vintage album pages,
virtually complete from #1 through 1908 issues with far better quality than usual for collections of this
era; classics start with 1873 2sk ultra used signed (#1), 3sk gray used (#5), 4sk carmine mint (#2), 8sk
brown used (#3) and the 16sk yellow mint with rich color and well-centered for this issue (#7); then
skilling officials incl. 8sk lilac used (#O2) followed by aurar values with the 5a blue perf 14x13½ used
with "on the nose" Rejkjavik cds (#9), 40a green mint (#14), 1882s with 50a and 100a mint (#19/20),
1897 'prir' ovpts mint (#32, #33A), over a dozen Gildi ovpts incl 3a yellow used and mint (2) one with the
broken 'D' (#49), Christian IX 1902/04 to mint 5k (#34/44B), 1907/08 double portraits to 2k used, etc,
probably a few "sliders" as usual bur an overall quality collection; owner's catalog in the order of $15,000
for cheapest types; please inspect to appreciate this excellent collection.

1500

4551

*3

ICELAND COLLECTION, 1873/1989. mostly used on Scott pages, begins with mostly used Numerals
incl skilling values, 1904 5k Christian IX mint, assorted "I GILDI" overprints, 1930 50a-10k Millenary
mint, 1939-40 NY World's Fair mint, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, nice foundation collection

75

INDONESIA
4552

**

INDONESIA 1948/49 ISSUES MINT COLLECTION of sets, singles and S/S in mounts on pages,
includes airmails, officials and premium as 60, 65c imperf with "RIS" overprint, 70-90 (less 81), 117, 119,
C13-18, etc., NH, F-VF; Scott $1,500+

250

IRAN
4553

*/** 3

EXCELLENT IRAN COLLECTION to 1960s. over 1000 mint and used stamps from first issues on in a
well filled album with pages printed by Farahbaksh & Sons, Tehran; collection starts with a dozen imperf
lions with highlights including 1870 4s unused (#3), 1875 8s Green used (2; #14), 1878 5k Gold lion used
(#37), the early Shahs complete used, 1881 lithographed suns used (#47/49), the 1882/84 set to 10fr used
(#53/59), followed by most of the "Officiel" surcharges incl. mint 8c on 50c (#72), 1898 Mozaffar-eddin
originals set mint (#104/119), the Ornament ovpts used (#120/135), 1899 set mint (#136/151), 1900
control handstamps incl. 3c mint (#154) and 4c mint (#163), better 1902 "Provisoire" ovpts, etc, through
to the red lion ovpts types I and II both to 50kr used (#257, #290), the "P.L.TEHERAN" handstamps incl.
both types of the red overprint (#315a, #318), the 1903 blue lions used (#321/340), etc., other premium
noted in the 20th century include the key 4k and 50k of the 1907/09 Mohammed-Ali set mint (#439,
#445), the 1924 and 1925 issues overprinted with value are all originals mint (#681/684, #687/695),
gold ovpts mint (#697/702), 1926 "Regne de Pahlavi" incl. 5kr and 10kr mint (#719/720), 1928 and
1929 airpost overprints on revenues complete mint with top values NH (#C17/C21, #C29/C33), 1929
Coronation mint (#744/759), 1930 Airposts and "Iran" ovpt sets mint (#C34/C67), better 1935 "Postes
Iraniennes" ovpts, through to high catalog sets of the 1950s NH, etc. usual mixed condition with some
reprints/ forgeries as often though not as prevalent in this as in other collections, VG-VF, viewing a must

377

2500
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LotNo

4554

4555

Start Price

*3

*/**

IRAN EXTRAORDINARY ACCUMULATION. of many thousands of stamps from the 19th century to
1930s intensely crammed in a bulging and battered stockbook and organized roughly chronologically
but nevertheless quite a chaotic presentation as there are so many stamps on the page, especially the
first page which has hundreds of 1870s and 1880s issues, including Nasr-ed-Din 1880 1s mint and three
mint examples of the 2s, huge postmark interest with ideal cds strikes incl. purple Schiras (Shiraz),
dozens of 1881 lithographed suns incl. 5c and 10c mint, 25c green used with blue postmark, 1882
engraved suns stuffed with genuine to 25c green mint, followed by the 1882/84 franc issues again with
outstanding postmarks and incl. mint 10s, 50c gray and 1fr, used 50c buff and orange, etc. Then the
1885/87 surcharges incl. mint 8c on 50c gray, etc, through to the 1890s and early 20th century overprints
and surcharges, here with highlights including 1897 set complete mint and used, as well as 2k on 5k
mint block of four, the 1899 50k violet ornament ovpt mint, 1900 violet handstamps, 1902 "provisoire"
ovpts complete used plus many extra mint and used, the same ovpt on CHAHIS/KRANS plus red and
blue lion overprint galore, among which type I 50kr mint and type II 3c used, the 1903 12ch blue/
purple surcharges with several of each, diagonal "1 CHAI", "P.L.Teheran" and many others. Further
interesting areas are the "officiel" and "Relais" overprints, airpost overprints from 1927 onwards, etc,,
some dubious/ reprints as usual bur overall F-VF; an exciting holding with enormous catalog on genuine
issues alone and no doubt many discoveries to be made.

2000

IRAN "INVERTED CENTERS" HOLDING. almost 500 inverts (duplication) from virtually all from the
1915 set incl blocks and multiples plus a 3kr sheetlet of five and also some printed on both sides varieties,
also includes 1993 60r Flower (5), mostly F-VF

750

4556

*3

IRAN COLLECTION, 1876/1937. couple hundreds on old-time pages, note 55-56 used, 441-45 cto, etc.
plus the usual assortment of reprints and forgeries, mostly F-VF

250

4557

**

IRAN 1960s/70s MINTS SETS STOCK. 1000s of mint sets mostly from the 1960s and '70s stacked in
envelopes in multiple format from a new issue supplier of that time, NH, F-VF, substantial retail value

150

ISRAEL
4558

*/** 6 ISRAEL MINT COLLECTION. collection in a Habul hingeless album from 1949-78, continuation of
collection on Scott pages 1979-97 and loose in glassines to 2010, fairly complete from mid-1950s but
some 1949-55 issues as well, also some first day covers

300

4559

*/**

ISRAEL MINT COLLECTION. mostly never hinged collection beautifully mounted in Minkus albums,
less a few key items but still very worthwhile, generally Very Fine

150

4560

*/** 3

ISRAEL ACCUMULATION. collection balances, stock books, etc. in 13 binders plus small group of
presentation folders, all in all many 100s of mint, used, tabs, S/S, etc., a handful of premium issues with
majority post 1960s, also note bit of early Palestine, usual mixed condition with some light toning/gum
disturbances on some, VG-VF

100

4561

*/**

ISRAEL TAB COLLECTION four volume mint collection of tabs in White Ace albums incl 1948 New
Year, Tabul S/S, also includes C9-17 (C16 selvedge adhered to reverse), J1-6 singles NH, plus several
more in the $25 to $50 range, fairly complete from 1950/78 with vast majority NH, F-VF

60

ISRAEL NH COLLECTION 1949/61. on White Ace pages, includes 1-9 (1000m no fingerprints), 16,
35-36 and 46-47 with tabs, C16 with tab (fingerprints); vast majority with tabs from about the mid-1950s
(some earlier with short tabs), generally F-VF, a clean and attractive collection

40

4562

*/** 3
6

ITALIAN STATES
4563

4564

*/(*) 3 ITALIAN STATES COLLECTION. well over 100 classics, mint, unused and used (typical assortment of
forgeries and reprints) on Yvert pages including (used unless otherwise stated) Sardinia 1851 20c Blue
(#2), 40c Rose (#3) both signed, 1853 embossed 20c Blue (#5), 1854 embossed issues, a very attractive
trio with the scarce 40c with neat cds and signed, 1855 Emmanuel heads with shades and postmarks, incl
5c Myrtle green, 10c Grey and Grey brown, 40c with full lozenge cancel of Marseille (France) on piece,
80c shades light and dark orange, etc.; Naples with an attractive range of 1861 and 1862 mint/ unused
to 80c, etc.; also a full page of Roman States, Lombardy-Venetia including the scarce 1865 2s Yellow perf
9½ used (#20); typical very mixed condition, VG-VF; huge catalog value

750

*/(*) 3 ITALIAN STATES COLLECTION with useful sections of mostly used on pages, includes Tuscany (41
mostly used), Two Sicilies (19 mostly used), Modena (17 mostly used), Parma (9 used or forgeries),
Roman States assortment of perfed glazed paper reprints; typical very mixed condition and with reprints
and forgeries scattered throughout, VG-VF, viewing a must

500

378

Collections

LotNo

4565

ITALIAN STATES - Modena
MODENA FORGERY COLLECTION. beginning offering of a collector's lifelong reference specialist's collection
with about 400 examples all identified, including Sperati forgery on the 10c eagle newspaper stamp signed in
pencil, 5c green arms issue block of 14, the official reprints 5c, 15c, 20c, 40c and 80c with and without stops, as well
as impressive full sheets of 24 of the 15c, 20c and 40c reprints, followed by the Spiro forgeries in 'used' sheets of 25
on 1852 denominations to 1L and 1859s to 80c. A wonderful reference collection for the specialist.

Start Price

750

ITALIAN STATES - Romagna
4566

ROMAGNA FORGERY COLLECTION. issues in part sheets of 30 of which there are several hundred
stamps, identified by the Moens reprints and Fournier forgeries with mint and used examples of many
of the denominations. It is unusual to see so many reference examples in one collection, disclosing the
different settings, an opportunity for the specialist.

750

ITALIAN STATES - Roman States
4567

ROMAN STATES FORGERIES REFERENCE COLLECTION. a fascinating, highly researched
collection of reprints, forgeries and genuine including postal forgeries for comparison, methodically
presented and written-up on quadrille album pages in one old fashioned album; there are approx. 500
stamps with highlights including a wonderful section of postal forgeries on the 1852 5b and 8b issues
with both values used on piece and a 5b on cover signed Sorani, then several valuable Sperati forgeries
on the high values 50b and 1s, as well as Fournier examples and many other types, also interesting
bisects on piece, mint multiples of the 1867 imperf glazed papers inc. probable high-catalog genuine,
then the glazed paper issues studied denomination by denomination, imperf and perf, with genuine
and productions by Fournier, Usigli, Moens, Gelli-Tani, Cohn, to name but a few; a fabulous reference
collections and an invaluable resource for any serious collector or dealer of Vatican Papal States.

1500

ITALIAN STATES - Sardinia
4568

*/(*)5 SARDINIA COLLECTION of about 75 items on pages and incl some shade varieties and 6 cover fronts,
note 5-6 used, useful assortment of mostly used 1855/63 issue incl range of shades, usual mixed condition
3
incl few reprints/ dubious as usual, VG-VF, view to appreciate

300

ITALIAN STATES - Tuscany
4569

TUSCANY FORGERY COLLECTION. excellent collection of reference material on the lion and cross issues,
identified and written up on album pages, with about 250 examples including a visually stunning Fournier/
Marzocco 2 soldi lion block of 30, as well as strips and pairs of several other denominations, then Marzocco
examples both with and without denominations, plus a range of the cross issues by Fournier and Spiro, the latter in
'used' sheets of 25. This is from a lifelong collector of this area, a great opportunity for the Italian States specialist.

750

ITALIAN STATES - Two Sicilies
4570

4571

4572

TWO SICILIES - NAPLES MAGNIFICENT POSTAL FORGERIES COLLECTION. an extraordinary
collection of postal forgeries starting with five of the 2gr, twenty-three of the 10gr including ribbed paper,
as well as forty of the 20gr again including ribbed paper and a trio of one scarce used with 2 genuine
stamps on piece; a total of 68 postal forgery examples and two genuine; 19th century postal forgeries are
highly sought after and this collection is quite exceptional.

5000

TWO SICILIES - NAPLES FORGERY COLLECTION. a fascinating collection beginning with six
Sperati forgeries on the Savoy cross, followed by a proof of the same signed by Sperati in blue and the
next page a black proof again signed by Sperati; then blocks of four of all eight denominations of the
side-profile embossed issues for Neapolitan Provinces, all four margins, the ½t, ½gr, 1gr, 2gr, 5gr, 10gr,
20gr and 50gr two types, followed by further Sperati examples with the 2gr in blue and black, of which
the former has an inverted head on piece and the latter an inverted head unused. This is followed by rare
sunken composite proofs of the Naples issue official reprints in rose with ½gr and 20gr, 1g and 5gr, 10gr
and 50gr all in sunken composite pairs, etc. An outstanding collection.

1500

TWO SICILIES - SICILY FORGERY COLLECTION with POSTAL HISTORY. a fabulous range of forgeries on
the Ferdinand II heads, identified and written-up on album pages, with over 220 examples including forgeries
on cover, with very convincing work by Billig incl 50gr corner block of ten with crackled gum, Spiro forgeries in
'used' sheets of 25, plus original stampless covers with forged frankings of 20gr bisect and single franking 10gr,
20gr, and 50gr, etc. Wonderful material for the Sicily specialist, from a lifetime collector of Italian States.

1500

379
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ITALY AND ITALIAN AREA

LotNo

4573

*/**

ITALY and COLONIES ASSORTMENT. mint sets and singles incl Italy 232-38 NH, C1 NH, C5, C8-9,
C99 NH, Cyrenaica 38-42, Eritrea 3 (3), 119-28, 129-33, 175-80, B29-32, C1-6, C7-16, Somalia B29-32, F-VF
(Scott $1,713)

Start Price

250

ITALY
4574

*/** 3

ITALY COLLECTION to 1990s in 5 Lindner hingeless albums, well-filled with many hundreds of stamps;
mostly used 19th century with some premium, some early 20th century mint sets, some useful 1920s/30s
better as 1923 March (5L NH), 1930 Virgil mint (no airmails), 1934 Medal of Valor mint (no airmails),
1933 Zeppelin NH, etc., additional air mails, postage dues, special delivery, officials, parcel post, etc., vast
majority of post-1960 are NH, usual mixed condition in earlies, mostly F-VF

1500

4575

*/** 3

ITALY WORTHWHILE 20TH CENTURY COLLECTION several hundred mostly mint sets in mounts
in an old Minkus album; a considerable number of premium items (too many to list individually) but
some of the "must mention" would include 117-18, 201-10, 248-56+C23-26, 258-64, 268-79+C28-34,
280-89+C35-39, 290-305, 324-28+C62-65, 331-41+C66-72, 349-54+C79-83, 359-66, 367-76+C89-94, 48992+C127-28, C42-47, C84-88, J65-78, etc., although there are a handful of 19th century issues, this is
essentially a collection of mint 20th century issues with value concentrated in 1930s/40s; the post war
period is somewhat hit and miss with quite solid coverage after 1960 until 1984, most of the better sets are
hinged, though we did spot a never hinged item here and there while the most recent material is NH and
finally, we note a few minor condition issues, though generally F-VF; owner's 2014 Scott about $9,500.

750

4576

*/** 3

ITALY COLLECTION. to 1990s in three Lighthouse hingeless albums with some extras in a stock book,
19th century mostly used, good deal complete post-WW II with many post 1960s NH, better sets and
singles include (mint unless otherwise noted) 58-63, 115-22, 165-70 unused, 174A-G, 201-10, 1930 Virgil
Bicentenary complete, 1932 Alighieri Society complete, 1932 Garibaldi complete, 1932 March on Rome
complete, 1934 Soccer complete, 1934 Medal of Valor complete, 345-48, 1935 Bellini complete, 1937
Child Welfare complete, 1938 Empire complete, B20-38, C1-11, C27, C42-49, E1-13, etc., some pre-1940s
issues with slight gum toning and/or gum disturbances incl some slightly stuck down in the mounts,
generally F-VF, viewing a must; Scott over $7,000

500

4577

*3

ITALY COLLECTION to 1960s. several hundred mint and used stamps in a beat-up Sassone album,
many premium sets and singles especially of the popular 1920s/30s; note used 1863/77s complete (Scott
24/33), 1878 surcharged officials complete (37/44), 1921 Trieste seal (130/132), 1926 1.25L Emmanuel
III perf 11 (176a), 1926 semi-postals top values (B28/29), a nice range of the 1930s with lots of better
complete sets incl 1932 Dante (268/279), Fascist March (290/305), 1933 Holy Year (310/314), 1934
Football (324/328), 1935 Bellini (349/354), Octavianus (377/386), 1937 Artists (387/396), etc, some
typical dubious cancels as always and some occasional toning considered, please inspect

400

4578

*/** 3

ITALY MOSTLY MINT GROUP. Scott 201//1LNC7 mint and used dealer cards, comprised of 16 sets
and 10 single stamps with some NH, note 503-06 NH, 573 used (2), mostly F-VF; Scott $1,300

130

ITALY - A.M.G. / VENEZIA GIULIA
4579

*/**

ITALY; AMG-FTT COLLECTION. about 100 different in mounts and most probably all NH, mounted
on specialty pages and with Bush AMG Catalog and Handbook, better include: 14, C1-6, C7-12, C13, E14, etc, several perf and printing varieties, etc, generally VF and attractive, also includes specialized group
of AMG for Austria, Germany, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; please inspect.

50

ITALIAN COLONIES - Fiume
4580

*3

FIUME COLLECTION, 1918/24. an attractive collection with hundreds of mostly mint stamps on old
Scott pages, the overprints on Hungarian issues to 10k plus the charity issues and postage dues mint
(some dubious as usual), the 1919 issues to 10cor mint, all the surcharges 1919/20, the Valore Globale
surcharges incl. both shades on the 25c on 2L blue Dr. Grossich mint, Annunzio complete mint to
10L (#86/99), the Carnaro Arbe/Veglia ovpts and surcharges mixed mint and used (#104/133; some
dubious as usual), Governo Provvisorio ovpts mint with some signed (#134/148), Constituent Assembly
ovpts mint (#149/171), 1924 St. Vitus mint (#172/183), etc, plus semi-postals, special delivery incl the
Carnaro surcharges (#E4/E11), etc, mostly F-VF; must be viewed for proper evaluation

380

1000

Collections

JAPAN

LotNo

Start Price

4581

6

JAPAN 1940s ILLUSTRATED POSTMARKS COLLECTION. an unusual collection of 1940s illustrated postmarks
on 888 postal stationery cards - the 1.5s green and 2s brown equestrian statue types - written-up with place-names
and catalog numbers and all housed in 23 small photo albums; this appears to be a comprehensively assembled
survey of these cancels, as far as we can see all different, including Tanihama sunbathers, Yoshino warrior, Minami
Senju buddha statue, Aone, Kurisuno and Yamada skiers, Matsuyama and Tajimi ceramics, etc, etc. A trip round
Japan through these delightful miniature views, this collection would be very difficult to assemble again.

1000

4582

3

JAPAN COLLECTION to EARLY 1900s. Few hundred stamps on pages or in stock cards of which about half
are 19th century issues starting with genuine (yet beat up) 1872 perf ½s brown followed by a range of Crest
and Chrysanthemum issues through 1876/1877 on to the 1879s complete; the stock cards with assorted cancel
interest, collection continues complete from 1896 Chinese-Japanese war issues, through to 1908 and then a bit
further to the Jingo series, etc., usual mixed condition with some dubious as usual, careful inspection a must

400

*/** 3

JAPAN ACCUMULATION. 8 stock books plus some folders and envelopes with mostly post 1930s mint
sets, singles, S/S, multiples, mini-sheets, booklet panes, etc. and incl large quantity of 1960s/90s "postage"
value issues, note selections of National Parks, Philatelic Week, New Year, Letter Writing Week, Athletics,
etc. also note some related areas incl Ryukyu Islands (note better airmail sets) and Manchukuo, usual
mixed condition with some toning in pre-1940s issues, VG-VF, view to appreciate

300

JAPAN COVERS and POSTAL STATIONERY. about 100 covers and mint and used postal stationery
primarily from early 1900s/50s with some later used stationery and FDC's, including a complete set of the
1961 Flowers (JSCA C327-38); nice cancels throughout including many Foreign Mail cancels in English;
some WW II military cards, colorful frankings, ship covers; three 2nd issue used Air Letters, a 1926 cover
used in Korea, etc. Interesting group, F-VF

250

4583

4584

*6

4585

*/** 3

JAPAN COLLECTION, 1872/1994. mostly mint in five specialty albums, mostly used to 1910s (some
dubious as usual) and with better mint as 148-51, 155-58 NH, 179-87 (20s privately perfed), 190-93,
198-201, 425-32, 453a, etc., mostly complete and NH after 1960 (missing 1985-90), some toning in early
issues, mostly F-VF; Scott to 1954 $1,700+

200

4586

*/**

JAPAN SUBSTANTIAL MINT ACCUMULATION of bulging mint sheet files, stockpages, loose glassines
and more incl a few Ryukyu Islands sheets scattered throughout the mint sheet files, we found a handful
of mint material from the 1920s/40s, however virtually all the value is concentrated in mint sheets, blocks
and souvenir sheets from the 1960s/80s with a smattering of Mihon overprints strewn about, mostly NH,
generally F-VF; significant face value.

200

4587

*/** 3

ATTRACTIVE JAPAN COLLECTION IN MINKUS ALBUM an appealing mostly mint collection in mounts
in a Minkus album, rather sparse up to about 1925 when the collection becomes mostly mint and includes
an array of better items including 150-51, 227-29, 283a, 407, 422, 423, 479 NH, 505-08 strip NH, 517a, 519a,
521a NH, 580b NH plus many more in the $10 to $50 range, especially the National Parks issues, besides the
highlights mentioned above, coverage is little "hit & miss" in the 1950s until about 1960 when we encounter
a high degree of coverage from there to the end in 1983, generally fresh and F-VF

200

4588

*3

JAPAN ASSORTMENT of 100s of mostly used classic to modern period in a stock book, numerous 19th
century forgeries (but useful as reference examples), some premium, usual mixed condition, VG-VF,
viewing a must

150

4589

*/**

JAPAN ASSORTMENT. Scott 223//656 with 19 mint sets, sheets, and singles (15 NH) in dealer cards,
note 421a NH (3), 480-97 mint, also includes three promotional sheets for 1964 Tokyo Olympics and
four Nature Conservation Flower S/S of 1973; bonus of Ryukyus 190 (two sheets of 50), F-VF; Scott $977

120

4590

**

JAPAN MINT GROUP. 100s of 1960s/80s sets and singles (a handful of earlier noted) sorted into
glassines, definitives (incl some S/S, booklets and panes), commems, Parks, etc. with some better issues
as 423, 1087-87A (2), some minor duplication, nearly all NH, F-VF; Face Value in excess of ¥70,000

100

JAPAN ACCUMULATION. mint and used in envelopes and an assortment of early First Day Covers,
mint Geese & Moon noted, generally F-VF

50

4591

*/** 3
6

KOREA
4592

*/** 3

KOREA ACCUMULATON. 13 stock books of varying sizes with comprehensive (some S/S) stock of
sets and singles, mostly 1950s to late 1980s and incl some multiples and sheets of later issues, premium
galore, colorful topicals, etc. along with an assortment of mint late 1940s commems, 1951/52 Flags
singles (3 sets complete) and S/S, useful 1960s definitives and airmails NH, 1971 Flags block (2), etc.,
some with some toning issues due to poor storage but majority fresh and F-VF

750

4593

*/**

KOREA S/S ACCUMULATION. couple of stock books and an envelope of glassines filled with many many
100s of mostly NH S/S of the 1960s/80s incl some of the series sets (music, costumes, art, clothes, etc.),
includes numerous premium early issues as 1959 Athletic Meet, 1960 World Refugee Year, 1960 UPU, 1964
NY World's Fair, etc. plus 1969 Moon Landing, various world leader visits, Christmas/ New Year, etc., nearly all
NH, light to moderate duplication, a handful of tone spots, generally fresh and VF, considerable catalog value

500

381

Collections
LotNo

4594
4595

Start Price

*/**

**

KOREA ACCUMULATION. mostly 1950s/70s sets, S/S, multiples, etc., mostly in glassines, the
randomness of the group makes it difficult to precisely describe but we note numerous 1950s mint sets
(hinged), quantities of 1960s/70s S/S with duplication incl premium issues, etc., generally fresh and
F-VF, considerable catalog value and well worth careful viewing

250

KOREA 1958/83 S/S ASSORTMENT. nearly all different incl 287a-289a, 298a-300a, 552a-563a, 634a,
664a-683a, 738a-746a, 804a-805a, etc., NH, F-VF; Scott $1,850+

100

LIECHTENSTEIN
4596

*/**

LIECHTENSTEIN COLLECTION, 1912/2013. mostly NH in two Lighthouse hingeless albums and essentially
complete after 1933, better include 1912-15 5h-25h incl 25h Ultramarine, 1921 3rp-7½rp perf 9½, 1928
Anniversary, 1930 2fr perf 10½ and 11½, 1934 Vaduz S/S (slight dist gum), 1935 5fr NH, 1951 2fr, 3fr perf 14¾
NH, Airmails complete incl 1948 20rp Reddish brown sheet of nine (stamps NH), etc., F-VF, view to appreciate

3750

4597

**

LIECHTENSTEIN MINT NH COLLECTION, 1970/2008. essentially complete in three Dual hingeless
page albums, generally PO fresh and VF (Face Value about Fr1,450)

100

LUXEMBOURG
4598

*/(*) 3 LUXEMBOURG 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION. old-time quality collection of several dozen mint
and used 19th century stamps on quadrille album pages, highlights including #1 four margins used, 1859/64
Coats of Arms incl. 2c Black and 30c Lilac used, 10c Blue, 12½c Rose, 25c Brown and 40c Orange unused
with vibrant colors, lots of mint 1c shades rouletted and rouletted in color, unusual 4c Green imperfs mint
(signed) and used examples, 1871 12½c Carmine mint, 1866 37½c Bister used, 1869/72 20c Gray brown and
Yellow brown mint, 1fr mint signed Diena, etc,, followed by a wonderful range of wonderful postmarks on the
color roulette issues incl. blue cds and "PD" cancels, etc, Fine group for the specialist

1000

4599

*/(*) 3 LUXEMBOURG COLLECTION. mostly 19th century issues on stock sheets and incl numerous
certificates, highlights include (used unless otherwise noted) 1852 10c pair and strip of four, 1852 1sgr
Brown red pair, 1859 12½c Rose pair, 1859 30c Rose lilac single-franking cover, 1923 Princess Elisabeth
S/S mint plus 1878-80 1c Red Brown "OFFICIEL" overprint mint (Goebel cert), etc., usual mixed
condition but better than typically seen, mostly F-VF, view to appreciate

800

4600

*3

LUXEMBOURG COLLECTION. a two-volume collection with some pleasant duplication, much
strength in 20th century including 1935 Intellectuals mint, 1949 Charlotte S/S mint and used, 1950
War Orphans mint, 1951 United Europe sets mint, 1952 Exhibition mint, 1956-57 Europa mint, etc,
considerable substance in good sets must be viewed carefully

500

LUXEMBOURG COLLECTION, 1859/1939. on Scott pages and incl 60-69 used, B1-54 mint, B56-58
used, B60-65 NH, B86-103 mint, etc., generally F-VF; Scott just into 4-figures

150

4601

*3

MEXICO
4602

*/** 6 MEXICO EXPORTA ISSUES, 1975-1993; THE MICHAEL RHODES AWARD WINNING EXHIBITION
COLLECTION five frames (73 pages) of mint singles and multiples, covers, booklets, preliminary designs
incl pencil sketches and artist models, print varieties, inverted burelage, etc., comprehensive for the issue
(as expected) noting numerous complete sets, blocks and control blocks, perforation, color and type
varieties, etc., covers show wide range of uses and frankings, assorted destinations with scarcer and desirable
as Guatemala, Thailand, Australia, New Zealand, Tonga (just two covers to this island known - both in
this collection), Finland, Macao, etc., small town cancels, highlights include Series 1 $1.60 "La Bicicleta
Bionica" and 80c "Bionic Bull" errors with mint, used and covers (incl the unique "Bull" cover), Series 2
$2.50 airmail block NH on unwatermarked paper, Series 7 $500 burelage omitted, Series 10 $1100 with
and without burelage, Series 13 $4800 trial printing with inverted burelage, $2100 solo use to Tonga,
$2800 solo use to Finland, and more, some minor faults as expected but generally F-VF, accompanied by
numerous MEPSI certificates; an outstanding collection of these issues and ideal for continuation

2500

4603

36

MEXICO CLASSICS COLLECTION. a wonderful range of material focussing on the 1867 gothic Mexico
overprints on Hidalgo imperfs, neatly displayed and written-up with a few hundred stamps, as well as several
covers; highlights include a study of the 2r early issues without ovpt, followed by the 1r black on green incl.
double ovpt examples, a scarce used pair, two single usages on covers from the same correspondence to
Cuernavaca, etc, 2r single usage on cover to Guadalajara and postmarks outside Mexico City incl. Tulancingo
eagle and part straight-line on spectacular double pre-printing fold, followed by the 4r red on yellow with
used pair, the 8r black on red brown with several used including well-margined examples, through to the
later printings with lots of ½r gray, 1r blue incl. mint without ovpt, extensive showing of the 2r with cracked
plate lower margin example, watermarks, Benecke private roulette, missing ovpts, extra frameline examples,
two covers to Morelia and Zacatecas, etc, plus the 4r rose with well over a dozen examples again including
watermarks, without ovpts, etc., a few dubious as usual but mostly F-VF; Scott well over $10,000 not figuring
the many errors and varieties present, a great opportunity

2500

382
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4604

4605

4606

4607

4608
4609

4610

4611

*3

*3

*3

*6

3

*6

6

MEXICO EXPORTA ISSUES, ARTIST DRAWINGS and MODELS from the MICHAEL RHODES
COLLECTION. phenomenal assemblage of 20 pieces ranging from proposed designs for portions of
a stamp design - especially for a 50c Electronics and $5 Transportation issues, includes pen and ink
drawings, sketches, proposed designs on artist boards, composites, etc., a unique opportunity; view the
online scans and prepare to be impressed

2000

MEXICO "BACK OF THE BOOK" COLLECTION/ STOCK. 19th and early 20th century mail
steamer issues, officials and special deliveries, with several hundred mint and used neatly organised
on stock pages, beginning with the 1870s Porte de Mar issues including the unissued black on yellow
complete, 1875 black issues with different printings identified incl large numerals 60c (#JX24), scarce
used examples and district overprints, etc, followed by Hidalgo officials including interesting cancels,
handstamp official ovpts with first watermark series to 12c mint, used to 50c, unwatermarked issues incl.
20c mint (#O48), 1900 50c mint (#O56), 1910 3c orange brown double ovpt through 5p mint (#O74),
1911 1c violet inverted ovpt through 5p mint (#O85), 1918 30c mint and used (#O118), etc, all the way
to 1927/28 10p mint signed (#O194), special deliveries from mint #E1 onwards, etc,, mostly F-VF; will
catalog several thousand dollars however there is much scarce material here outside the scope of Scott.

1000

MEXICO "BACK OF THE BOOK" COLLECTION. two-volumes with well over 700 stamps, mint and
used, virtually all different excepting a few multiples, with some premium material present; the first book
concentrates on the classic revenues, with eagle type federal tax issues of 1890/94 to 5 pesos, 1897 to 5
pesos, lots of town ovpts on types from 1898 thru revolution period, then wonderful large Hidalgo issues
for 1879, documents/books inc. large 1880 10 pesos red and black and 1881 10 pesos blue and black,
as well as precious metals, textiles, extensive internal revenues, tobacco, etc, plus scarce locals. In the
second book there are studies of express stamps, registration, certification labels, further scarce locals
this time officials with an excellent showing of the different types, as well as revolution period 'transitorio'
eagle issues on cover and other postal history. Please inspect, an enjoyable lot to study and research.

750

MEXICO 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION. old time collection of well over 100 19th century
Hidalgo issues displayed methodically by district numbers on large quadrille pages, firstly with the 1870
issues ranging from districts 1 through 61, followed by the 1878/83 overprints for districts 1 through
54, with the majority of numbers represented including attractive colored district names, including red
Zacatecas, blue and purple Toluca, blue Tehuaca, blue Orizaba, blue and red Durango, blue Chiapas,
etc, usual mixed condition, generally F-VF

500

MEXICO POSTAL STATIONERY GROUP. approx 75 mostly 19th century mint envelopes and cards,
majority of the entires with a printed frank of Wells Fargo (different types), Express Nacional Mexicano
or Express Hidalgo incl used examples of each, majority with Hidalgo or numeral indicia, usual mixed
condition but overall Fine or better, viewing highly recommended

350

MEXICO REVENUES and BACK OF THE BOOK ISSUES COLLECTION. an excellent range of well
over 300 early revenues and back of the book on quadrille album pages with just a few duplicates, incl
documents revenues with 1874/85 large forward facing Hidalgos, documents with a range of district
names, through 1876/77, 1878 and 1879 series incl. 1878 25c green with reversed value cliche upper left,
followed by many more documents series up to 1910, Renta Interior issues from the 1890s onwards, again
to 1910, as well as Contribucion Federal 1876 large Hidalgo type and many 1890s types, very attractive
large Customs issues with dozens from 1885 through 1890s, etc, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, a very
interesting collection with many scarce items present

300

MEXICO - POSTAL STATIONERY ASSORTMENT. approx 270 mixed mint and used postal cards,
envelopes, letter cards, excellent assortment of airmail cards and envelopes from the beginning incl used,
telegram letter sheets, etc., good number of the used items uprated with stamps, note Architecture and
Archaeologist issues, some Exporta, illustrated letter cards, etc., generally F-VF, need some organization
but an ideal collection on which to expand

250

MEXICO - EXPORTA ISSUE COVERS ACCUMULATION. approx 460 covers with vast array of
frankings incl multiples and mixed issue and single frankings, uses incl registry, destinations in Europe
(incl Scandinavia), USA, Latin America, etc., includes good number of oversized envelopes along with
commercial and some personal covers, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate

150

4612

6

MEXICO - 20th/21st CENTURY COVERS ACCUMULATION. includes approx 100 "Conserva" issue
covers plus a few fragments with variety of frankings and uses, destinations incl USA, various European
countries, note single frankings to Nepal, Japan and Uruguay, cover to Pakistan, etc., balance of the
group about 180 mostly mid-20th century covers and cards with wide range of definitive, commem and
airmail issues frankings (incl numerous Architecture and Archaeology issues), some oversized envelopes
plus range of commercial and personal uses, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

100

4613

*6

MEXICO POSTAL STATIONERY. group of 25 mint and used postal stationery plus a cover, including
five with WW II censored markings; interesting selection with nice cancels, generally F-VF

50

383

Collections

MONACO

LotNo

4614

*3

MONACO COLLECTION to 1970s 100s of mostly mint (majority NH) from 1885 issues on, hundreds
of sets and singles in a large stockbook, starting with a nice range of 19th century including Charles III
2c and 10c, Prince Albert incl. 5fr Rose on green (2 - one with "0" millesime) through to 1920 ovpt semipostals to 1fr, 1939 semi-postals complete, Red Cross surcharge souvenir sheets perf and imperf, etc,
generally fresh and F-VF, nice foundation collection

Start Price

500

NETHERLANDS
4615

*3

NETHERLANDS COLLECTION to 1913. desirable mint and used collection on vintage album pages
rom the 19th century to 1913 including 1891/96 Wilhelmina higher values complete to 5g used, 1898
Wilhelminas complete used to 5g Orange incl. two types on the 1g, followed by the 1913 Royal Portraits
complete mint (fresh colors - the 10g NH margin single), also lots of postage dues incl 1907 surcharges
used, the top value mint and signed, etc, a charming old collection with excellent quality throughout,
please inspect.

1000

NICARAGUA
4616

4617

4618

4619

3

*/(*)

3

*3

NICARAGUA SPECIALIZED 1st ISSUE USED COLLECTION. old-time collection of postmarks on the
first issues neatly arranged on quadrille album pages, well over 300 stamps including wide range of
cancels including some elusive, highlights include a systematic study of the circular town cancels from
the extensive numeral town types presented methodically incl 7-Leon type b, 10-Ocotal, 11-Matagalpa,
12-Jinotega, purple 13-San Juan del Norte, etc. followed by a study of cds types including Panama transit,
Paquebot, steamships, etc. as well as dozens of fancy cancels including further numerals, stars and crosses
in red, black and blue, target cancels, grids, scarce negative cds cancels, manuscripts, etc., generally Fine
or better; assembled decades ago and offered intact as received

1500

NICARAGUA 1st ISSUE SPECIALIZED MINT COLLECTION. old-time highly specialised collection of
the mint first issues with well over 300 stamps arranged and annotated (in German) on quadrille pages,
starting 1862 and leading through to the 1869 perf issues with paper varieties, singles and multiples,
shades, etc., more than a dozen examples of the 5c Black including block of four with the white gum of
the original printings; rouletted issues followed by further studies including on the 5c black, etc., typical
mixed condition but better than usually seen, VG-VF; an excellent collection of these challenging issues

750

NICARAGUA NATIONAL SEAL ISSUE USED COLLECTION. advanced collection of postmarks on
the 1882 issues neatly arranged on quadrille pages, well over 300 stamps starting with the numeric town
types from 1 to 13 incl scarce 4-J on 15c yellow, violet examples, then a study of the different target cancels
and unusual postmarks incl US transit and 'Paris-Etrangers', followed by the circular town postmarks
including Acuyapa, Bluefields, Castillo, Chinandega, Jiugalpa, Jinotega, Nanbaime, San Carlos, San
Jorge, etc, with plenty of examples of the key 15c and 50c incl San Juan del Norte on both values, typical
VG-VF; very difficult to assemble today.

750

NICARAGUA COLLECTION. very attractive mint and used collection written-up in an album, with well
over 2000 stamps starting with dozens of first issues categorized by papers, including the 5P Black perf
mint (#5; x2), 5P Black roulette mint (#10; x2), etc, also a study of 19th century postmarks, leading on to
better issues of the 1890s incl 1895 50c Violet mint (#76), 1897 5P (#98), 1898 watermark arms with 2P
and 5P mint (#108/109), etc., then a good range of early 20th century surcharges with lots of varieties
and errors, including on multiples, types se-tenant etc, through to back of the book with an interesting
range of Zelaya provincials, postage dues, airposts, 19th century officials sets, telegraphs, etc, etc. Please
inspect.

750

PARAGUAY
4620

4621

S

*3

PARAGUAY; AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO. SPECIMENS. an exciting holding of material from the
American Banknote Company archive with over 800 hundred punched-hole specimen overprints, all NH
and with much in multiples; the issues are late 1930s and 1940s incl. 1939 Paz del Chaco to 5p, 1940 PanAmerican airpost officials to 100p incl. 5p block of four with partial 'Specimen Dept.' ovpt over 2 stamps,
as well as Francia to 5p, 1941 Asuncion 400th Anniversary 500p, etc. An opportunity for the Paraguay
specialist, dealer or collector.

500

PARAGUAY COLLECTION. old-fashioned collection of several hundred mint and used stamps from
the classics thru 1960s, written-up and housed in an album. Includes 1870 3r black unused, 1c surcharges
on 1r Lions mint, 1887 5c blue imperf between pair not listed in Scott, 1908 Habilitado 5c on 1c strip of
thee mint with dropped 'd' on center stamp, through to 1920s with a useful range of interior office 'c'
ovpts, through to back of book with better officials inc. 1886 imperfs range to 20c, etc, Please inspect.

200

384

Collections

PERU

LotNo

4622

*3

PERU CLASSICS COLLECTION. over 1000 stamps on old homemade pages or stock sheets, includes
more than 700 quality imperforates mint and used classics, starting with the 1858s and 1868/72
embossed types with assorted shades and postmarks, highlights include stampless covers incl straightline 1830/35 AREQPA, 1857 OTUSCO, etc., also dozens of the #1 with many having enormous margins
all round as well as displaying an excellent range of cancels, we note blue Chiclaya grid of points, etc.,
the imperforates continue with a study of the 1860 1d Blue with zig-zag lines, through to extensive 1868
issues incl 1d Green strips of three and four again showing variety of shades and cancels, the stock book
holds material again in various stages of organization including unused first issues and bizarre composite
stamps apparently created to remedy incomplete printings, etc., then follows further excellent postmark
studies, accompanied by interesting collateral with old maps, lists of steamships and post offices, etc.,
VG-VF; a wonderful opportunity for the Peru specialist

Start Price

1500

PHILIPPINES
4623

*/(*)/** EXTENSIVE SPANISH PHILIPPINES COLLECTION. in mounts on specialty pages and incl 1854-64
issues used with few duplicates and incl some pen cancels plus same period mostly complete mint or
3
unused, extensive "HABILTADO" overprints incl premium issues, surcharge errors and varieties, shade
varieties, etc., 1871-98 issues nearly complete including a strong section of the 1881/89 Surcharges
plus much NH in the later Alfonso issues, highly complete Newspaper issues, etc., many issues present
both mint and used and with numerous shade varieties, usual mixed condition but an overall Fine and
desirable "collector's" collection of this area well worth close and careful viewing

2000

4624

*3

PHILIPPINES in STOCK BOOKS. useful accumulation of thousands of stamps held in four large
stockbooks, for the most part chronologically ordered, mint and used,, many pages crammed from 19th
century onwards, starting off with the 1863 1r Green imperf unused, 1871 20c mint, through Alfonso
XII issues, US Administration with nice range of mint/mint NH, 1935 Pictorials NH, "Commonwealth"
overprints incl. 1938/40 complete mint with top value NH control number margin, as well as interesting
Japanese Occupations, etc, etc through to the 1980s. Please inspect.

500

4625

**

PHILIPPINES MINT COLLECTION, 1946-2005. an essentially complete NH collection in mounts on
specialized pages, incl S/S and mini-sheets, 1972 Flags block, 1991/93 Flowers definitives incl blocks,
1991 USAFFE block of 32, 1997 WWF sheets, colorful topicals, imperf varieties, officials, etc., some
duplicate issues in another batch of album pages which also includes some used and a stock book,
generally fresh and F-VF, nice collection with substantial catalog value.

200

4626

*/(*)/** PHILIPPINES ASSORTMENT of Spanish period mint, unused and used singles in stock sheets, stock
cards and an album page balance, includes Cuba 1r used in Philippines (RPS cert), Philippines 1 used,
3
4 used 3 incl one signed, one with corner off), 8 used, 30 double ovpt unused, 47 mint (2), 51 mint
(signed), 63 used, 94b inverted surcharge unused (APS cert), 187 inverted surcharge mint, 190 inverted
surcharge mint, etc. plus numerous 1890/97 and 1898 Alfonso, some revenues and telegraph, etc., usual
mixed condition, VG-VF

200

PHILIPPINES COLLECTION. of many hundreds of mostly mint stamps in a well-filled Scott specialty
album and on further album pages for additional miniature sheets. Includes useful 19th century, US
administration to high values, 1930s views and commonwealth overprints to high values, 1940s onwards
highly complete incl. 1959 Scout Jamboree set and S/S NH (2), 1961/62 Flowers se-tenant block perf
and imperf, the latter NH, etc, through to back of the book with useful airmails, official O.B. handstamp
and manuscript examples, as well as Japanese Occupations, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF,
please inspect.

200

PHILIPPINES "BACK OF THE BOOK ASSORTMENT. hundreds of revenues plus some judicial,
telegraph and newspaper issues in glassines, stock sheets, etc., mostly singles and blocks though do note
a few part part sheets incl 1890/96 1m Newspaper part sheet with gutter and some items with G. Brett
notations as being unlisted, bonus of a handful of some common regular issues of the period, singles
generally o.g., mostly Fine or better

75

4627

4628

*3

*3

PORTUGAL
4629

3

PORTUGAL "FIRST" and "SECOND" POSTAL REFORM PERIOD NUMERICAL TOWN/ DISTRICT
CANCELS COLLECTION. extensive specialist's collection of 1st Reform Period (390 stamps) and 2nd
Reform Period (335 stamps) neatly arranged and annotated on stock pages, wide assortment of imperf
and perf definitives and note a handful of Azores overprints, comprehensive selection of the different
office numbers and will include some minor duplication, typical mixed condition, VG-VF, substantial
catalog value; ideal for expansion or to incorporate into an existing collection

385

1500

Collections

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Macao

LotNo

Start Price

4630

*/**

MACAO MINT COLLECTION to 1974. neatly arranged on stock sheets in a binder and good deal complete
for the period (no S/S) and with large majority without gum as issued or NH, includes airmails, postage dues
and postal tax issues, many highlights with 17-21, 24-28, 35-44, 45, 46-57, 58-66B, 67-74 NH, 75-103, 109-31, 147157D, 162-63, 210-25, 238E-238K, 256-258A, 268-88, 289-305 o.g., 324-35, 341-347A, 361-63, C1-20 o.g., J1-58
(less J22A), far above average condition, generally fresh and F-VF; approximate Yang catalog value HK$270,000

2000

4631

*/**

MACAO MINT COLLECTION to 1978. neatly arranged on stock sheets in a binder and good deal
complete for the period (no S/S) and with large majority without gum as issued or NH, includes airmails,
postage dues and postal tax issues, premium throughout incl 17-21, 24-28, 35-44, 45, 46-57, 58-66B, 67-74
NH, 75-103, 108-31, 147-157D, 162, 210-25, 238E-238K, 268-88, 289-305 NH, 306-315A NH, 324-35 o.g.,
341-347A NH, 361-63 o.g., 440-42 NH, C1-20 (most NH), J1-58 (less J22A), far above average condition,
generally fresh and F-VF; approximate Yang catalog value HK$250,000

2000

**

MACAO ACCUMULATION. mostly 1990s sets, singles, S/S, mini-sheets, booklets, etc. in a "packed
to capacity" stock book, some duplication (generally up to 10 each), better include 561-64 sheets (7),
592-95 sheets (9), 617-20 sheets (5), 693-96 sheets (37), 697 (37), 699-702 sheets (21), 786-89 sheets
(26), 791-96 sheets (37), 804 (27), 838-41 sheets (10), 843 (74), 848 (31), etc., also assorted sheets and
multiples in a folder incl 522 sheet of 50, 742-45 sheets of 50 (4), 829-32 sheets of 50 (2), 849-52 sheets
of 50 (2), NH, F-VF; Scott $17,500+

750

MACAO POST1950s MINT ASSORTMENT. mostly 1980s/90s NH sets and singles in a stock book and
incl 337 NH, 404-11 NH, 1976 Diocese Anniv unissued stamp (dist gum), 440-42, 443-46 NH, 457-68 NH,
511a NH, 524-29 NH, 529a NH, 537a NH, 539 NH, 544a NH, 547-54 NH, 550a NH, 559 NH, 577 NH,
582a NH, 583a complete booklet, 610 NH, 629 NH, 634 NH, C21 NH, generally PO fresh and VF (Scott
for NH $2,025+, Scott for hinged $350)

250

4632

4633

*/**

4634

**

MACAO 1950s/90s ISSUES GROUP. useful group of 19 NH sets and incl blocks, sheets and S/S, NH,
fresh and VF; Scott $750+

150

4635

**

MACAO 1997/99 S/S ACCUMULATION. 100 each of 10 different (859, 864, 873, 877, 892, 915, 925,
951, 961, 968); 897 (2), NH, VF; Scott $4,475

100

ROMANIA
4636

4637
4638

ROMANIA COLLECTION on pages from old-time albums plus some stock sheets, couple thousand
stamps from classics to mid-20th century, including Prince Carol imperfs with 1868 18b Red and 1869to
50b Red and blue, then a good range of the 1872/79 Paris/Bucharest issues with over fifty incl. 15b
Brown with blue thimble cds, also lots of the later 19th century Carol heads through to 1906 40th
Anniversary mint, the 1906 semi-postal sets used as well as many better mint sets of the 1930s incl. 1931
Army Centenary, 1932 Stamp Anniversary, 1932 Philatelic Exhibition S/S, 1931 and 1936 Scouts, etc.,
also plenty of interesting back of the book and work-in-progress material to check out incl. occupations
of Hungary, revenues, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF

750

6

ROMANIA POSTAL CARDS ASSORTMENT. 50+ mostly uprated cards used in the 1940/44 era, nice
assortment of different town cancels, censor markings, some registered, etc., generally Fine or better

200

6

ROMANIA COVERS ASSORTMENT of 50+ mostly 1940/44 period covers and cards (many with nice
strret scenes), mostly village/ small town cancels, assorted censor markings, generally Fine or better

200

*3

RUSSIA
4639

*3

RUSSIA AIRMAILS STOCK. impressive stock of over 1000 mint and used from 1922 first issues through
to the 1970s, note a desirable range of zeppelins and other good stamps of the 1930s including the 1930
"Large" Zepps (more than a dozen examples) with perf varieties on both values - the mint incl. 40k Blue
perf 10½ and another with broken "A", the 1931/32 Airship issues with a range of perf varieties, 1931
North Pole 30k and 1r imperfs NH, 1932 2nd Polar Year, useful Stratosphere balloon sets, 1935 MoscowSan Francisco Flight used (signed), etc., generally F-VF

1500

4640

*/**

RUSSIA ASSORTMENT. several 100 stamps housed in a stock book, mostly Czarist or transition era incl
some Ukraine and even a little propaganda; highlighted by printing clichés, different settings, gutter
pairs, overprints varieties, tridents both large and small etc., also useful inflation issues on different
papers, somewhat chaotically presented, nevertheless ideal for the specialist to sort

400

4641

**

RUSSIA MINT NH COLLECTION, 1967/2015 extensive collection of many 100s incl better S/S and
mini-sheets in mounts on Mystic pages in 7 albums, loaded with attractive topicals, generally fresh and
VF, excellent foundation collection

400

4642

6

RUSSIA COVERS & STATIONERY. large accumulation of hundreds incl. modern cacheted covers,
postal stationery and cards, features special cancels and souvenir items

250

386

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4643

*3

RUSSIA ASSORTMENT. 3 stock books and a stack of counter pages representing the balance of a large
Russian holding, a work in progress accumulation with considerable merit, especially for the Tsarist
era for varieties and postmark studies; there are 1000s of stamps here pre-1917 including high value
multiples, as well as dozens of 19th and early 20th century covers, some well researched, some not. An
outstanding opportunity to work and break down for several dozens of potential individual lots.

200

4644

*/** 3

MODERN RUSSIA IN TWO VOLUMES. mostly mint NH complete sets in mounts in two Scott albums,
also a couple stockbooks, F-VF, worth review

80

4645

*3

RUSSIA 19th/ EARLY 20th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION. approx 180 stamps on quadrille pages
and incl useful Arms issues, assorted "Soviet precursors" of the 1910s with some "back of the book" incl
some Army of the North, foreign offices, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate

75

4646

6

RUSSIA COVERS and POSTAL STATIONERY. 1950's correspondence of 80 covers and postal
stationery, most uprated and registered to the U.S., many of the covers originated in the towns of Edintsy,
Khotin, Kolomiya or Tchernovtsy in Bessarabia (presently Moldova), and sent by surving Jews from these
towns (most of which were sent to death camps during the holocaust during WW II); all sent to Jewish
relatives in New York or New Jersey, F-VF

60

4647

6

RUSSIA "1992 NEW REPUBLICS" COVERS and POSTAL STATIONERY. group of 30 covers and
uprated postal stationery with local provisional and overprinted stamps, several mixed franking on
obsolete USSR envelopes, and revenues used for postage. interesting group featuring some tete-beche
and imperf stamps, used internally and to the U.S.; also eight additional covers from the Security
Research Institute, Novoalexandrovsk, Sakalin Island, F-VF

50

6

RUSSIA SPECIALIZED POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTION. over 5,000 pieces ranging from
about the 1950s/80s, extremely specialized with a wide variety of cachets, colors, watermarks, papers,
etc, some used (mix of postal and commemorative cancels) but the vast majority mint, much topical
interest including space, sports, country views, Olympics, and architecture, generally F-VF, a fascinating
collection worth viewing

50

4648

SAAR
4649

*/** 3

SAAR COLLECTION, 1947/59. mostly complete - often parallel mint and used - in hingeless pages,
includes both 1948 Flood Relief S/S NH plus the various Welfare, Stamp Day, definitives, airmails, etc.
mostly NH and used (few dubious cancels as usual), generally fresh and F-VF

600

SAN MARINO
4650

POWERFUL SAN MARINO STOCK; 1870s/1960s in two large well-filled stock books, and with too
many better sets and singles to mention, plenty of classics incl better definitives, better sets of the
1920s/30s, post WW II NH sets, 1960s topicals, premium 1950s/60s airmails, also special delivery, parcel
post, postage due, etc., 19th century issues usual mixed condition but better than usually seen, mostly
F-VF, well worth close inspection; owner's Scott $95,000+

9000

*/(*)/** STUNNING SAN MARINO COLLECTION. a highly complete nearly all mint run from #1 through
issues of the 1990s in three very well filled Marini hingeless albums; highlights include the 1877/99 first
3
set complete with mostly mint/ unused with shade varieties of the 1877 40c, 1895 1L Light blue part o.g.,
1894 5L mint and used plus the 10c azure variety used, the 1892 surcharges including surcharge varieties,
1903/25 Views complete incl. 2L Violet mint and 5L mint and used, 1929 5L-20L Liberty w/o gum, 1931
Airmails NH, 1932 Post Office mint, 1932 Railway mint, 1932 Garibaldi mint, 1933 Zeppelin Overprints
NH, 1935 Delfico mint, 1949/50 Views mint (55L NH), 1950 View Airmails mint, 1951 1000L Plane w/o
gum, etc. plus strong special delivery, postage dues, parcel post, etc., as usual there is occasional gum
toning on the earlier issues however the quality here is very attractive overall, generally fresh and F-VF;
owner's Sassone €20,000+

2000

4652

*/(*) 3 SAN MARINO COLLECTION, 1877/1944. mint, unused and used sets and singles in a set of Lighthouse
hingeless pages with no empty spaces, some duplicates with mint/ unused/ used each and/or different
shades, basically complete mint after 1892 and loaded with better 1877/99 definitives incl high values
(incl both shades 1L unused), shades and surcharges, 79 mint (2), 40-76 mint, 115-33 mint, 134-84 mint,
C1-10 mint, C11-16 mint, J1-51 mint, J55-60 mint, Q1-15 mint, etc., usual mixed condition in early issues
but better than usually seen, mostly F-VF, outstanding foundation collection; Scott $15,000+

1500

4653

*/**

SAN MARINO MINT COLLECTION, 1945/78. a highly complete collection in a set of Lighthouse
hingeless pages with no empty spaces, includes all the desirable pictorial sets of the 1950s/60s, air
mails, special delivery, etc., many NH and mostly so after 1962, note 1947 FDR set NH, 1948 200L on
25L Airmail NH, 1949-50 Buildings NH, 1949 Garibaldi NH, 1950 View Airmails, 1951 1000L Flag and
Plane, 1951 500L View Airmail, 1952 Columbus, 1954 1000L Flag and Plane, 1958 Panoramic View NH,
1961 Helicopter NH, 1945-72 Parcel Post, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; Scott to 1958 $2,775+

400

4651

*/**

387

Collections

SAUDI ARABIA

LotNo

4654

*3

Start Price

SAUDI ARABIA COLLECTION. hundreds of mostly mint stamps from the Hejaz/Nejd first issues
through to the 1980s in an Yvert album, highlights including the 1924 gold, blue, black or red
overprints, including the gold set with 5pi top value mint and mint NH, the 1925 red arch ovpts for Nejdi
administration on Hejaz revenues, etc., 1926 Tughra mint as well as the overprints of 1927 mint, 1930
Saud Succession Anniversary NH, 1931/32 Tughras mint, 1951 onwards good deal complete and nearly
NH with many premium sets including the 1961 Dam and Refinery NH, 1963 large format ½p Dam, 1966
set NH, through to the airmails incl high values, etc,, add'l stamps in glassines "waiting to be mounted",
generally fresh and F-VF; ideal for continuation

750

4655

*/**

SAUDI ARABIA GAS and OIL PLANT/ DAM ISSUES. range of gas oil plant and dam issues including
1960-61 sets NH, 1964-72 Dam redrawn set to 33p NH, numerous other issues including many better
items such as Scott 211-39 NH, 286-311 NH, etc, generally F-VF

750

4656

*3

SAUDI ARABIA COLLECTION to 1950s. 100s on old Schaubek pages highlighted by 1923 surcharges
mint with the ¼pi signed (#L40/L41), 1924 Caliphate issues, Jedda incl black overprints on mint 1/8pi
(#L90) and the scarce 1pi dark blue (#L92), as well as a range of red and blue ovpts leading on to the 1925
handstamps mint (#L135/L141), Nejd administration from the beginning onwards with handstamps on
Hejaz incl red inverted on 2pi mint (#16 var.) and violet on 3pi mint (#20), followed by Pilgrimage issues,
1930 Tughra 20g, 30g mint (#119/120), Palm Tree mint (#125/129), etc,, usual mixed condition, mostly
F-VF

400

4657

**

SAUDI ARABIA ASSORTMENT. Scott 236//C79 comprised of group of the Dam and Oil Plant issues
(both Saud & Faisal issues), all NH, including some of the scarce watermarked issues, including 236-42,
462-63, 468, 470, C19-21. etc., F-VF, Scott $1,875 +

350

4658

*/**

SAUDI ARABIA MINT COLLECTION several dozen early issues housed on Lindner hingeless stock
pages nicely enhanced with some errors and varieties, includes 1916/17 issues corner margin with plate
numbers, Hejaz postage dues with 1921 1pi blue and 2pi magenta with overprints at left unused (#LJ6,
LJ7b), 1922 20pa and 2pi with ovpts at left (#LJ8a, LJ10a), 1924 blue ovpts on 1pi and 2pi unused
(#LJ15/LJ16), 1925 postage dues inc. 3pi dull red with violet handstamp unused (#LJ32d), etc., Nejd
admin. incl handstamps on railway tax stamps NH (#J12/J15), etc., usual mixed condition, most F-VF

200

SPAIN AND COLONIES
4659

S

SPAIN and COLONIES 1926/29 "MUESTRA" SETS SELECTION includes Spain 1928 Catacombs (28
of 32 values), 345-57, B14-18, C6-11, E2, Span Morocco-Tangier L1-11, LB1-13, LEB1, Span Guinea 20919, 220-33, B1-12, Span Sahara 13-23, B1-12, gum toning and or disturbances, few minor faults, F-VF
centering, scarce group

250

SPAIN
4660

* 3 6 SPAIN - CANARY ISLANDS LIFETIME COLLECTION. a wonderful collection of over 100 covers and
dozens of stamps from classics through civil war, as well as interesting stamps and back of the book,
housed in two albums with extensive exhibition-style write-up; so many attractive condition early covers
are very seldom seen in collections, with individual items here that the collector bought 15-20 years ago
for up to €200 each, all painstakingly assembled and researched; highlights are an 1847 inland stampless
cover with perfect strike of red Tenerife cds and red 5c in circle sent to the small village of Vegas,
then 1850s imperf frankings with 2c Green Isabellas with combination cancels with red cds postmarks,
through the large cartwheel cancel type with '42' of Tenerife to the neat two-ring datestamps including
cover Villa de Orotava to Realejo Bajo and another beautiful example Laguna to San Miguel; then 1860s
imperf usages with 2c Blue and 2c Rose, perf 2c covers with issues of 1866 and 1867, followed by an
interesting range of later 19th century, including the scarce cloverleaf postmark on 1880 25c Alfonso
cover to Marseille, the stamp tied by mute rhomboid cancel unusually applied on transit; both 19th and
20th century, especially the latter advertising covers, all-over illustrated propaganda, a fascinating and
extensive range of censor covers of the civil war period, a study of the 1930s Las Palmas postal tax stamps
incl. bisect commercially used on cover, as well as much unusual cinderellas of those days, generally F-VF;
a collection that must be seen to be appreciated, accompanied by "The Postal History of the Canary Islands"
by the expert R.G.Shelley. viewing highly recommended (ex-Fielding)

3000

SPANISH COLONIES
4661

*/(*) 3 SPANISH COLONIES - CUBA, PHILIPPINES and PUERTO RICO Spanish period singles arranged by
Scott number on stock sheets with some duplication, also includes some "back of the book" with revenues
and some telegraph issues, mostly 1880s/90s period used with assorted cancels plus some unused, also
note some Cuba 1899 US period overprints, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

388

100

Collections

SWEDEN

LotNo

4662

**

SWEDEN AND NORWAY RECENT BOOKLETS accumulation of mostly 1970/90 Sweden booklets with
current catalog value up to about $20 each, all PO fresh and NH, F-VF; owner's Scott $2,500+.

Start Price

200

SWITZERLAND
4663

*3

SWITZERLAND WW I, WW II SOLDIERS' STAMPS COLLECTION. a fantastic mint and used
collection/ accumulation of 1500+ stamps (little duplication other than blocks and multiples)
chronologically arranged, a diverse range of issues including many scarce miniature sheets; we note WW
I mine/explosives group 16 showing exploding bridges, Fribourg 7th infantry regiment, etc, through to
WW II incl.1939 anti-aircraft with stamp missing printer's name at bottom in lower corner margin strip
of three with normal, a scarce air company 19 part sheet of 6, radio operator se-tenant imperf block of
four, Ter.Bat.168 mobilization souvenir sheet rouletted, as well as items that even this knowledgeable
collector could not find in the Swiss specialized catalogs, F-VF; an exciting lot of these much underrated
issues, especially given their military postal function and low printing numbers; a pleasurable viewing,
please inspect.

1500

4664

*/**

SWITZERLAND MINT HOLDING. several 1000s, virtually all NH, in a bulging stock book with a very
attractive range of material, highlights including many multiples on the sitting Helvetias on both ordinary
and granite papers, Pro Juventute from the forerunners onwards, 1905 Cross and Numeral 3c NH strip of
three, various Tell types and useful early 20th century Helvetia issues and useful through the 1960s, with
an abundance of charity issue sets, generally F-VF; catalog will be huge, please inspect.

1000

4665

* 3 6 SWITZERLAND STAMPS and COVERS HOLDING. an interesting and diverse holding of around 1500
stamps as well as postal history from the 19th century onwards in four volumes representing better
material stripped from collections over the many years, note a good range of sitting Helvetias NH to the
1fr, early telegraph stamps to 3fr also NH, useful early Pro Juventute issues incl. 1916 10c used (4), etc,
the Mountains high values, tete-beche and se-tenant pairs from William Tell types onwards, regimental
labels, etc.; another strong area in the officials with War Industry overpints including the key 7½pf Grey
NH, much "back of the book" with many mint multiples, varieties, etc from 19th century onwards, 1920s
issues on cover, other postal history includes sitting Helvetias on cover, through to better 20th century,
etc., lots of semi-postal sets and S/S, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF; must inspect to appreciate

1000

SPLENDID SWITZERLAND 1862/1881 SEATED HELVETIA ISSUES COLLECTION. extensive
collection of 160 stamps and 42 covers of primarily the 1860s issues of this popular series neatly arranged
and annotated (in French) on quadrille pages, replete with shades, different cancels incl numerous
straight-lines, some plate and print varieties, single franking covers incl some foreign destinations, etc.,
generally fresh and F-VF, ideal foundation collection

1000

*/** 3

SWITZERLAND HOLDING. very useful group particularly of "off-beat" material incl tete-beche, officials
and other back of the book with over 1500 stamps from early 20th century onwards with vast majority
NH plus a small minority of used or on cover; note excellent range of marginal printing dates mostly
in corner blocks as well as some on cover, 1938 first officials high values with grilled gum NH, various
bureau overprints, postage due and telegraphs mint blocks, Swiss-Italian issues, WWII regiment labels,
etc, mostly F-VF; a diverse accumulation which will repay close inspection.

750

6

SWITZERLAND SEATED HELVETIA COVERS COLLECTION; 1860s/80s. approx 75 covers in an
album, variety of cancels (incl couple straightlines), foreign destinations (39 to Europe; 1 to USA),
"chargé" (6), single frankings with some better as better incl 1862/64 Issue 3c Black on 1864 newspaper,
3c Black 1874 to Italy, 30c Vermilion (7) to foreign destinations, 40c Green (3) to foreign destinations,
60c Bronze 1866 to France, 1867/78 Issue 15c Lemon (3), 40c block of four on cover front, 50c Violet
(4), etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

750

SWITZERLAND SEATED HELVETIA COVERS TO FRANCE; 1860s/80s. approx 80 covers (incl few
fronts) to Paris (20), Lyon (14) or Marseille (8) and an assortment of other cities and towns, incl some
uprated stationery or stationery envelopes of the period, variety of frankings (incl single frankings),
cancels incl French transits, "PD" markings, etc., usual mixed condition but generally Fine or better

500

SWITZERLAND 1862/89 ISSUES ASSORTMENT. mostly used Seated Helvetia issues neatly mounted
and annotated (Zumstein numbers) on approx 125 retail sales cards, better include (used unless
otherwise noted; Zumstein nos) , 38 "YVONAND" straightline, 42, 43 (2), 49, 53, 57, 59A (3), 63A (7 incl
one mint), 69A (2), 81 (5 incl pair), etc., numerous shade varieties plus assorted cancels with majority well
and centrally struck, few minor faults but generally F-VF with many VF; total marked retail CHF4,100+

500

SWITZERLAND SEATED HELVETIA COVERS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES; 1860s/80s. 49 covers incl
few fronts addressed to Austria/ Hungary (10), Belgium (2), Egypt (1, stamps faulty), GB and Scotland
(14), Netherlands (7), Russia (1), Spain (6), Turkey (1), United States (7), variety of frankings incl
single frankings incl 40c Green (1), 50c Violet (4 incl 2 to Spain), 60c Bronze (2), few "Chargé" covers
and uprated postal stationery, array of cancels incl transits, "PD" markings, etc., note 1869 to Vienna with
"MONTBOVON" straightline tying 5c, 20c; usual mixed condition, VG-VF

400

4666

4667

4668

4669
4670

4671

36

56

3

56

389

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4672

4673

4674

SWITZERLAND SEATED HELVETIA COVERS with STRAIGHT-LINE TOWN CANCELS
ASSORTMENT, 1860s/80s. approx 40 covers incl some uprated stationery or stationery envelopes of
the period, nearly all different cancels with the cancel tying the stamp in most cases, some accompanied
by additional cds incl transit cancels, also note some "Chargé" markings, domestic uses though note 1865
cover to France, most nicely struck and legible, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

300

SWITZERLAND SEATED HELVETIA COVERS TO ITALY; 1860s/80s. approx 50 covers (incl few fronts) to
Milano (14), Genova (6), Naples (10) and numerous other cities and towns, incl some uprated stationery or stationery
envelopes of the period, variety of frankings incl single frankings with 30c Vermilion (12), 50c Violet (1), 60c Bronze
(1), cancels incl assorted transits, "PD" markings, etc., note 1866 to Rome with 30c, 60c franking, 1871 to Locarno with
Swiss straightline "FUSIO" town cancel tying 10c, usual mixed condition but generally Fine or better

300

*/(*)/** SWITZERLAND 1862/81 SEATLED HELVETIA ISSUES MINT STOCK. many 100s of mostly NH incl
multiples in 3 stock books, note 1862/64 2c (44 unused), 3c block NH (6), 1867/78 10c blocks NH (11),
50c block NH, etc., few minor faults and some show bits oflight gum toning, generally F-VF, completey
unchecked for varieties; Scott $6,000+

300

56

4675

**

SWITZERLAND BOOKLET ACCUMULATION about 50 different 1980/2000 complete booklets in
quantities up to about four each, though generally only one or two each, F-VF; Face Value CHF600

200

4676

5 3 6 SWITZERLAND 1862/81 SEATLED HELVETIA ISSUES SPECIALIZED COLLECTION. used singles
and 18 covers neatly arranged on homemade pages, includes straightline town cancels, "chargé" and
foreign destination covers, single frankings, shade varieties, nice array of different town cancels, etc.,
usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate

300

4677

56

SWITZERLAND SEATED HELVETIA "CHARGÉ COVERS ASSORTMENT, 1860s/80s. approx 70
covers (incl some uprated stationery) plus 10 "Vorladung", most with a framed "CHARGE/ G____N____"
handstamp but with assorted manuscript or straight-line markings, wide range of frankings and cancels incl
transits, note 40c single franking on 1866 registered cover; 5c, 10c (2), 20c on 1877 cover marked "RETOUR
A L'ENVOYEUR"; 50c single franking on 1881 mourning cover to Paris; etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

250

4678

*/** 4 SWITZERLAND 20TH CENTURY COLLECTION attractive collection in seven albums plus two stock
books, the preponderance of the value is found in the three volume Davo mint collection on hingeless
pages to about 2000 which begins with the 1909 William Tell issues and continues with a worthwhile
section of mint semi-postal sets including B2-3, B4-6 NH, B7-9 NH, B116 NH, B130 NH, plus many
more sets in the $10 to $50 range, the used collection is in four volumes of Kabe blank albums which
hold a specialized cancel collection usually formed by both a used block and several singles cancelled in
different cities, finally, a stock book just crammed full of mint and used sets and singles, including 406-09
NH (3), plus much, much more, mostly F-VF, a valuable collection that deserves at least a quick review.

200

4679

34

SWITZERLAND "PRO JUVENTUTE" ISSUES USED SHEETS ASSORTMENT. a substantial album of used
sheets from 1960s to 1980s with 200 or more complete sheets; an impressive holding with face value approaching
CHF5,000 and the catalog here will be considerably more; some sheets stuck on the top selvage only, F-VF

200

4680

*/** 3

SWITZERLAND ASSORTMENT. 293,B149, 2O1//7O21-29, selection of generally premium sets and
singles incl officials, note 303-04 used, 305 mint, 376-77 NH, 842-49 NH, 2O14-25 used, 5O6-25 used,
etc., mostly F-VF; Scott $1,670

180

SWITZERLAND 1862/81 STANDING HELVETIA ISSUES COLLECTION. 25 used singles in hingeless
pages and incl shade varieties, generally legible cds cancels, 1862/78 issue complete to 1fr, 1881 2c-25c,
F-VF with some VF; Zum 35 and 47 with certificate

100

SWITZERLAND SEATED HELVETIA COVERS TO GERMANY; 1860s/80s. approx 30 covers incl
some stationery envelopes of the period and uprated postal cards plus a few fronts to various cities and
towns, variety of frankings incl single frankings with 40c Green (2), 50c Violet (1), cancels incl assorted
transits, "PD" markings, etc., note 1877 to Strasbourg/ Alsace with "Vom Ausland/ über Bahnpost 23/
Basel-Strassburg i.E./ Eingeschreiben" label, usual mixed condition but generally Fine or better

100

4681
4682

3

56

4683

*/** 3

SWITZERLAND GROUP OF BETTER SINGLES A small group of about twenty mint and used items on
dealer pages and selection cards. The best item is #200a-03a (NH), followed by #302 (LH). We also spotted
some mint Officials and unused Telegraph stamps. Nearly all the remaining items are tete-beche pairs
cataloged by Zumstein numbers in either mint or used condition. Overall, a useful group of Fine-VF material.

90

4684

*/** 3

BETTER SWITZERLAND SELECTION ON STOCK CARDS. 75+ cards with stamps, sets, or souvenir sheets,
light duplication, many better incl. 206, 242, 366-67, B2-3, B80, B132, B143, B144, B206, and C27-34 NH;
182-83, C3-12, and C13-14 mint; B2-3, B4-6, B7-9 used; some minor faults but better than generally seen, F-VF

75

THAILAND
4685

**

SIGNIFICANT ACCUMULATION OF MINT MATERIAL almost exclusively mint accumulation of S/S,
sheets, booklets, presentation folders and some sheets with most of the value is found in the huge pile of
S/S, many of which are in original post office packages of 50 or 100 each issued from the late 1980s/90s;
the booklets are from the same time frame, however, there are many more S/S than booklets, also a little
group of FDC, generally fresh and VF; substantial face value.

390

200

Collections
LotNo

4686
4687

4688

Start Price

**

**

**

THAILAND 1970s/2000s S/S and MINI-SHEETS GROUP. desirable selection of these colorful S/S
and incl many premium issues as 1036a imperf (2), 1319b imperf (2), 1264a, 1326a (10), 1500 sheet of
10, 1668 sheet of 10 (3), 1668 imperf proof sheet, 1917a (10), 2142 sheet of 10, etc., NH, some minor
duplication, generally PO fresh and VF, excellent retail potential; Scott $4,000+

250

THAILAND ACCUMULATION. a bulging stock book of NH sets incl multiples, S/S (incl imperfs and
show imprints), etc with some duplication (mostly to less than 10 each) and plenty of colorful topicals,
mostly 1990s/2000s issues, highlights include (NH unless otherwise noted) 477-84 (6), 513-16 (19), 98392 blocks, 1160a (2), 1399a imperf (10), 1745 block, 1757 block, 1879 block, 2125c (20), 2240b (11),
2246b (11), etc., F-VF; Scott $4,200+

200

THAILAND 1980s/2000s ISSUES STOCK. primarily 1990s S/S incl some imperfs and show overprinted
with additional singles and blocks, also note 2 1988 UPU presentation folders, duplication generally to
about 10 each, includes 1389a perf and imperf (10 each), 1530b perf and imperf (8 each), also group
of full sheets of 1990s/2000s issues NH incl 1751-54 sheets of 20 (4), 1781-87 sheets of 20 (4), 1807-10
sheets of 20 (6), generally fresh and VF; Scott $4,000+

200

4689

** 4

THAILAND 1990s/2000s ISSUES STOCK. S/S (incl some imperfs), sheets and multiples, booklets, etc
of dozens of issues, duplication (some S/S to 40 each), many colorful topicals and some premium, NH,
generally PO fresh and VF, significant face value, viewing a must

200

4690

**

THAILAND 1996/2012 ISSUES COLLECTION. NH singles, sets and S/S in six stock books, includes
attractive topicals, incl some imperf and show imprint S/S and better as 1832b, 1879, 1915-17a, 1923-26,
2125c, NH, fresh and VF; Scott $1,425+

100

THAILAND GROUP, 1981/2001 NH sets in glassines plus aan assortment of S/S of the period incl some
imperfs (e.g. 1750c), some duplication, NH, generally PO fresh and VF

100

4691

** 4

VATICAN CITY
4692

*/** 3
6

VATICAN CITY COLLECTION. mostly mint collection to 2001 in two Lighthouse hingeless albums
(incl some mostly used Roman States issues) plus some extras on misc pages, stock book, etc., note
(mint unless otherwise indicated) 19-34+E3-4 NH, 35-40 (each with pencilled initials on gum), 41-54
slightly dist gum or regummed, 55-67 NH, 155a NH, B1-4 NH, C16-19, C22-23 NH, J1-6, Q1-15, etc.,
mostly complete (majority NH) after 1939, also includes 1960s/80s maximum cards/ cacheted FDC, etc.,
generally F-VF, view to appreciate; Scott well over $4,500

300

4693

*/**

VATICAN CITY COLLECTION to 1974, in a Scott album and incl 1-34, 41-45, 47-55, 122-31, 132-68 NH,
173 NH, mostly complete NH 1955/74, B1-4, C1-16, C22-23, E1-18, J1-24, Q1-15, etc., F-VF

75

4694

*/**

MINT COLLECTION 1931 TO 1981 Mint collection of several hundred stamps, mostly in complete
sets in mounts on White Ace pages. The best set that we spotted was Scott# Q1-15, plus a number of sets
issued in the 1950s that are valued in the $25 to $40 range. The collection is missing most of the key
setes, however, it is fairly complete from about 1936 to the end in 1981 with much never hinged.

60

SOUTH VIETNAM
4695

*6

SO VIETNAM - A SELECTION OF MINT SETS. a few dozen mint sets plus a few singles and a handful
of covers on old dealer pages and stock pages; the old stock pages hold the best mint items including
#34-35 and 39-50 (all hinged) while the dealer pages generally hold sets in the $5 to $20 range; these
pages were last priced in the 1970s, so the marked values are not relevant, however, among them, we
spotted pairs of #364-67; the few covers are all addressed to the same person in the United States; a small,
though useful, group.

Offer

YEMEN
4696

*

YEMEN MINT COLLECTION. 100s neatly arranged on quadrille pages in an Yvert album, highlights
from the 1950s onwards incl some better S/S, 1961 Refugees, etc., ends with the "Sand Dunes" period
topicals, generally F-VF; please inspect carefully this much underrated country

200

YUGOSLAVIA
4697

*/** 3

YUGOSLAVIA ASSORTMENT plus TRIESTE-B. Yugoslavia 185//N35 and Trieste Zone B C3a//J10,
mint and used sets and singles, includes Yugoslavia 185-96 pairs mint, 398-409 used, J72-74 mint, N18-35
mint (signed), Trieste-B C3-9 NH and used, etc., F-VF; Scott $1,250+

391

150

Collections

BRITISH AND FOREIGN COVERS AND POSTAL HISTORY

LotNo

4698

6

Start Price

JUDAICA RELATED POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT, 1920s/30s. couple dozen so covers noting
Rhodes-Haifa airmail connection with express and airmail stamps from the Rhodes Italian PO, registered
airmail from Poland to Palestine, Swedish for the crossing from Alexandria to Palestine, registered
American Consular Service, some Palestine British Mandate covers, Aden Camp to Palestine, early
Lebanon covers, POW and much more; usual mixed condition, VG-VF

500

4699

6

1960s/70s MOUNTAINEERING EXPEDITION COVERS. 5 postcards mailed to Austria from various
expeditions in Asia, picture postcard of 1968 Hindukusch Expedition with Pakistan franking and
expedition handstamp; 1969 picture postcard from Karakorum Expedition with Pakistan/ Austria
franking and expedition cachets, 1970 Karakorum Expedition from the Kampire Dior camp with Pakistan
franking cand camp printed cc (2 different cards incl one with expedition label tied), 1975 picture
postcard from 1975 Iran-Kundfahrt with Iran franking and expedition label and handstamp (ties label),
each with signatures of expedition members, F-VF and a fascinating and quite unusual group of covers

400

4700

6

V FOR "VICTORY" COLLECTION. approx 130 covers and cards incorporating the "V" symbol in the
cancel or marking, cachet on the envelope, on the stamp, etc. WW II vintage from a variety of mostly European
countries and incl censored, military post, etc., usual mixed condition but Fine overall (see online scans)

300

4701

6

BRITISH COVER AND CARD ACCUMULATION. hundreds of 20th Century covers from a wide variety
of countries, also a nice group of early postcards, postal cards and stationery, better items throughout

300

4702

6

STAMPLESS COVERS SELECTION. 16 19th century folded letters mostly French or Cuban related incl
1826 to Le Havre with black 2-line "COLONIES PAR/ NANTES"; 1833 to Havana with red 2-line PUERTO
PRINCIPE and black "2" handstamps; 1839 to Havana with red 2-line S. JUN DELO/ REMEDIOS";
1839 Caracas to London with forwarder handstamps; 1840 to Havana with nice strike of straight line
"TRINIDAD"; 1856 Cuban domestic from Havana to Guines with blue dispatch/ receiving cancels; 1859
Havana to Bordeaux via New York; etc., usual mixed condition with some aging but Fine overall

250

SIGNIFICANT HOLDING OF MOSTLY 20TH CENTURY POSTAL HISTORY thousands upon
thousands of covers, picture postcards and postal stationery from every corner of the globe, we note
groups of Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, India, Italy, Jamaica, Kenya, Luxembourg, and
Philippines, though the complete list would include A to Z or from Algeria to Zanzibar and nearly
everything in between, we did spot one group of just Registered mail from all over the world, generally a
20th century holding, however, we did spot a smattering of 19th century items along with some early 20th
century with the strength in the 1950s/80s era, VG-VF; well worth a few minutes of viewing, especially
since there could easily be an overlooked little goodie hidden in this lot.

200

WORLDWIDE COVERS ASSORTMENT. group of 100 covers (all legal sized) in a cover album, note a
wide selection of interesting covers from many countries with military, postal stationery, special cancels
and markings, FDC's, also 1992 Latvia and Lithuania incl some uprated postal stationery with provisionally
overprinted issues, etc., mostly F-VF

130

ONE COLLECTOR'S LIFETIME COVER HOARD of thousands of covers and, as often, the most
prevalent items are FDCs, but there is plenty of other material as well, including personal and commercial
correspondence, some mint and used postal stationery, and First Flight covers, philatelic mail, registered
uses, etc., typical mixed condition but generally F-VF.

100

4703

4704
4705

6

6

6

4706

6

EASTERN EUROPE COVERS and POSTAL STATIONERY. covers (13) and postal stationery (17)
group, from nine countries, including WW II covers from Bohemia-Moravia (2) and Slovakia (3)
and Czechoslovak Field Post censored cover from 1945. Also, early Russia stationery, one with ROPIT
Constantinople arrival cancel. Interesting mix of postal history and a few mint postal stationery, F-VF

80

4707

6

MASSIVE WORLDWIDE AND US METER MAIL COLLECTION. tens of thousands of covers and pieces with
worldwide meters, including sections separated by topic (A-F) and country (A-C), nice selection of German
meters ranging from the 1920s to modern material, several other boxes of unsorted US and worldwide meters,
and a sizable stock of modern US pictorial cancels on cover; a lot of good topical material and some better covers
interspersed, perhaps best for the eBay dealer who is patient and willing to sift through a vast amount of material

75

4708

6

ROYAL NAVY AUTOGRAPH COVERS, over 300 covers, most bearing signatures of commanding
officers of Royal Navy ships, many have "Commanding Officer" hand stamps/cachets, dates range from
about 1972 to 1975. generally Fine.

75

4709

6

FOREIGN COVERS ASSORTMENT. 45 items and includes some 1946 Italian preprinted postcards
addressed to C.A.R.E. pointing out the dire need for food, Naples 1860 folded letter to Rome with
stamp triple re-entry variety (Sismondo cert), Italy C2 on 1917 Napoli to Palermo airmail cover, French
Morocco C20-22, C24-26 on airmail cover to Paris, etc. plus some misc Poland, Japan, etc., Fine group

60

4710

6

WORLDWIDE COVERS ASSORTMENT. approx 270 mostly 20th century in 5 cover albums, note Hong
Kong 1989/90 cacheted FDC, Indonesia 1950/80s cacheted FDC, Philippines 1970s/80s cacheted FDC,
US C22 to Washington DC fromUS Navy/ Cavite P.I., few 1930s So American airmail covers, some 1950s
Australia, etc., mostly F-VF

50

4711

6

CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE COVERS, a nice assortment of over 350 Council of Europe related covers,
most franked with French offical Conseil de L'Europe stamps, many registered uses, generally VF.

40

392

Collections
LotNo

4712

Start Price

6

BRITISH FORCES and EUROPEAN COMMUNITY COVERS, includes 100s of covers to or from soldiers
(most 21st century) with variety of markings and cancels (some philatelic) and incl postal stationery and
metered mail, plus a useful assortment of 250+ European Community covers with stamps, markings or
meters involving the European Community including some Europa covers and FDCs; generally VF.

Offer

WORLDWIDE POSTAL STATIONERY
4713

*6

WORLDWIDE POSTAL STATIONERY STOCK/ COLLECTION. many 100s of mostly mint envelopes,
cards, letter cards, wrappers, airletters, registry envelopes, etc. mostly in glassines and identified with
H&G numbers, nearly all were purchased in Hoffer Stationery sales or purchased from his stock, features
European, Brit Commonwealth, Latin America countries with nice sections of GB, Germany and States,
Belgium, Austria, Mexico, etc plus China, Egypt, Liberia, India and States, etc., primarily (and pricing
was about 30 years ago) up to about $10 retail value per item with some higher, minor duplication, some
minor problems (mostly light aging/ toning) but generally F-VF, a must-view for the specialist

1000

4714

*6

WORLDWIDE AIR LETTERS and AEROGRAMMES. includes 65 commercially used airletters/
Aerogrammes from 15 different countries (no Europe; some with added franking), 100 airletter/
Aerogramme FDC from 18 different countries (most unmailed), finally an assortment of 75 mint airletters
/ Aerogrammes from 20 different countries, all neatly folded and very clean, including Afghanistan,
South Arabia (Churchill and Kennedy ovpts), UN 1st issue (both printings), Nepal, about 50% from
Europe, generally fresh and F-VF with some scarcer noted

170

WORLDWIDE AIRMAIL AND FLIGHT COVERS
4715

4716

4717

6

6

6

WORLDWIDE BALLOON MAIL POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION. one man's lifetime's collection
with over 250 covers/cards plus accompanying ephemera all in a bulging album plus the usual loose
"work-in-progress" material, Highlights include Poland 1928 1zy Lopp balloon label tied on cover by
"III Raid Balono w Kulistych" postmarks and "Balon Warszawa" handstamp, interesting material from
Denmark incl. 1948 and 1964 flights by Netherlands balloon signed by pilot Boesman, the 1950 Ballon
Post Graz I flights to Austria from Denmark and Norway, 1949 German Bergneustadt first balloon post
cover with "ausgefallen" strike, as well as an impressive range of kinderdorf (children's village) flights
incl. 1952 Bodensee flight with helpers of mankind franking, then the 1959 Bernina flight cards with
Wahlwies-Bodensee labels, the Swiss Kinderdorfer Zurich flight 1960, 1st, 2nd and 3rd flights from
Bangalore India incl. the 1964 2nd flight with "flight cancelled" handstamp, then a "flight cancelled,
balloon burst" on 1965 flight from New Zealand, etc, a few rocket covers noticed as well, mostly F-VF;
ideal collection for expansion

1250

WORLDWIDE AIRPOST COVERS ASSORTMENT. diverse holding of over 300 covers/cards from
1910s/60s with many premium items noting range of rocket mails, glider flights, covers with aviation
labels incl. 1909 Reims "Grande demaine d'Aviation", worldwide first flights, 1920s/30s, Philippines,
1959 Hamburg-Tokio polar flight, Paris-Jakarta, Bombay-New York, Amsterdam-Moscow, etc., also useful
covers from Afghanistan, Egypt, Syria, San Marino, Iceland, Czechoslovakia, Russia incl. imperfs, Latin
America incl. Columbia 1925 Scadta, Argentina zeppelin and propaganda label covers, Mexico eagleman frankings, Germany with many zeppelin covers incl. 1936 Olympic flight, 1939 Bielefeld flight,
South America flights, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, viewing a must

750

FLIGHT RELATED COVER ACCUMULATION, including 1-100 Smithsonian Institution "Milestones
of Flight" covers, SR-71 pilot signed world speed flight record covers (4) plus over 150 covers including
first flights, air shows, test flights, etc. Generally F-VF

Offer

WORLDWIDE EPHEMERA AND PICTURE POSTCARDS
4718

WORLDWIDE, 1897-1915, TURN OF THE CENTURY LABEL, VIGNETTE & POSTER STAMP
COLLECTION IN TWO MASSIVE ALBUMS incredible collection from an attic find in Paris, untouched
for nearly a century, featuring 3,700 beautiful labels marking many historical events and innovations
mounted on 235 pages spanning two albums, stamps hinged in place, some stuck down, includes many
pre-war and mid-WWI era labels from Germany, Czechoslovakia, Belgium, France, and more, German,
Prussian & Swiss military labels, Balkan wars, stamps and labels commemorating expositions of great
historical significance worldwide including Pan American exposition, colonial expos., aviation, and Queen
Victoria Jubilee and more, heavy on issues from Germany, including commemoratives of battleships,
zeppelins and U-boats which would be used in two world wars, vignettes of German and Prussian royals
and intellectuals including Kaiser Wilhelm II, this vast collection marks an era of globalization, changing
technology, and war, excellent for those interested in the most influential decade of the past 100 years

1500

4719

AUSTRIA WW I RED CROSS FUND RAISING CARDS COLLECTION of 240 different cards showing
range of military scenes, leaders, patriotic and other subjects, majority of the cards mint with small
amount used, generally fresh and F-Vf, a splendid collection of these colorful cards

1500

393
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LotNo

Start Price

4720

GERMANY - WW I ERA POSTCARDS COLLECTION of 680+ cards (about 300 are real photo cards)
neatly organized into two binders includes a number of propaganda cards including assorted slogan
and images, other cards include assorted soldiers and officers, battle scenes and town "rubble", parades,
Royal family, cavalry, artillery, etc., overall F-VF and an exceptional collection worthy of careful viewing

1250

4721

GERMANY - WW II PROPAGANDA and MILITARY POSTCARDS COLLECTION of 285 cards neatly
displayed in 2 volumes plus about 40 extra duplicates, an abundance of topics incl soldiers, parades and
rallies, propaganda messages/ images, Berlin Olympics, fighter planes and bombers, etc., some reprints
as usual, F-VF, an ideal basis for expansion

750

4722

JAPAN POSTCARDS COLLECTION. of over 130 early 20th century postcards, nearly all different with
the majority in color, including a wonderful series of the 1910 Japan-British Exhibition views, with further
types for the same exhibiton with floral and flag borders, followed by a series from Japan of sixteen "famous
places" (Enoshima Kamakura) with original paper wallet, then colorful map and collage-style postcards,
as well as a series of thirty views of architecture and cherry blossom, again all from 1910; an enjoyable view

500

4723

GERMAN and AUSTRIAN NAVY WW I PERIOD POSTCARDS COLLECTION. 62 real photo cards and
171 vintage lithos neatly arranged in an album, variety of different ships, officers, sailors, battle scenes,
unit photos, etc., mostly mint, F-VF, a splendid and attractive group of cards

350

4724

VINTAGE AVIATION POSTCARD COLLECTION. 200 different cards and incl many real photo,
includes different planes, balloons and airships, pilots, incl Glenn Curtiss, Louis Bleriot, "Wrong
Way" Corrigan, etc., mix of mint and used, mostly French, Fine collection of these popular cards

300

4725

FRENCH MILITARY VINTAGE POSTCARD COLLECTION. 145 different cards in sleeves showing
multitude of different views, nearly all WW I related, incl battle scenes, soldiers, artillery, cavalry, generals
and politicians, some propaganda designs, parades, etc. plus 165 "Correspondance Des Armees De La
Republique" cards with variety of designs and unit cancels, F-VF

300

4726

PANAMA and the CANAL ZONE PICTURE POSTCARDS COLLECTION. all different in two albums
comprised of 165 real photo cards (73 Canal Zone, 92 Panama) and 140 vintage period lithos (68 Canal
Zone, 72 Panama), exceptional array of subject matter incl village scenes, various views of the Canal,
buildings incl churches, hotels, administration buildings and hospitals, ships, people, etc., photo cards
mostly mint, lithos mostly used (some typical postal wear), a Fine and desirable collection

250

4727

VINTAGE EUROPEAN MILITARY RELATED POSTCARDS COLLECTION. approx 175 cards incl
many real photo showing soldiers, officers, unit photos, battle scenes, a civilian POW camp, tanks and
artillery, 25 unmailed cards with Italian military label affixed, 24 Canadian military, some Russo-Japanese
war related, etc., generally Fine lot of these attractive cards

250

4728

VINTAGE ACTOR, ACTRESS and ENTERTAINMENT POSTCARD COLLECTION. 160 different
cards incl many real photo cards of American and European performers with majority pre-1940s era and
incl early 1900s as well, mostly mint, a Fine nostalgia collection

100

4729

STAMPS on POSTCARDS COLLECTION. 43 different mostly unmailed cards incl many Zieher cards
plus 3 different cards showing country's coins and set of nine trade cards showing various nations' stamps,
bonus of 1907/22 philatelic exhibition cards (9 cards - four different expos), F-VF

100

4730

GERMANY - MILITARY PRE WW I VINTAGE POSTCARD COLLECTION 64 cards showing variety of
topics incl battle scenes, artillery, parades, soldiers and officers, cavalry, etc., mostly mailed, a Fine and
interesting assortment showing from a variety of conflicts

100

NORDDEUTSCHER LLOYD EPHEMERA COLLECTION. interesting group including four beer
steins (three Marzi & Remi, one decorative; three from the SS Bremen and one from SS Europa, one
missing lid), three SS Bremen ashtrays (two different styles), SS Bremen saucer, Bremen and Europa
souvenir bells, and an SS Bremen fork and handkerchief, most appear to be 1950s/70s vintage although
fork and hankie significantly older, an interesting group of collateral material

75

1700's - 1800's DOCUMENTS, including one possibly signed by King Louis XVI and several with large
seals attached. Most have been folded. Interesting group that includes a manual/account book for
a French rifleman with entries dated in 1807. Review highly recommended - a little research may be
worthwhile. Mixed condition as to be expected.

Offer

4731

4732

AFRICA
4733

6

AFRICA POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION of many 100s primarily post 1960s covers with good percentage
being philatelic in nature (FDC and events) from independent countries and former colonies (no British)
neatly arranged on homemade pages in 8 binders, some postal stationery and interspersed among the
covers (and sometimes full pages) are 100s and 100s of cut-to-shape cancels incl some 19th century and
from a wide array of different towns, highlights include Algeria in 3 binders with mostly late 1990s oversized
commercial and registered envelopes to France, Belgian Congo cancels, Cameroun foreign destinations,
Egypt incl some pre-WW II covers and useful assortment of cancels, Ethiopia attractive frankings and range
of town cancels, Ivory Coast 1960s/70s covers to USA, Liberia topicals, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly
F-VF, collected for cancel interest and undoubtedly some scarcer town cancels within

394

100

Collections

Asia

LotNo

4734

4735

Start Price

*3

ASIA COLLECTION in four volumes with a mint and used array of many thousands of stamps, includes
Cambodia, French Colonies with Indo-China from 1889 onwards, Laos, Thailand with useful definitive
series and mint sets, Vietnam, strong Japan with some postal history incl. 1910 correspondence to US
and diverse postal stationery, S/S from 1940s onwards, Korea, Philippines with a useful range of 19th
century and back of the book to early US admin, etc, mostly F-VF; an interesting lot and well worth
careful viewing

750

*/** 3

DIVERSE ASIA GROUP. 19th and 20th Century in a stockbooks, oldtime approval books and stock
pages, mostly features Japan, also Korea, North and South Vietnam, Thailand, some Philippines, NH
material throughout, many better items to be found, condition varies, generally F-VF

500

4736

*/** 3

ASIA ASSORTMENT. balance from dealer stock of mint sets and singles, many NH, from Burma,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Iran 930-40 used, Korea, Laos, Oman incl 16-24 NH, 35-41 NH, Philippines,
United Arab Emirates 22 used (11), 69-86 NH, 154 used (15), 167-78 NH, etc., F-VF (Scott $3,000+)

350

4737

**

MASSIVE ASIA MINT NEW ISSUE ACCUMULATION consisting mainly of booklets and S/S of Hong
Kong, Singapore, China-PRC, Macao and South Korea; the Hong Kong has S/S in quantity (many still
in unopened PO packages of 50/100) plus a group of recent booklets; the PRC section also contains
similar quantities of recent S/S; the Singapore is mostly presentation packs plus recent booklets; the
Macao group includes some recent booklets and a smaller group of S/S; the South Korea includes many
recent booklets plus a small stock of S/S, singles and blocks from the late 1950s to about 1980. Please
allow plenty of time to review this holding. Two cartons.

300

ASIA COVERS and CANCELS COLLECTION. 13 binders of primarily post 1960s covers with high
percentage being philatelic in nature (FDC, events, etc.) from most of the countries of the continent
stretching from the Mediterranean to the Pacific and incl British colonies (no India) and neatly arranged
on homemade pages, some postal stationery and co-mingled among the covers (and sometimes full
pages) are 100s and 100s of cut-to-shape town cancels incl some 19th century, highlights include the
various Middle Eastern countries incl Jordan, Lebanon and some of the "Sand Dunes", covers from outof-the-way places like Bhutan, useful Ceylon incl KG V and KG VI period with a 1938 1st flight cover,
Hong Kong on over 100 pages incl many 1988 "Year of the Dragon" FDC from different post offices,
Israel on over 450 pages (almost all philatelic incl PO openings), Japan, Pakistan, over 200 pages of
Philippines with most from late 1950s to USA, Sri Lanka, Thailand with 1970s registered airletters, etc.,
loaded with attractive topicals as well, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, collected for cancel interest
and a must view. Three cartons.

250

ASIA FIRST DAY COVER HOARD of 100s of FDC from Hong Kong, PRC plus a few other Asian countries;
also includes an accumulation of used China early Republic issues and a section of mint Manchukuo large
blocks; typical condition and VG-VF; perhaps a little eclectic assortment, but nonetheless interesting.

200

4738

4739

56

36
FDC

CENTRAL AMERICA
4740

*3

GUATEMALA and HAITI COLLECTION. several hundred mint and used written-up in ink and housed
in an album, including Guatemala 1871 20c Rose used, 1875 Liberty Heads complete unused, 1878 Indian
Woman used to 1P Yellow, 1879 ¼r Quetzal used, 1881 Surcharges incl. 20c on 2r Rose used, useful range
of surcharges as well as very attractive illustrated postal stationery cards for the 1897 Central American
Expo, etc., the 20th century also with better issues, Haiti with lots of 19th century and early 20th century
incl 1902 Ovpts to 50c used, 1903 and 1904 Presidents imperf sets, etc; a very useful collection with much
more to see, please inspect.

250

EUROPE
4741

*/** 3

EUROPEAN AIRMAILS COLLECTION. an excellent holding of early to mid-20th century airposts with
thousands of mint/ mint NH and used stamps organised neatly in a packed stock book, with strength
in Germany incl. Rhein locals, 1919 posthorn and biplane varieties inc. 40pf good shade mint NH
(Mi.112b, cat. €260), high value wood pigeons with signatures, lots of HAN numbers and inscription
gutter blocks, Zeppelins, 1926 Eagle se-tenant pair used (Mi.W22, cat. €120), etc, leading on to the
semi-official airposts incl. 1912 Leipzig Margareten-Volksfest used on piece, 1924/25 Pforzheim glider
surcharges set of 12 mint, Regensburg, etc., then Danzig with better watermark varieties incl. 1921 2m
horiztontal wmk (Mi.69Y, cat. €220), 1923 set used (Mi.112/118, cat. €1,300), useful range of Memel
surcharges mint and used, WWII French Legion and Montenegro ovpts incl. 1944 surcharges mint NH
(Mi.26/28, cat. €195), Red Cross surcharges used (Mi.33/34, cat. €200), as well as Italy and Post Offices,
Belgium back of the book, France with lots of 1930s high values through private issues, Greece, Iceland,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, etc,, generally F-VF, viewing highly recommended.

395

1500

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4742

*3

OLD-TIME EUROPE COLLECTION for "M-U" COUNTRIES. 1000s in an old battered Schaubek
album (1922 edition with Schaubek album pages inserted for post 1922) to 1950s mint and used for Malta
to Ukraine; includes useful Italian States of Modena and especially Sardinia, extensive Montenegro,
Netherlands, Norway from #1 with manuscript cancel, Poland with interesting locals from 1914/18
period, Portugal, Romania with imperfs onwards with interesting cancels through to 1906 set plus high
values mint and much more, Russia with a good range of Czarist issues through to the 1930s as well as
back of the book, Sweden strong with 19th century cancels through to 20th century, Switzerland incl;
Rayons, "Strubeli" from 2rp onwards, a good range of Standing and Seated Heltvetia, Serbia, Spain
from #1 onwards with about 2 dozen imperfs and various subsequent issues including a few high values
(some dubious as always) on to the 1930s Columbus set both pictorials high values, etc, early Yugoslavia
particularly for Bosnia and Croatia in early transition, Czechoslovakia with dozens of different "Posta
Ceskoslovenska" ovpts including occasional signatures but some forgeries as well plus Castles both perf
and imperf, usual mixed condition with some slightly stuck down, VG-VF

1500

4743

*/** 3

EASTERN EUROPE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS. 3-volume collection of Romania, Hungary,
Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, the latter probably the strongest with an entire hingeless album with very
strong used 1920s/60s issues incl S/S with Prague 1950 S/S signed by designer, Prague 1955 S/S perf
and imperf, Prague 1962 S/S perf and imperf, etc., useful Romania in an old-fashioned European album
with hundreds of mint and used from 1872 to 1930s, intact and including good 1905/06 semi-postal sets,
1906 Jubilees complete, postal fiscals, S/S, airposts and officials, etc., the third book has several hundred
mint and used stamps incl. Hungary with page after page of pre-1920s issues, Croatia "SHS" ovpts and
other Yugoslavian forerunners, also pre-1940 Latvia, Lithuania and Montenegro, mostly F-VF

750

4744

56

IMPRESSIVE EUROPE POSTAL HISTORY and CANCELS COLLECTION. 57 binders filled with
1000s and 1000s of mostly post-1960s covers (includes postal stationery) with good number of them
being philatelic in nature - FDC, events, etc. all neatly arranged on homemade pages with the added
feature of many 1000s of cut-to shape cancels intermixed on the pages, virtually every country on the
continent represented except Great Britain, note variety of uses - personal, commercial, slogan and
pictorial cancels, registered, some auxiliary markings, etc., some highlights include Austria on over 280
pages, Belgium over 300 pages incl numerous pre-1950s parcel post issues with the box cancels, Cyprus,
Czechoslovakia incl numerous pre-1950s cancels, France on over 800 pages, Germany on over 625 pages
and incl some German States, Italy on over 425 pages (more cut-cancels than covers), Luxembourg,
Netherlands (nearly all philatelic) on over 300 pages and incl some colonies, assorted modern Balkan
countries, modern Baltic countries incl Estonia on over 300 pages, strong Scandinavia incl Faroe Isl,
Iceland and Spitsbergen, Spain incl Balearic and Canary Islands cancels, Switzerland, Turkey, etc., usual
mixed condition, mostly F-VF, a lifetime's work. Ten cartons.

750

4745

*/** 3

POLAND and ROMANIA AIRMAILS COLLECTION. over 1200 mint and used in a well-filled Schaubek
stock book with some minor duplication incl many present both mint and used and with good number of
the mint being NH, Poland includes early air labels for Lopp and Poznan through to later S/S, Romania
with the first airposts and 1930 Ovpts sorted by watermark type incl. vertical wmk overprint set used, also
many S/S from NH 1940s issues on, generally F-VF with plenty of retail potential,

750

4746

*3

EUROPE COLLECTION with STRONG FRANCE. to 1950s on Borek pages, from classic period through
about the 1950s, France with useful 19th century used, 1925 5fr (from S/S) used, 1930s/40s issues mint/
used assortment, some additional colonies and foreign offices, add'l Greece incl useful array of used
Hermes Heads, Hungary pre-1920s issues, etc., mostly F-VF

750

4747

*3

EUROPE COLLECTION to 1940, lovely collection in a Schaubek album with 100s and 100s of mostly
used stamps, better sections of Austria, Great Britain, Netherlands, Russia, Switzerland, etc., much better
condition than usually seen, mostly F-VF, nice foundation collection; Scott aboout $5,000

500

4748

*/** 3

EUROPE CACHE of 1000s of mostly mint (many NH) post 1960s issues incl sets, short sets, singles, S/S,
etc. in 13 stock books or albums, notable section of SE Europe incl Albania, also Hungary, Vatican City,
Scandinavia, Monaco incl Europa S/S, etc. plus some colonies (esp. Portuguese), usual mixed condition
incl some bit of light toning and/or slightly dist gum but generally F-VF, huge retail value

500

4749

*/** 3

WORLDWIDE "STACK OF STOCK CARDS". mostly mint sets and singles in stock cards with useful
German area, 1930s/60 Turkey, Greece incl early Olympics issues, Belgium, Neth Colonies, French
Africa, Portuguese and Spanish colonies, Algeria parcel post, etc., usual mixed condition - stamps were
not stored in an ideal environment and there will be some gum toning/ disturbances, etc. but much is
fresh and F-VF, huge retail value, viewing a must

500

4750

*/**

PLEASANT EUROPE ASSORTMENT. delightful old-time scrapbook-style collection with well over
1000 mostly mint NH stamps of the early 20 century collected as new issues; we note WW II Latvia
and Lithuania occupation ovpts incl. Zarasai/Zargrad 5k type IIA with broken "t" mint NH (cat. €275),
Ukraine trident ovpts wih signatures, Italian area with a series of AMG-FTT overprints mint NH with
different types on the 100L carmine, Swiss pro juventute sets, WWII French legion, France 1947 40f Ader
NH, Russia 1913 Royal Portraits with 20k and others NH, French Colonies, Netherlands 1920 2.50g on
10g orange Wilhelmina used, etc, as well as some nice Japan incl. National Parks miniature sheet; offered
intact as received with sleepers highly likely, please inspect carefully.

500

396

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4751

*/** 3
6

3-VOLUME EUROPE COLLECTION. old-time scrapbook-style collection with many hundreds of NH
and used stamps as well as postal history apparently bought as new issues in the 1930s and 1940s; we
note strong Germany incl. very attractive German States covers and used postal stationery particularly
the Prussia 3sg Brown envelope with 3sg Bister stamp tied by Odenkirche cds cancels, through Third
Reich with propaganda cards, 1928 Ebert/Hindenberg to 80pf mint NH, se-tenants incl. Ostland
ovpts NH, early FDCs, etc, as well as Danzig, Memel, plebiscites, France incl. advertising label on cover,
Russia, General Gouvernement postal history, etc, etc. Please inspect carefully, there will be many more
discoveries to be made here.

500

4752

**

WESTERN EUROPE ACCUMULATION stock of mostly complete sets from Belgium, France and
Switzerland with a smattering of Austria and a few other countries including issues from the 1970s to
about 1990; everything NH with Scott values to about $10; fresh and F-VF; owner's Scott $2,300+

150

4753

*/(*)

BELGIUM AND LUXEMBOURG COLLECTIONS. many hundreds of mint and used in four albums
plus two stock books; the Belgium in one old style Lindner hingeless album plus a second collection
of mostly mint in a Scott specialty album, both collections are rather sparse prior to 1930 but gaining
strength through the war years and continuing into the 1980s, we note several sets and singles in the
$10 to $25 range with an occasional item slightly higher in value, a Luxembourg collection in two Davo
hingeless albums is quite similar to the Belgium collections in that it is somewhat scattered coverage up
to about 1950, though there are some sets in the $10 to $25 range, usual mixed condition but mostly F-VF

150

4754

*/** 3

ACCUMULATION OF SMALL COLLECTIONS group of seven albums or stock books plus seven dealer
counter books, the most extensive country is Spain, but only because this section is found in both a
Minkus album plus the seven counter books, both contain mostly inexpensive mint sets from the late
1960s to mid 1970s, other countries include Vatican City, Austria, Liechtenstein, Israel and Italy, most
of these collections are quite modest but the Italy, housed in a Minkus album, contains a worthwhile
collection of Trieste-A which includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 1-14 NH, 15-17, 41 NH, 58-69, C2026 NH, J1-6 NH, J7-15 NH, J29 and QY1-4, finally, there is a small collection of mostly used Portuguese
Colonies, mostly F-VF

150

LATVIA AND LITHUANIA POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION an unusual accumulation of several
hundred covers from the early 1990s including commercial mail, oversized envelopes, philatelic mail
and a few postcards, a Fine accumulation of material that is seldom seen in this quantity.

100

*/** 3

HUNGARY AND POLAND COLLECTIONS WITH STOCKBOOKS the Hungary section of this group
contains most of the value and it is housed in three Schaubek old style albums, the earlier album with
mostly used stamps into the early 1950s, then changing over to mint about 1954, at this point, the
collection is generally NH to the end in the late 1960s which extends into the second album, the third
album for later issues is entirely empty - the stamps that belong in this last album are found instead
in a small box filled with glassines of mint sets that the owner never bothered to mount; turning to
the Poland, we find three stock books containing many hundreds of stamps, one book is entirely used
arranged on manila stock pages while the other two stock books are entirely mint and hold mostly
complete sets from the 1960s and 1970s, mostly F-VF

75

**

EASTERN EUROPE ACCUMULATION assortment of mostly 1980/90 complete sets and S/S sheets
with very little, if any, duplication, we note groups of Russia, Hungary, Poland, East Germany and some
Yugoslavia, virtually all are NH, F-VF; owner's Scott $1,100+

60

4755
4756

4757

6

LATIN AMERICA
4758

6

4759
4760

*3

LATIN AMERICA POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT. a fascinating cache of around 150 covers and
postal stationery envelopes/cards, the vast majority being from a single correspondence between 1900
and 1910, especially with Chile, as well as Peru, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, etc., mostly to Valparaiso or
Germany, a few redirected, with a wonderful variety of mostly different frankings with numerous multiple
frankings and colorful combinations of stamps with postal stationery, even the minority of unused items
are also interesting including Colombia Servicio Postal Fluvial steamship illustrated 10c envelope, Peru
overprints, Chile departmental official envelopes, etc., Fine and well worth inspection

600

LATIN AMERICA BANK NOTES ASSORTMENT. about 170 different banknotes from the 1890s
onwards, including issues of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala,
Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, El Salvador Uruguay, Venezuela, as well as Surinam and Belize. A
very attractive array with many in uncirculated condition. Please inspect.

400

CENTRAL AMERICA COLLECTION to 1960s. in 3 nicely filled Scott albums, includes strong sections
of Costa Rica, Cuba incl Spanish and US administrations with airmails, S/S, 1960 Christmas blocks
mint, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama and Salvador, loaded with
desirable mint sets including airmails and S/S, generally F-VF, view to appreciate

250

397

Collections
LotNo

4761

4762

Start Price

56

*/** 3

LATIN AMERICA EXTENSIVE POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION of couple 1000 primarily post 1960s
covers with good percentage being philatelic in nature (FDC and events) from nations of the Caribbean, Central
and South America neatly arranged on homemade pages in 9 binders, some postal stationery and interspersed
among the covers (and sometimes full pages) are 100s and 100s of cut-to-shape cancels incl some 19th century and
from a vast array of different towns, from Argentina through to Venezuela and with strong sections of Argentina
incl some Antarctic related, Brazil mostly personal; or commercial mail, Chile incl Antarctic related, Guyana incl
various surcharged values, Honduras with numerous airmail and registered covers, Mexico Architecture issue
covers and extensive cancels, Nicaragua assorted registered and airmail uses, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly
F-VF, collected for cancel interest and undoubtedly some scarcer town cancels within

100

LATIN AMERICA in THREE STOCK BOOKS. mostly post-1950s mint sets, short sets, singles, topicals,
etc in well filled stock books, some with bit of light toning and/or slight dist gum but generally F-VF

100

MIDDLE EAST
4763

*/** 3

MIDDLE EAST ACCUMULATION of mostly mint post 1940s Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Bahrain,
Qatar, Jordan and Dubai in 5 stock books, plenty of premium sets and singles (many NH) incl some of
the earlier KG VI and QE II definitives, many colorful topicals, 1940s definitives (incl some S/S) of Iraq
and Jordan, premium 1960s/70s Qatar, also note Saudi Arabia 138-49 perf and imperf (toned/ disturbed
gum), etc., some minor toning or gum slightly glazed from mounts but generally F-VF, viewing a must

750

4764

*3

MIDDLE EAST ASSORTMENT featuring EGYPT. over 1000 mint and used neatly organized neatly in
an old battered stock book, mostly different with minor duplication on Egypt's pyramid issues which
include several dozen examples from 1867 and subsequent issues through to 1920s commem sets, Kings
Fuad and Farouk £1 values used then mint, 1933/38 air mails used, UAR ovpts on air mails mint incl
double error on 40m Carmine, UAR S/S, continuing to Egypt back of the book with postage dues and
officials from the first issues onwards, pyramid revenues, Suez Canal steamship locals (some dubious or
reprints as usual), as well as Sudan with a useful range of the camel postman issues to 10pi, officials also
to 10pi, early telegraphs 'TEL' in oval handstamp on "Soudan" overprinted pyramids, the Sudan military
telegraphs se-tenant pairs with ten values to 25pi, etc., also Iraq, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

350

4765

6

MIDDLE EAST COVERS and POSTAL STATIONERY diversive group of over 60 covers and used
postal stationery from the region, including Aden, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco,
Pakistan, Ras al Khaima, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, and Yemen including two scarce Bermuda censored
covers from Iran and Iraq, and rare 2p redrawn issue of Saudi Arabia., F-VF; fascinating group from this
popular area, including scarce and seldom seen items

200

4766

*/**

MIDDLE EAST plus NORTHERN AFRICA ASSORTMENT. balance from a dealer stock of mint sets
and singles, most NH from Abu Dhabi, Afganistan, Dubai, Iraq, Lebanon, Ethiopia, Somalia, South
Arabia, Syria and Yemen, F-VF; Scott $1,340.

120

SCANDINAVIA
4767

*3

SCANDINAVIA COLLECTION. 100s to 1964 issues in a Scott album highlighted by (mint unless otherwise
noted) Danish West Indies 1-2, 20b used, Denmark 8 used, 15 used, 17 used, 25-34 used, 41-52 used, 65-69
used, 81 used, B1-5, C1-5 used, P2-10 used, Finland 1930-64 (less 1955) Red Cross issues mint or used, C1,
Greenland 39-40, Iceland useful assortment of classic mint or used Numerals, 165-66, C1-3, C9-11, Norway
370-74, Sweden 225 used, 1931/55 issues nearly complete used, etc., generally F-VF, ideal for continuation

150

SOUTHEAST ASIA
4768

*/** 3

SE ASIA COUNTRY COLLECTION SELECTION Group of three mini-collections from Laos, Macao and
Thailand plus a mint sheet file of Viet Nam; the most valuable collection is from Laos which starts with two
1952 souvenir booklets followed by Scott 25-26, C13 (2), the rest of this collection is composed of mostly
special issues from the 1970s in limited edition S/S plus several Gold foil issues; then Macao collection
which starting with some classics and the following pages with mostly sets and S/S from the 1990s including
some duplicates up to about three or four each; the last of the mini-collections is from Thailand which
is entirely mint and starts with a handful of sets from the late 1960s and early 1970s followed by several
pages of 1990s S/S, although there are a few scattered used stamps and a handful of hinged items, the vast
majority of these collections are NH; lastl is the mint sheet file of Viet Nam postage due sheets - first is a set
of sheets of 50 of J1-6 and the other is sheets of 100 of J21-24; mostly F-VF; Owners catalog value $8,000+.

400

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS
4769

**

EUROPA and FORERUNNERS COLLECTION to 1973 simply put, a complete Europa and all the
forerunners collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album and incl assorted S/S and sheets as Liechtenstein
1960 full sheet of 20, bonus of a UN 1951-72 NH collection (#38 on FDC), fresh and F-VF

398

500

Collections
LotNo

4770

Start Price

*/**

EUROPA COLLECTION. 1000s of stamps to 1970s in a large stock book, the vast majority in mint never
hinged sets, from forerunners onwards incl 1956 complete NH incl. Luxembourg, 1959 complete NH,
Greece 2.50d missing rose underprint mint NH, oddities as Lundy, Herm and Jethou Islands, 1972 Sp
Andorra NH and used (3), etc, generall fresh and F-VF

300
250

4771

**

EUROPA COLLECTION. year sets on stock cards for 1956/2004 with some duplication and most years
complete, includes some S/S and booklets, NH, F-VF

4772

** 4

EUROPA ACCUMULATION. stock book bursting with S/S, mini-sheets, multiples, etc. of 1970s/2000s
(handful of earlier) issues of a variety of countries incl Gibraltar, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Liechtenstein (incl
1960s sheets), Faroe Isl, Channel Isl, etc., minor duplication, NH, F-VF, huge retail value

4773
4774

**

EUROPA, 1956/79. virtually complete NH in a Lighthouse hingeless album. fresh and mostly VF

250
150

*/** 3
6

JUDAICA A-Z. collection written up on homemade pages in ten folders, incl. A-Z by subject, Austria,
Czechoslovakia, Poland and misc., write ups range from mere identification to lenghty scholarly
dissertations, covers the subject quite comprehensively incl. Jewish personalities, Biblical artwork, the
Holocaust, anti-semetic and anti-Israel propaganda etc., as illustrated on stamps, souvenir sheets, covers
and postal history, also some Esperanto, Zionist Congress, Swiss postcard, Palestine, JNF seals etc., great
lot for the specialist

250

4775

*/** 3
6

1936 OLYMPICS TOPICAL COLLECTION. impressive collection of hundreds of mint never hinged
and used stamps as well as hundreds of covers and postal stationery items on the theme of the 1936
Games as well as some later Olympics in two volumes; the main strength obviously is the Germany,
with highlights including the summer games "zusammendrucke" combinations complete both NH and
used, the S/S both NH, an impressive series of five A4 sized souvenir pages showing around a dozen
different special postmarks, as well as further special cancels on the S/S, an excellent range of covers
incl. full sets and lots of "zusammendrucke" frankings. also attractive color postcards for the Games and
other propaganda, commemorative cards of Austria and Greece; the second album is almost entirely
devoted to Zeppelin covers including winter games sets on illustrated card with oval LZ.129 "befordert"
handstamp and on cover with scarce First Flight Air Mail and swastika cachet, additionally the Olympic
Hindenburg flight purple flag handstamp on wide range of covers and cards incl. with Games labels, setenants, etc., generally fresh and F-VF a most worthwhile and enjoyable viewing, highly recommended.

3000

4776

**

PRINCESS DIANA TOPICAL ACCUMULATION accumulation of mostly 1997/2007 S/S and minisheets from every corner of the planet though mostly British Commonwealth, no duplication, everything
is PO fresh and NH, F-VF; owner's Scott $1,900+

200

4777

*/** 6 RED CROSS TOPICAL COLLECTION. diverse array of thousands of stamps and much postal history
with a few hundred covers all assembled during the 1930s/70s, arranged on album pages, stock cards,
glassine envelopes, old auction lots, etc. but a bit chaotic nonetheless; on a brief inspection we note
POW mail, Red Cross labels on covers/cards from 1915 onwards incl US, Norway, Denmark, etc, British
Commonwealth incl Trinidad, Malaya, British Comm 1963 Centenary omnibus NH, as well as China,
Nepal, Japan, Latin America with miniature sheets, France booklets, Albania 1946 semi-postal surcharges
complete mint, Greece, WW I Italian colonies and Portuguese colonies mint sets, French Colonies,
interesting covers from the start of the 19th century onwards, etc, etc.; enormous potential here - allow
plenty of viewing time

750

4778

*/** 6 SMALL ST. PATRICK GROUP. Irish and American FDCs and covers postmarked 3/17, most with
whimsical cachets or cancellations, note a decent number of naval covers from the 1930s, seven souvenir
4
folders w/ silver coins, other odds and ends related to the famous Irishman, generally Very Fine

Offer

4779

*/**

SOCCER COLLECTION many hundreds of different stamps and S/S with nearly all NH in a large
stock book; an extensive range of material from the Spain 1982 World Cup including Djibouti minisheets and imperfs, Aitutaki and Niue S/S, Togo and No Korea, Uruguay '78 S/S overprinted Spain '82,
Chad gold S/S, Mali issues overprinted with match results, diverse countries incl. Uruguay and Latin
America in general, French Polynesia, Czechoslovakia, Russia, Liechtenstein, etc., bonus section of Los
Angeles 1984/ Sarajevo Winter Olympics incl. Bhutan Archery S/S and Winter Sports set, Maldives,
Bangladesh, Djibouti, etc,, generally fresh and F-VF, includes many items having low printing numbers
that are difficult to find on the market today; owner states new issue price well in excess of $5,000.

500

4780

*/**

EXTENSIVE UN TOPICALS COLLECTION outstanding mint topical collection housed on quadrille
pages comprising several hundred sets incl S/S mostly of the 1950s/70s incl UN and various UN topics
incl anniversaries, agencies, admission to UN, etc., , much useful French Colonies, also Middle East with
Yemen incl 1948/62 inverted and double surcharges, 1945/52 miniature sheets incl combination black
and red surcharges, excellent Dubai incl Kennedy sheets with and without ovpts, Qatar incl large minisheets interpanneau with and without ovpts, add'l Mexico, Thailand, Switzerland officials, India military
abroad, etc.., generally fresh and F-VF; much material here you seldom see today

750

4781

*/** 3
6

1974 UPU ANNIVERSARY TOPICAL. many 100s of sets, singles, FDC, imperf varieties, some deluxe
proofs, etc. issued from countries the world over, also note some related topicals and a handful of 1949
UPU issues, mint nearly all NH, fresh and F-VF, huge retail value; view to appreciate

100

399

Collections
LotNo

4782

Start Price

WILDLIFE TOPICAL COLLECTION. most attractive collection of several hundred mostly NH sets,
singles and S/S, neatly displayed in an album, issues from early 20th century onwards with no duplication
and the majority in complete sets, nice French Colonies incl. dozens of New Caledonia birds, sea shells,
fish, etc, British Commonwealth from KG VI onwards incl New Zealand and Pacific Islands, Portuguese
Colonies incl Portuguese Guinea Beetles NH, Tonga self-adhesive Whales, Netherlands New Guinea, etc,
generally fresh and F-VF or better

200

WOMEN ON STAMPS COLLECTION. mostly post 1950s issues on pages or in stock sheets with and incl
commems, definitives, S/S, etc. depicting women from all walks of life - sports, artist subjects, politicians,
musicians and actresses, etc., mostly F-VF, nice start to a more advanced collection.

Offer

TOPICALS EXTRAVAGANZA; 1000s of mostly mint post 1960s issues (many NH) in 24 stock books, incl
sets, singles, S/S, British and French colonies omnibus issues, wide range of topics incl animals, birds,
sports/ Olympics, ships, art, 1974 UPU, US Bicentennial, etc., some show a bit of light toning and/or
some gum disturbance with most F-VF, viewing a must

750

TOPICAL STOCKBOOK ACCUMULATION. large assortment in seven various stockbooks and binders,
incl. mostly mint sets, singles, souvenir sheets, full sheets etc., nice variety of material with better items
throughout

350

4786

*/** 6 TOPICALS COLLECTIONS. primarily Birds, Flowers and Animals in 4 stock books, plus accumulations
in a box, primarily 1960s/80s NH sets and singles with plenty of French Africa and 2nd/3rd World
countries, also includes a stock of stock cards with Halley's Comet and QE II Anniversary issues, Freedom
From Hunger issues incl Brit Commonwealth common designs apparently complete, another group of
miscellany incl Sports/ Olympics on covers/ FDC, Space, etc., some toning issues but generally F-VF,
substantial retail value

300

4787

*/** 3

WORLDWIDE TOPICAL ACCUMULATION. mint and used accumulation of sets, singles and souvenir
sheets in five various stockbooks, folders and an album featuring sports, art and many many more topics

250

4788

*/**

TOPICAL COLLECTION GROUP. group of five different topical collections with mostly mint NH sets
and souvenir sheets throughout, incl. World Refugee, Trains, United Nations, Malaria, Kennedy and two
albums with various topical related issues, clean and worthwhile, F-VF

160

TOPICAL RELATED ACCUMULATION. accumulation of topicals in various binders, presentation
sheets and stockbooks, incl. complete mint NH sets, souvenir sheets etc. from a wide range of topics
incl. Birds, Flowers, Olympics, Aviation etc., also nice World Refugee album and China Panda Set, F-VF

120

TOPICALS COLLECTION in 18 STOCK BOOKS. extensive collection with a representation of virtually
every topical under the sun, there are many 1000s of stamps here from categories such as flowers, birds,
aviation incl balloons, gliders, zeppelins, animals again with many separate sub categories for example
under L, lemurs, lions, leopards, etc through to monkeys, butterflies, sports such as rowing, soccer,
swimming, table tennis, famous people from explorers, composers, poets, from the 19th century through
to the 1970s with nothing beyond, most countries of the world represented here and every page nicely
filled, generally F-VF viewing highly recommended with so much material here and no duplication
whatsoever.

200

DEALERS TOPICAL HOARD One dealer's hoard of topical issues from various Sand Dune countries
and Equatorial Guinea from the late 1960s to 1970s filling three large cartons. We note that there are
literally tens of thousands of sets and souvenir sheets usually packaged in groups of 25 or 50 each. The
key selling point of this selection is that many of these are identified by Michel catalog on the glassine
along with information about the year of issue and the topic which makes it a lot easier to market this
material. Could be a real gold mine for the individual who would create a market. Three heavy cartons
- consider shipping costs.

100

ACCUMULATION OF TOPICAL COLLECTIONS carton filled with eight binders of collections of
Automobiles in two volumes, Paintings in two fat volumes, Nudes on Stamps, and Ships on stamps; one
binder with an assortment of different topicals including Birds and Flowers among others; much of the
collection is either used or CTO, however, the value lies in complete mint sets.

Offer

4783
4784
4785

4789
4790

4791

4792

*/**

*3

*/** 3

*/** 3

*/** 3

*3

*/** 3

*/** 3

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS AND VARIOUS
4793

*/** 3

STANDOUT WORLDWIDE COLLECTION in 55 SCOTT INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS. many 1000s
of stamps from virtually every stamp issuing nation (less the US) with issues to the 1990s and loaded
with mint and NH sets and singles, most value, as expected, in 20th century Europe and colonies plus
British Commonwealth, a listing of the better items would take several pages of catalog space but suffice
it to say the collection is rife with better mint sets and singles escpecially of the 1940s/70s, generally
F-VF; meticulously catalogued by the collector (inventory of cat value per country available) in his words
"catalogs $167,000. Only complete sets counted. Mostly mint and mostly NH", prepare to spend some quality
time with this lovely collection

400

20000

Collections
LotNo

4794

4795
4796

4797

Start Price

*/** 3

*3

*/** 3

** 4

SUBSTANTAIL WORLDWIDE "A-Z" COLLECTION to 1940. in 3 Scott Jr Int'l albums and incl some later
issues and with extras in the blank areas (e.g. higher values of the set or some later issues), desirable sections
of British Commonwealth through KG VI (Canada offered separately) incl many 1935 Silver Jubilee mint
and W Europe and colonies plus central and eastern Asia, weakest (but still useful) for Africa and Latin
America, nearly endless array of better sets and singles which include (mint unless otherwise noted) Australia
152-54 NH, 218-21, Austria 1850/83 mostly complete used, P7 used (signed Richter), Belgium 212-15, 221a
NH, 229-36, B69-105, B106 (stamp NH), B106a NH, B123-31, B143, B144-50, B156-62, B178a-179a NH,
B466A-B (stamps NH), B498-520, B544-54 NH, B605a NH, assortment of ad label setenants, Brit Antarctic
24 NH, Cape of Good Hope 3 pair used, Croatia 1-23, Denmark 32-34, C1-3 mint and used, Falkland Isl 8496, 1L1-8 1st and 2nd printing, 1L19-33 used, Finland 40 block (2 stamps NH), Q6-9 NH, Germany B23-27
NH, B141-43 mint and used, B310-13 NH and used, 9N35-41 NH, 9N38-41 used, 9NB8-11 used, Gibraltar
107-18 (5sh used), Great Britain 1 used (2), 5-7 used (usual close to cutting margins), 96 used, 108 registry
cancel, 179-81 used, Greece 126, 127 used, Hong Kong 106 used, 145-46 used, 147-50 NH, Ireland 1-8 used,
19-22 used, 23-35 used incl 26b, 39-43 used, 44-57 used, 59-62 used, 93-94 used, 96-98 used, Israel 1-9 used,
Italy 85, C1-9, C20-26, Aegean Isl C15-19, Japan assorted 19th century used (some forgeries), 154 (toning),
190-93, 200-01, Manchukuo 1-18, Netherlands 48, 53-54 used, 101 used, 104 mint and used, 105 used, 133
used, C13-14, Neth Antilles 184-87, C48-49, Neth Indies 1 used, 97a, 102a-123a used, 237, 238, 240, 249 used,
303, J4-6 used, New Zealand B3-4, Norway 1-5 used, Papua useful "Lakataois" mint and used/cto, Philippines
223A used, Poland C26Cd NH, Rhodesia 115 used, St Lucia 95-106, Sweden 7 used, 12 used, Switzerland
group of used Seated and Standing Helvetias, 182, 304 used, Tristan da Cunha 14-54, Vatican City 35-40
(certificate from non-expert), 41-46 mint and used, 47-54 used (2), 55-60 mint and used, 155a NH and used,
B1-4 mint and used, C16-17 used (2), C18-21 used, etc., a few faults here and there but overall a fresh and F-VF
collection which could form the basis for a comprehensive pre-1940 worldwide collection, careful viewing
highly recommended; Scott catalog for just the $10+ singles, sets and short sets well over $43,000

6000

WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION. about 150 well filled stock books, much 19th century through to 2000s,
mint and used, strong British Commonwealth, useful European colonies as well as desirable Middle and Far
East; VG-VF valued at a conservative $40/book - some are worth a great deal more, very few less; no doubt
catalogue for many individual volumes will run easily into four-figures; allow ample viewing time

4500

WORLDWIDE CORNUCOPIA of 1000s of stamps from Aden to Zanzibar (no U.S.) in three stock books
and with useful sections of many areas with (as expected) Europe and Colonies the strongest and incl
German Zeppelins, Tannu Tuva, Imperial Russian Coat-of-Arms, New Zealand Health stamps, Ethiopia,
Fiume, Ecuador, some classic Peru, assortment of worldwider S/S, majority NH, generally F-VF; ideal for
the collector or on-line dealer; cat value in excess of $25,000

3000

WORLDWIDE 2012/2017 NEW ISSUES TROVE. from a multitude of countries all in their original
glassine envelopes (some with prices noted) and conveniently marked (in vast majority of the issues) with
the Scott number, includes S/S, mini-sheets, sets and singles, etc. with commems, charity issues, definitives
and booklets (incl prestige) and just brimming with attractive topicals, listing each country represented
would create too lengthy a list but ranges from France and Belgium to Burundi and St Thomas & Prince;
from Australia, Papua New Guinea and extensive Solomon Isl to Ghana and Costa Rica, from the Channel
Islands and Guyana to Hong Kong, Greece and Hungary to former Russian Republics, etc.some minor
duplication, NH or self-adhesive, generally PO fresh and VF, astronomical new issue cost and if you're
looking to stock up on recent issues look no further; outstanding retail potential

2500

4798

*3

WORLDWIDE SMÖRGÅSBORD. quite a very diverse accumulation housed in 50 mostly substantial
albums and stock books with tens of thousands of mint and used stamps comprised of 1000s of different
complete NH sets, while there are occasionally 19th century through to WW II (and even material of
the 1990s/2000s), it is clear that 1950s/80s French Colonies predominates incl omnibus sets, of French
Africa incl Chad, Cameroons, Chad, Comoros, Congo and continuing through to Togo, much more than
can be described with a very good worldwide range across the board as well; mostly F-VF; a last minute
entry that will prove a boon for online sellers. Four cartons.

2500

4799

* 3 6 MASSIVE LIFETIME ACCUMULATION. One man's lifetime accumulation filling many cartons with old
albums, binders of stock pages, loose glassines, hoards of foreign sheets, covers, philatelic products and even
a small philatelic library; the bulk of the value, to put it simply, is in the quantity, or more precisely in several
groups of foreign sheets; the best of these are from Mexico where we found #836 & #C184 in sheets 30 (300
sheets each) and #C24 in sheets of 60 (300 sheets); similarly, we found Chad #C222 in stack of 100 sheets, and
Central African Republic #C49 in the same quantity; St Vincent #899 & 901 S/S (4500) and finally Tunisia
#1448a S/S (6000); the total catalog value for just these sheets is over $220,000 and there are other sheets
that we have not mentioned; other items of special interest include United States #C1-3 and a complete sheet
of local post Boyd's Dispatch (#20L56), Confederate States #1 tied on piece by Greensboro SC cancel, Hawaii
mint #29 & 65, Ryukyu #10 imprint block, and Vatican #C18-19 LH. We also found a small group of Canada
recent plate blocks filling a shoebox as well as a selection of better mint material from the 1930s plus a Van
Dam revenue album containing complete sets George V Electricity & Gas and Weights & Measures sets. To
continue into the deep recesses of the closet, we spotted Turkey #74 (part sheet of 120), eight PRC year sheets
from the 1990s, an Israel tab collection in four White Ace albums, a group of Canada, United States and New
Zealand year sets, and a box of Cuba new issues from the 1970s. The library consists of about ten volumes of
the United States Specialist plus Carroll Chase "The 3c Stamp the US 1851-57" 1942 edition and two volume
Johl 1937 edition (signed). Among the dozens of albums and stock books we also found a collection of
"Postmasters of America" Medallic FDCs (34 silver medals included). Be sure to set aside a large block of time
to review this massive accumulation! 17 cartons - consider shipping costs prior to bidding.

2000

401

Collections
LotNo

4800

Start Price

*/**

WORLDWIDE COLLECTORS DUPLICATE STOCK One collector's stock of duplicates arranged in a
rather haphazard fashion in two cartons of bulging binders containing hundreds of manila stockpages,
each binder arranged alphabetically by country, however, the stamps themselves are sorted into absolutely
no order whatsoever, the one saving grace is that the owner meticulously wrote the Scott number in
pencil beneath each and every stamp on the manila stockpage; we discovered hidden gems sprinkled
throughout these binders which include the following (mint unless otherwise noted) Barbuda 595-612,
British Antarctic Territory 153-67, British Guiana 294-95 on registered cover, Bohemia & Moravia 1-19,
Croatia B66-67 mini sheets, Cape of Good Hope "Triangles" used, Cyprus 182 (2), Greece 344-61, 538,
549-55, 556-67, 568-73, 574-81, 587-600, C71-73, Guatemala 134a, CB9a, India 289-90 NH (20), Iraq 7778, Ireland 290-309, Italy C13-19, C29-35, Italian Colonies 1-12, Italy - Trieste A 31, Japan 422, Kuwait
82-83, Lebanon C149a (two footnoted S/S), Leeward Islands 114, 133-47, Liechtenstein 227-35 NH,
Manchukuo 1-18, Spain 877a-78a, Surinam 263a, etc., also worthwhile sections of Latin America new
issue sets, strong used Norway and Sweden and dozens of other better mint items surely to be discovered,
mostly F-VF; be sure to plan to spend some time to review this material for yourself.

1500

4801

*/** 3

WORLDWIDE 10-VOLUME ASSORTMENT. the interesting balance of the delightful scrapbookstyle collection, thousands of stamps with many NH as assembled on a new issue basis in the 1930s and
1940s! Also lots of postal history of the period, as well as China and Japan, Italy and Colonies, France
from 19th century, GB, Austria, Switzerland, Poland 1945 Dachau red cross miniature sheet, as well as
strong Germany and area including States, 1889 25pf Orange mint NH, 1936 Olympics S/S on cover,
Third Reich color propaganda cards (some reprints), lots of Allied occupation postal history to the
same addressee incl. Berlin ovpts black and red, also SBZs particularly Cottbus, Strausberg S/S, etc. This
description is an outline only, there is so much more here to discover.

1500

4802

*3

SUBSTANTIAL WORLDWIDE COLLECTION to 2008. a collection of around 30,000+ mint and used
organised country by country in 15 albums and on close inspection this is far better than it first appears; a few
of the albums are for pre-1950 issues only with China and area appearing in various places incl. Manchuria,
Shanghai 1893 sets mint, lots of pre-WW II Martyrs etc, as well as later sets mint and S/S; also seen Italy,
interesting Italian States classics, Italian Colonies and Post Offices abroad, Montenegro earlies, Iran, Siam,
South Africa bilingual pairs to 10/-, Ukraine trident ovpts, British Commonwealth inc some 1935 Silver Jubilee
as well as KG VI Coronation incl Newfoundland mint, etc.; the albums for the mostly post-1950 material are
also good with lots of S/S "new issues" incl. Argentina 2005 Ships, Madeira 2006 Flowers S/S, French Polynesia
2008 S/S and sets; completely uncataloged and offered intact as received. Please allow time to view each book.

1500

4803

*/** 3

WORLDWIDE "CHAOTIC" ACCUMULATION. mostly mint (much NH) sets and singles mostly in
glassines or stock cards and haphazardly "arranged" in a carton and in many cases with stack of glassines
stored in a larger envelope, much to sort through and in in initial look noted useful Canada, Falkland
Islands, Gibraltar, French colonies, 1930s/50s mint France with useful post WW II issues, Hong Kong
with some scarcer cancels, Newfoundland C3 on cover, couple of well-margined Cape of Good Hope 4d
Triangles used, India and States incl 1948 10R Gandhi NH and used, Germany and German area incl
Berlin and Saar, Belgium, Netherlands, etc., usual mixed condition in early issues but mostly F-VF, view
carefully as you never know what's in the next envelope

1500

DELIGHTFUL WORLDWIDE COLLECTION. old-time collection housed in a somewhat battered
volume with several hundred mint and used stamps from the classics to the 1940s with plenty of surprises;
we note Bavaria numerals to 18kr incl 1kr Yellow mint (#9), Mecklenburg-Schwerin 1856 3s Orange mint
(#2), useful mint never hinged France sets and high values, Russia with NH 1931/32 50k Zeppelin perf
10½x12 not listed in Scott, Yugoslavia forerunner ovpts on Bosnia-Herzegovina with interesting varieties,
German Colonies with mint high values incl. Kiautschou 1m and 2m both NH (#19/20), as well as nice
cds postmarks, through to Swiss "rayons", Iceland flight zeppelin cover, balloon flight covers, 1924 "Roter
Teufel" glider flight card, further zeppelin covers of Brazil and Germany, Iceland 1931 Zeppelin NH (#C911), Berlin 1949 booklet se-tenant FDCs, etc, etc. A book that gets better and better the more you look.

1000

OLD-TIMER'S WORLDWIDE in a STOCK BOOK. astonishing old stock book with many 1000s of mint
and used with much 19th and early 20th century representing many of the world's countries to 1940s,
take a look at Mongolia early pictorials mint, Siam/Thailand Atts overprints, Persia (usual dubious and
reprints), Japan, etc., no duplication and includes "back of the book" issues, usual mixed condition with
most F-VF; an accumulation that is very difficult to value a must view

1000

4804

4805

*3

*3

4806

*3

WORLDWIDE ECLECTIC ASSORTMENT of collections and balances in albums, folders, stock books, etc. with
useful French "Sowers", excellent Fiume with typical mix of good and bad, Roman States reprint sheets, some W
Ukraine incl reference forgeries, Thailand 1883/1957, Serbia WW II occupation covers, starter collection of China
with bit of PRC, Iran to 1970s on stock sheets, stock book of mostly Art topicals, Batum assortment, French colonies
starter collection, 5 volume Russia starter collection, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

1000

4807

*3

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION of "Brit Cen Africa-Czech", "Iceland-Kuwait" and "Peru-Salvador" in 3
Scott Int'l albums (reproduction pages), issues through the 1930s with better British Commonwealth
countries as Brit Honduras, Canada (101 mint), Cape of Good Hope incl used Triangles, Cyprus, India
and States, "The Saints" (incl St Helena 1913 4d with split "A" variety mint, St Lucia 1936 George V
Pictorials mint), Solomon Isl, etc. plus useful Bulgaria, China, Cuba, Iceland, Italy, Japan to 1960s incl
1870s used (mostly genuine, 222a NH, 1930s/40s Parks mint, C3-7 mint), Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Russia, Saar, etc. plus Italian, French (especially Africa) and Portuguese colonies, Latin
America, usual mixed condition but better than most, generally F-VF, view to appreciate

1000

402

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4808

*/** 3

HEAP OF WORLDWIDE S/S plus some mini-sheets, singles multiples. etc. in 23 small stock books, also
note handful of imperf varieties and deluxe proofs, vast majority mint and primarily NH post 1960s and
loaded with topicals, some minor duplication and highlighted by sheets of Korea incl No Korea, SE Asia
incl Singapore and Vietnam, Czechoslovakia, French Africa, Belgium, Netherlands, Hungary, Germany
incl DDR, UN, Brit Pacific, Portugal, Israel, Latin America, etc., some premium with most up to about
$20 cat value, some with light toning and/or bit of disturbed gum but mostly F-VF

1000

4809

*3

INTACT WORLDWIDE COLLECTION grandfather's collection housed in two handmade albums containing
well over 40 separately bound country collections with thousands of mint and used stamps from 19th century
to 1930s as well as incorporated postal history, we note Belgium Leopold imperfs and first perf types incl 40c
on cover, China from 19th century onwards incl Shanghai locals, Japan with attractive used 19th century (mix
of good and bad as usual), useful French classics and Peace and Commerce to 5fr, Great Britain from the
penny black onwards, Poland, Russia with early Czarist coats of arms to 30k rose and green, Switzerland with
1850s Rayons and range of Helvetia imperfs and much more; usual mixed condition, VG-VF, offered intact as
received with no doubt a huge catalog value and many sleepers to be discovered

1000

4810

*3

WORLDWIDE CONGLOMERATION of stamps on stock pages, hundreds of glassines, on album pages,
stock books, old albums, etc covering the worldwide, virtually no British Commonwealth or USA, with heavy
strength in Europe and Colonies, some better Asia, good Middle East with high values and imperfs, some
varieties, booklets (including some better earlier items), and just the type of great lot we all like looking
through to uncover treasures and great items for your collection or stock. Must view to appreciate!

800

4811

*3

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION. three albums housing several thousands of stamps from the 19th century
onwards with occasional material placed to the side of each album page for eventual incorporation to the
collection; highligts incl Italian Papal States, Thailand, Switzerland, Saudi Arabia, Australia, Danzig with
postally used and China with strength in the 1940s and ovpts issues, VG-VF

750

WORLDWIDE HOARD of many 1000s of mostly mint post 1960s sets, singles, S/S, mini-sheets, blocks,
etc. with some duplication, loaded with topicals, French colonies, Korea S/S, Brit Commonwealth, W
Europe and much more, better throughout with cat values to $100 and probably more, usual mixed
condition with some light toning and/or slight gum disturbances but overall F-VF and a must view

750

*/(*)/** TROVE of WORLDWIDE STAMPS. 1000s and 1000s of mostly mint 20th century in 45 nicely to well
filled stock books, truly worldwide in scope with European colonies (notably Portuguese), southern and
3
eastern Europe, Ethiopia, Latin America, Baltic region, etc. plus the ever-present topicals, usual mixed
condition and there will be some toning/ slightly disturbed gum on numerous mint issues, genrally F-VF,
a must-view. Four cartons.

750

WORLDWIDE "GRAMPA'S COLLECTION. 100s and 100s on quadrille pages in an Yvert album,
very little duplication, from the classics to about 1920s/30s, Albania thru Yugoslavia, with interesting
countries noted including Belgian Congo, Bulgaria lions, Spanish classics (some dubious as usual),
Finland serpentine roulettes, Greece with over three dozen Hermes heads thru 1927 airposts mint,
Hungary engraved Franz Josef issues to 25kr violet with shades thru Romanian occupations, Italy from
States onwards with very useful back of the book, foreign post offices, Fiume, etc, Romania with 19th
century high value imperfs, etc., mixed condition as to be expected and occasional stuck down which
usually pop up, VG-VF; more here than described - much fun and many discoveries to be made

750

WORLDWIDE "NEW ISSUES" GROUP. exciting and diverse group in 4 binders loaded full of stock
pages with thousands of NH stamps and S/S of the 1960s/2000s, Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, predominantly
in complete sets and all different, including British Commonwealth, Korea, Cuba, US, Macao, Mongolia,
Liechtenstein, Iceland, Portugal, Czechoslovakia sheetlets, Russia with lots of souvenir sheets, etc.;
massive new issue cost with PO fresh quality throughout.

750

WORLDWIDE AIRPOST ISSUES COLLECTION. several thousand mint and used stamps in two nicely
filled stock books, primarily 1920s/50s and generally organized by country; majority of the mint are
NH and the collection is replete with hundreds of NH complete sets; better areas include the Baltic
States, Switzerland with the 1923/37 Allegory issues to 2fr, extensive Spain including interesting Civil
War, useful French and Italian Colonies with 1930s/40s NH sets, Persia, Saudi Arabia, Far East in general,
Latin America, etc., generally F-VF, catalog value probably into 5-figures, view to appreciate

750

* 3 6 WORLDWIDE STAMP and COVER COLLECTION. several hundred stamps, as well as several dozen
items of postal history, all 19th century to 1930s period in a well filled album, some of the interesting areas
include postmarks on Denmark, Portugal, Netherlands Indies, etc, plus Saar, plenty of postal stationery
of Belgian Congo, Portuguese Colonies and French Colonies, further stationery of Hyderabad, Cochin,
Travancore and Nepal, etc, 19th/ early 20th century Persia, US, Japan, China, Mexico, Peru and other
Latin America to explore all well integrated into the collection, then full-circle to Europe again with
German States and locals postal history, lots of cut-squares, through to inflation frankings, etc, etc. A
most unusual collection and well worth careful; inspection

750

*/(*) 3 WORLDWIDE "A-F" COLLECTION of a few 1000s to 1990s in two packed albums, including Angola
with Ceres issues mint, 1951 Birds mint, Austria, 1950 Voters mint, Azores with good range of mint
1906 to 1920s, 1921 Tuberculosis mint, Cape Verde, Belgian Congo, Crete, Curacao, Croatia, extensive
Czechoslovakia from dozens of Hradcany castles, etc., through to useful mint Fiume (some dubious as
usual), Funchal, Greenland incl. Thule, and Horta, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF

500

4812
4813

4814

4815

4816

4817

4818

*/** 3

*3

**

*/** 3

403
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4819

*3

4820

*/(*) 3 WORLDWIDE "O-R" COUNTRIES COLLECTION. a few 1000 stamps to the 1990s in two albums,
including Poland with much General Gouvernement, Romania from 19th century onwards incl. better
semi-postals, Russia with of pre-revolution issues through to interesting back of the book with Siberia
surcharges, White Russia, etc. as well as German WW II Eastern occupations sets, useful Spanish and
Portuguese colonies, San Marino, Spain with classics (some dubious as often) through better 1950s
issues, Switzerland early 20th century to high values, interesting Turkey with lots of back of the book
from 19th century onwards and much, much more, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF

4821
4822

*/**36 MYSTERY BOX. .....actually 2 boxes.
*3

WORLDWIDE "I-P" CONTRIES CONGLOMERATION. many 100s to the 1990s in a bulging album
beginning with Iceland, Ifni, Italian East Africa, Italy from the classics onwards incl better 1930s
commem sets incl 324-28 mint, 331-41 mint, 367-76 mint, better post-WW II commems and definitives,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg incl C16-20 mint, Mozambique, Netherlands including good back of the
book, Norway from 19th century posthorns onwards and better semi postals from the 1930s, Nyassa with
much pictorials ending in Portugal, mostly F-VF, view to appreciate

500

500
500

WORLDWIDE "BACK ROOM EMPTYING" ACCUMULATION. around 70 albums of varying sizes incl
assorted Harris and Scott plus other starter albums with basic worldwide and some country collections
(Romania, Hungary, Germany, etc) and some topicals, 1000s of stamps in mixed condition, VG-VF

500

4823

*3

WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY of mostly used arranged on old time blank or quadrille pages, note
US used 19th century Banknotes and early Bureaus used plus 30c Columbian used, foreign countries
incl assorted Greece, Mexico, Monaco, Switzerland incl charity issues and airmails, etc., usual mixed
condition, VG-VF

500

4824

*3

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION two-volumes of many hundreds of mint and used with strength in Asia
plus useful British Commonwealth incl. Barbados Seahorses to 5/- (high value NH), Bermuda from
QV onwards incl 1962 set to £1 NH, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Hong Kong with range of Q V to
24c thru QE II first defins with mint NH high value attractive plate number corners to $10, India with
Q V revenues and Feudatory States, etc. In the second volume there is much China from 19th century
onwards incl. express letter stamp, Russia with interesting Czarist and revolutionary material incl. range
of Ukraine trident ovpts, Argentina classics, etc, VG-VF; often chaotically presented, there could be
anything here, so please inspect carefully.

500

4825

* 3 6 WORLDWIDE "OLIO" OF STAMPS and COVERS. includes stock books of Belgian and French
precancels with better issues, a topical "Star of David" collection with stamps, covers, cinderellas and
US perfins, cover album with variety of different incl 1912 Rhein-Main fown flight card, 1936 Olympics
Zeppelin flight, early 20th century European picture pcds, etc., some 19th century German official
receipts for taxes, registered mail, etc., group of 7 German "Riesen-Postkarte" with most having colorful
designs, Puerto Rico 1890s revenue sheets, Cuba 14 sheet of 170 (small faults; Scott $4,250), etc., usual
mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate

500

4826

*3

WORLDWIDE BALANCE. three stock books and a moderatley well filled set of Harris album pages for
"H" to "U" countries (no binder), note stock book of Germany, Bahrain with useful NH 1970s/80s issues,
etc., generally F-VF; owner's Scott value $10,500+

500

4827

*3

WORLDWIDE "CLEAN OUT THE CLOSET" ACCUMULATION of starter and remainder collections,
balances, stock sheets and stock cards, approval glassines, etc., flipping through the assortment noted
Australia 1938 5sh-£1 Robes mint, Canada 1951 $1 Fishing NH, GB "Penny Black" used (2), India
1960s/80s mint sets, Korea 1951 Korean War Flag S/S (21 of 22 mint; missing only Italy without crown),
UN 38 NH, US 1930s/40s issues mint/ NH incl ½c-$5 Prexies, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF,
viewing a must

400

4828

*/(*) 3 ECLECTIC CONSIGNOR BALANCE in thin binder, best include Canada & Provinces, Israel, Palestine,
includes some covers, FDC's, etc, better stamps: Prince Edward Isl 1-3 used; BC and Vancouver Isl 11
6
used; some attractive earlier Newfoundland; attractive used Canada to $1 values; Israel 7-9 used with
certificate plus an additional used 7-8; France 1a used (certificate), etc, some typical mixed condition but
generally F-VF. (owner's 2014 catalog $5,000+).

400

4829

*/** 3

WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY. 19th and 20th Century mint and used varied accumulation in three
banker boxes, incl. folders, notebooks, envelopes, binders and album pages with material from many
different countries incl. China and Asia, inspection recommended, condition varies, generally F-VF

400

*3

WORLDWIDE SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUES COLLECTION. assorted stamps and some "Express" labels
in manila stock sheets and incl some Russian airmails, better as New Zealand E1 mint (9 incl 5 NH), used,
Oltre Giuba E1 (2), E2 (2 incl one NH), Peru E1 NH (6) and used, Russia C10 mint (4 incl one NH), C11
mint (5 incl two NH), C34 mint (2) and used (3), C35a mint (2) and used (5), E2 mint (4 incl one NH),
E3 mint (2), Ryukyu Isl E1 NH single, block of 4, imprint block of 6, block of 16, F-VF; Scott $3,100+

400

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION in 16 VOLUMES. mostly used to 1960s issues in Scott albums (Jr Int'l ?)
with most value, as usual, in W Europe and colonies plus Brit Commonwealth, note some useful Albania,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, Great Britain, Netherlands, Spain, etc., usual variable
condition, VG-VF

400

4830

4831

*3

404

Collections
LotNo

4832

Start Price

VARIED WORLDWIDE GROUP. 19th and 20th Century mint and used from a variety of countries in
five stockbooks, two approval books and one large box of glassines and cards filled with many thousands
of stamps, incl. Belgian Congo, some China, Germany, Revenues, better material to be found incl. NH,
well worth careful inspection

350

4833

*/(*) 3 WORLDWIDE COLLECTION. great-grandfather's "Cosmopolitan Postage Stamp Album" with hundreds
of nearly all 19th century issues, note Canada assorted Small Queens to 10c incl some unused, Barbados
"Britannias", Cape triangles, nice range of Sierra Leone, Latin America with Costa Rica ovpts on first issues,
Egypt with lots of pyramids, Shanghai, Turkey with interesting range of back of the book, Swiss imperf
Helvetias, Russia royal arms, Danube locals, German States, Greece Hermes heads, Martinique etc., much
stuck down as usual in 19th century collections, please inspect page for page for sleepers.

300

4834

*3

WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT. two smallish old stock books with mostly late 19th and early 20th century sets
and singles with very little if any duplication, the main strength is in Latin America with Mexico numerals, official
sets and other early back of the book, extensive Colombia and departments with high values and provisionals
seen, as well as interesting airpost consular overprints, Salvador with 19th century postage due and official
overprint sets, the latter with 1896 and 1897 sets to 100c mint, as well as the 1898s to 1p yellow mint only missing
the 3c, etc. also a good range of 1950s France used; typical mixed condition, VG-VF

300

*/** 3

4835

*3

WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION. amassment of albums, stock books, collection remnants and
remainders, loose stuff, on/off paper and all manner of worldwides sets, singles and S/S, topicals, etc.,
plenty of European material incl some stock sheets of revenues, covers and postcards, UN Flag stamp
FDC, etc., mixed condition, VG-VF, inspection a must.

300

4836

*3

WORLDWIDE KITCHEN SINK LOT thousands of loose glassines containing both mint sets and used
singles small boxes of mostly used singles and sets, many small stockbooks containing stamps from every
corner of the earth, mint sheet files, UPU presentation folders, United States year sets, cinderellas galore,
topical collections, world wide S/S, and just lots of stuff; moisture has caused some condition problems
but only a small portion is affected and most of the material is F-VF; we highly recommend viewing to
fully appreciate the depth and breadth of this accumulation.

300

4837

*/** 3
6

WORTHWHILE MISH-MASH ACCUMULATION a wide variety of material with thousands of glassines
containing mostly mint sets, some singles and a smattering of used stamps; old stock books and small
boxes containing an array of mostly mint Third World countries including Egypt and other Africa from
the 1950s/60s; an accumulation of worldwide S/S, most notably Netherlands from the 1960s plus bonus
of Ryukyu Islands #C1-3 FDC; a mint sheet file with a set of Italy #C12-19 in sheets (some are stuck to the
interleaving); noticed a few better such as Nyasaland #68-81 blocks, the special Laos and Cambodia 1952
booklets (all panes stuck to interleaving), Viet Nam imperforate blocks from the 1960s (mostly toned),
a mint collection of 1960 Olympic topicals on loose pages and a single stockpage of Austria Black prints
from the 1960s; some condition issues but generally F-VF; a fascinating accumulation.

300

4838

*3

WORLDWIDE CLASSICS SELECTION. several 100s on stock pages being virtually all used 19th
century issues, including useful British Commonwealth with Victoria early issues, Newfoundland, Hong
Kong to 30c incl 8c Orange Crown CC mint (Scott 13a) as well as India including revenues, Heligoland,
etc., also noted classic imperfs of Belgium, Austria, Greece, Italian States, Denmark, Spain, etc, France
incl Offices in China, Japan, China, Russia, Turkey with local post, Danube steamships, US again with
back of the book, etc, some mixed condition and dubious/ reprints as to be expected in the classics;
VG-VF; please inspect

300

4839

*/(*)/** WORLDWIDE PRESENTATION FOLDERS incl UPU CONGRESS. scores of mostly post 1980s
folders from wide assortment of mostly European countries and incl numerous GB and Channel Island
presentation packs, Italy with duplication, Scandinavia, Singapore and Malaysia presentation packs,
includes Indonesia 1957 UPU Congress booklet (3) with mint sets of 1954 RIAU overprints (Scott 1-22;
slightly dist gum), Somalia presentation book (3) each with NH set of 1950-51 Airmails (Scott C17-27),
Paris 1947 UPU Congress presentation folders for No Rhodesia, Nyasaland ansd Swaziland, etc., some
will show some bits of toning or have stamps stuck down, generally F-VF

250

4840

*/**

WORLDWIDE S/S and MULTIPLES CONGLOMERATION. array of many 100s of S/S plus some minisheets, singles, multiples. etc. in small stock books/ sheet folders and envelopes, vast majority mint and
majority NH post 1960s and loaded with topicals, some minor duplication and highlighted by issues of
China/ Taiwan, France, Brit Commonwealth (notably Brit Pacific, Africa and Caribbean), Germany,
Japan, etc., some premium with most up to about $20 cat value, about 25% with light toning and/or bit
of disturbed gum but mostly F-VF, viewing a must

250

4841

*/**

WORLDWIDE MINT ASSORTMENT approx 1500 stamps (100s of sets) in two stock books with
apparently all NH but do notice a few French area deluxe proofs, note Mali with signed deluxe proof for
UNICEF and other French Colonies with imperfs, se-tenant proofs, etc., Morocco including definitive
sets and S/S, Mauritius, Mexico incl. "Exporta" issues, Mongolia, Norway, New Zealand, etc., generally
F-VF; substantial new issue cost.

250

4842

*/**

WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY. several hundred nearly all NH 1940s/60s issues including dozens of S/S,
note stamps of Dubai, Jordan, Transjordan, Palestine overprints on Egypt, Yemen 1949 UPU se-tenants perf
and imperf, Qatar, French Colonies incl. Fezzan postage dues, Japan, Korea, etc., generally fresh and F-VF

250

405

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4843

*3

WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT. 1000s from the 19th/ mid-20th century grouped by country in a large
stock book, useful include Afghanistan, Macau and Timor, other Portuguese Colonies with mint Ceres
types, Guatemala with double surcharge and extensive Latin America in general, Siam, Travancore,
Netherlands Indies, etc., as well as a wide range of Brit Comm incl. Hong Kong, add'l French Colonies,
etc., little duplication, mostly F-VF

250

4844

* 3 6 WORLDWIDE ALBUM. 19th and 20th Century mint and used in a homemade album to about 1945,
incl. covers and cards throughout, best is U.S. with back of book, possessions, Confederate, postal
ephemera and interesting early Christmas Seal multiples, also China, worth inspection

250

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS. includes GB commems mostly complete 1940/66 incl 1960s phosphors
NH, Germany (incl Berlin) mint mostly complete and NH 1968/87, British Pacific mostly NH 1960s/80s
featuring Australia 508 NH, L8-18 NH, Christmas Isl, Cocos Isl 1-6 NH, Fiji 147-75 mint, 176-89 NH,
Gilbert & Ellice Isl, New Hebrides (incl some French), New Zealand incl some Health S/S L1-8 NH,
Niue, Norfolk Isl, Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn Isl, Solomon Isl 232-47 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF

200

WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT. mostly mint post-1950s European sets, short sets and singles neatly
sorted into glassines, generally less than $20 cat value per glassine but with some better, note useful
Andorra, Belgium, "Benelux", France and colonies, Greece, Hungary, Italy and colonies, Japan, Monaco,
Romania, Scandinavia, Spain and colonies, Switzerland, Vatican City, etc., good number of later issues
NH, some minor duplication, usual mixed condition with majority F-VF, well worth a close inspection

200

4845

4846

*/** 3

*3

4847

*/** 3
6

WORLDWIDE CONGLOMERATION LOT containing something of a mish-mash of a little of this,
some of that, and more of something else, value is concentrated in a group of British Commonwealth
definitive sets including Falkland Islands 107-20, 128-42, 1L19-33, Canada 211-16 (10) with extras of
215 (25) and 216 (15), 273 (3), also includes Virgin Islands 21a (3) and Switzerland 305 used (2),
others include 1953 Coronation omnibus set, a fistful of mostly mint British Commonwealth short sets
on dealer counter pages, a small stock book of 1970s new issues from Latin America and Canada plus
a real potpourri of mostly inexpensive used France in glassines, mint Finland on dealer cards, also
includes 1980 South Korea presentation album and some used airletter sheets plus other stuff, usual
mixed condition, mostly F-VF

200

4848

*/(*) 3 WORLDWIDE COLLECTION. many hundreds of stamps from two great grandfather and two
grandfather albums, including China with dozens from Imperial junks incl overprints thru martyrs, GB
with 1d red study, India QV revenues, Japan classics, etc., typical very mixed condition as usual with this
kind of collection; VG-VF; anything could be here, please inspect.

200

4849

*3

WORLDWIDE "J-R" COUNTRIES COLLECTION. an album with many hundreds of mint and
used predominantly pre-1950s sets and singles, Includes Jamaica from KG V onwards, Japan from
Chrysanthemums, K.U.T., Kuwait, Malta, Mauritius, Monaco with useful range of mint 1940s and 1950s,
Mongolia, New Zealand, Netherlands, Nicaragua with 19th century mint high values, Papua "Lakatois",
Paraguay, Persia/ Iran, Peru, Poland incl. WW II Exile Govt in London issues on philatelic covers,
Portugal and Colonies, Romania, Russia and much more, usual mixed condition, VG-VF

200

4850

* 3 6 WORLDWIDE "FREE FOR ALL" with BONUS. many many 1000s in glassines, some sorted, vast majority
not, primarily 20th century, bonus a large stash of covers (mostly FDC) and postcards - do note useful
stack of mostly pre-1950s Japanese postcards and five parcel tags with Prexy/ Liberty franking all sent
from an APO in France, also mint and used postal stationery (lots of US), very mixed condition, VG-VF,
ideal for the dedicated trader/ accumulator.

200

4851

WORLDWIDE COMPLETE BOOKLETS ACCUMULATION. 100s of mostly post-1980s booklets with
plenty of Macao, Brit Commonwealth omnibus series issues, Canada, Scandinavia, USA, Channel Islands,
PRC 3097a (100), etc., generally fresh and F-VF

200

*3

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION many 100s in a nicely filled (and well used) Scott Jr Int'l album with
issues to the 1920s, decent representation from many countries but note some better European ( as
usual) with useful Danzig plus some Austria, Canada, Latin America, Japan, etc., usual mixed condition,
VG-VF, view to appreciate

200

4853

**

WORLDWIDE BOOKLET HOARD a couple of thousand booklets primarily issued between 1970/90;
the largest number are from Canada, France, Belgium, Sweden, and Norway followed by British
Caribbean (mostly 1978 QEII Silver Jubilee issues) plus a wide variety of other countries as far flung as
Pakistan, Greece, and Algeria. Surely, a group designed precisely for the eBay seller.

200

4854

*3

SCOTT INTERNATIONAL JR. ALBUM TO 1940s. overwhelmingly used, with countries ranging from
sparsely to moderately filled, strength appears to be primarily in British Commonwealth, some condition
issues as this was a beginner collection but close inspection may pay off, generally F-VF, owner's catalogue
value in the mid-five figures

200

SPRAWLING WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION ON STOCK PAGES. approximately 1,000 black stock
pages (owner's estimate) containing worldwide stamps, primarily second half of the 20th century, mix
of mint and used (many CTOs), all corners of the globe represented, some souvenir sheets and sets,
generally F-VF, huge retail potential with many stamps of topical interest

200

4852

4855

**

*/** 3

406

Collections
LotNo

Start Price

4856

*3

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION. to about the 1950s arranged by country on loose-leaf pages in 9 binders plus
some extras in a box, primarily more common used from European countries but do note some scattered better
items, note some useful Austria, Belgium, Latin America, Japan, Germany, Hungary, GB and Commonwealth,
Scandinavia incl Sweden 200-211 mint, 214-25 used, etc., some of the mint stamps stuck down a bit but generally
salvageable, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, nice foundation collection needing better albums

200

4857

*/** 3

LARGE WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION of stamps and covers including United Nations in quantity (2
#38 + 2 #38 fdc) and Russia in sheets (hundreds - 10-15 different), stockbook of Iceland used plus bundles,
mostly domestic covers and postcards, little pockets of value through out. Generally F-VF. Four cartons.

200

4858

4859
4860

4861

4862

4863

*3

WORLDWIDE STOCK BOOK of STUFF. vintage stock book crammed with approximately 2000 mostly
used stamps from 19th century onwards, looks like everything is pre-1950, including China with dozens
of "Junk" issues incl. multiples on piece, also early Colombia, Russia, Italy, British Commonwealth,
Switzerland, Portugal and Colonies, dozens more China Junks surcharges, etc. A difficult viewing as the
stamps are loaded on top of each other and behind manila strips. Sleepers will be present, please inspect.

* 3 6 MYSTERY BOX

150
150

SPRAWLING 20TH CENTURY WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION. approximately 100 file folders all
identified by country and each filled with stamps hinged on blank pages, mostly labeled by Scott no.,
moderate to heavy duplication throughout, by the owner's estimate there are 50,000+ commemorative
stamps (11,000+ different) and probably just as many definitives, mixed condition but generally F-VF,
ready-made stock for the packet dealer

100

UNUSUAL ASSORTMENT CLASSICS AND MODERN an unusual group that includes a stock card
of high value used classic France comprised of eleven different used including #37, most of these
with a "Star" cancel , a Hannover #19 tied by a blue cancel on a folded cover, several stock pages of
mint Japanese occupation of Indonesia, also a stock book of hundreds of mostly used more common
stamps from around the world; finally two fat stock books of 1946/94 Philippines mint (mostly NH)
collection including a number of imperforate sets and blocks, usual mixed condition, VG-VF; A little bit
of everything to appeal to a wide audience of collectors.

100

*/(*) 3 WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT ON LOOSE ALBUM PAGES a large stack of loose album pages holding
many hundreds of mint and used stamps; we spotted a small Czechoslovakia as well as a German States - Bavaria
collections, a group of Portuguese Colonies, and a large group of mint New Zealand Specialized collection of "flyspecks"; also an unusual selection of France Cinderella material issued during the early 1910s to 1920s for various
exhibitions (unfortunalely, this last group was stored in a damp place and they are now stuck together), still unusual
and collectible material; usual mixed condition, VG-VF; take a few minutes to see what else is buried in this carton.

100

STOCKBOOK AND ALBUM ASSORTMENT group of five stockbooks plus two albums containing a wide
variety of mostly mint stamps; the first stockbook holds a substantial stock of mint and mostly used Peru
beginning with the first issues and continuing into the 1950s; next stockbook a mint accumulation of Germany
from the 1960s followed by a few pages of Italian Colonies; then an album of mint Israel on White Ace pages
from the 1980s followed by a Minkus album of Indonesia from 1940s/80s as well as a stockbook of duplicates;
finally a binder containing a topical collection of Space stamps including 1958 International Geophysical Year
collection with Belgium #B605a as well as the French Telstar omnibus set; typical VG-VF; view to appreciate

100

WORLDWIDE REFERENCE COLLECTION, an interesting reference collection of hundreds of all 19th
century, this time with German States from Baden incl 18kr green mint and used, Bavaria to 18kr, dozens
of Hamburg types from the imperfs onwards, some particularly dangerous forgeries here, Hannover to
10gr, Heligoland through to North German Confederation, also German Post Offices Abroad incl China
ovpts, Austria with the Mercury heads, Italian States good range of Papal States and Modena, through
to blue Savoy Cross for the Two Sicilies with both types of provisional governments, much Romagna
through to Tuscany, etc., a most interesting collection.

100

*3

*/** 3
6

*/** 3

4864

4865

*/** 3

HODGE-PODGE ASSORTMENT One large carton filled with old albums, stockbooks, glassines and a mint
sheet file. Most of this material is rather recent with very little before 1950 and even that "early" stuff is
confined to United States 3c plate blocks housed in glassines filling a small box. In fact, there is mint US
postage scattered throughout, including a couple of year sets. We found a several small stockbooks filled with
recent British Commonwealth, mint Canada, Great Britain includes a section of recent booklets, plus two or
three stockbooks of worldwide material. There may not be any rare items, just a lot of useful material.

100

4866

* 3 6 WORLDWIDE ESTATE LOT. Worldwide collections, stock cards, approvals, stamps in envelopes and
on paper, etc., interesting group of India and Persia, box of Japan and Ryukyu Islands mostly mint postal
cards (some per 100), usual mixed condition, VG-VF

100

4867

*/** 3
6

DEALERS BACKROOM CLEANING LOT Four large cartons filled with dozens of albums, stockbooks,
loose pages, glassines and more. In short, everything that a dealer did not want to look at again. We found
many small collections such as a Medicine on Stamps collection, small Yugoslavia in Lindner album, small
Germany is Schaubek album, United States on White Ace pages, two volumes of British America in sparsely
filled Scott specialty albums, and a Liberia "US Presidents" album. This is not to mention that there are quite
a few "home made" collections mounted on blank pages filling several binders. Then there are the dozen
or so stockbooks with used Singapore, France, Great Britain Machins, United States used plate number coils,
mint and used Israel and much more. Take this one home and you could fill up your backroom or man cave.

100

407

Collections
LotNo

4868

Start Price

3

PACKET MAKERS PARADISE three large cartons filled to overflowing with tens of thousands of used
stamps off paper plus a couple of shoeboxes filled with glassines of used stamps. Most of the stamps seem
to be from the United States, however, there are plenty of foregn as well. It will take quite awhile just to
count them all and package them for sale.

100

4869

*/** 3
FDC

COLLECTORS CLOSET CLEANING LOT two cartons filled with loose stamps, loose album pages,
tattered old stockbooks, ancient albums and more, note loose album pages including a small Albania
collection, followed by a deep layer of United States and worldwide covers, postal stationery and FDCs,
also old albums and stockbooks noting a binder holding a "Stamp-on-Stamp" topical collection incl
some proofs of Upper Volta and Mauritania, also spotted two old stock books of mint and used Austria,
another of New Zealand S/S in quantity, Canada 1960s plate blocks, there are also a couple of "philatelic
products" that include a collection of Liberia issues of US Presidents followed by a collection from the
Postal Commemorative Society of world FDCs, mostly F-VF; lots of stuff to spend time sorting through
instead of doing yard work this coming summer.

100

4870

*/(*) 3 WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION of 1000s in 27 smaller but well filled stock books, primarily early 20th
century to the 1960s and with some complete mint sets of French colonies incl assorted omnibus sets
(1937 Expo, Curie, etc.), Latin America, European colonies, Hungary, topicals, some British and US,
etc., usual mixed condition with some light toning and/or slight gum disturbances on good number of
the mint, VG-VF

100

4871

**

WORLDWIDE BOOKLETS 1970s/80s. binder filled with dozens upon dozens of complete booklets
from Sweden (most prominent) followed by Great Britain, Canada, plus a smaller group of France,
Netherlands and colonies, Norway, a handful of Ireland and a fistful of Germany and Switzerland; the
best item is the Great Britain first Wedgwood booklet with typical trimmed perfs on the ½d, fresh and
F-VF, a useful group

100

4872

*/** 3

WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION ON ALBUM PAGES a box filled to overflowing with hundreds of
loose album pages containing thousands of mint and used, we spotted a small collection of San Marino,
some Chile as well as other Latin America, several different British Commonwealth, most notably,
Australia plus much more, in the "more" category, we found a few pages of Canada Ducks, recent used
United States, as well as used Austria and Belgium, among the mint was a group of recent Japan booklets
and a collection of 1953 British Commonwealth Coronation omnibus and finally, a stack of large size
souvenir sheets on dealer pages, mostly F-VF

100

4873

*3

WORLDWIDE CABOOSE ASSORTMENT three cartons filled with all the stuff that a fastidious collector
never got around to sorting, cataloging and valuing; we found a carton of hundreds of loose low value
sheets (some in quantities) which includes a section of French Polynesia low values of several different
sets, the other cartons contain a wide variety of loose stamps, loose glassines, a couple of tattered old
albums and much more, typical very mixed condition, VG-VF.

100

4874

*/** 3
6

DEALER WORLDWIDE BALANCE. several discrete collections, incl. approx. 400 First Flight covers
from the 1930s/50s, several 100s of 1980s Swiss FDCs, British stock including several dozen classic covers
(mostly QV era), Canadian collection in two Minkus albums and stockbook (weak in classic period),
as well as three Zepp covers (two 1936 Hindenburg flights and 1924 cover w/ C24), a charming and
ecclectic mix sure to please the eBay or bourse dealer, view to see if this is for you

100

4875

*/** 3
6

WORLDWIDE DEALER'S BACKROOM. the remanants of several properties acquired by a dealer, note
better sections of Germany (incl. DDR), USSR, etc., as well as several worldwide albums, many other
odds and ends sure to be found throughout, surely the potential to pay off for a determined dealer or
collector

100

4876

3

WORLDWIDE PACKET MAKERS DELIGHT tens of thousands of stamps with strong sections of
Canada, Great Britain, Australia, some New Zealand, loads of western Europe including Switzerland,
Norway, Sweden, France and Italy; the owner actually collected cancels rather than stamps, so most of
this material is still on paper to show the complete cancel. 10 cartons.

75

*3

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION in 7 sparse to lightly filled Scott International albums (1960-65 issues
album empty) plus a couple of beginner albums, stock books and misc pages, most value in the 1840/1940
issues volume with some useful mostly used Europe, usual mixed condition, VG-VF; bonus a copy of the
1954 Life magazine showcasing the world's rarest stamps. Two cartons.

75

**

WORLDWIDE BOOKLETS. group of 63 worldwide unexploded booklets from 16 countries, many of
which are unlisted; generally PO fresh and in excellent condtion, many topical themes as Birds, Flowers,
Sports, Chess, etc., mostly VF

60

4877
4878
4879

*3

PACKRAT'S PASSION. tens of thousands of mostly used stamps both on and off paper; the owner
carefully packaged thousands of bulging glassines by country - often with dozens or even a hundred
stamps in each; there are stamps from at least one hundred different countries, however, there is
absolutely no order to the glassines which are just tossed into cartons, a packet-maker's delight

60

4880

*3

WORLDWIDE BALANCE. includes bit of mostly 20th century used US in stock sheets, stock book of
Austria with mix of mint and used 19th/20th century issues, starter collection of Austria in a Scott album
with strength in 1910s/50s issues, handful of pre-1960s Vatican City, worldwide miscellany in a stock
book, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF

50

408

Collections
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4881

4882

4883

Start Price

*3

3

3

WORLDWIDE ALBUM ACCUMULATION. 4 cartons filled with various albums and stockbooks; includes
small collections of Colombia and Venezuela, plus an album of Israel; of special note is a fat stockbook
of thousands and thousands of used stamps from Europe including Austria, Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and Poland; also several quite modest collections of United States and finally a group of four
albums containing philatelic products or "Collections Made for Collectors" including a "First Ladies of
the United States"; mostly very inexpensive used stamps, though a close look will reveal plenty of mint
material as well.

Offer

DEALERS STOCK OF USED WORLDWIDE. a significant holding of tens of thousands of used stamps
in glassines sorted by Scott into eight black dealer boxes plus a large box of duplicates also sorted by
Scott into glassines, each just stuffed with hundreds of stamps; in this latter group, we noted quite a few
Taiwan issues from the 1970s; the black boxes apparently span the entire globe including some United
States, viewing a must

Offer

WORLWIDE CANCEL COLLECTION a huge accumulation of cancels from a collector of cancels rather
than stamps which means that he usually cut the cancel off the envelope resulting in only a small part of
the stamp remaining - to him it was the cancel that was important, not the stamp; there are at least twenty
or thirty albums of just cancels arranged by country plus dozens of small boxes of duplicates and other
material that he never got around to mounting in albums, a most unusual collection to be sure. 6 cartons.

Offer
Offer

4884

3

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION, CONSIGNOR BALANCE, several hundred, mostly "packet" material in
couple children albums from the 1960's, view to see if this is for you

4885

*/** 3
4

MYSTERY BOX. note Liberia, Tannu Tuva, handful of Match & Medicine stamps, etc., view to see if this
is for you

4886
4887

*/**36 MYSTERY BOX. Swiss revenues, US postal history, & more
Sprawling Ephemera Collection, hundreds of items, including cigar labels, advertisements, stocks,
magazines, programs, and much more, ranging from the 19th century all the way up through the last
couple decades, generally F-VF throughout, many items that would be perfect for the eBay or antique
store dealer, viewing is strongly recommended as this is a cornucopia of interesting material

Offer
Offer
Offer

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING:
Mailing of Lots to Foreign Addresses
Lots are shipped by Federal Express or USPS Express Mail. If you prefer another method, you must contact our office in advance with your
preferred method, acknowledging that you accept full responsibility for the lots once they leave our office.
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Heinrich Köhler, H.R. Harmer and Corinphila are proud
to announce the ERIVAN Collection of
German States, United States, Switzerland,
Austria & Lombardy and Venetia, Zeppelin and Worldwide
Rarities with sales to commence
at STOCKHOLMIA 2019.

E R IVAN
COLLECTION
First ERIVAN Sales 2019

1 June 2019

Worldwide Rarities – 1st ERIVAN Sale
Global Philatelic Network Auction
Stockholm, Sweden

8 June 2019

German States – 1st ERIVAN Sale
Heinrich Köhler Auction
Wiesbaden, Germany

15 June 2019

Austria & Lombardy-Venetia – 1st ERIVAN Sale
Corinphila Auction
Zurich, Switzerland

22 June 2019

United States – 1st ERIVAN Sale
H.R. Harmer Auction
New York City, United States

Germany’s Oldest Stamp Auction House

www.heinrich-koehler.de

www.corinphila.ch

www.hrharmer.com

Collectors are happy people
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

To be offered in June 2019
Viewing at
STOCKHOLMIA 2019

The famed Baden
»Error of Colour«

All lots from the
first ERIVAN Sales
can be viewed at
our stand no. 1

Provenance:
Philipp von Ferrari (1923)
Alfred Caspary (1956)
John R. Boker, Jr. (1985)

The famed Alexandria »Blue Boy«
last sold at public auction in 1967.
Provenance:
George H. Worthington (bought 1907),
Henry C. Gibson (bought 1916),
Warren H. Colson (bought 1922),
Alfred Caspary (H.R. Harmer 1955),
Josiah K. Lilly (1967),
John R. Boker, Jr. (1971)

The famous Lombardy-Venetia
»St. Andrew’s Cross« on cover
Provenance:
Renato Mondolfo
Dr. Anton Jerger

From the famed Norway
»Amalie Correspondence«

WE MAKE HISTORY
– BE A PART OF IT –
RARITIES AUCTION
STOCKHOLMIA 2019
Your consignment in focus for
the world‘s greatest philatelists
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HARMER

CORINPHILA
VEILINGEN

U.S.A.

Netherlands

Tel. +1 714 389 9178

Tel. +31 20 6249740

www.hrharmer.com

www.corinphila.nl

HEINRICH KÖHLER
Deutschlands ältestes Briefmarken-Auktionshaus

The Royal Philatelic Society London (RPSL) is the
oldest, the largest and one of the most prestigious
philatelic societies with some 2,200 members in 80
countries. Founded in 1869, the Royal Philatelic Society
of London celebrates its 150th anniversary in 2019.

The Global Philatelic Network has been appointed
by The Royal Philatelic Society London as the Philatelic
Partner for this event and as such is the oﬃcial auctioneer
for the STOCKHOLMIA 2019 Rarities Auction.

As part of the commemoration, an oﬃcial international
exhibition is being held in Stockholm, from 29 May to
2 June 2019, with the title “STOCKHOLMIA 2019”.

We invite philatelists worldwide to consign
material to this very special auction. We are awaiting
the majority of the leading worldwide philatelists
attending STOCKHOLMIA 2019.

We are looking for worldwide rare
stamps and covers, postal history
and specialised collections for this
Rarities Auction.

Consignments will be accepted for
single lots starting from EUR 1,000
(USD 1,200) and collections starting
from EUR 10,000 (USD 12,000).

Auction date:
Saturday, 1 June 2019

Final date for consignments:
15 March 2019

If you wish to consign to the STOCKHOLMIA 2019 Rarities Auction, contact Auction Houses Heinrich Köhler,
Corinphila, H.R. Harmer or John Bull of the Global Philatelic Network.

HEINRICH KÖHLER
AUKTIONSHAUS

CORINPHILA
AUKTIONEN

JOHN BULL
AUCTIONS

Germany

Switzerland

Hong Kong

Tel. +49 611 39381

Tel. +41 44 3899191

Tel. +852 2890 5767

www.heinrich-koehler.de

www.corinphila.ch

www.jbull.com

The Global Philatelic Network – Auctions
Sell your stamps where your stamps sell best!
HEINRICH KÖHLER
Deutschlands ältestes Briefmarken-Auktionshaus

The Global
Philatelic Network
Auction Dates

Company & country

Sell your stamps where your stamps sell best

16 & 21-23 March 2019
11 May 2019
12-14 & 21 September 2019

Corinphila Netherlands
Fine Stamp Auctions
Founded in 1974

Heinrich Köhler, Germany
Germany‘s Oldest Stamp Auction House
Founded in 1913

H.R. Harmer, USA
Founded in 1940

Corinphila Switzerland

Consignment Deadline

26-30 March 2019
8 June 2019
17-21 September 2019

15 June 2019
15 July 2019

4-6 April 2019
22 June 2019
October 2019

July 2019

11-15 June 2019
November/December 2019

15 March 2019
September 2019

Hong Kong‘s Oldest Philatelic
Auction House Founded in 1975

15-17 June 2019
December 2019

31 March 2019
September 2019

STOCKHOLMIA 2019
RARITY AUCTION

1 June 2019

Founded in 1919 ∙ Oldest Stamp
Auction House in Switzerland

John Bull, Hong Kong

The 150th Royal Philatelic Society
London Birthday-Sale

15 March 2019
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Wilhelmstr. 48
65183 Wiesbaden
Germany

Wiesenstr. 8
8032 Zurich
Switzerland

Mortelmolen 3
1185 XV Amstelveen / Amsterdam
Netherlands

2680 Walnut Ave. Suite AB
Tustin, CA 92780
U.S.A.

7/F, Kwong Fat Hong Building
1 Rumsey Street
Sheung Wan, Hong Kong

phone +49 611 39381
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BIDDING

Terms and conditions

Bids below the listing start Price will not T I T LE ; D E FAU LT
be accepted
5. (a) Subject to the fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein, on
1.

2.

3.

the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will pass to
the highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer, and such bidder
thereupon (a) assumes full risk and responsibility therefore, and (b) will pay
the purchase price as set forth in Conditions of Sale 4.

Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as
numbered in the printed Catalogue. H.R. Harmer, as agent for the consignor
or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner
in which the bidding shall be conducted. Harmers reserves the right to
withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser
or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or
more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid
believed not made in good faith.

(b) In addition to other remedies available to us by law, we reserve the
right to impose from the date of sale a late charge of 2% per month if
payment is not made in accordance with the conditions set forth herein.
Unless otherwise agreed by Harmers, all property must be removed from
our premises by the purchaser at his expense not later than 10 business
days following its sale.

The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a
dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor bidder
and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor),
the auctioneer alone shall determine who is the successful bidder and
whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer.

(c) If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with by the
purchaser, the purchaser will be in default and in addition to any and all
other remedies available to us and the Consignor by law, including, without
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the total purchase
price, including all fees, charges and expenses more fully set forth herein,
we, at our option, may (x) cancel the sale of that, or any other lot or lots
sold to the defaulting purchaser at the same or any other auction, retaining
as liquidated damages all payments made by the purchaser, or (y) resell
the purchased property, whether at public auction or by private sale, or
(z) effect any combination thereof. In any case, the purchaser will be
liable for any deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, late charges,
expenses of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our regular rates,
legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental damages. We may,
in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale then due or thereafter
becoming due to the purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the purchaser to us or any affiliated company, whether
or not intended to reduce the purchaser’s obligations with respect to
the unpaid lot or lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to
us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be
deemed to have granted and assigned to us and our affiliated companies,
a continuing security interest of first priority in any property or money of
or owing to such purchaser in our possession or in the possession of any
of our affiliated companies, and we may retain and apply such property or
money as collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any affiliated
company of ours. We shall have all of the rights accorded a secured party
under the California Uniform Commercial Code (UCC).

(a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and
consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in
executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or
omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
•
(b) All lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer may
implement such reserve price. The auctioneer may implement such
reserve price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor.
•
(c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been advanced
monies against the sale of their stamps and Harmers therefore has
a security interest over and above the normal auction commission.
•
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own
lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax
as applicable.
•
(e) Agents are responsible for all purchases made on behalf of their
clients, unless other arrangements have been confirmed in writing
prior to the auction.
•
(f ) HR Harmer further reserves the right to ban any bidder from
participation in its’ sales for any reason deemed appropriate in its’ sole
discretion.
•
(g) HR Harmer retains the right to demand a cash deposit from anyone
prior to bidder registration and/or to demand payment at the time
the lot is Hammered down to the highest bidder, for any reason
whatsoever. In the event that any buyer refuses or fails to make
payment in cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, the
auctioneer reserves the right to reoffer the lot for sale to the highest
bidder.

(d) Payment will not be deemed to have been made in full until we have
collected good funds. Any claims relating to any purchase, including any
claims under the Conditions of Sale, must be presented directly to Harmers.
In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of the total purchase price
for any lot and Harmers nonetheless elects to pay the Consignor any
portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that Harmers
shall have all of the rights of the Consignor to pursue the purchaser for any
amounts paid to the Consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under these
Conditions of Sale.

PAY M E N T F OR P U RCHASES
4.

(a) Subject to any extension of credit (which shall be made in accordance
with Harmers’ credit policies and requested prior to the commencement of
the auction), payment for lots shall be as follows:
•
(i) Floor Bidders. All floor bidders must register prior to the beginning of
sale. All invoices to Floor Bidders shall be due on the day of the auction.
•
(ii) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots
purchased. Payment is due within ten (10) business days of auction.
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by
Harmers of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute
delivery. All charges for handling and delivery shall be added to your
invoice. All shipments sent by Harmers are fully insured against loss in
transit unless otherwise requested.
•
(iii) Where an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired,
payment is still due within ten (10) business days of auction. We will
hold the funds while we send the items to the recognized authorities.
(b)
•
•
•

Payment is accepted in the form of
(i) Check in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank. If payment is made by
check, Harmer’s reserves the right to hold shipment/delivery for up to
ten (10) business days while it clears.
(ii) By wire transfer. Harmers will credit your account with the actual
USDs credited to our account net of any fees.
(iii) By credit card (MasterCard, Discover or Visa). Payment by credit
card is accepted as payment but will be subject to a 3% Convenience
fee. This fee will be added to the total of the invoice including hammer
price, buyer’s premium, shipping and other applicable taxes and fees.

E X H I B I T I O N A N D I N S P EC T I O N O F
LOT S ; Q UAL I T Y A N D AU T HE N T I C I T Y
6.

(a) On Premises Inspection and Postal Viewing. Ample opportunity is given
for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written
request and at Harmers discretion, for inspection by postal viewing (all as
detailed elsewhere in this Catalogue).
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual
description as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue, including
but not restricted to the section entitled “Key to Cataloguing”.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described
may be returned to Harmers within two weeks of its receipt by such
purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is
received by Harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction; however,
Harmers may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot.
If an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, the period of
time within which a lot must be received by Harmers will be extended in
accordance with Condition of Sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be
resolved by reference to a generally recognized authority, and Harmers
thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot with a description identical to
the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be liable for the

deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning
Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all
incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be
returned intact in the condition received by the purchaser. The following
lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Harmers: (i) lots from
purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by
postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated
in this Catalogue; (iv) lots described as having repairs, defects or faults—for
any reason; (v) U.S. stamps (through 1918) for reasons of paper inclusions,
(vi)no encapsulated stamps unless originally offered in this condition. (vii)
Multiple stamp/item lots including sets of 15 or more stamps, collections,
large lots and group lots, whether certified or not, as sold “As Is” and are not
returnable for any reason.
(d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a
generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received
by Harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a
generally recognized authority declines to express an opinion is normally
grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred in the submission and the return of a lot under
Conditions of Sale 7-9 are not refunded.

EXTENSION OF TIME
1.

All lots to be sent out on extension must be paid in advance and submitted
by H.R. Harmer.
(a) If a lot is certified by a generally recognized authority to be other than
as described:
(i) the sale (and the invoice with respect thereto, if outstanding) will be
cancelled; and,
(ii) to the extent set forth in Condition of Sale 9, payment of the expense
of certification will be made to the purchaser.
(iii) in the event any item “not as described,” the buyer will be refunded
the purchase price and certification fee up to $500 unless otherwise
agreed.
(b) Any lot with a P.F. or PSE certificate issued in the last six years is not
eligible for extension.

E X P E N SES O F CER T I F I CAT I O N
2.

Expenses of certification shall be borne by the purchaser except where a lot
is certified other than as described and is returned to Harmers in accordance
with Condition of Sale 8.

SALES TA X
3.

California residents will be charged sales tax as well as
bidders who pick up at the Live Auction venue or our office
without a valid Resale Certificate.

Shipping of Purchased Lots to
Addresses Outside the United StateS
4.

Lots will be shipped by Federal Express (street addresses) or by USPS Express
Mail (PO boxes) with a minimum fee of US$50 per shipment. If you wish to
have your purchases delivered by another method, you must make your
request in writing before the sale. You will need to prepay your invoice in
full and guarantee that once the package is accepted by the postal service
or other courier that HR Harmer, GPN Inc. is not liable for any loss or damage
to the package, and that should any loss or damage take place, HR Harmer,
GPN Inc. is not obligated to make refund or restitution.

JURISDICTION, VENUE, CHOICE OF LAW:
5.

(a) Dispute resolution shall occur in Orange County, California, USA.
The provisions of the Conditions of Sale will be construed and disputes
determined by application of California Law.
(b)Notice, Service of Process: Buyers agree to accept all notices and service
of process relating to dispute resolution at the address provided by Buyer
on any registration forms required to be executed as a condition of bidding
in our auction.
(c) Dispute Resolution: All disputes and claims arising out of or relating
to events and actions covered herein, brought by or against us, shall be
resolved by mediation or binding arbitration in accord with the procedures
set forth below. This provision does not apply to claims brought by the
Buyer directly against the Consignor, including, but not limited to any
action brought pursuant to the rescission provisions noted above.

MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES
6.

(a) Within 30 days of written notice that there is a dispute, the parties or
their representatives may meet at a time and place mutually agreed upon,
to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a mediator acceptable to
the parties shall be selected. The mediator shall be an attorney, trained
in mediation techniques and familiar with commercial law and the UCC.
The mediator’s fees shall be shared equally and paid by all parties. At the
mediation, all parties shall have actual authority to settle the dispute. Any
statements made during, and all aspects of, the mediation process shall be
kept confidential and shall not be admissible in any subsequent arbitration
or judicial proceeding. Any resolution shall be confidential.
(b) If the parties cannot agree to mediation, or if mediation does not
resolve the dispute, or in any event no longer than 60 days after receipt
of written notice referred to above, the parties shall submit the dispute for
binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator jointly selected, or
absent agreement, selected from the panel of Arbitrators provided by the
American Arbitration Association (AAA). If, within 15 days, the parties cannot
agree on an arbitrator, then AAA shall select one (1) person as arbitrator in
accord with AAA rules. The arbitrator shall be an attorney, experienced in
commercial law and with the UCC. The arbitrator shall be required to follow
the law in making his award, and the award shall be in writing and shall set
forth findings of fact and legal conclusions.
(c) The arbitration shall occur within 60 days of the selection of the
arbitrator, in Orange County, California, unless the parties agree to another
location. Discovery and the procedure for the Arbitration shall, unless
otherwise agreed to by the parties, follow the procedures and policies of
AAA governing commercial arbitration, subject however to the following
modifications:
1. All arbitration proceedings shall be confidential. None of the parties
nor the arbitrator may disclose the existence, content or results of the
arbitration without the written consent of all parties.
2. The parties shall attempt to agree on the issues to be arbitrated, or
identify the disputed issues in writing no later than 45 days prior to
arbitration.
3. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, discovery, if any, shall be
limited as follows: (a) Requests for no more than 10 clearly identified
categories of documents, to be provided to the requesting party within
14 days of written request therefore; (b) Depositions: No more than two
(2) per party, provided however, the deposition(s) are to be completed
within one (1) day; (c) Compliance with the above shall be enforced by
the arbitrator in accord with California law.
4. Each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to present its
position. The entire hearing before the arbitrator shall not take longer
than three (3) consecutive days, unless all parties agree otherwise in
writing.
(d) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 days following
the end of the proceeding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the
arbitrator may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. Each
party shall bear its own attorney’s fees and costs in connection with
the proceedings and shall share equally the fees and expenses of the
arbitrator.
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You may increase my bids by the following
percentage if necessary to win a lot (circle
one)
10%

20%

Please bid for me in accordance with your Terms and Conditions
of Sale, which I have read and agree to. I have indicated below my
maximum bid for each lot. I understand that you will execute my bids
at one bid increment over the next highest bid and that you will not
use my maximum bid unless necessary to secure the lot.

30%

I understand that bids so increased will be
reduced to conform to normal bidding
intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 18%
will be added to the total of all purchases.

I agree to pay for all purchases immediately upon notification.
I understand a buyer’s premium of 18% will be added to the total of
my purchases.

Please limit my total purchases to:
$

Signed______________________________________________

(not including Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less than $1000 are
respectfully declined.
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